
consideration must be given to the statistical procedures that are used.
Specifically; it is necessary to constrain probabilities of exhaustion to lie
between the values of zero and one. Binomial logit and discriminant
analysis techniques were used; in addition to ordinary least squares
regression; Without belaboring the technical aspects of these choices
here, it is important to know that the assumed properties of the data;
which are required to ensure proper interpretation of estimates
derived, are very stringent. In addition, it is difficult to compare
individual coefficients across the different techniques, and it is harder
to make confident statements about the overall "goodness of fit" of the
modells) specified.

The explantory power of all three of the statistical techniques
utilized is severely limited. Consequently; it is more appropriate to
conclude that the procedures produce similar results because the model
specification is far removed from an accurate statemenT of the
important causal forces that affect UI benefits exhaus ion probability;
than because the three methods are equally sensitive to the
distributional characteristics of the sample data.

BefOre specifying a conditional probability model of the UI benefits
exhaustion phenomenon, an- examination was -made to probe earlier
efforts. All relevant efforts have -been seriously constrained by available
data for estimating the models. It was hoped that variables included in
the CWBII master claimant records; supplemented by quarterly_
covered earnings data and other routinely available administrative
information; would prove useful in the quest for improved predictions
of claim-series duration;

Unfortunately, this was not feasible, to the extent that model
specification and estimation activities have been conducted judiciously:
Neither the choice of relevant variables and functional forms nor the
interpretztson of estimates derived from different statistical procedures
are obvious. To illustrate this assertion: A greater than 4 percent
decline in employment in a claimant's previous industry affiliation does
mit appear to result in a greater likelihOod of UT benefits exhaustion.
Does this ratan that termination of employment in a declining industry
is not a reliable signal of "unusual" economic distress? Or does it offer a
signal to "look elsewhere" (which wPmld increase the sense of urgency to
cast about for a new job, because the old one is unlikely to become
available again)? The net result of these opposing forces cannot be
predicted a priori.
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Preface

What kinds of information and program options are needed by
education and training institutions and policymakers to prevent and
ameliorate hardships of employment displacement caused by
technological change. import competition, or other causes?

This question was the - primary focusof the third annual Policy
Forum on Employ-ability Development. Held in Washington; DC. in
September 1983 by the National Center for Research in Vocatiorral
Education, the Forum was sponsored by the National Institute of
Education.

The first Policy Forum, given by the National Center in October
1981, was a comprehensive examination of the contributions of various
training institutions in the United States that prepare young workers
for the woild of work. The resulting papers from that Forum were
published in Job Training for Youth.

The second Policy Forum, given by the National Center in
September 1982; explored the usefulness and validity of occupational
forecasting; institutional responsiveness to these _forecasts, and program
coordination. The information presented at the F.:rum was Of interest to
policyinakers and rearchers who participate in the decisioranaking
about the training of a skilled labor force; The proceedings were
published in the volume, Respowilrneo of Training InAtitution,s to
("hanging Labor Market Donamdir.

This volume presents a set Of papers and reactor ctimments which
descrihe and assn ss the context of the displaced worker problem.
internat;onal experience it retraining displiiiced workers, private and
public responsibilities for retraining displieed workers, operating_
programs; and broad policy alternatives. These papers will be useful to
both national education; employment, and training policy-makers and
those charged with administering local programs;
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The National Center has engaged in organizing the Forums end
publishing the,regulting pa_pers in order to bring to the attention of
policvmakers prObeMS and_issues affecting training. This pubiication
contributes to the continuation of thoughtful dialogt;,- And debate
concerning the implication; for our_education and tra.Aning institutions
of the displaced worher Probleni. We Dope to continue our contributions
to the field of training through Subsequent annual Policy Forums and
resulting publications;

As editors, we have taken minor liberties in preparing the
material _for this volume. In particular: in chapter 2 we hate
attempted to summarize our sense of the policy considerations and
recommendations growing out of the Forum. We take full responsibility
for these interpretations and conclu sions.

A great many peop le contributed to the third annual Policy Forum
and to preparation of thii, volume. We Wish especially to express our
appreciation to the Natiiiiial Iii.stitine of Education for its support of the
research program on employability deVelopment of which this_ForUni is
a_ part. We owe a deep debt of gratitude to Robert E. Taylor%_Eice-ciitiVe
Director Ile National Center for Research in Vocational Education.
fde hi.s gilidante in developing the program and his support in all
phase:; cif it staging. Wo wish to thank Walter Corson; Robert Johnson;
Widiarn AShley.14nd Linda Lotto for their review and comments on
early draft:: of chapters 1_ and 2. We also wish to thank Janet Kip linger
and her Staff for editorial assistance, Mary Jo Alvoid for her help in
coordinating the Fiiird_hi, and l'aitti Brougher, Debbie Linehan, and
Cathy Jones for their heiji in preparing the final manuscript.

Columbus, Ohio
November 1983

Kevin Holleribeck
Frank N.:tuner

Howard Rosen
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K. HOLLENBECK
PRATZNER

H. ROSEN

introduction: National Policy
on Displaced Workers and
Local Program Response

AS the recession of 1981-83 loosens its grip, employment; education
and training policymakers are grappling with the residual
underemployment problems faced by workers who have been displaced
by the forces of technological change, import competition, shortened
product cycles; changes in consumer preferences, or industrial
regulation. Such workerswho have had a strong attachment to the
labor force but who have been laid off or have been gitren notice of an
impending layoff; and who have little likeliho-Od of becoming
reemployed in their former indiistry or occupationare labeled
displaced workers. Stereotypically; these workers are white maleS haVe
blue-collar jobs in smokestack industries (such as automobile
manufacturing and steel production); and they typically have achieved;
throUgh Seniority, relatively high wage rates but have only modest skill
and educational levels. Evidence suggests that the structural changes in
the economy are eroding_ also recent labor market gains of minority
groups and Women, particularly during the period in which
employment levels at facilities were being reduced prior to plant
closures:

The problem of displaeed workers has been recognitied and there
have been some initial broad policy thruststo assist these workers.
Enactment of Title III of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA).
whith went into effect on 1 October 1983; encourages local
public /private training partners to assist displaced workers_ Funds may
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be used for the following services:

Job search assistance

Job development

Training in job skills for which demand exceeds supply

Supportive services, including community assistance and
financial and personal counseling

Pre-layoff assistance

Relocation assistance

Programs conducted in cooperation with emplOyers or labor
organizations to provide early intervention in the event of
closure at plants"

Other federal interventions designed to lessen the problem of
displaced workers have included the negotiation of "voluntary' export
quotas With major_ American trade partners and the administration of a
number of "special protection prograrns"such as Trade Adjustment
Assistance, Which aids workers adversely affeetkd by tradeto provide
financial assistance to workers who have lost their jobs. In addition to
these federal interventions, Unemployment IUSUrance (UI) is the largest
source of financial assistance to the unemployed. Indeed, most displaced
workers are eligible for this type of insurance.

Labor and management have also negotiated private sector
programs designed to ameliorate the problem; For example, bargaining
for employment security through upgrade training/retraining while
foregoing immediate w_agegaing has emerged from recent United Auto
Workers of AmeriCk (UAW)/autti company and Communications
Workers of Americi/AT&T bargaining.

At a time when policymakers werebeginning to recognize the
importance of the displaced worker problem, the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education convened its third annual polic
forum on employability development and focused it on the itle of
training and educational institutions in serving the needs of displaced

*Section 302 (a of P.L. 97-300. Job Training Partnership At
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workers. The objrctives of the annual policy forum series are to (1)
provide policymakrs and practitioners with information to make
informed decisions about education and training for work; (2) provide
opportunities for dialogue on important policies; practices; and issues in
providing preparation for work; and (3) serve as a means of
maintaining important linkages between and among policymakers;
researchers, and practitioners. Towards these ends, the 1983 gathering
included key personnel from the U.S. Departments of Labor and
Education. staff members of Congressional committees and agencies,
members of key education and training organizations, officials of labor
unions and business entt rprises._selected state an, local government
officials, and researchers and scholars.

Two broad themes emerged from the proceedings of the 1983
forum First, participants considered what types of national policy or
industry-level initiatives. need to be pursued in either a preventive or
ameliorativP role, as well as the implications of such policies. Second,
participants de-scribed and considered local responses to displaced_
workeN and the roles being played by training institutions and schools.

THE FOCUS OF NATIONAL POLICY

Any intervention into the economic process benefits some segments
of the economy, but it also distorts the resource allocation of the
marketplace, which will cause costs to be borne by other segments, A
basic question. then. is whether the benefits of the intervention warrant
the costs.

Two of the participantsBluestone and McKenzie--debate this
question in their chapters on retraining displaced workers. McKenzie
provides three reasons for suggesting that (federal) governmental
intervention be limited. First, firms will substitute (to some extent)
subsidized training for retraining that would occur in the absence of
subsidirps and will pocket the reduced costs in the form of increased
profits, Second. financing government subsidization of retraining will
caus-e seduced training in those firms that will pay higher taxes, Third,
subsitLlizing training in industries at risk gives workers the wrong
incenti;ve signals; that is, the relative wages in those industries will
become artificiqlly high and will attract workers. Bluestom counters by
suggesting that institutional and social impediments to change cause a
misallocation of resources and therefore result in social costs in
responws to the rapid spatial and dynamic adjustments of the economy.

5
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Second; negative externalities in the form of lost training costs often
occur in private roriiiianies when a worker leaves to take a job with a
competitor; These exterrialitieS cause firms to underinyest in training;
Government policy; according to ltieStone.can alleviate the costs al
rapid economic change and distribute training costs more_equitab!y, He
even goes so far as to suggest a totally new- financing mechanism that
makes the government an "equity investor' in educational endeavors.

The experiences of other industrialized countrieS that have
confronted the problem of massive structural unemplOYinent could
guide AmeriCan polityrnakers.Bendick's chapter describes the
experiences of three: Sweden. France. and Canada; Sweden relies on a
strong national employthent service involving compuls3ry use and
registration; France uses tax cede to _provide incentives for firms to
providetraining; Each French firm _is obliged either to spend atleast a
sum of money equal to 1.1 percent of its *age bill on training aetivities;
or eke have the difference between_ 1.1 percent of ith _wage bill and its
training expenditures fully Wed. In conjunction With advance notice
legislation. Canada's federal employment authority administers a
service that actively intervenes in plant cloSiiigaor other mass layoff
situations if requested by the parties involved; This service. the
ManpoWer Consultative Service, arranges a tripartite courcil with
members from management. the work force; and an arbitrator; The
council acts aSa focus for outplacement and other services for the laid-
off workers.. The thatitet- concludes that the Canadian approach is the
most amenable of the thre70 to the U.S.

In discussing the contekt of the displaced worker problem. Uhalde's
chapter indicates that since thfre is no consistent agreement about the
definition of employment displacement there is no general agreement
about the size of the problem; The Chapter doeS indicate that Title III of
JTPA is the primary public response to the displaced worker problem
in this country. He suggests; howeveri that it ShOuld be supplemented
by modified ccorkplace adjustment mechanisifia in the private sector.
Such meeha.nisms may include cooperative human reicitirce planning
between labor and management to retrain and retain worker's who may
otherwise become displaced.

McLennan -suggeSth several modifications to existing federal
programs and legislatido that should oe considered in attemptitrz more
efficient amelioration of Strtict till unemployment. In particular; he
suggests a basic reform of the Unemployment Insurance system to add
a second tier of benefits that individuals with at least a minimum level
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of labor force experience could use for retraining; in the case of
permanent displacement. To help reduce the possibility of large-scale
displacement of workers. McLennan argues that the large and growing
level of_tax-exempt bond issues to support private firms skews the
competition for capital away from hemy industrial firms with tirge
plant and_equipment capital ineeds toward lighter ,rvice-oriented
business. He suggests that a Iiimitation on such instruments will bring
about more sensible local economic development and increase the
competitiveness of American industry. His review of policyoptions
considers various additional alternativcs. ranging from Individual
Training Accounts and targeted federal procurement to Reemployment
Vouchers.

Examining administrative and supplemental data from the U1
system, Urosslin. Hanna. and Stevens report that the larger the decline
of employment is in certain industries, the more likely UI benefits will
be exhausted and earnings will fall in subsequent empi!oyment. This
finding suggests_ that early intervention, such .as training or job search
assistance; may be desirable for workers disploced_from_those declining
industries. The authors also offer numerous administrative suggestions
for policymakers establishing programs to identify and serve displaced
workers:

In considering the various national policy alternatives. the forum
authors generally agree upon the overriding importance of achieving
stable economic growth in the country: Uhalde's conclusion: which
reflects a consensus view, suggests that:

Stable, sustained economic growth at reasonable interest
rates and exchange rates is a pre-nquisite for successfully
addressing the problem of the displaced worker.

LOCAL PROGRAM EXPER1E:NCES

No matter which direction the future national policy focus takes.
local training and educational institutions and employment program
administrators will shoulder the responsibility of implementation; The
forum includes several presentations that describe or evaluate local
program experiences. In anticipation of legislation to assist displaced
workers. the U.S. Department of Labor has funded several
demonstration programs for localities to meet the needs of these
workers.

7
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The_ initial site, who program has received considerable attention;
was in the Downriver area of Detroit. Smith, tiu lik, and Stremsdorfer
present an evaluation of that effort. Their evidence shows that the
Downriver program has had a positive effect on the reemployment rate
of local displaced workers. The evaluation does not identify the relative
effects of retraining vis-a-vis jots search assistance. however, doe to
small sample sizes and specification problemli.

Miller profiles another U.S. Department of Labor demonstration
program jointly developed by the Mid-Willamette (Oregon) Jobs Council
and the Chemeketa Community College. Of_the_ laid-off workers who
were sent letters inviting -them to participate, 34 percent accepted.
participants went through a job search assistance workshop. Theft
about two-thirds participated in job placement assistance activities
only: the other one-third receivO4 clessroom training. Placement rates
for the former were around 70 ,;-k-ecent and for the latter, 46 percent.
The difference in these rates must be interpreted with caution,
however, bimause classroom training has only recently_ been completed.
The average wage at placement for both groups is higher than program
administrators anticipated. but is still approximately only three-
quarters of the pre-layoff wage.

Ross describes a program developed by the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation that became indirectly affiliated with one of the U.S.
Department of Labor demonstration projects. Creating a Career
Continuation Center,the program involved_five phases: plan
development. counseling_services, job search training, follow-up support
in job development activities and training/retraining. The Bethlehem
Steel program emphasizes counseling and involvement of the whole
family as corm aced to other more employment services-oriented
programs.

Noting that the United States has over twelve hundred] community.
junior, and technical colleges that represent an in-place delivery system
for retraining massive numbers of the American work force; Eliason
reviews what these institutions are doing to prepare to offer numerous
mcides of training and retraining in partnership with local businesses
and industry. She presents thumbnail sketches of in-place programs or
those under development, such as the Brevard (Florida) Community
College precisior sheet metal retraining program. the Horry-
Georgetown (South Carolina) Technical College golf course maintenance
program; the Parkland (Illinois) Community College Dislocated Worker
Assistance Center; and others.
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The central_ point of Shy's chapter is Lit a_nurnher of training
programs have been negotiated through collective bargaining to serve
active and laid-off workers; He presentsiletailed descriptions of the
UAW-GM Joint Skill Development and Training Committee and the
UAW-Ford Employee Development and Training Program; The critical
element of these programs is that they are jointly administered by labor
and management.

SUMMARY

The forum proceedings here offer a rich and thoughtful collection
of viewpoints for policymakers and program administrators to consider
in dealing with the problem of displaced workers. The discussion of
participants strongly suggests that national; state; and local policies
need to reinforce each other, Both margement and labor can also
contribute to the ie policies and work together to supplement
governmerita' programs. Forum participants recognize the need for
both preventive as well as ameliorative policies and programs

The next chapter highlights the policy recommendations emanating
from the forum deliberations.



2 K HOLLENBECK
PRATZNER

IL ROSEN

Summary of Policy Considerations

One of the principal objectives of the National Center's series of
polie fori.ms is to provide policymakers at local; state; and national
levelS with information with which to make more informed decisions
about this nation's system of education and training. This volume
presents information and suggeStions related to displaced workers.
Following upon the introductory remarks in Chapter 1, we have
classified the policy considerations according to whether they are more
germane to the national level nze to lo-Cal=level policymakers and
program administrators. Of course; sound policies -and programs
require contributions from and coordination of individuals at. both
levels. Nevertheless, some issues address orgaiiiiition.s Or institutions
with national constituencies (e.g;; the Congress; executive agencies;
national unions; private interest organizations concerned with training
and Mutation, such as the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, the American Vocational Association; or the American
SliCietY for Training and Development; and organizations of employees).
Other issues are more relevant for public or private officials at the local
level.

NATIONALLY FOCUSED POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

Policymakers should consider the ittictilittion and promulgation of
a national industrial policy to coordinate economic development and
employment and training policies. As the economy experiences
structural shocks from import expansion; technologiCal change;
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industrial relocation; changing consumer preferences, and accelerated
pi-Mud cycles. a coordinated _response (public or private) may facilitate
adjustment and resourre reallocation toward more efficient and/or
equitable ends. If goals and objectives are articulated naaorial
industrial policy; then program administrators and policy makers at all
levels of government and in the private sector will have a focused
direction to follow instead of trying to resolve conflicting or uncertain
programmatic goals. The educational gyg:tem must play a role in the
industrial training policy as well.

In considering a national industrial policy, the problems of
displaced workers should be kept separate from the iasues of trade and
competition. In 'the long run; protectionism of or PG4icies that impede
technological change in declining industries may result in even more
jobs lost. Improving American competitiveness and racilitating the
dynamics of economic change are a better course of action to increase
the number of jobs and ease problems of displacement.

Apart from a national industrial policy, displaced worker policy
Anitiatives may range from comprehensive reforms to incremental
changes in existing programs. Toward the systemic end of-the spectrum
are such mOdela as the Canadian Manpower 'Consultative Service, a
centralized public agency that enters a local situation upon invitation
and mobilizes and _coordinates resources to meet the needs of displaeed
workers. and the French "obligation-to-spend" system_ which may he
examined for potential adaptations or implications. Advance
notification legislation is another systemic change to be considered,
Although somewhat antithetical to a private market philosophy; some
evidence has shown that advance notice of plant closure or job layoffs
results in better outcomes for affected workers. Inceementa,i, types of
program changes include targeting federal procurtaments and revising
current capital investment incentive policies_(on the demand side) or
establishing training subsidies for individuals (on the supply side).

The potential of the La-nadian approach was particularly
recognized by the Forum participants. As more collective bargainilig
agreemenIs incorporate advance notice provisions., this approach of
early intervention through a voluntary, cooperative labor-management
outplacement effort should be ronsidered, It represents to the
employment and training program administrators an opportunity to
leverage private sector dollars with scant government resource&

Forum participants reach agreement on the importance of job
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search skills in achieving high Ime Is of reemploymentand on the
-Ariking deficiency of such skills among displaced workers. EduCational
and training polieymakers should consider the appropriateness of
including job search skill training' in relevant program curricula:

Two major long-run trends in educalionai policymaking are
movements toward emphasis of basic education and lifelong learning
frame \cons. Either of these developments may hOp ease structural
unemployment. With higher leVOIS of basic_ shills. workers will be more
trainable and mom adaptable to new positions within their employers'

oth4ns firms. as instit4tions and policies
accommodu.te tlw training and retraining that workers will reqUire
throughout thg.Ar 'lifetimes, these workers will be able to acquire the
skills anti knowledge necesur 'to adjust to char5ging 'labor market
demands.

But in the .t)t)rt-,rur, the forum partitimnts preseMed evidence
that the rdeit;re basic educauoilal attainment of recent cohorts of
displaced workers is not low (compt:i!d tizr cprimunity college students,,
for instance). god that the current training demands of displaced
workers call for Coneentrcitecl-in-Lime valational courses that meet
qablished local labor market dernandS.

Private sector initiatives should dcvelor program_s_for increasing _

employment security within the workplace because of limitations of and
competing demands for government resources: This may be
AkTotint igi*d via retraining programs at local secondary or
postsecondary_ institutions. relocation policies. advancenotice of closures
cis la.yciff.s. and Coopetativestrategic planning by worker-management
councilS, indeed, recent collective bargaining agreements are moving in
that direction. Adjustment mechanisms, however, may be too expensive
4)r some firms. particularly for small firms or firms nearing
bankruptcy. Therefore; national pOlicymakers need to consider the
employment security problems of workers in firms where private
intrafirm mechanisms cannot be established.

Along similar lines; other populations of displaced workers warrant
the attention of federal or national policyrnakers. Most criteria for
defining displacement start with Clnemployment However;
displacement may also involve underemployment or nonparticipation in
the labor force. Fwettelermore. the definition of displaced workers in the
Job_Training Partnership Act (JTPA relies on _a lack of job opportunity
in thr, tivOrk,:rqs' industry or occupation: however. because of



impediments to job or geographic mobility, such as those which older
workers; workers with employed spouses, or workers with families
might experience; perhaps loss of jobin one's establishment should
suffice in administrative definitions; Finally, guidelines for the
administration of displaced worker programs should not overlook
displacement affecting small numbers of workers; as opposed to
focusing primarily on more visible mass layoffs;

LOCAL PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS

In administering and, particularly, in establishing a program, it is
important to establish linkages to all community resources and service
deliverers. Reemployment at a reasonable wage level may be the
primary goal; but a job loss often causes psychological, financial,
family, and health problems that also must be addressed. Income
assistance during prolonged periods of unemployment may also be
necessary. Coordination within the community will (I) maximize the
likelihood of being able to provide the necessary services to all
displaced workers and their families and (2) minimize duplication of
services.

A particular problem within the JTPA framework addressed by
the forum participants is the administration of local programs when
local boundaries cross state lines. Polizymakers need to facilitate the
efforts of program administrators in such cases to deal with multiple
state, county, and municipal governments.

Several participants believe that in providing services at the local
level, job search assistance (JSA) and job search skill training should
have the highest priority. Several models are available. and most
aspects of the job search assistance procedure have been implemented
in various settings. Approximately 60 to 80 percent of participants in
the programs discussed in these chapters have received (and
presumably needed) JSA only with the remaining clients acquiring
JSA and then engaging in training activities.

Job development activities are an important adjunct to the
provision of job search assistance. LOCal administrators of programs
should not rely solely on published information, but should inquire
act i vet y and regularly with employers in their local labor markets and
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should develop networks.* Programs may even assist firms with
government procurement activities to help stimulate the local economy
as well as to establish credibility and contact with employers.

;_- _-To date; skill training has been provided to onlya minority of
program participants. There is no consensus on its effectiveness vis-a-
vis other types of program treatments. The scant evidence available_
indicates that employment outcomes of trainees are comparable to those
of nontrainees; this may be a positive reinforcement of training as a
treatment.however, since evidence also indicates that trainees tend to
be the least job-ready. In any case, training should be of short duration
and targeted to occupations with demonstrated demand. Displaced
workers are experienced workers who feel they "know the score" and
may thus be averse to training that has no immediate payoff.
Furthermore_they usually have responsibilities that do not allow large
investments of time or money.

Institutions and program administrators need to acknowledge these
facts; Standard institutional models of a two- or four-year college for
young adults are simply not applicable to displaced workers; Effective
programs are flexible enough to meet time and content constraints;
Training may need to be offered at the workplace. Community colleges
have to adjust their administrative systems to accommodate displaced
worker training. Unionized faculty may need to alter their work rules.
In short, all parties need to operate in a flexible, problem-solving
manner.

During the past two decades; this nation has developed and
acquired a considerable amount of information and experience about
providing services to structurally unemployed workers._ Several forum
participants stress that this information has not been effectively
disseminated to program administrators. National policymakers should
cons' ler investing the resources necessary to disseminate relevant
information about exemplary displaced worker training programs;

Finally, policymakers need more information about the 60 percent
(or more) of displaced workers who chotze not to participate in
programs or who drop out of programs. This large percentage raises
basic questions about the effectiveness of the programs offered. Do

"This recommendation corroborates the evidence and discussion presented in a previous
National Center policy forum. See Taylor et al.; Responsb.enens gf_TrainLng Institatiutut to
Changing Labor Market Demands, Columbus. OH: The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education. 1983.



these workers perceive the programs as ineffective or not suited to their
needs? Are the workers achieving high levels of reemployment
without theasMstanee of the programs? Are these workers adding to
the rolls of public income maintenance programs? Without information
about nonparticipantS, it cannot be determined whether programs in
place (e.g.; unemployment insurance. supplemental unemployment
benefits) are adequate; whether workers naively expect recall despite
massive layoffs or plant closings, or whether local program
administrative deficiencies cause the IOW Participation. Yet the policy
implications derived from each of these fiethrs are dramatically
different.

Although estimates of the size of the displaced worker population
vary considerably, forum participants agree that displacement is an
employability problem of national concern. It is a problem without easy
or immediate solutiOnS. and one that is likely to plague us for years to
come. It is our hope that the forum deliberations will add, even if in an
incremental fashion; to an understanding of the displaced worker
problem and will point toward effeetiVe national and local policy
directions.
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RAYMOND UHALDE

3

Job Displacement and Employment
Security: A Workplace Perspective*

INTRODUCTION

A fundamental and enduring_goal of our sociew, aCeording_to the
Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978; is the useful
employment at fair rates of compensation of all individuals able;
willing, and seeking work. Primary challenges to realizing this full
employment goal have been and continue to be threefold; The first is to
sustain a noninflationary expansion of job opportunities apace with
labor foreo growth. The second is to provide adequate and effective
education and employment and training services to economically
diSadVantageA individuals. The third challenge is to eliminate
discrimination in the workplace.

Recent economic events; however; have resurrected Still another
challengea challenge to a concept we have ionic, taken for eanted.
This challenge may prove small in magnitude when compitid to those
just cited; yet failure to meet it effectively threatens the hOOk and
expectations of thousands of Americans; This challenge is to provide
employment securityand; therefore; economic stabilityfor our
experienced work force.

'Points of view or opinionsistated in this paper do not necessarily represen. the official
prplicy or position of the U.S, Department of Labor.
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The concept of etiiloyttient security for the experienced members-
of the American work force is central to achieving our objective of full
employment Amerieins haVe understandably come to expect that the
at quisition of job skills and the dedicated employment of those skills
through several years of hard Work_Should adequately ensure their
bility to earn a rising standard Of liVing and a comfortable. voluntary

ret:rement. Although involontaff but telnpo-a. ry perieijsof.
are Loleraled, the sudden and permanent loss of the ability to be
emplOyed at somewhat comparable wages is largely rejected as
inherently unfair. To most Americans; the wholesale; permanent
displacement of entire classes of exivrienced workers because of the
shrinking or elimination of entire job classifications or industries is an
unacceptable outcome of our economic systemunacceptable; that is;
unless meaningful mechanisms are available. both public and private;
to ensure the restoration of both family welfare and the dignity 'of work;

Most Ameri, ans are well aware that structural changes are
occurring in our economy in resperiSe to growing internationalization of
the American economy; technological advances, higher energy prices,
and environmental pressures Although these Structural changes should
ultimately increase the productivity; incomes; and well-being of the
economy as a Whole. significant burdens are imposed on workers who
lose long-held jobs When plants clue, production lines are permanently
idled; or individitalS are replaced by labor-savingtechnology; Certainly
the closing of obsolete plants and the continued adoption of /145-
technology processes are a necessary part of any effort to improve
industrial productivity. But if AMericans are serious about revitalizing
our industrial be to meet current and future economic challenges; we
need to be equally vigorous in par.-siting human resource policies that
ensure that our experienced work force has the skills to complement
this economic recovery and that it shares in the long-r in benefits-

These requisite human resource policies shoUld encompass public
and private mechanisms hich go beyond tihe historical Amer:can
response of competiSation or severance ply. Compensation partially
addresses the obvioUS problem of distributional equity: it is
inadequate in several respects. Compensation alone is an ineffective
device with which to mirStiall cooperative responses by affected
workers to government policies that three:en jobs, such as trade
liberalization or deregulation. CoMpensation alone is also a weak tool
With which to foster consensus btiilding in the workplacea process by
which labor and management joirtlY recognise and act upon their
mutual interests in improving the competitiVeness of the enterprise.
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Compensation is ultimately not enougk, because for many worker: it
fails to ensure Continued employment or even emp:oyability, at
satisfactory wageS._And employment security is essential for restoring
indiVidual and family welfare.

Enhanciog emplciyinent security for workers threatened by job
iii9.11Reement if a responsibility shared by business, labor, education;
and government No single segment of society can or should be
exclusively charged with this critieil task. Neither should any segment
Of society be absolved of responsibility:

This nzition has experienced permanent sectoral and regional
decline,-, in the past that have generated large-scale labor
displacements. Familiar examples are the virtual disappearance of the
textile and footwear industries in New England andthe dramatic and
enduring. long-terM decline in agricultural labor. These examples;
coupled with the historical absence of any sustained, positive public
adjustment policies, may Serve as benchmarks against which
Americans are expected to judge the severity of current structural
changes and the appropriateness of government intervention. This
argument, however; implies thattheSe previous structural changes
were accommodated efficiently; Without government assistance.

This is hardly the case. Bluestone and Harrison (1912) recently
doeumenWA the all incidence of downward mobility among
New England textile and footwear worker& Hathaway and Perkins
(1968) examined Seeial Security work history files and concluded that
"the massive reduCtiOn in the agricultural labor forces that we observe
is a process of trial and error, and the errors have been very costly to
hundreds of thousands Of People individually and to Riciety at large" (p;
352). Specifically; their analysis reveals that nearly one-half of the
persons changing from farth to nonfarm employment in a given year
Sustained a subsequent ss in earnings. despite the low-wages typically
associated with farm work. This was especially true for farm workers
over forty:four Sears of age and for blacks. High rates of return
movement to farming were also evident; partienlitrI) for older workers
and blacks.

In fact, the gross -flows into and out of farming reveal the trial-and=
error nature of the adjustment process. On the average; 14 percent of
the farm work fOree Changed to exclusively nonfarm employment e.tz.h
year between 1957 and IMO; but for -every ten_ farm workers who
obtained nonfarm emploTyinerit, nine htlivkluals ttfot up farmingthe
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great majority of whom were former farm workers. The rationale for
this high degree of mobility into an industry widely known to be in
permanent decline is demonstrated to be largely one of economic
necessity. Those who returned to farm work had both lower rates of pay
and more unemployment in their nonfarm employment than former
farm workers who remzined in nonfarm jobs, and those who returned
to agriculture experienced immediate increases in earnings.

The picture drawn by these and other studies hardly suggests
optimal labor market efficiency. On the coltrary,_the historical record,
the earnings-loss literature; and the distributional-equity principle
clearly justify a potential role for government in the adjustment
process. The important public policy question is can we develop
effective programs that improve the performance of the maacet?

This chapter fouses primarily on the adjustment assistance role of
the private sector, both labor and management. This workplace
twrspective derives from three impressions. First, many involuntary
and permanent separations from employers could (and should) be
prevented if the distinction between job displacement and employment
displacement were appreciated. Second, many have focused recent
attention on the most severe and tragic manifestation of structural
changeplant closings and mass layoffs: yet individual layoffs that
constitute permanent employment displacement occur constantly but
invisibly (National Council on Employment Policy 1983); Internal labor
market mechanisms are probably best suited to deal initially with these
situations. Such adjustment mechanisms traditionally include seniority
ladders. job restructuring, transfer rights, retraining; downgrading
(v ith or without bridge payments), phased retirement, rind early
retirement. Third, more attention should be given tc. actual and
potential adjustment mechanisms that the wcrkplace affords, so that
public sector responses are designed to complement and expand on
private actiot.i. rather than substitute for them.

Before discussing workplace adjustment mechanisms, however, it
will be useful to define some terms, explore a number of related
implications; and briefly review the empirical literature on plant
closings and earnings losses

DEFINITIONS AND SOME IMPLICATIONS

During the late 1950s and the 1960s, several labor market analysts
were concerned that technological change would displace large
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numbers of workers who because of changing job requiremen; would
not be readily absorbed in new employmenL The automation and
cybernetics ::cane was one stimulus of proposals for aguaranteecl
income iTheobald 1966) and was the principal, initial focus of the
Manpo..ver De%eiopment and Training Act of 1962. The worst fears
were net er realized. By the end of the decade, the unemployment rate
had been reduced to its lowest level in sixteen Fear a rate unmatched
since.

In reviewing the debate of that period; Doeringer and Plore (1971)
attribute part of the error to "a confusion between the rate of
technological change and job dis_7;lacement on the one hand, with the
raw of employment displacement on the other" fp 193 Employtnrnt

ispfar. 'Iwo accords with a definition of a displaced worker an
individual involuntarily separated from an employer because the job
has been eliminated. These workers comprise the population_at risk. Jr
disphir, merit refers to the elimination of a particular job, independent
of whether the individual worker is ultimately separated from the firm
(see Hunt and Hunt 19S3). This- distinction is important to
understanding how traditional_ fears of labor- saving automation are
heightened during downturns in economic activity.

Job displacement is an internal labor market concept Jobs are
eliminated either when production techniques change or when entire
production processes are abolished. When the former Occurs, workers
displaced from jobs are ensured continued employment with the firm
only to the degree that there exist vacancies created by attrition or
expanded pePduction." During a recession, given rates of technological
change and job displacement result in a higher rate of permanent
displacement from the firm. bcause (1) vacancies within the firm are
lower than normal and (2) employer resources tvailable for retraining
and otherwise facilitating retention are limited!

The job displacement rate itself is likely to increase during a
recession.even if the rate of technological change remains constant;
because of accelerated disinvestment in obigilete equipment; production
lines. and entire plants. When production lines or plants are

I hat. i 1ifi<YI Di ringer and Piore's 11971,i analysis, stgnehat.

**Vacancies alone do not ensure retention. The preferencesor tastes of the employer for
retaining experienced workers arc also* factor. Some employers exhibit more loialty
coward their existing work force than do others. The existence and terms of collective
bargaining agreements also influence employer preferences in this area.
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permanently ehised, job ilispLai.1.1. 'it and employment disPlaeement
are obviously siniuitanetiius. In atl-c_:.ion, recessions not only increase the
rate of permanent emploment displacement, they also aggravate the
impact by making it very difficult for those displaced to find new jobs
with new employers.

Two implications emerge from thiS brief analysis_ First, although it
is not --et clear whether the rate of technological change has increased.
the amount of permanent employment displacement attributable to
ongoing technological advances probably has_ increased= the
recent_ recession. Recessions normally do weaken the effectiVenesS Of
workplace adjustment mechanisms; but the severity and length of the
recent downturn hate tirtually eliminated their useriilne-si.

Second. the weakening of workplace adjustment mechanisins
during recessions. in conjunction with recession-induced disinvestment;
further blurs the distinction between Cyclical and structural
unemployment Recessions quicken the pace of disinvestment in obsolete
plant and equipmentthe labor deStruCtiOn phaSe of the capital
inestment process. Many workers Who WhoUld be displaced gradually
(and less %isitily) user time in the absence of the recession are suddenly
and permanently laid off.

From this dicussiofi it may be seen that the recent
augmented by relatively sudden surges in import competitiOn; have
concentrated in time. as well as geography, a large stock of w=orkers
permanently displaced frOM former employers. As a lower bound; thiS
population-at-risk numbers at leaSt two hundredfateen thousandthe-------------------
job losses that resulted ftoM the more than sip hundred plant closings
recorded in 1982 (Bureau of National Affairs 1983).

The upper bound is much more difficult to identify. Jobs are
eliminated because of permanent reductions_ in_demand for either the
goods and services workers produce or the skills they possess. This
suggests a declining industry and declining occupation proxy.
According to a Congressional Budget Office (CM) 1982) estimate,
between L6 and 1.9 million persons were job loseri_from declining
industries or declining occupations in early 1983:* ThiS constitutes
about 15 percent of current unemployment; Yet a broader definition
includes all job 16.4e.rSnifit awaiting recall; During a high-empliiknient
rear: curh_as_1978, this definition constitutes about 30 percent of the

Thu, cstir iat iK iWeAtvii on middle grid high trend growth ratEn,i0ii his-tutors gilt to-
thiritA of those from declining cocctove.iiiiiii are of declining industries:
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(unemployed t to percent during I982) (Council of Economic Advisors
19.*3). This definition is particularly unsatisfactory; however; because it
signals no information regarding the status of the vacated jobs.

If the CHO proxy is accepted in enumerating the size of the
displaced worker population-atrisk. it should also be recognized that
not all displaced workers are equally at risk. Some displaced workers
experience little difficulty in obtaining new employment at comrwable
wages. The (-BO, for example._ identifies only about two hundred fifty
thousand persons who are job losers_ from a declining industry or
oculxition omi who are unemployedfor more than twentv-sii weeks.
This count; howeler, omits early withdrawals from the labor_Market,a,Ti
well as those who haw found work; thaybe part-time,_ at considerably
reduced wages and skill leselsthe underemployed: In addition. the
twenty- ,;ix week standard is arbitrary. A fifteen-week standard.: for
example. would increase the estimate by 24) percent or more:

A_ number of findings (reviewed next) :suggest a high incidence of
early labor force withdrawal and part-time work following a plant

Gi%en these findings, and a_ less stringent standard to define
tiring -term unemployment. itseems _likely that between five hundred
thousand and sewn hundred fifty thousand workers have not only been
displaced from old jobs that have ceased to exist, but have alsb not been
efficiently absurbed in new employment. Clearly; more careful work is
needed to quantify the scope of the problem.

It is also clear that, despite the uncertainty regarding the scope of
the_problem. the number of displaced workers experiencing adjustment
diffiull,es_is dwarfed l) the longstanding problem of disadvantaged
workersdisadva.ntaged youth female heads of families, and working
Poor adults in low-wage, high-turnover jobs. The nation's commitment
to the employment and training needs of the disadvantaged should be
unfailing. Unfortunately, there seems to be an often implicit resentment
directed toward the displaced worker issue by some vho adtiseate for
the disadvanti(ged. It is important to recognize that the problems of the
two groups are related:

First. plant closings and other job displacements eliminate future _

ji3h openings created by attrition or turnover that could h2,ve been filled
by new entrants. Displaced workers themselves recognize this.
Displaced autoworkers in Detroit and displaced coal miners in West
Virginia express anmerriding concern for the job opportunities that
will be unavailable for young people in the futuregenerally the low
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Skilled. Second. to the extett that employers are able and willing to
retain and retrain experietited workz,rs displaced from jobs else-Whee
in firm. VacancieS tri a firm are dented to new labor market
ei-.trants. Third. displaced workers who hay.* limited marketable skills
will ultimately compete with the disadvantaged for low-skilled jobs:

low-skilletl. often unionized manufacturing jobs have meant the
difference between poverty and economic prosperity for millionsof
workers with limited e-diicatibii and training (Drucker 1983). In ord(
to guard against pola6ting the Ameri----,ao labor wr-ree. the nae.iem''=1111:4.

seek out comprehensive and complernerita6- human resources

THE EVIDENCE ON EARNINGS LOSSES
AND OTHER ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS

That permanent jol,_ layoffs als=o provoke severe nonfinancial
hardships for many workers and their families is beyond question.
Displaced v-orkers who manage to maintain their incomes in the face of
unemployment do so. in marry- ca,Sis, by making very difficult
adjustments in family life-styles. As unemployment is prolonged,
however, resources often become severely depleted. This_economic
deprivation, whether relative or absolute, bas beeti [(kind in several
studies to be linked to social and psychological indieitors of pathology.

Gordus, Jarley. and Ferman (1981) present an excelleret review of
past studies that address the effects of job displacement inn mental
health. They_ find that the negative physical and mental ;)ii,..1th
outcomes to be expected from plant closings, as distinct !from
unemployment in the broader are not quite CO sevit!re as may be
suspected; The authors conclude with this important obwrvation:

The irony which emerges from the -study of the mental health of
displaced workers is that; for a time it least, their former stable
work histories; their community attachment; and their family
stability. provide some safeguard against the early onset of serious
difficulties. et these very same facours are those which Often
impede their successful search for new employment_ which,
ultittiatkly, will provide the only secure safeguard against the
negative titittottli.S which have been demonstrated to be consethient
upon unemployment. (p. l6:51

New employment, however. is often difficult to obtain, eswially
for older workers. the unskilled. those- with less education, and those
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with more seniority (Jenkins and Montmarquette 19791 .` Early latior
force withdrawal is all too frequently the mechanism by which workers
adjust to permanent dislocation: Females. minorities. and older worke_rs
exit the labor force following di,splacernent far more frequently than do
prime-ag,r. whit-e males: In a study of forty-five plant closinzs, Ho len.,
John, and Frost 0981 found that 21 percent of females under age forty
and 29 percent of those over forty had zero earnings in the calendar
Fear following shutdown. The comparable figures for males were 5
percent and 19 percent, respectively. Part-time employment also
increased- substantially in the year following shutdown among Moth
rnales and females over forty. Another multiindustry plant closing
study (Jacobson and Thomason1979) measured latior force withdrawals
ranging from 17 to '22 percent for prime-age males: from 2 to 42
percent for prime-age females. and more than 50 percent in every
industry for workers over fifty-three years old:

Of course; than workers do adjust to diplacement by finding new
jobs with new employers. Even then; however; many workers lase
compensation when measured against what would have been earned
had there been no displacement. Such "earnings loss" studies have been
numerous. especially in the case of plant closings (see Holen 1976).
Although the studies are numerous, important consistencies emerge
from the findings. Most importantly. older workers are found to
experience larger earnings losses than younger workers. Losses. as
might be expected. are higher where fob opportunities are limited, in
smaller labor markets; and when unemployment rates are high
(Jobson and Thomason 1979: Jenkins and Montmarquette 1979).

Earnings losses also vary substantially by industry (Holen 19761.
Losses are greater in high-paying unionized industries: In autos and
industrial chemicals, for example, earnings losses average above 20
percent in each of the first two years following layoff. For industrial
chemical workers, substantial losses persist after four years. For
autoworkers. the old earnings path is regained, on average, in four to
five years. For male textile_ workers, on the other hand, earnings losses
average 14 percent in the first year after layoff. and are eliminated by
the third year: For female textile workers the losses are larger and
more enduring:

The question that these plant closing studies address is: What are
the earnings losses of displaced workers when compared to workers

eS-Er eiordus et ai. 119511 regarding utiSkilled versus skilled or va hittcollar workers:
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who are not laid oft! Another relevant question to ask is How do
permanently displaced workers fare when compared to the general
population of unemployed persons? On this question. the research is not
eihziustite. but the available evidence is consistent with the findings of
the studies just cited.

The 1979 Mathematica study (Corson et al; 1979) of the Trade
Adjiistinent Assistance ITAA) program has found that TAA recipients
Who Were not recalled by their former employers experienced longer
initial spells of unemployment than did similar recipients of
Unemploynient IriSurance (UI). Regression results aL-o -suggest that
TAA recipients who were not recalled and who changed employers had
earnings in their new jobs that were 18 percent lower than were those
of similar UI recipients:

In another study, Crolin, Reed; and Wandner (1981 )ana 1 yted

dati on el claimants in Pennsylvania from 1969 to 1979 Workers Were
Classified as displaced if both their pwttkrmination employer and
indiistrY Were different from _lie job held prior to layoff. Given this
definition of permanent displacement, the findings show that the
duration of compensated unemployment lasts five weeks longer for
displaced workers than for atfier similar claimants, and earnings lesses
are significantly greater for displaced claimants. More imNrtantly; the
longitudinal nature of the data permit th measurement of the impact
of displacement over time for different cohorts of workers. The results
suggest that earnings losses (ineasured in constant dollars) for displaced
workers have increased significantly since the 1974-1975 recession.

One study deserves mention because pits findings contradict earlier
WOrk._CroNslin. Hanna, and Stevens (198:1'1 utilize longitudinal UI data
from Missouri and Nevada to determine whetlier termination from a
locally declining_ industry is a practical identifier of displaced workers.
The study re.eals that terminees from industries experiencing large
employment declines (more than 5 percent) received quarterly wages
upon reemploymnet that were five hundred to one thousand dollars less
than those claimants from nond,eclining industries. Furthermore;
terminees from industries experiencing large employment declines in
Miss-ouri were unemployed at least three weeks longer than were those
from nondeclining industries; This appears to contradict Bendick's
( 1 9s 3 ) work, which uses national industry employment trends. Eten-click
reportS no significant correlation between layoff from a nationally
declining- industry and reemployment success; Crosslin. Hanna. and
SteVenS (1983) aiso note that workers overage forty-four and thoSe with
less education have lower post-UI earnings;
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The Hanna. and Ste lens Gtudy libid.l is atsO important for
another reason. From seteral years of plant closing re=earch. it is cler
that all displaced workers are not Equally at risk of experiencing severe
adjustment problem. Iloccever public resources available for
employment and training services are scarce. The study deve/ops
administratively feaSib:e techniques for identifying those displaced
workers most iii need Of adjustment assistance. The Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA). as_ interpreted by the implementing
regulations, clearly places the identificatiion responsibility squarely on
the -A3...._autit.rc. of ,...afp goi.ernmeilis_ Nevada is to be commended for
spont4iting careful (though preliminary) Work in this vital area.

PRIVATE ROLES AND PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITIES

Ct,rtainlyi .i.,taW_governments are not solely responsible for
addressing the diSlilaced worker problem. No single level of
government; nor any single segment of society. is exclusiveiy
responsible for achieViiig the nation's human resource objectives in this
area. In fact the private sector is uniquely situated as a first line of
defense to enhance the employment -security of the experienced
American work force.

Plant closings and permanent mass layoffs represent_the mast
;ei4-6 and costly manifestation of structural change. Such displaced
workers constitute an obvious target of concern and are appropriately.
the prithary focus of Title III of the JTPk Yet individual; permanent
layoffs of experienced workers occur constantly and less visibly. To the
extent that theSe layoffs naderivefrom the elimition of particular jobs.
they also constitute_ eMployment displacement. It is in this area that the
private sectorbOth labor and management working togetheris best
suited to minimize employment displaternents.

Folr decades; the technolOgical superiority of American iriclustrim
the educational attainment of the American work force, anO the
aailability of large and expanding markets have acted as a shield
behind which employment security could be provided at relatively high
wages. But technology and capitalarereadily transferable
internationally hO, and our on national rate of growth in
productivity has lagged in recent years behind that of most of our
trading partneri. Add to this the recent and rapid appreciation in the
value of the and the result is thatlarge sectersof the American
manufacturing base face intense international competition; In fact; the
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American manufacturing trade balance showed a deficit in 1982; the
first such deficit since 1978.

In order to match foreign competition. threatened manufacturing
firms will probably have to rely still more heavily on autom.awd
industrial equipment. In addition, the way in which American firms
organize production_ may have to_ be radically altered (Reich 1983).
Mass production industries may be required to a.dcpt just-in-time
production techniques or even shift to batch production processes.

If these or similar changes seem necessary and &riot's; then it _ -

should also be clear that such changes threaten to cause substantial job
displacement To be sure; more jobs will ultimately be lost in firms that
do not vigorously pursue :.ethnological change than in those that do. In
either case. however. the issue of job displacement remain.

_Fortunately. there appears to be a growing realizatiou by labor and
business (LOvell 1982a; Mills 1983)_that they have a mutual. interest in
improv ing the competitiveness of the firm_ and in enhancing
employment security. In many firms and in some industries, one or
both parties recognize that cooperative strategic planning can minimize
the disruptive effects on employees without unduly delaying
productivity-enhancing improvements The principle underlying such
efforts is simple: If workers are secure in their employment and more

y is eoleed in the planning and derision process they will be more
fle.eihle in avec idi ng requislite changes to improve vompetitiPenems.

On one level. these efforts entail _quality circles and employee
involvement programs. On a second level. there is union sharing in the
strategic planning process; particularly regatding human resource_
issues. Lastly; there is the strictly European policy of_ _cOdetermination.
The second level of cooperation seems to be most feasible amid mast
promising as a vehicle for enhancing both prOductivity and employment
security.

Of course. difficult trade-offs are involved; Employers will not
relinquish traditional management prerogatives unless (1)
compensation schemes enable wage gains to approximate increases in
productivity; (2) outdated and restrictive work rules designed solely to
protect redundant jobs arc eliminated (Mills 1983); and (3) cumbersome
and expensive grievance procedures are revamped while the legitimate
interests of workers continue to be protected. These and other issues are
important items on management's bargaining agenda.
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The traditional ojectives of trade unions, on the other hand; have
been to protect job security, to improve the conditions of work, and to
negotiate collectivelY for a lary -rshare of the rewards from production.
Trade unions have no intentio-, -if discarding these objectives, nor
houlti they Neither should they be expected to dispense totally with

the adversary relationship with management. Rather, some unions.
such as the United Auto Workers (UAW) and the Communications
Workers of America (CWA). now recognize that jointly administered
programs for retraining and human resource development are better
guarantors of employment security than are rigid work rules;

An extraordinary report issued by the CWA's Committee on the
Future explicitly emphasizes that the concept of employment security
should replace job security (Communications Workers of America
1983). To achieve this object:ve._the CWA readied a landmark
agreement with the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(AT&T). Under the settlement AT&T will fund two types of training
programs, career development training and job displacement training,
with joint union and management training advisory boards established
to evaluate and oversee these efforts. Employee participation is
voluntary and on the employee's on time The agreement also sets up
several income maintenance options for workers who face reassignment
or layoff because of technological change. Further, the parties have a
common interest forum that meets regularly between negotiating
periods. The purpose of the forum is to review innovative approaches to
enhance company competitiveness and to improve employment security.
These and other provisions of the agreement are designed to enhance
the flexibility of workers in an industry that may require constant
retraining as technologies change:

The UAW and Ford Motor Company have also negotiated a joint
Employee Development and Training Program. The purposes of the
program are as follows:

To arrange for career counseling, retraining, job search
training, and placement assistance for laid-off employees

To assist in designing and obtaining appropriate career
counseling; training; retraining, and personal development for
active employees

To support local and national UAW-Ford employee involvement
efforts and other joint activities
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To provide opportunities for the exchange of ideas and
innovations with respect to employee development and training
needs (UAW-Ford National Development and Training Center
1983, pp. 1-2)

The program is coordinated by the UAW-Ford National
Development and Training Center, under the direction of a joint
governing body; FOrd contributes five cents per hour worked to fund
the program and the center. Unions have reached similar agreements
with General Motors (Hunt and Hunt 1983) and with International
Harvester.

The International Association of Machinists and the Boeing
Aircraft Corporation have also agreed to establish a joint training
advisory committee to consider the impact of new technology on the
workplaCe. The committee will (1) identify areas of skills to be required
by the company in the future; (2) devOlop courses to provide the skills;
(3) develop basic skill courses -that will be prerequisites for additional
training; (4) deVeloP criteria for selecting candidates for training;
giving priority to laid-off employees during recall; () set up criteria to
determine successful completion of the courses; and (6) develop a system
to refer employees between primary locations. The program will be
funded by the company;

Of course, employers in a number of nonunion firms recognite the
value of employment security in fostering flexibility among their
employees. Since 1970, more than seventeen thousand IBM employees;
for example, have tranderted to new job responsibilities; Of these; over
.s-even thousand Were retrained (Jacobson 1980). Obviously; IBM's
healthy and stable growth path over the past two decades facilitates
such efforts; Nonetheless; the company's commitment to the needs of its
employees is also apparent.

Despite these impressive yet sporadic beginnings, plants will
continue to close, and individual job displacements will continue to
result in permanent layoffs, especially in slow-growing or declining
firMS, where vacancies are limited. Even in these instances. howeVer, it
is now Clear that the private sector can do_nvore than it has in the patt.
Adequate advance notice of a mass layoff or shutdown is a first and
absolutely necessary, though not sufficient condition for implementing
effective adjustment Strategies. This will conti7/!-te to be an important
bargaining and legislative issue, and one in which labor and responsible
employers will ultimately prevail..
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Given early warning, some employers and unions have been able to
implement elalx,rate_ retraining, outplacement, and relocation services.
Such was the casel.vith the Armour shutdowns in the early 1960s and
more recently; with tOto Brown and Williamson Tobacco Company in
lAaisville. More typically; employers can provide outplacement services
and career continuation counseling; The well-publicized Canadian
Manpower Consultative Service assists in the formation of employer-
employee committees that provide outplacement services. McKersie and
McKersie (1982) have documented these and other instances of "best
practice."

When th_ese _private efforts are exhausted, the responsibility for
a_ddressing_the displaced worker problem shifts to the public sector._
The - federal government funds and the states administer a dislocated
worker program under Title_III of the JTPA. The program is designed
to provide job search; counseling, retraining, and relocation assistance
to eligible individuals. Eligibility is broadly defined to in_clude (1) those
on la.off with little chance of reemployment in their old industry or
occupation: (2) plant-closing victims; and (3) the long-term unemployed;
especially older work4,Ts; The U.S; Congress appropriated $110 million
for the program in fiscal year 1983; and the Reagan administration has
requested $240 million for 1984. The latter amount; along with state
matching funds, is intended to serve about one hundred thousand
individuals during the year.

The program has started slowly, with a minimum of technical
assistance and guidance provided by the U.S. Department of Labor.
Whether the program will succeed is much too early to tell.
Nonetheless; Congress served this nation well in instituting a formal
structure for retraining displaced workers; As is -thee ease with the
private initiatives outlined earlier; however; the JTPA displacktworker
program is only a beginning; The full implement %tion of the JTPA will
notand should notclose out the continuing search for more effective
public and private responses to the diplaced worker problem; To that
end, the following policy issues are raised:

This chapter argues that traditional workplace adjustment
mechanisms can be modified and augmented in ways that
simultaneously enhance employment security and contribute to
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productivity growth.' Specifically, these include cooperative
human resource planning between labor and management to
retrain and retain those displaced from particular jobt.

How valid is this proposition, however, and how applicable it it
across firms and industries? Can workplace mechanismi be
enhanced enough to reduce significantly the number of
permanent displacements from ernployers? Could the
government foster such approaches to managing technological
change by adopting, for example, the Canadian Manpower
Consultative Service rividel? Bluettone and Harrison (1982)
refer to this as an industrial axtension Service.

Because most training and retraining in this country is provided
within the firm; and because economic theory swat-eats that
industry may underinvest in such training; it it tempting to
explore government tax incentives as a mechanism for
promoting greater investment in training;

Can t' eet ire tax inc-entive schemes be devised; however; given
our considerable ignorance concerning the amount; distribution;
and responsiveness of existing workplace training? Should such
schemes be tied to new physical capital investments or be more
generally applicable?

The federal-state Unemployment Insurante totem is this
nation's primary income support mechanism for Unemployed,
experienced workers: Can and should the UI systeM be modified
or enhanced to provide meaningful positis..! Adjustment
assistance to permanently displaced workers? Can thit be
achieved without violating the integrity of the system? Can this
be tehied without adding significantly to the groWing burden
of payroll taxesa tax on the employment of labor?

* According to Rees 0973. p. 137). -Union resident* to labor-saving technical change
Within an industry sun often be moderated by careful management of cher-ige. *Melt will

minimize its effect in creating unernpkyment." idditiiiii. Lovell (19825) claims that
"These innovative (bargaining) approaches; each different, bring management and labor
into the kind of partnership of common need that potential& serves the gall of
productivity improvement and tliole of increasing the worker's contribution toward his

own job security."

touthb, hilt of the &erVitel activities encourage collaboration between workers and
employers on workplace changes required to save struggling firms Or Ocetimoinodate
expansion and modernisation (see Meltersiie and McKersie 198t pp, 40-41).
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Education policy is a popular topic of recent debate. Much
discussion revolves arouind such issues as merit pay and
increased emphasis on math and science teaching; Other issues
are obviously important as well; especially with regard to
displaced workers;

Should high schools and vocational education institutions teach
job search and interviewing techniques as a regular part of the
civics curriculum? How best may educational institutions be
utilized in providing remedial adult educationespecially in
reading and mathto the many active and displaced workers in
need of such assistance? Lastly: how can schools enhance the
versatility of ow entering work force, so that future career
changes are more easily accommodated?

A FINAL NOTE

It is obvious that unless and until our nation gets its
macroeconomic house in order, these and other adjustment mechanisms
will only serve to reshuffle the unemployment queue. Stable, sustained
economic growth at reasonable interest rates and exchange rates is a
prerequisite for successfully addressing the problem of displaced
workers.
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NANCY GORDON

Job Displacement and
Employment Security:

Reactor comments*

Uhalde's chapter presents an excellent overview of what is known
about displaced workers Consequently, relevant comments focus on the
policy issues the chapter raises, which include the following:

How many displaccA workers are there?

What are their characteristics?

What are possible policy goals in this ar.

How could displaced workers be helped:

What might the federal role be?

THE NUMBER OF DISPLACED WORKERS

In order to answer the question, "How many displaced workers are
there?" it is necessary to define the term "displaced:* There seems to be
general agreement that displaced workers are those whose jobs no
longer exist because of structural changes in the economy and who will
have substantial problems in becoming reemployed. Specific ways of

*Points of view or opinions stated in this paper are the author's own and do not reflect the
views of the Congressional Budget Office.
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translating theSe ideas into the number of "displaceif workers,
however, leads to -a Wide range of estimates, from millions (which is
probably a considerable overestimate) to a hundred thousand (whiCh
seems low); In fact; the range suggested -in the chapterbetween five
hundred thousand and seven hundred fifty thousandis almost exactly
the same as the most recent estimates developed by the Congressional
Budget Office (CB0).

There are several reasons for the wide range of these estimates.
First, available data do not address why a job has beenlost (e.g.,
because of a mass employment cut; a temporary reduction in
production, or poor job performance by the employee); nor do they
measure the diffieulty_of finding a new job. Hence; proxies must be
used and opinionS differ about which proxies are best Possible piiikieS
for identifying which jot* have permanently disappeared include (1)
whether or not the indtiStry is declining in size or employment; (2)
whether or not the number of jobs in an occupation is shrinking; or (3)
a combination of the two; PiisSible proxies for measuring a person's
difficulty in finding a new job ifielude (1) personal characteristics (e.g.;
age, length of unemployment) and (2) Whether or not the geographic
area's economy is declining.

A second problem in estimating the number of displaCed workers
arises from the difficulty of separating cyclical from structural
unemployment. Of particular interest here is the chapter's discussion of
the effects of recessions; which not only create cyclical unemployment,
but also add to structural iineinplOYment because of their impact on
slowly declining industrieS. Sikh industries, whose shrinking
employment might otherwise be handled by attrition, are likely to fail
more quickly during economic slumps. This faster decline may, in turn;
lead to an increase in the number of "structurally" unemployed (i.e.,
displaced) workers.

The chaptei's Lasic co 'clusionthat much more work is needed to
define and estin ate the number of displaced workersis sound and
deserves cloSe attention. It is difficult forCongress to wrestle with
decisions abOut w,hether to provide assistance for displaced workerS,
particularly if there is strong disagreement about the magnitude of the
problem; With rnorretec-utate, reliable information on the number of
displaced workers; CongreSt should_ be better able to do what it is
elected to donamelY; make the hard value judgments about
allocating limited public resources



THE ClIARACTERISTICS OF DISPLACED WORKERS

iri laige part. the answer to the second question; "What are the _

characteristics of displaced workers'!" is implied when the general idea
of "displacemeht" is translated into specific numerical estimates. There
are a number id crucial questions for policymakers concerning these
characteristics, howeVer, which may partially explain_ the disagreement
over the number of diSPlaCed workers. First, are displaced workers
concentrated in a few specifie parts of the northeast and north central
regions. or are there pockets of disPlaCed workers nationwide? Are most
of them older. experienced workers; or are many of them relatively new
entrants to the labor force? Do a high proportion of them lack basic
reading :thil mathematical skills; or have they successfully completed
their educations'' Are many of Olen) willing to relocate to a different
part of the country. cr are they strongly tied to their current
communities?

Without the to these questions, it will be difficult to design
effective policies to aid displaced workers under Title III of the Job
Training Partnership ACC kr example. Fortunately, more information,
based on a special supplement to the January 1984 Current Population
Survey, should be available in August 1984.

POSSIBLE POLICY GOALS

The c/kiter fiuses on a goal of "job security," but how is that
really define d? It appears to mean continuing' employment with the
same firm; esrkeially _Where the distinction between job displacement
and employment displacement is discussed. When continuing
empklyment with one firth can -be achieved. it is clearly desirable, but
often that will not be possible; In, those cases,_the_basic goal should tv to
help displaced workers find other; Comparable jobs reasonably giiljti
after being laid oil. Generally; such a goal Should include helping the_

workers find jobs that have similar characteristics (e.g.. hours of work.
wages) to their rrevious ones.

Iii gione eases. however. comparable new jobs cannot be found. This
is especially likel if the workers have been paid more than the
"market" Wage for their Skills. For example, in 1982, steelworkers
earned (0) percent more. and automobile workers earned 55 percent
more than the overall average for manufacturing industries, in part
because their industries Maintained real wages during inflationary
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periods. whereas most other manufacturing industries did not; (If
fringe benefits are included. th( differences are substantially greater.)
Moreover. employees' wages relative to their prcxluctivity often vary
over their work lives, being relatively higher for senior workers.
Therefore, displaced workers from certain industries, especially many
older displaced workers. may have to adjust to lower wages and lower
standards of living in new jobs.

SPECIFIC OPTIONS

Before turning to particular options for aiding displaced workers;
two general points should be made. First. there has been much
discussion of technological change as a cause of displacement. As the
chapter aptly points out however, avoiding technologic-I change or
following protectionist policies tO slow the rate of decline in some
industries may result in more jobs lost in the long run, not fewer. In
essence. the best w'ay' to increase the number of jobs is to impeove the
competitiveness of American industries and to deal with the problem of
displacement directlyfor example, through aid to the affected_
workers and communitiesin order to minimize its impact on them.

Second. the chapter points out that; in many cases; a combination of
private and public assistance may be much more effective than a
government program alone. This obaervation raises a crucial question,
however: How much more could firms do to help their displaced
workers? Firms vary considerably in how they handle- cutbacks in
employment. Some give little. if any advance notice of separation, no
job counseling. and little _job search assistance. Although some firms
could expand this type of activity, could many of them realistically
retain more workers than they now do in periods of decline? There is a
lack of reliable data on this topic. Firms generally do seem to try to
keep workers. even when some retraining is necessary, but often the
skills of laid-off workers are so different from the skills needed to fill
any vacancies that retraining is not feasible;

This observation, if true, suggests that many firms may have little
room to retrain and keep more of the employees they are laying off.
Instead. firms may need to provide aid by N.-Aching workers job search
skills and giving them information about existing iolas, both in the same
locally and in others. Schools may be able to help, perhaps by
providing more classes specifically designed for adults. Remedial
classes in basic skills maybe especially useful. On the other hand, the
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chapier's suggestion that job search skills be taught to high school
seniors should be evaluated in terms of its ability to improve the
efficiency of labor markets in general; rather than on the basis that
future generations of displaced workers might fare beVer;

In its discussion of .;;pecifie options. the chapter gives several
reasonS_Why income support alone is_not enough, and suggests that
Unemployment_ Insurance (III) benefits could be used as vouthets to
encourage employers to hire long-term unemployed workers._ Although
this approach may help some unemployed workers to Obtain jobs they
would not have found otherwise; it_would, in essenceireallikate jobs
rather than increase employment; Having more people unemployed,
each for a shorter time would carry some advantages; but if those Who
then became unempliwed were also eligible for Ul; federal Costs would
rise.

A second suggestion for aiding displaced workers is to provide tax
iiiicntives to firms for training, in order to deal with their tendency to
provide less than an optimal amount of training because of
externalities. The incentives could apply to training of_regulat
employees as well as of displaced workers. A majordifficulty with this
approach is that most training is already provided by firinS,S6 that the
question becomes one of how to encourage more training without
subsidizing what firms would provide in any ca:,?.; One possibility
would be to provide tax incentives only for training in excess of a past

amount. But even then, since firms appear to be increasing these
expenditures overtime, relatively little new training might be
stimulated foreach dollar of revenue loss.

THE FEDERAL ROLE

The appropriate federal role in aiding displaeeci workerS depends
on many factors; including the magnitude of the problem and the
apprwaches that are judged to be most cost-effective. as dikusSed in
Uhalde's chapter. But one factor not discussed in the chapter is the
priority placed on this problem as compared with other claims on
federal expenditures.

The last factor is particularly important in this time of fiscal
StringeneV. There is considerable_ pressure to restrain total federal
spending- because of fear that high deficits in 1915 and beyond may
weaken the economic recovery by leading to even higher real interest
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rates than 14e are currently experiencing. Furthermore, unleAs Out

natiidn resolVes its macroeconomic problems; no employment policies
Will work. either for displaced or for disadvantaged workers. In
essemee. thiS means that Congress will have to make many difficult
decisions about balancing tax increases against spending cuts and
allocating total spending among competing uses.

In such an atmosphere, it seems unlikely that displaced worker
programs will be funded by the federal government at levels high
enough to serve all eligibleapplicants. Consequently, the mere aid that
firms, _state and Iowal governments; and community organizations_ can

provide,__the higher the proportion of displaced workers that will be
helped. The Job Training Partrnwship Act addresses this point by
requiring Matching funds from states. In fact one advantage of the
liMited resources available for all employment and training programs
is that piiigram managers are strongly encouraged to be as efficient as
possible; for eiample, by providing the least expensive set%ices (such as

job search assistance) first and reserving more expensive ones (such as
training) for those who still do not find jobs.

In conclusion, Uhalde'L thapter reviews much of what is already
ktiOttkh about displaced workers; raises important questions, and makes
Some provocative suggestiuns about policies to deal with the problem. Ii
is an excellent introduction to this Forum;
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Private or Public
Responsibilily
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5
BARRY BLUESTONE

Industrial Dislocation and Its
ImpticationS for Public Policy

Despite an initial surge a economic recovery and the appearance of
unemployment rates below the double-digit level, the American
economy continues to experience a thorough and rapid industrial
transformation. It is one in which sectoral and regional diSlotationt
poae significant challenges for government policy. Deindustrialization
of a sizable aegment of the older mill-based and smokestack
industrieseven when set against real growth in high-tech, service, and
retail trade employmentis creating substantial labor displacement
that can only be cured by an overhaul of our economic, educational, and
training institutions. The nature of this economic challenge and how
government may respond to it is the central focus of this chapter.

Following consumer (and government procurement) preferences,
the unfettered private market generates some of the required signals
necessary to guide decisions about where investment and disinvestment
should take place (i.e., in which industries and in what lotitionS). But
no mechanism is inherent in the private market that produces sufficient
information about the socially optimal velocity or rate at which that
investment/disinvestment should occur. Supply and demand can tell us
what direction to take when we are in a condition of disequilibHum, but
it does not tell us how fast to go or prevent us from overshooting the
mark. (n appreciation of this fact, standard textlxmk supply-and-
demand diagrams have but two dimensionsprice and quantity; they
are virtually never drawn with a third axis representing time.)
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As a result of inadequate market signals, private sector
adjustments to new economic conditions are often clumsy and costly.
Disinvestment is too rapid in particular industries and regions while
capital stampedes chaotically into others. The auto and steel industries
in communities such as Youngstown; Buffalo. and Flint are abandoned
too hastily. while investment pours into Houston and Miami at a pace
much too rapid for successful absorption. In the In uCebs; millions of iabG
are permanently destroyed. with few of the displaced workers being
"job-ready" for skilled openings in expanding sectors or regions. The
unemployed are forced down the occupational ladder into less
productive and rewarding jobs. Moreover, in the current industrial
transformation, two factors stand Out as critical: (1) the overwhelming
speed at which deindustrialization has been occurring and (2) the
evolving "dualism" in the overall industrial structure. The interaction of
these two has caused catastrophic unemployment and occupational
"skidding."

In view of this economywide transformation; the government must
develop policies to modify the rate of capital mobility and invest in
physical and human capital with the goal of avoiding or at least
minimizing these social costs. This requires public sector intervention
on both the labor demand and labor supply sides of the market Such
public :ntervention in the form of spetific industrial policies, as well as
education and training programs, is feasible and desirable.

DEINDUSTRIALIZATION

Relying on data from Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) on approximately _5
milii)n establishments. Bluestone and Harrison (1982) have calculated
that over 22 million jobs dimppeared between 1969 and 1976 as a
consequence of establishment closings and long-distance-relocations.
The number of jobs lost amounted to 38 _percent of the existing jobs in
the private nonagricultural sector in 1969. Within the manufacturing
sector alone. establishments with one hundred employees or more had
only a 70 percent probability of surviving to the year 1976, conditional
on their operation in 1969. Thirty percent closed their doors
permanently or moved elsewhere. Analysis of more recent D&B data by
the Business Microdata Project at The Brookings Institution indicates
that, since 1976, the rate of employment loss due to-plant closings and
outmigrations has actually increased significantlY. Fully one-third of all
private sector jobs in 1978 had disappeared by 1982 (Harris 1983).
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Schmenner I I9s0) has demonstrated a similar phenomenon among
eStabliThritents_owned by 410 of the largest manufacturing corporations
in the United States. Iktween the beginning of the 197th and 1975,
thest. large corporations relocated. s 'iut down._ or divested themselves of
oVer 21 Percent of the more than I2,000+ establishments they owned
and operated at the beginning of the period. Of this number. more than
half were simply shut down or reiacated (8.4% and 3,7% respectively)
rather than sold to new owners; These same corporations opened over
1.600 new plants and acquired nearly 3.400 during this period; but far
the most part they were in new industries and different regions;
prcividing little employment opportunity for those immediately affected
by the closings.

In spite of all this evidence, the claim of deindustrialization has
come under intense scrutiny. One of the more_careful studies in this
regard. Undertaken by Robert -2. Lawrence (1982), concludes that
American deindustrialization is a myth. Lawrence notes that iiojreoite
manufacturing employment levels remained nearly constant over the
alleged period of deindustrialization; 1973-1980;_and that, if anything,
every other industrial country deindustrialized faster than the United
States. Manufacturing establishments employed 20.3 million in the
United States in 1973 and only slightlyless;201 million; in 1980. Even
More striking is the evidence on international trends in employment
Lawrence expresses it .succinctly: The United States increased its
einploymern in manufacturing more rapidly than any other major
industrial country including Japan" (p. 26) (emphasis added). Indeed.
the United StateS Was the wily OECD country to have a positivegrowth
rate in aggregate manufacturing_ work hours between 1973 and 1980
(see table 5-1). More rapid growth in prOductivity in Japan and Europe.
combined with relatively slower growth in European output. iS
responsible for what appears to be worker deindustrialization
everywhere bat in the United States

TABLE 6-1

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE EN MANU_FACTUR1NG
HOURS BY COUNTRY. 19731980

U.S. .7 Belgium -= 1.8

Canada .3 Denmark - 2.2

japan Netherlands - 3.7
France 2.1 Sweden - 2:4

Germany 2.6 Italy .1

England 2.9

SOURCE: Capdeyielle and Alvarez (1981).
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Indeed, ineithee these data nor the aggregate trends can be disputed
on face value. But a fundamental problem exists with this apprOaeh.
From a social efficiency or social cost perwetive; the aggregate trend
in employment is inadequate to prove or disprove anything about
deindustrialintion if interindustry and interregional worker mobility
faits to clear labor markets, What counts in an economy where mobility
is imperfect, and thus unemployment severe, are the trends in wrifir
industries and regions Without dispute; worldwide employment in
manufacturing is expanding rapidly; but if it is declining sharply in the
United Kingdom for example, the growth in other countries will not in
any serious way offset the economic hardship imposed on the British.
Likewise; private and social costs are imposed on workers and
communities Within the United States to the extent that thasie
dislocated from deelinit t industries in particular regions cannot find
employment in entiallY productive jobs in other sectors; The magnitiide
of these ca-pts is positiVelY related to the rate at which employment is
declining in particular sectors and regions and negatively related to
the ecoromk system's capauti to abSdrb dislocated workers into other
sectors. For this reason;the velOCitY of specific sectoral and regional
deindustrialization and theoverall absOrptive capacity of the economy

are the proper phenomena to study. Only on this basis can one judge
whether deindtiStrialitaticin is a myth or not

The actual employment performance of key sectors of the economy
is disclosed in table 5=2. Although the flat trend (as opposed to declining
(-Tend) in employment is confirmed by the small change (+0;13%) in the
number of total manufaettifing jobs between 1973 and 1980; production
workers did not fare as Well aiid employment in certain key sectors fell
sharply.

Overall, the number of production workersdeclined by almost 5
percent (93,0(0), itt_part as a result of a substitution of supervisory
and administrative office workers for production employees. MattjVer,
total emplOYment in the radio and television receiver industry dedined
by over 27 percent, and the motor vehcle, footwear; household
appliance; and textile mill product sectors experienced job Insiei all in
excess of 15 percent, Together,the ten sectors listed in table 5.2 with
employment losses between 1973 and 1980 accounted for 790;000 fewii.

and
. .

Itetween 1958 and 198fi. administrative office and auxiliary empluyment in

man iifsictikring as a propert ion of total manufacturing employment rdw from 3.8 t46.5

percent. Payroll devoted these nonprocloct:on employees - increased from 5.7 to 9.7

percent. Nearly :iilf of this increase has occurred since 1972. &e Depivrtment of

Ciittimerre.; fiGirrata oaf the Ceorw. 41W4), t 111, p. 6.
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TA&E 5-2

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIONINCRICEFtS,
1973-7980; AND PRODUCTION INORICER AVERAGE RAGE iN

FOR SELECTED INDUSTRIES

Ptirce

lodunry To &plowmen Peoductsoo Workers Aseroosi

Tot& Man.facturaso .13% - 4.7% 5727
17.ir&bie Goads 2 0 3.1 7.75
l'sinbUraTaie Gol 2.4 519 6.55

Selected ManufSCLinrog SICtOri
F., if nary 4411,14 9 7 13 5 9.77
Macrunterw._eaci Eiec 19 9 14 9 800
Ent st &lug:, 112 16.0 6.96
Etec Ind Jatas :5 3 8 6.91
reouserlon1 A. 17.9 18 1 6.95
Rao.o IV Rec....ors 27.2 309 6.42
Eieciromc Corp &

Access/. us 26 6 17 7 6.05
MOTO, VeNcies 20 3 25 3 9.86
A.rcratt & Peru 246 24 6 9:4
Instruments & Rotated

PrOal 27 6 22 4 620
Tem.!, PA.il Prod 154 -16.2 5.07
Aware! & 0/her Prod 12.8 10.5 4.56
Chern.cos_& Anton Prify3 _6 3 _2.1 6.30
Toes end Tubes 12.6 .16 4 9:74
FOOTsWeet 220 73.2 4.42

StACTilld Reid Trade Sefton
DtPen r!411 t Sczoes 58 _7 6 4.95
EST 419 6 Dr,ne,n0 MIN 512 48.7 2.69

F truonce. Insurance.
ReaI Estate 26.6 579

AII Other StSfvCel 37.8 35.8 5.85

Ail Sotiort 16 9% NA NA

SOURCE U S Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Uatotns (191111

jobs. Although not shown in the table. by 1982. another six hundred
thousand jobs had been lost in these ten industries alone. Also
important. as will be discussed in more detail later, is the fact that the
avfsraxre 1980 hourly wage in the job-loss_industries in table 5-2_ was
fi ,17. µ hereas the employment-weightkl hourly wage in the lob-growth
industries_Cincluding those in trade and services) was 232 percent
lower, at $5.51.
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The preceding alolysis dealt only with_national aggregates.
However; within particular regions much dramatic employment
activity is taking place. This can be illustrated by tracing employment
trends in four key Frost Belt and four large Sun Belt states
Massachutts, New York; Michigan; and Ohio; and North Carolina,
Georgia. California, and Texas.

Ta 4e S presents data on the eerceve rhAnCre in total
employment between 1973 and_1980 in major industries in these states
A sharp decline in basic manufacturing is clearly evident in Michigan;
Ohio, and New York, where total manufacturing job losses ranged from
10 to 17 percent. On net, over two hundred thousand manufacturing
jobs disappeared from Michigan in this eight-year period, nine-tenths of
them in durable& Ohio and New York each experienced a net loss of
over one hundred fifty thousand jobs. In contrast, California increased
its manufacturing base by over a fifth during this sluggish economic
period, while Texas increased its base by nearly a third and its
durables sector by 33 percent. As stated earlier; net manufacturing
employment increased by a mere 0.13 percent; nationwide;

Regional shifts in the location of particular industries are notable;
Michigan lost nearly 28 percent of its primary metals industry and 23
percent of its jobs in fabricated metal operations; Texas, on the otherhand,
enjoyed a 27 and 29 percent growth_ in these two sectors. Similar shifts,
often of even greater magnitude; are found in the nonelectrical machinery,
the electrical and electronic apparatus; arid the transportation equipment
industries; Some displaced workers moved to the South to take advantage
of these job openkgs; but hardly enough new jobs existed to fulfill the
demand. The consequence has been double-digit unemployment _of long
duration in a sub; 'antial part of the industrial Northeast With the
recession in the late 1970s and early 1980s, it swept into other parts of the
countryincluding the South.

DUALISM

Although deindustrialization poses a serious threat to_ segments of
the manufacturing sector; economywide employment levels continue to
expand rapidly; Fifteen million people were added to civilian payrolls
between 1973 and 1981 despite unemployment rates that rose from less
than 5 percent to nearly 9 (Eronornir Report to the President 1983). So
why worry about 2 to 3 million jobs lost in the entire manufacturing
sector? The reason to be concerned is that the majority of the newly
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T153

PERCENTAZ CI TOTAL EMPLOYMENT FM Min WOKS

IN ELECTED STATES, 1173-1*

ILUS. NO. MOTRY GA. tit CAL TEXAS

Iii 41 102% 172% 110% 3.3% 2.71% 20A% 311.5%

Dati 20.0 :4 4.0 411 79 17/ ID 430

tiordurift 11 154 .10.0 51 9 41 15,1 17.9

5l1d liVikactiiri

24.4 27.7 20.0 . . 2.2 17,4

FiricatJ toil _ .10.0 229 104 41 2 3 11.4 3.1

iiOnsry 42.1 6.3 73 . 2.0 ZA Xi 411 772

iol. Deritil)
Era NA . 1.1 i4, 192 )11 171 41.0 IR

EgiiiiiEliciiiiic

Tram, Egoip. 71 12,7 211 116 31 1012 5.1 214

Irtrurroft 24,0 4,4 41.1 . 17 . 10.3 431

Torgeo iill Prod, .16.7 .341 - - 10 15.0 . Si
KPArd .10.0 223 . 22.3 3.7 11 17,5 1.2

Ctirrisk 101 15 Si IA 114 1.5 113 751

reGhtill .29.7 :. . . .. . - 0.

ORE: Ili Dirorrot Lite, kw of Liabor MOO 11119 &Id INI)
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created jobs are poor substitutes for the ones that are disappearing. A
dramatic transformation in the stricture of the entire national job
distribution is responsible for a seritus mismatch between the skills
and income needs of displaced workers and the skill requirements and
wage levels of the new jobs.

Consider the internal job structures of the growing and declining
sectors. The old mill -based industries (e.g.. apparel, textiles and sht s)
and the smokestack industries (e.g.. auto, steel, tires, household
appliances, and retrochemicuis) came to be characterized during the
period of 1930 to 1980 by relatively small high-skilled/high-wage
segments, similarly small low-skill/low-wage segments, and large
semiskilled and skilled blue-collar and white-collar middle wage
segments. In the automobile industry, for example, a sinall segment is
comprised of relatively highly remunerated managers, skilled
designers; and enginers. At the other end of the spectrum, a portion of
the smaller shops that supply General Motors; Ford; Chrysler; and
American Motors with parts and components offer low wages and few
employee benefits. But the vast majority of workers in the industry is
employed in fabrication and assembly jobs or in manufacturing support
positions -that pay annual wages in the $15,000425,000 range. The
nature of the prOductiso process. combined with the demands of the
trade union movement. helped create such a "unimOdal" distribution of
jobs.

The industries that are expanding today have a different
employment distribution, Within the new high-technology
manufacturing industries; the business services industries, and in
personal services and retail trade; the distribution of jobs tends to be
"bimodal." In the computer industry; for example; relatively high-wage
jobs are in computer hardware design, software deselopment, and
systems analysis. At the other end of the spectrum, a significant
number of low- wage /low -skill jobs are in computer assembly and in
low-level programming. In contrast to the auto industry, the computer
industry lacks a large, semiskilled, well-paid middle. Similarly, retail
trade has developed a polaritecl distribution of jot* with a well-paid
bureaucracy comprised of managers, buyers, advertisers, and
accountants at the top; and part-time, poorly paid sales clerks at the
bottom; Again; no middle analogous to the blue-collar assembly worker
exists in the auto industry or in the steel industry.

Acrom industry, the same type of bimodal distribution is
developing. As the loliver-wage computer assembly jobs are automated
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or shipped abroad, the computer industry tends to be dominated by the
upper mode of the distribution. The lower mode tends to disappear. As
discount department stores supplant other forms of retailing and fast-
laid chains begin to dominate the restaurant business; the low end of
these sectors expands most rapidly: Hence, industries themselves seem
to be moving to one or the other end of the overall job distribution.

Figure 5-1 provides a general caricature of the old industrial
t n re s and t new one that n rvndka rs tr) /La ,daltkpi wry As tko mill_

bayed snit kestack industries decline, the remaining distribution of jobs
becomes increasingly bimodal. The result is an economy with a
-missing middle," a term coined by Harrison and Hill (19'9) to describ-e
the evolving employment structure in Massachusetts.

NUMBER
OF

LbS

iFeW TiMW
Samoa

Lill A 11/1/ihainack
laduseriss

LOW-WAGE/LOW4kILL k1014-PIAGLM11211 11.1.

Figure 5-1. Old and new ilICklarld. litrUCINNIS

Statistical data to confirm "dualism"_is presently quite_scanty; but
as more research is completed on the evolution of the jobs distribution;
the missing middle hypothesis appears to be gaining credibility; One
piece of evidence is found in individual industry studies; In research on
the retail trade sector; Bluestone et al. (1981a) used the lingitudinal
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Employer Eitip loyee to (GEED) file prepared by the Social Security
AdministratiOn_to track the earnings distributions_ for year-round
workers in the New England department store iildustry. As figure &-2
indicates; men earned tigh.:ficanOy more than women in 1957; but the
overall distriblition Wit- generally :tninwial; By 1975; however; the
industry had become highly polarized, as demonstrated in figure 5=3
Women continued to dothinate_the low-wage moles clerk positions; while
the newly created adminiStratiVe slots went overwhelmingly to men;

Myra lambast lahomilibi

FolTssei fc2. &mop iletribusloss fot_vsoriousal vassisdos
d NOW isq$avel deporer.t as sum "Milealy W ssa.

I

1111,5

-.....antell.41

1 if Pi 14 44 if Pi 4so-011110ftany
Ansel Why fasuamiol

114. Isrusinev-DWITAItilissist tiordesavil avorkswe
the Now tosplond insvmstsi OW* leilway,

10u* C1 &intarwN 1111111a). boom 4.3 eveSA. Ili ;&11.11)7,
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The same Social Security data source was trsed by Alan SliittlwA,..--;
1:k-e Harrison 1982. table 11, pp. 76-77) of the Social Welfare Research
Institute at Roston College to calculate Gini ratios Li- a variety of New
England iridustties.' The growing dualism in the department store
industry is reflected in a_signifieantl larger Gini ratio in 1975
compared With this standard measure of inequality for 157-1953.
Table 5-4 indkates that other industries may he experiencing the carne
tendencies toward bipolar earnings distributions. Substantial increases
in inequality are found ire ciffiCe machines and computers, electron.c_
components; supermarkets; and hotels and motelsall rapidly growing
sectors of the economy; Moreover; as the first row of this table_
indicates; the Gini ratio for all year-round employees in New England
increased between 1957 to 1975 by nearly 15 percent. from 3322 to 381.
Other regions of the country may experience the same tendency towaj
dualism if their reindustrializttion efforts mirror those of this region;

Stanback and Nciyelle (1982) have discovered similar trends for the
national laSdr force. Using data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census
and the L'.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the two have investigated the
effects of the changing industry-oecupation mix on the distribution of
earnings. Amording to their research, the shams of cmployment in the
highest and loVvest earnings Classes increased bettween 1950 and 1975
while the share of employment in the middle of the distribution
declined. From an apparent unimodal distribution; a bimodal
distribution is emerging.

Projected employment growth between 1980 and 19% as forecast
bj: the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Carey 1982 adds another
dimension to the polarization hypothesis. Of the ten occupations that are
iis;1)-ected to priirluce the largest numbers of new jobs during the 1980s .
seen art arnorik ibtkeit-payi lowest-skilled occupations in the
economy (i.e.. nurses' aides and orderlies, janitors ard sextons, sales
clerks; cashiers, fast -food workers, general office clerks, and waiters
and waitresses f p. 26f. On the_cither hand._ many of the up-and-coming
fast-growing occupations require substantial postsecondary schoicl
skills: paralegal personnel; computer analysts. physical tiiera,pist i.
speech and hearing clinicians. aero-astronautic. I engineers; ecutioniiita.

he term index. a measure of distribution commonly wits: by wciyl rcuentssta. is
*i that increases in its value signify growing inequality whereas (fecreases

indicate a more equal di:drib-L:6in. The range in bounded by 0 and 1: When
the iiAi4 I.-, 14. tierfret equality exis where each individual rereies an equal amount of
;'4'S4)1J rreN the index equals I. "perfect inequality" exists where one individual
recetx e.,ery thing and all others get nothing,



TA1LE 64

_ °WAGES 01EARANNGS INEOWALITY FOR ALL COVEItED
EMPLOYMENT AND SELECTEDANOUSTMES IN THE NEN ENGLAND

ECONOMY 1957e975
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Mttitt and Mown .364 .398
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nd briekriiSOns (p. 27). If these projections prove accurate; one would
to find even higher inequality et ffilcients in the future and a

more Obvitiiiii bipolar distribc,C.ori (4 job opportunities

THE DOUBLE WHAMMY: DEINDUSTRIALIZATION
AND DUALISM COMBINED

By it37elf, the deindustrialization of various scctors and tOgithi of
the economy would not paw a serious adjustment problem if new
comparabl jobs were being generated in other industries. But when
the eVolving structure of employment is bipolar and deindustrialization
is .iitteinely rapid the transition from the old industrial base to the
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new one is unreasonably difficult for the displaced mill-based or
smoke tack worker: Deindustrialization and dualism combined sorely
try the absorptive capacity of the labor in...-ket. Longitudinal data on
how workers fare in the lobo.- market Lfter oisplatement from basic
manufacturing industries confirm the fact that many face permanent
income loss.

Using the LEED file; Jacobson (1978, 1979) and his colleagues have
been able to calculate the earnings losses of permanently displaced;
nrime-are male v.-or-kers in a number of Lndustries_ To nriPasure this
loss; Jacobson calculates the actual earnings of workers in a given
iridttry who remain continuously employed in that sector. This
earnings trajectory is then compared with the earnings records of
workers who :experience permanent layoffs from the same industry. For
most cases an immediate drop in income occurs, subsequent to
termination, followed by a rise in earnings as those displaced find new
employment in ottu 'arms. Some job-losers are affected quite
adversely, with their earnings falling to zero, whereas others find
comparable work almost immediately: The "actual earnings profile"
reflects the a n,rage earnings of the full cohort of displaced workers;

Jacobson's estimates are shown in table 5-5; They indicate that, in
the first two years following involuntary termination, the average
annual earnings loss ranges from less than 1 percent for workers
forme .y employed in the production of television receivers to more
than 46 percent in steel. Even after six years, workers in some
industries contirued to_experience as much_as_an 18 percent shortfall.
Tht/sp displaced- from the better-paying, unionized industries (e.g.,
meat:packing, flat glass, automobile, aerospace; steel- and petroleum
refining) suffered the greatest reduction in income. But even in the
lower-wage sector; including women's apparel; shoes; toys; and rubber
footwear; six or more years elapsed before displaced workers caught up
with those who had the good fortune to hold on to their job&

Each worker's loss in earnings following displacement is a function
of what new employment opportunity is available. This is well
illustrated by an analysis of displaced New Ergland aircraft industry
workers carried out with the i ElED file at the Social Welfare Research
Institute at Roston College (Bluestone et al., 1981b). Between 1967 and
1972, 31 percent of the workers in this industy, were displaced as a
result of the sharp downturn in this sector and substantial increase in
subcontracting to other reArio_ns. Of the 18,3(X) displaced worken, 6(X)
were able to locate new jobs in the aircraft industry; but only by
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migrating out of NeW Eng !arid. Sitty=five r*reerit (11.906) located jobs
in other -primary sector" industrieS. 11.5 percent (2,100 found jobs in
-secondary sector" industries; mild 202 Oreent (3.700) either found no
jobs at all or worked outside the Social SeCiiiity system.

TABLE 56

LONG-TERM EARNINGS LOSSES OF PERMANENTLY134SPLACED
PRIME -AGE MALE WORKERS

industries

Aierege Annual
Perm-tags Loa

first 2
YWn

tubsecits*it
4 Years

Automobiles 43.4% 15.816

Steel _ 46,5 12:6

Wit Pwking 23.9 18.1

Att °space 236 14.8

Petro eurn_Refining 12.4 12.5

Women's Clothcs 13.3 2.1

Electronic Components 81 4:1

Shoes 11.3 1.5

Toys 161 2.7

TV Receivers .7 - 71
Cotton Wearying 7 A :11.4

Fiat Glass 163 16.2

Men's Clothing 21.3 8.7

Rubber Footwear 322 .9

SOURCE: Jacobson 11978. 19791.

_ _

The results of this analysis are reported in table Those who
stayed in the aircraft industry by migrating to other regions bad only
78 percent as much nominal earnings growth as thise who were able to
retain their NeW England jobs. Those forced into other primary sector
industries (including most durable manufacturing; wholesale tridei and
public utility industrieS) experienced only 33 percent as much earnings
growth. Finally; the more thin one in nine relegated to "secondary
sector" industries (nondurable Mantificturing, retail trade, and
personal services) experienced an absoluts 213 percent earnings lass. For
them, annual earnings in nominal _terms fell from an average of $6;054
to $4L468 After controlling for inflation, the workers earned in 1972
only 59 percent of their 1967 aircraft wig&
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Further analysis of the LEE!) file suggests that "downward
mobility" into the secondary sector is not at all uncommon; This can be
mien by following the job mobility patterns of the 833,200 workers in
New England whose principal activity in 1958 was to work in
traditional mill-based industry (e.g., apparel, textiles, shoes). In the
period after 1958, 674,000 left the mills. Of this number, only 18,000, or
less than 3 percent, were able to locate jobs in the growing high-
technology sector in the region by 1975. (Another 2;000 had migrated to
high-tech jobs in other states.) But more than five times as many
(106;000) ended up in service and retail trade industries; almost all of
which paid significantly lower wages (Bluestone and Harrison 1982).

The general decline in earnings following dislocation is to a great
extent a function of the relative earnings levels in the growing and
declining industries. Although there has been substantial recent
employment growth in a few higher-wage industries (e.g., nonelectrical
machinery arci aircraft and parts), many of the most rapidly growing
industries are in the lower-paying manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing_secWrs. Employment in the electronic components
industry rose by 75.9 percent between 1960 and 1972 and then by
another 25.6 percent between 1973 and 1980. But the average
production worker; working for $6.05 per hour in 1980; earned a
weekly salary only 61 percent as high as that of an average employee in
the primary metals industry; In eE.,ence, 163 electronic components jobs
must be generated to compensate for the wage bill loss of 100
steelworkers. Similarly, it takes two department stare jobs or three
restaurant jobs to make up for the earnings loss o just average
manufacturing posiition.

Sector-specific deindustrialization can therefore; seriously erode
the size of the real wage bill even when aggregate employment in
manufacturing remains constant; Over the next decade; the national
unemployment rate may fall as more jobs in the service and trade
sectors are created. But the decline in unemployment may not do very
much for standards of living, as mans of the new jobs pay significantly
less than those ti-.It are disappearing. We are entering an era in which,
for those in the o'.41) industrial middle, downward "skidding" rather than
traditional upward mobility may IYecome the norm. And for new
entrants to the labor force, those who do not have advanced skills may
be relegated permanently to the lower mode of the distribution. The
middle will simply not be there for them.
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MODIFYING THE DEMAND SIDE OF THE MARKET

To combat deindustrialization and economic dualism, the
government, both at the federal and state level; will need to intervene
more directly in the private market. Three types of policies are
required: (1) an expansionary fiscal and monetary policy; (2) an
industrial policy that includes various forms of short-run
"protectionism," and (3) a restructuring of the lower made of the hbor
market.

Expansionary maeropolicy is a ,sine qua non for full employment
and for saving what is left of the economy's industrial middle. By best
estimates; if a 10 percent unemployment rate exists ; 4 percent is
normal frictional unemployment; anether 3 percent is structural; the
remaining 3 percent is caused by deficient demand; Macropolicy can at
most cure this last part. High interest ottes choke off sales in interest.
sensitive industries, such as auto and housing construction; and retroe,
investment in all sectors. Interest rates in real terms must be brought
down to historical levels (approximately 3 to 4 percent) in order to
provide sustained economic growth. This may best be accomplished by
having the Federal government return to a policy of targeting interest
rates rather than focusing on the size of an elusively defined money
supply;

Fiscal policy is also important; Contrary to the belief that large
(even $200 billion) deficits are bad for the economy; the old - fashioned
Keynesian medicine of running deficits daring recessions still works;
Much of the current recovery is precisely because the Reagan
administration is fundamentally Keynesianif not in word, certainly in
de ±4,- rhe combination of enormous tax cuts and bloated defense
%rendii,.A. has been responsible for the consumer-led spurt in growth.
(Supply-slide nostrums about how corporate tax cuts can produce an
liuvetmenit boom have not proven to be accurate.) Cutting domestic
spendinvor bOOsting persol.al taxes at this time would be.unwise, but
ttrainsfeTring federal dollars from capital-intensive military
prikurement to more labor-intensive civilian spending would prime the
economic pump even more;

Macropolicy is not sufficient; however; Given the ciramatic
re:.tructuring of the economy, specific industrial policies aimed at
maintaining a healthy portion of the traditior.al mill-based and
smokestack industries are needed. In retrospect; the extraordinary
public assistance granted the Chrysler Corporation suggests that
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targeted government loans; !oan guarantees; and prottitettient may be
used successfully to reenergize "dying" industries. The key is to choose
those firms that are most likely to use such targeted assistance wisely
and to impose strict quid pro quos in return for such aid. Changes in
Management practices, ri..strictions on "nonproductive" investments;
and in some cases concessions from labor are proper demands for the
government to make in return for public support

The one serious shortcoming with the Chrysler loan guarantee (as
well as with the special provisions grantCd Lockheed and New York
City) is that it was rendered on an ad hoc emergency basis. Some form
of national industrial policy agency is needed_ tc. decide in a tcgular and
rational way where assistance could best be directed. M Whey, in
connection with a federal economic development bank; should be
Created for this purpose: in addition; plant closing legislation should be
enacted requiring firms to provide workers and communities with
advanee notice of plata slmadowns and to grant modest readjustment
assistance: With prenotifiation, individual states could then establish
"industrial e" tension services" (patterned after the U.S. Agricultural
Extension Service) to provide technical assistance to company
managers, workers; and community officials when notice of an
imminent. closing has been given. The industrial extension service
would be equipped with competent gaff and consultants to offer advice
on production technique& labor-management relations, capital
resources, and on how to reduce red tape in order to maintain the
facility _in question. Alternatively, in the many cases where the plant
Cannot be saved, the extension service would assist the workers and the
community in !beating other employers to fill the void.

As a normal part of industrial policy, the vvernment must also
review its trade policies. Short-run trade restriction it.. necessary in
some cases to protect American firms from export surges or to recover
competitive advantage; Trade restriction shoulki be itiposed sparingly
and should contain sunset provisions; but. it should not be automatically
discarded as a potential tool in the overall industrial policy mix.

Restructuring the low end of the labor macet is also important. In
its early days, before the industrial unlion movement and Depression era
labor legislation, the current mill-based and smokestack industries
were also Characterized by bimodal job distribution& Well-organizd
inthistrial Unions such as the United Auto Workers. the United
Steelworkers; the International Association of Machinists, and the
various electrical workers' unions, were able to use collective
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bargaining to improve wages and working conditions dramatically and
to narrow wage differentials. In turn, these efforts forced management
to introduce efficiency measures that ultimately boosted productivity
and made those wages and working conditions affordable.

Retail trade and services; as well as the high-tech manufacturing
sector, are weakly unionized. Unionization of these industries could
provide the basis for ,creating a new "middle" for the economy.
Unionized supermarket employees are well on their way to such status
already._Unions should stress the development of internal labor markets
and job ladders in these sectors, so that workers who choose these
industries could look forward to promotion. and to better-paying and
more responsible jobs within the_sect:r. i':t.:structuring the job
distribution within these industries w.:-4:1 be the best method to
eliminate the tendency toward exsTett,...- ,dualism in the economy.

MODIFYING THE SUPPLY SIDE OF THE MARKET

Sole reliance on the demand side of the market is by no means
sufficient. Improving conditions at the low end of the titml economy will
take several generations,_and even tben mer:ningfull'o,:rrPing and
reeducation of the labor force will be absolutely requi,-;. to
ameliorate structural unemployment, rearganiziny; the jcitf distriVition
and retraining the labor force must be pursued simultaneo451y.

An entirely new approach to education; training, and retraining is
imperative. It took nearly four generations, between 1900 and :989, for
the proportion of the labor force devoted to agriculture to decline from
38 percent to-only a tei.th of that 3.8 percent. As a result much of the
reduction in farm employment was accomplished through attrition; In
general, the sons and daughters of farmersnot the farmers
theenselvesmigrated to the metropolis for jobs in the newly expanding
manufacturing sector.

Today; however; and even more so in the future, industrial
transformation will occur at higher velocity. The entire "product cycle"
in some oigh-technolou industries takes less ran ten years to
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complete; That is; from the time _a new prOduct is developed to the point
where it is phased out or its production transferred abroad may take no
more than a decade; The workers displaced from these jobs will not
retire, like the early twentieth-century farmers, but will require
retraining for new industries and new products. The workers of the
future will likely have two, three; or more occupations during their
lifetimes.

To accommOdate this trend, education and training must take on
the dimension of lifelong learning. Periodically throughout their lives;
workers will need to return to school for both general and swific
training; Adult education programs will have to be expanded
dramatically; The type of training w:I! have to change as welt.
"Process." skillsbasic language and math skillswill be important
because they provide students with the flexibility necessary to enter
various occupations. French and Fortran, calculus and logic, and
athanced speaking and writing skills need to be emphasized;

As for vocational education, the public sector must play a greater
role; Some years ago, the state of Connecticut was training five
hairdressers for ever, machinist. Did this allocation of resources reflect
demand conditionS? Hardly. It reflected the fact that a commercial
electric hairdryer cost the state 5250, whereas a new._ computcized,
numerically controlled cutting lathe 4-anable of machining titanium ran
about $250,000. The state simply refused to allocate the resources
train a sufficient number of machinie.s.

This perhaps would have been accept :4)1e if the private sector was
willing to do the training. But with machirtim apprenticeship programs
requiring four years to ce:nplete, at an annual 5-stlrriated cost in excess
of $12,0041 as well as the ever-present danger pirating by other
firms; none but the largest companies are willing to offer sufficici:.4
training; Consequently, ever since the large group of World War Ii
government-trained machinists retired in the early _1970s, a chronic
shortage of skilled aircraft workers has existed. This can only be
remedied by relatively large-scale public expenditures on training. The
private sector is gearing up to offer advanced- degrees (Wang, for
example, has created a colli campus that offers masters degrees in
computer engineering), but the shortage is too great for the modest
programs develaiwed to date by private enterprise to overcome;

To develop adequate education and training in the "information
age" requires the development of new financing mechanisms. Indeed;
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some of these will be inthe privatesector. As part of the current
contract agreement between Ford Motor Company and the UAW, the
company has agreed to set aside funds to provide retraining for
workers who face displacement. The union and the company jointly
administer the training programs. This type of experiment should be
sowlied closely to see whether it provides a useful model.

The federal government must also find new sou-ces of revenue for
an expanded education and training effort. Expanded revenue sharing
with the states, perhaps by diverting U.S. Lvepartmentof Defense
(DOD) dollars to the U.S. ljepartment of Education (ED), is one avetue
Another is to develop a totally new financing mechanism that makes
the govornment an "equity investor" in human capital; Under such a
plan; individuals would be eligible during their lifetimes for goverment
equity investments in then ;selves of up to, sity, $25,000. This
investment; which may take the form of an education/training voucher
and cash allowance for living expenses. could be used for enrollment in
any state-accredited vocational or higher education program. Based on
the amount of capital invested and the age of the individual receiving
the investment, recipients would pay dividends back to the government
for the rem of their lives through a surcharge on the regular federal
income taxi The size of the surtax would be related to the amount of the
government equity investment and the age of the recipients; Such a
system of equity investments could be made fully self-financing or could
involve a net subsidy to either individuals or the government;

In either caw, unlike normal loans, the amount repaid to the
government would be bawd on the future ineomes of the recipients.
Those who obtain high-paying jobs as a (partial) result of these equity
investments would end up paying_more dividends back to the
government than those_ who would end up in lower-paying jobs. (Such
scheme my end up subsidizing a few poets and painters, much to our
society's advantage.)

The important poi it is that this equity investment program should
be available to workers during their entire lives. They Should be able to
turn to it as the need for retraining and further education becomes
necesswy. Other ideas like this should be pursued if we are to afford
the training Lnd education necessary for restructuring the labor force
to meet the challenge of a restructured labor market.
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CONCLUSION

The economy is already well along its way toward a restructuring
that is characterized by deindustrialization of the old manufacturing
base and dvslism in the evolving jobs distribution: These two
phenomena are the cause of serious so ial problems; including high
levels of unemployment, downward occupational mobility, and a
significant increase in earnings inequality. In fact, the trends threaten
the entire social structure of our society, with the so-called middle
America at greatest risk.

Reliance on the private sector alone can only exacerbate this
tendency. The government must; therefore; play a greater role in
investment decisions, take on the task of industrial planning (at least at
the margin), attempt to regulate the speed of the disinvestment process
in the traditional manufacturing sectors of the economy; and create new
mechanisms of financing and delivering educational and training
programs to all of its citizens. It is encumbent that egyerimeots along
these lines be wIT,rrnly encouragki.
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6
RICHARD B. MCKENZIE

Displaced Workers: A Role for
the Federal Government?

This chapter discusses the economics of federally funded retraining
programs, not for the hardcore unemployed, traditionally the object of
federal aid, but mainly for the hard working, reasonably paid
Americans who find themselves in what are thought to be declining
industries, for example; steel and automobiles. The views expressed
generally stand in sharp contrast to the of Bluestime. The assignment
of contrasting his views is a formidable one. Having been_ with him in
debate on other occasions; I am fully aware of Professor Bluestone 's
skills.

This chapter argues again4 further federal government intrusion
into the retraining process of workersnot to argue, as some may
think, against nil government intervention in the marketplace, not to
contend that no retraining problem exists when mallet* of people are
obviously unemployed. not to suggest that the collective will and the
public purpose be damned in face othardship. Contrary to what may be
thought; Bluestone and I agree at a fundamental level. We tti.:th
recognize a social problem; and we are equally concerned abiut people
who have to suffer through recessions and industrial transformation;
especially when the suffering is the purposeful product of public policy.

Whenever I oppose this or that government program. offered in the
name of good sense and gtxxi intentions; my more difficult task is not
that of marshalling arguments. but rather that of handling people's

ow
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inclination to prejudge. To amume that I (and o'hers who ShJite my
volley perspective) have callous intentions, that I care little itititykit

people's welfare, that ry views may be little more than paid 'political
pronouneethenta of the conservative wealthy; and that I do not seek
remedieS for hardship is all nonsense: Nothing could be further from
the truth; if for no other reason than my roots in the rural South have
made me painftillY cognisant Of one uncontestable proposition: social
problems abound.

Where Professor Bluestone and I generally disagree is over
solution. Being long on emotion and short on appreciation :or the needs
and consequences of markets in a free society, Professor Bluestone
believes that social justice can be pursued dii'ectly through the passage
of enabling legislation and the spending of more federal dollars. As a
general proposition, I argue that such a policy course will most likely
achizwe its contradiction, more injustice arud social mischief thin relief.

In making this argument, I do not intend to become mired in
statistics of how widespread the problem of displaced workers i& Much
of this forum has been and Will be devoted to an exploration of the
dimensions of the problenh For the most part, -his chapter sklesteps the
statistical issue mainly bccause he debate, at its core. is not over
numbers. We in all probability, would_ have been asked to preent
opposing points of view even if the kohl-ern of displaCed workers were
half what it is or if federal funding of retraining programs were
doubled or quadrupled. Rather; the debate is over the assignment of
ceSponsibilitv for relief of serial ills; the needs of a free society, and the
eFralatitig tendency of people to seek public asopposed to private relief
for obser.ed social_ ills. I am inclined to believeand I will argue Lhe
pointthat our debate is, regardless of what the numbers show;
philosophical, concerned With the broader issue of how much
government, in the aggregate. tin 1:1-e expected to accompiish in
relieving a broad range of social ills, including unemployment

In other words I suspect that if the problem cf displaced vivrk.trs
wer;! the only i&-sue on the social agenda; there IS in my opinion, little
doubt whit we would do: we would Willingly throw money at retraining
prograrls for we would have a lot of dollars to throw around,
problem of displaced workem however; does not stand alone. The social
agenda is.- indeed, very crowded with competing Claims on the litnited
capacity of any government to extract revenue by coercive measures
from the eititerity'S income. Any argument for government action that
does not recognise the competing claims cn government and the limited
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coercive capaeitv of government to do good is hardly worthy of sober
reflection. interest groups continue to meet all over
Washingt: 3.0...7,:cribo in some detail the social distres caused by
the .c4xteral government to_spend more money. By

their attentior, they fail to soe that recognition of a
all that_is_nec_es,sary to lay clainl to federal government

The ,case for federal action must ultiiriately be made in the
context Of coirpetin; claims .. and interest groups must. ultimately show
that their claims on :rrit-errnient revenue are inure worthy than the
claims of other.-:.

TEMPERING THE EXPANSION OF FEDERAL AID

For four major reasons. the enthusiasm for expanding federal aid
to displaced workers should- be tempered. First, many. but by no means
all. backers of expanded aid_ seem to harbor the notion tl- at the workers
are the object and the be_neficiaries of the aid, whereas in fact much of
the aid be pocketed by the firms who do not then have to cover -the
costs of training and retraining their own workers. Indeed. much of
industry support for federal retraining programs is founded upon the
strict:y busines3 rroposition that their lobbying for training programs
is profitable- -that is. more profitable than alternitive productive
actin ities. They understand that if more federal monies are passed to
the states and communities across thi. country for retraining programs;
the result will be enhanced competition among_stues and communities
for industries through government detaying of the industries' training
costs. They_recognize that the more federal money there is to be
allocated, the greater the competition among governments to subsidize
industries: aikt the greater the proportion of the subsidies intended for
workers that will be pasz-ted throu.:h their firms.

It is grossly ni0I-e for us to politicians. who Ere
dependent upon industries for Ca ZniM. ft..n;is and votes; are as deepL
concerned about the fate of their wtirki.).,,rii they may profess: It is
equally naive to assume that the effeetiven2SS of expanded aid
programs can tie judged by the effectiveness of previous programs: This
is lwvause the limited funding of past programs has restricted the
competition among governments for industries and lizftited the effective
subsidies channeled to firms through the competition for firms among
competing eroveroment...
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Second; protnment,, of fe:I.orn1 wograins appear to believe that
federal expenditures en -etraining will result in an incrrrarie in the stock
of retrained w.trkers Nutt! to the nmber of people who are retrained.
Even if the retraining programs were perfectly effective in retraining
workers (and, for purpoaes of argument here; there is no reason to
assume titherwisol, nothing could be further from the truth. Many of
the Workers wh, ay.e retrained under the auspices of a government
program would tuve been retrained by their firms, at their firms'
Expense; or would have retrained themselves, at their own expense.

However; many proponents fail to comprehend the two-edged sword
of government expenditure policies. They appear oblivious to the
negative effects of government taxes and deficits that are used to
finance the expenditures; It is known all too well from experience that
girater government taxes destroy jobs just as surely as expenditureS
create them, meaning that the expenditures t:.rgeted for retraining
Workers in identified sectors of the economy al'o create a need: Taxes
destrOy jobs, even while they provide more retraining of other workers
in other sectors.

For years; economists have focused their professional attention on
the extent to which federal deficits "crowd out" private investors from
the bond markets. We should learn a simple point from the research:
efforts to pay for federal programs, such as retrainingdisplaced
workers by way of federal deficits; will create a need for the retraining
of workers in those industries that are crowded out of the bond market
through government credit demand& We should also recognize thatjobs
htiVc recently b destroyed indirectly by the impact of federal deficits
on internatiora money markets. Those defir:sits, now projected to be in
the range of MS) billion for the next several years, are contributing' to
abnormillY high real interest rates in the United States; which in turn
are attracting capital from abroad, driving up the internatir,nal value
of the dollar, and reducing the international competitiveness of many
basic industries. Additional deficits to fund expansive new government
training programs will, through greater pressure on international
exchang,, rates; destroy and jeopardize more jobs and exacerbate cur
retraining needs.

In the context of the total federal government budget, retraining
Oai*adituNi may continue to amount to the proverbial ' drop in the
bucket." I worry, however, about casting off the problem in that way
beeitiSe the route_to the $200 billion deficits has been paved by such
arguments made by virtually all interest groups; Such arguments
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amume also that the political pmeess can be extended to include
additional aid for retraining and, at the same time; can be closed off to
supporters of so many other programs who can, with equal justification;
lobby for increased expenditures on their programs. In other words._
additional aid for retraining will give rise to addiOnal expenditures on
a host of other programs and to an explosion of fute;.,.; feral deficits,
if not taxes.

In other forums; I have argued that before we accept the idea that
proposed industrial policies will advance social welfare, we must
require proponents of reform to support their policy recommendations
with "economic impact statements." which would do three things: (l)
provide estimates of the jobs saved and/or created in identified
industries by the policy change; (2) provide estimates of the jobs
destroyed and/or jeopardized in identified industries; and (3) provide
compelling reasons why the jobeof the workers in the identified "losing
industries" should be destroyed and/or jeopardized for the benefit of
other workers. To make the public debate open, honest, and truly
democratic requires that such an impact statement accompany
retraining proposals.

Third, proponents of retraining the displaced workers argue that
commonly r -cepted ethics and sense of social priorities dictate that
more federal funds be allocated to retraining displaced workers in
manufacturing eetorsautomobiles and steel, for examplewhere jobs
are supposedly being destroyed by the advance of technology, growing
competitiveness in world markets, and the economy's presumed
transformation troll manufacturing to service industries. This is
worrisome because many of the workers in such-industries have for
years had above average wages and fringe benefits. In fact, the wages
of many of these workers have been inflated in part by the growing risk
that their jobs would be eliminated; By covering The retraining cost of
these workers with federal funds; the general public would be paying
double for retraining, once through higher prices for the products they
produced and again through higher taxes. I do not share the ethics of
those who contend that workers who have earned far less over the years
and workers who have covered their own retraining needs should now
be asked to help pay for the retraining of higher-paid workers,
especially when a portion of the payment will go into the coffers of the
firms that employ them.

Federal retraining assistance will have perverse effects on the
incentives workers have to remain alert to their continuing employment
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prospects with their current skills., to remain abreast of the many
opportunities for self-improvement, and nut to allow their skills to
depreciate. The worker's incentive will instead_be ta maintain and
negotiate noncompetitive wages with the knewledge that when their
firn1s are f_cireed out of hilsiripes_ they can fall back on government=
subsidized retraining. Such federai subsidies can give rise to worker
displacement. On the margin the subsidies induce workers to take
greater risks in raising their wages and to shift to riskier empLoyinent.
Greater risks imply more frequent failuresmore worker
displaceme'ne Similarly. additional federal subsidies for retraining will.
on the margin, temper employers' interest in keeping their workers'
5kills current. After all, the responsibility and rust of retraining
%vork:rs arc shifted to taxpayers.

Fourth. much is said of how markets p! umably -fair in the area
of worker training. Lab Or markos fail be;.zeise of the 'externalities" to
education. That is to say. proponent-, conttrai that people other than the
employer rnd employee benefit frorn_eetraining, and these benefits are
not captured by pricing system; 1 admit that few human activities
are totally de..oid of "externalities" 3y the same token, becau:se
type of education that is the subject of this chapter is designer gely;
if not exclusively. to produce jobs and income for workers; the
presumed '"market failure" justification for retraining program can be
questioned, After all. the National Commission on Employment Policy
tells that "leimployment and training programs are intended to raise
the parnings rrf those w_ho participate" (Saks and Smith 1981. p. 12).
The technological barriers that prevent, to any significant extent the
benefits of the retraining programs from being captured through the
pricing system by either employees or employers are not obvious,_and
such technological barriers must be present to make the externality
case for retraining proge:;ms;

Even if externalities are shown to exist; federally financed
retraining has not been fully justified. The externalities must be
sufficient to justify the cost of having government do something about
them. Negative as well as positive externalities exist Some people are
harmed by theretraining of others; indeed, many people do not like; for
purely per-ioral reasons, to see others retrained, that is, the
beneficiaries ..i welfare. This is not to suggest that people should not be
helped by government because of the personal onjections_cd people to
relief. gather, this points out that consistency in raising the externality
issue (which is a question of efficiency, not equity) implies that the
people harmed by the retraining of others should be compensated for
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the harm they bear. And such compensation. if ;laid, would greatly
increase_the_cost of retraining.: U detailed elsewhere (McKenzie ft31)
collectivization of_a service like retraining does not necessarily imply
more retraining than would be_provided privatelythat is, if evert one's
likes and dislikes are counted. Proponents of federal retraining
programs do not wish to give everyone's likes and dislikes equal
treatment in their conceptual framework: which; to the extent that is
the case, the argument reduces to a set of assertions; not logically
deduced conclusions.

TI,E MINIMAL NATURE OF THE EXTERNALITY ARGUMENT

The whole of the externality argument suggests that there are
definite limits to the amount of government involvement in the
educational process.. For all we know the prownt level of federal
funding may havt:t surpassed the funding requtirements to achieve the
ethisive goal of eco:imic efhetiency.

In addition; it should be stressed that those making the externality
argument should realize that the argument for additional federal
retraining programs can be self-defeating; Programs can contribute to
market inefficiency through the negative externalities that the
retraining programs themselves create. In other words, because of the
SUbSidies and the incentive effectS, federal retraining programs can
create -exrierrtalities" of their own._ By failing to retrain thernr.4elves.
workers rwri, 1111,1,n)se a heavier tax burden on the rest of the_tax-paying
population,. om perspective_of market failure . iornics,
therefore; r -:;2 a guarantee that social effiejenc I be enhanced
by retrainih,- .;am& Again; from the external rspective,
economic efficiency may be worsened;

The case fott reliance on markets in establishing the retraini.
needs of our country is, indett,.1, a ease for mirimi..-ing externaTivQs. By
holding workers and firms responsible for their trim retraing needs;
we impose the costs on those who benefit from the retraining, As
responsibility for keeping worker skills current is transferred from the
worker to the community, then to the state, and finally to the fede.-al
government the potential for extemalizirg the costs of retraining is
ext:ntied; that is we tend to increase the extent to which government
interventon itself gives rise to a form of "social pollution" for an
exte-nality petiblem). From this perspectivv, ti.2 externality argument
for federal ro.-aining is largely self-dcle-ting.



The concept of "externality" has hieen greatly expanded over the
last two decades; Propor;ents of rata-Lining programs, as well as many
other programs; contend that if retraining is net pr ei..ided for
unemployed workers; the unemployed will be for'Oeti onto the tlfate,
rolls In the words off the National Commission on Employmrilt POiiek;
he policy-relevant question is the long -teal east d-fevenesx, o this
approach (meaning a particular retraining program; versus a program
Of income re.lietriloatien" tacehetti; Saks, and Warren 1981; p: 31).
Itence, so the argument goes._retraining reduzes the externality of
tikes collected tc pay for welfare expenditures. The argument has an
appellimz ring and is not altogether an easy one to answer, esgeekilly iai
the absence of empincal work, It should be understiind. howeVer, that
SUM an argument is not ba.sed on some presumed "Market failure.'
Indeed, if there is a "failure" to be cor.terriplated, it is a "faildre"
government policy and admission of the tremendot3 disincentive e'ffeets
of welfare.

Additionally. there are several other reasons to be unimpressed by
the argument. First. it implies that the east of vial welfare programs
is ubstanttAly greater than one might think by looking at the funds
that arc ptnt exclusively on welfare. The total cost should include_
expenditures on retraining and a host of other programs designed to
prevent ps-tiple from making use of welfare. Including in the welfate
budget the cost of all the programs that quid be funded by the federal
government .;a =t to present welfare expenditures conld intake welfare
prohibitisely expensive. If the argument is taken seriously.; sti ,ii an
expanded c 'lculation of welfare -7ostsshould, perhaps; encourage a
reesablatiun of the aipropriat-e level of welfare; Furthermore, those
who this revised en,rna/ity argument are not willi:,g to generalize
it. (ry could just as_easily argue that poor mople's bedroom activities
haVe_a-. impact on the popul*..:,zito of welfare recipients-, Would anyore
be Willing to argue that the only- po:icy-relevant question is the long-

m oster cm'- effectiveness of goveo-nment control of people's sexual activity
ersus :A program of income reflistributioin, If it could be shown tinat

abortions are cheaper than welfare payments, would a wone,be willing
to argo. seriously that government ought to get into the bUSitiesa of
mand;, 1,1.:t. abortion on the grounds that the only relevant poliCY
true:Aior the roast- effectiveness of the measure? Simply posing such

and generalizing the exterrality argument that is tendered;
;:ci be interpreted as advocating the extension of government

pewes. It simply stresse ',he obvious. that more than cost-benefit
que-stions come into play ,.ver the issue of reAraining;
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Sevi,:a the assumption behind the argument is that any additional
federal expenditure on retrainino: will be a net addition to the total
welfare budget whereas in fact a part of the expenditure may come
from the welfare budget: implying in some cases a transfer from lower-
incorne pvople who would Nave received the welfare benefits to the

g r income ij..4.1.0 retraZni rig benefits_

Troird. any additional expenditure on retraining wil] imply greater
laves ;and Oeficits and the des ruction of some people's jobs meturrng
greater welfark,- problem for others.

Finally. the ac-eptance of this externality argument obliterates
l'm.ts on government intervention in the econaim, because a whole host
of other programs, from childcare to medical care, can tie justified on
similar gronmds and expanded without limit Nob_Ody coricerned about
the welfare of futere generation:-: should feel comfortable ,:ith any
gocerriment that i- delimited.

Whet) are we going to learn that expansive; uncorked gocernment
can be the profiler:; in hot pursuit of its on sialution? For myself; I am
Mite omforta.'le with a _wellfare state, one that can help the less
fortur.,..fc a,nong us, but I am for such a Aare only if it is Um fled in its

L ht,ip, Acr-ordingly. iU constitutiional amendment that will tie
r::4?r entage terms government 3...pencli:1-4--more specifically,_welfare

pc:,,L;lig---to the national ir,c,:,.me level is to he_supported.
rop-sal has two beneficial effects. It g:ves policymakers an incentive to

formulate governront po:i:ies that CY:t%Zid the nation's incon:-o. The
more efficient gover.:ment policies are; the greater ti,ie revenue polity .al
leaches- will have to provide for programs that bcnefit the
corn,..ituencies. Second,tirw government spending %ill:
require c.tailpeting welfare claimant:J. or their representaties; to press
their for ai,i in terms of the rclatier, not absolute; merits of their
p1iu it.

CONCLUSION

In swim try he Ilrguments_ that there are net social_ benefiti to
-ximniled federal goverAment efforts to retrain displacikl wcurkors pill
t.rgeted ind1.1.4tries like stet 'l and automobile are unconvincing. The
efficiency of such a proposal is worrisome because it appears that the
market is tok rably well equOped to handle the nation'! rttraim rvt
needs. Wages can adjust upward ti reflect the retraining costs incurred
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by workers. To say that retraining carts are "high" is not to say the
market cannot adjust. especially when_ the nonpocr workers are the
object f the retraining program::. -If there exists a need for government
action; the action should be taken by local governments; not the federal
guternmentthat is; by those goy--rnments that are closest tc the
problem and dun thk ,reby; most rationally choose the appropriate
le%el of retraining.

The ethic, f mai'v of the current iroposals are also to be doubted
They ap. -ar to be another political scam designed to use the fate of the
iinfOrte:nate ;-roor iw!-io will probably not benefit to any great. degree

rogramsi for the purpose of ge,'Dratilg sufficient politics'
a pr:,g,ram that ic! ._ffecti-el traziZer income, thrcugh the

gu; ; t,.; the ed.e-atior.al syswm. from lowee-income to h1;i:ther-income
lo.rs from many workers .ro have kept their wagezi, competitive to

workers
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7 JUDY M. MILLER

Job Assistance Network:
A Dislocated Worker Demonstration

Project

BACKGROUND

The Mid-Willamette Jobs Council was the CETA prime s-priwr
serving Marion, Polk, and Yamhill ianinties for the .;1st eight years.
The 198243 budget amounted to approximately $5 million and
provided employment and training services to over twenty-five hundred
individuals. The Jobs Council currently has a staff of approxurnately
forty-five and is funded by the U.S Department of La ['ion It hAS ',wen
designated as the local administrative agent for funding under the new
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), A staff of twe; ye individuals Find
been hired to implement and operate the disk.zated worker project
desrit*d herein.

In 1982-1W, Chernekel Community Ellege kad an annual budget
of !tt'd million, a lull-time instructional staff of 190, and served sixty-
Iv hundred full-time equivalent studeas. In audition to is main
campus ;:-. Salem, the college ii rates fou-e ziutreach centers. Forty
percent of its funding is( tita:ined thrciggh local property taxed, with
electione held yearly. Tw. , -s? perceW *f the fundsc;f:ne thcough
state reimbursement and 16 to 18 p?scent fror,, tuition. R,..maining
funds are from fidera/ vocatior,hi grants and contracts.

In June of 1982; Chemeketa Community College xoposed the
establishment of a center to help some of the area's joble people 1:nd
employment. The college envisimed a cooperative erw:,evor of the
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college. brkiiners. i government to assist the unemployed it
search for jobs, to aid those who were intereste.i in starting a
of their own, and to help existing businesses expand and
Y >-..- sorts. The props s-- yeceived th' erkic.:.sements of Lie
Economic Detelopmmt CorpoTaticin (SE:r.teeR). the Salem e.cors.a.-7.1c.
Development Commission. and the Salem City Council; which also
agrt-M to fund th-tc posit Because t new organization reprentee:
a ceimmon effort of college, local ifivernment, and private Fezlzr
volunteers, it was named the -1-oot,--rr, live" Career and 1.:manoinie
flevelopment Center.

Mat September; the Mid-Willamette Jobs Council was notified that
receive a grant of $568SAYG from the U.S. Department of 1-11)or

iv:- a demonstration project to as.iist "dislocated workers" (i.e.,_those
who hate lost their jobs as a result of permanent plant cutbacks or
closures). k'nder the terms of Cie grant the Jobs Council program _

would draw its clientsfrorr. specific firms that had permanently kid off
large numbers of ernplr;ees and that would agree to participate in the
p W.:V. n

Although the origin of funding and the source of clients were
different. both renter and council programs involved substantially the
same type of ,activity. The cr.v.irzil and Chenvk ..a Community College,
therefore agreed to merge Own- efforts into one center to provide better
service to the unemployed.

The Mid-Willamette Jobs Council', displaced workers project was
one of only six demonstration projects in the nation funded through the

lk.partment of Labor to assist laid-off workers. The project; the
Job Assintance Net.vork, targeted businesse s in Marion; Polk, sold
Yainhill Counties that had laid off barge numiliers of employees in the
last year. These three counties, with a population of approximately
Three hundred thousanC. constitute the second-largest labor market in
Oregon, Over the melte months prior to the start of the project, this
area's unemployment rate had frequently exceeded 11_ perr....iit. Massive
i:e.,,,ifft4 and rutbacks at IrK.al pulp and paper millsand_other

t..tifacturing Ousinesses created a large group of dislocated workers
in this area.

The Job Assistance Setwork (JAN' I,. working in irdinatien with
Cheineke'a Cor munity illege, offer: a 1-:?.)-iety of services to these
workers. Indriply, workers were given an Orientation to prtject services;

h,ch inchiAlk. gathering tine individuals" work history and as sling
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their 1,wcational skills and interest: Individual interviews; which
involed more data collection. completed the enrollment process. Clients
were referred to an in-depth Job Sears i WiAtshop. during which job-
seeking skills isuch as resume writing and interviewing) were covered.
About two-thirds of ,these clients went zlirectly to job placement
assistance. The remaining third entered claSsroom training activities.
The prograrn sequence is summarised In a later section.

Eight hundred and ninety letters of invitation resulted in 305
enrollments: for a tzke-up rate of 34 percent. Nearly all of the
enrollments in the program came from the following specific plants:

Iota? Cascade. Salem Plant; pulp a: paper

1.),4 e Cascade. Indeperience/Nionmouth Plant: veneer plywood

Boise Cascade. Camp Adair Plant (tri-cownty residents): veneer
piywoad

A-Dec. Newberg: dental ecuipment

E4ucldy Mobile Homes, Mt Angel: mobile home fabrication

Guerdon. Slayton: mobile home fabrication

Truss T, Woodburn: prefabricated metal building and
components

Gould Batteries (GN'B). West Salem; storage batteries

Moore Business Forms; Salem: rnan24,4C1 business forms

Climax Manufacturing, Newberg; machine bads

Sowa and Sans. Inc., Woixiburn: well drilling equipme.nt

PROGRAM SEQUiNCE

Intake/ A IstSCSIIIThe nt

The project's intakeilmsessment specialists conducted a group
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orientation on the purpose of the Job Assistance Network and provided
an ov erview of each program component. After the brief orientation;
participants had a question-and-answer period. then completed the
:work history form. Participants were given instructions for the
California Occupitional Preference Survey (COPS) interest inventary
and completed it during the session._Beforeleaving. clients were given
an appointment time far taking the Bailey Vocational Test and for their
individual intake

During the intake interview; information was gathered on personal
data and past work history to better assess the client's needs and
interests. Pa.-ticipayiti were enrolled in the program following intake;
All participants were scheduled for the Job Search Workshop and made
an- appointment to access the automated Career Information System
(CIS).

Job Search Workshop

i'articiparits were assigned to a Job Search Work-shop; which laStecl
for five days (four hours per -lay); The purpose of this workshop was to
de% t.l-.1) the ability ix sell work sl;i1E5 through

understanding interests, aptittdes, skills, and values as they
relate to work;

developing a good basin resume:

developing a cover letter:

developing a job se..y..rch W ian of action that ncluded use of
networking; resources-, and the hidden job mar",.-et2

getting a foot in the door;

practicing interview...; and

identifyng interview followwp activities.

Upon completion of the _(iirkshop, participants hal a resume, a gist
of their personal transferable skills, and a knowledge t1 g6cd
interviewig techniquirs; Particirints were scheduled for an
appointment with a refource coordinator to discus classroom trainin
artitor ',referral t i the Job liv-inurce Centr.
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Classroom Training

Approximately one-tint d of -.he clients were targeted trb partiejpale
in short-term training programs. Chemeketa Comrnuniry College
de ',eloped these programs and hired the staff to irriplem-.,mt them: Three
major group training pri ;ea., were offered in the areas os. electronic
tech-103(.1w -ornputer operations. and computer7a&sisted drafting. They
are tl-rir; in detail three trining tvracrip-Ams
are the .31 the data disci.:ssed ill-, this chapter.

A,'11 cln..isroom training programs included two short (thirty-
two riokl,PS) po.o.rarns offered at the plant site. Their purpose
wzs 71.,cr.att. ;kills; The programs were Oornputeriied

i,,rect Numerical Control Machine Operation for
mak -hit' Alloy Section Welding'Hurning for welders.

rwo. per'. ons were enrolled in these programs: Th.., project also
1,.i:Lics:4 for stthientsto enroll in one or more e.asses (e.g.._

typi rig) tocrhanee existing skills or to enroll in adult basic education or
geiieral edueaGon de.teloprnena (ABE. GEL)) programs, Only feqrteen
indkaluals tool, alvantage of this opportunity.

Job Resource Center

A jivii resource area way; deveicped in the colkge's eounsellinig cvnter
for use by projev_it particivants-. The center had a free long distance
phone bank i-date news;iapers: and ma7-zazirws; city stave, and
county poi) listings,. employment sere ice .job ostings on microfilm; career
infOrmation: mote.--ational videotapes and films; a gu:de to Oregon
inarilfactuTers; and a library 'of job search materuals that tw.rticiprits
could check wit. The resource am-a was staffed to provide the following
servii-es-

i p additionzi information on resuniie.!g or joi:6

I Practice interviewing via tip 4i ve;.liotapes

Assistam:e prxt for telephoning, enviloyers

Res( of j01, c,pport un i ties

ro...actitioir, of employers for interviews
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Assistance with the computeriwd job baetk matchings

Supportive sert-ites (e.g.. tools. work elot::;ing; special
^ertifieateun. licensing inSUrance'honding; up to $301: local
zr2.nspor Akin a=.sSistale. up to VW: out-of-area travel
assistance. up to $ Wro; anal relocation expenses, up to $500

Marketing Activities

The goal of marketink activities was :4:1 place participants in new
jobs. The marketing specialists contacted employers and businesses
throughout the Mid-% ilfamette Valley to explain the program and to
inform employers of the benefits of the free referral service. In

thi. marketing specialists' funetions included the following:

Bringing new ir6Orrnation to Joh SearCh WorkShQps and the Job
Resource Center on what skills and attitudes employers look for
in the people they hire

e Working ith reSciurce coordinators and staff to evaluate and
screen prcgrain participants for referral to job openings and/or
spurt -terns t raining

* Arranrng for referral of participants to employers for
intervie

Following op triln employers dter r'efe,rral h Leen
interv;ewed sir L::ed

a Working WHr.ti i..niployers to determine their staff 'needs and to
assist in se: up training programs to meet those needs

Speakiv to gi% 4 ;; mployefr- EA) encourage thew tc work
with the Job 4,3 fill their staff vacancies

Arrangng advertising and promotional activitiet, for the
program

sitiupoortrue service* were ruric ii ! (only in instance% where the were directly related to

(he iartieitia-rit eniot1 in or Milt in an artivity, or ti, logo or continue to
work
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A computerized Jai was developed'" maintained by the
marketing staff and was us, :f, for matching r rticipants to job opePIng
and for targeting marketing efforts.

IDENTIFYING TRAINING PHOE:RAMS

Fnllowing notification of fund availabil;ty and following the
decision to develop a cooperative project, college staff began %working to
identify piAential training areas. Chemeketa Community College has a
research_and development unit w-hase responsibikty it is to participate
in bath short-_ and long-range planning.'_This department coordinates
closely with the Oregon Occupational Information Cotireinating
Committee, the Oregon State Department of Education, and other
;:4gencies and group* providing labor market itrformation, The college
drew together a committee of instructional. student services, and
administrative staff to assist in identifying potential training arras

Sesral areas were identified as having go6d potenti y<
placement of program corripleters. The committee then inv ;ted the
possible_modification of curricula. the availability- of inistructom and
the availability of facilities and entailment on campus. Through
eoordimation with department heads, three training areas were selected.
The areas identified for trroning were in electronic technology,
compute; otwiations. and computer-assisted drifting.

1;1e..crook- 'Technology

Eleetronte %was it *evenmonth intensrve training
program designed to pro%ide entry-level skills into the Meld of
electrs.-ii,o.s Training was sell-paced, utilizing- Heath Kiit modules and
practical train'. 7 tin the e;lectronics lab. The class was ,iitaffed by a full-
time irntructor arata teaching assistant. who covered all the
eurricultion areas._ Clas,ses met kir approximately thirty houri per week.
Class sizes ranged from seventeen to tiventy-six students.

Of the three group training projects. Electronic Technology the
only oilie that was noncredit: Students withittg to enroll in the second-

The e. ;Ilego 13fnirMag ?era's >., tract 4:n%til%ing buatinesa, it-vihcetty.
and (fek ,vmera groupe in the etonntundy and has forty-three wtii,e ailviacey
comniittots reprewnting all anstrueta nal programs.
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year program had to demonstrate their subject matter competency
thr series r.if tests. Cor-rsevork and .estmated contact hours were

AC Electronics

DC Electronics

idering

Printed Circuits

Semiconductors

Circuit

Test Instruments

27

36

4

108

108

Electronic Communications 36

Digital Techniques

CMOS 54

Mkroprocessors 72

Basis Programming 72

Mtcrcprocessor-laterce t26

TOTAL 805 Hours

Of signilicant importance was the identifigltkin of program
outcomes for participants. The following range of career atid job
oppcirtunitizs was potentially availshk to participants who °ontpleterl
the training-. tt,eitnicians in research and devtiopr..ent, manufacturing.
field service; education or industr mainteriatr-7- salts and servitz.
quality control; and management

72

Computer Operations

This four-and-a-half-m3rith training program was designed to



provide students with a general background in clerical technology and
in the Operations of large and small computers and word processors.
Individualized class schedules w.ere developed by an
instructor coordinator. Class sizes ranged_from twenty-one to twenty-
nine students._Completers were awarded forty-two to forty-six credits
(Accounting II was optional). The classes and credit hours were as
follOWs:

Business Math 3 Intro: Calculus 9

Business English 3 Business Machines 3

Business Writing 3 Typing I

Intro :o Data Processing 3 Typing II :3

Accounting I 4 Word Prpcessing :3

Computer Operations 3 Microcomputers 4

Transcription Accounting 11 4
(optional)

Program outcomes for students included opportunities in the
following career areas: secretary. administrative as.sistant, office
manager: data entry. computer operator in a computer center,
purchasing; travel agent, receptionist. bookkeeper, sales, and inventory
control.

Computer-assisted Drafting

Computer-assisted Drafting- was a four-month training program
utilizing computers and other technological equipment to create the
doeurnentation fOr drafting projects. The class was staffed by a full-
time instructor and a teaching assistant. ('lasses met for approxi_mately
twenty-four hours per week. Class sizes ranged from eleven to fifteen
stiderits. Two add t:orial s'etlents were in the classes but were rf-i',1 in
the dislocated worker program. Data are not available on these two
qudents;

Twenty-three credits were awarded to completers: The class
schedule and credit hours were as follows:
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A it'd 4 = May l3

Typing
Intro to Algebra S: Geometry
Graphics

slay 1#; June 21

Computer-aided Graphics
Advanced Computer Drafting I
Drafting for Electronics

June 2 AuguSt 12

Advance6 COmputer Drafting II
CAD Pipe Systems
Drafting Mechanical Design

(Elective w computer application)

Program taitcornes for students included opportunities in ti=t:,
fill10%1/4 ins, career areas: metalworking. electronic drafting; civil
drafting. ar:hiteettiral drafting. and cartography:

TRAINEE SELECTION

Within the network structure, the intake, assessment service unit
was responsible for conducting orientations and completing assessment
of displaced workers interested in participating in the program. The
main objectives were as follows:

To provide participants with a full explanation of services
available to them

To provide one-on:one counseling to collect past work history;
person:Al data. and vocational information

To assi,s intere4. goals, skills, and abilities

The assessment batteries completed by participants included the
Dailey Vocational Test (technical and scholastic), the college placement
battery: the California Occupational Preference Survey (COPS, Interest
Inventory); and the Career Information System (CIS). Participants were
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encouraged to ,defi I le realistic career goal and to develop a Plan Of
action. The assessment batteries served as a guide for selecting
f*I-7 icipants :raining 1)Lrograms_

Interests

There is a tiOsdie c,..rrelation between people's intirist:,,
they line t., do, and job satisfaction. During orientation. all rietwLi:;"!.:
enrollees complett,,d the California Occupational Prefereriee
it'OPSi Interest Inv efitory and were asked to identify tWO or thr&.114-54.
interest areas from fotartee-: occupational clusters. The ge!rleral
catgories were professional and skilled science; prafes.sional
technology, consumer ect-tnornics; outdoor; professional and skilled
Business, eleric:d. administration. profesional and skilled arts.-, and
pri.ifeSsmnal and skilled her\ ice. Participants were asked to define the
degree of interest or disinterest they had in the various occupational
aeti',ities reflected in IGS statements.

Once ;riiiiridUalS (efined_the kinds of work they liked to do, the
next step was to IOOk at pOSSible work options. The-Career Information
System (CIS) is a t..-Omputer-ass'Jsted activity designed to help
individuals discover possible oceurimions that are compatible with their
personal preference and abilities; The Quest portion of CIS is CiiiiitiOt;ed
of twenty-orie questions that relate to participants' interests, abilities,
and other career preferences: Items covered by Quest pertain to the
tiattire of work abilities, education aml training; working conditions
and Wie:k location. The program ,sorts through several hundred
occupations. This information system is ideal for career planning: It is
designed tti be used with a (IS User's Handl:wok-and with reference
books of occupational anti educational information, During individual
appointments with the intake stwcialist. each mitticipant completed the
self-administered ('IS act:v ity in forty minutes nand discussed two or
three career arcas

Aptitudes and A'ailitieS

The initial 25o enrollees ci,mpieted the NiAlcy Vor-atio-na: Trst. Th
teSt contains 150 multiple-choice questions measuring knowledge and

can be administered in sixt -five minutest Minimal time
is needed by staff to seern and interpret test rpsult-s: The ou,-stions are
designed to predict both training and occupational success- skilled
trades and technical occupations.
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There are set en subseores for electricity. electronics. mechameat
sciences. arithmetic. algebra. and ocabulary. and composite scores for
electrical and mechanical ability and scholastic aptitude_ In the context
of the Job Assistance Network: the test served as a tool to select
potential candidates for short-term 'training, programs in nigh-
technology fields I i.e., electronic technology, computer operations. and
counputer-assisted i raftingi. A 'iwrceritilk., score of 75 percent or abote
was indicatie ;uffic:ent aptitude.

expreing an interest in any of_the short-term training
program', were referred to the college co'un'seling center to take the
tlenicketa Met rent Battery. All students enrolled at Cherneketa
Community College and who take over six credit hours are required to
take the college placement battery: The testing tortsists of three partc: a
thirty-minute reading test: a forty-minute English test, a ten-minute
spelling test. and a sixty-minute math test. The battery is administered
and h the counseling sere ice on a group testing basis.

Screening Committee

A screening committ.--, was estabitsbe_d for each of the three
training. programs: Committee membership cons:isted of the network
poject COOrdinatm% a network resource coordinathr; the instructor for
the progritm, and the d :rector of the Cooperative Career and Economic
Dcl,..ipment ('enter: The purpose of the committee was to review
assessment data and interview information in order to select
appropp-iate applicants for training. Test scores were used in
'combinati'on with inter% informatio,;

)iie to rtatUrv_of training it was necessary to
estahlish entryiw.el criteria, as there was Tittle time for remedial work.

in t.ahle 7-1 were established toassist in
tdentrfyiqg appropriate applicants for the three training_ programs._
FActon: such as the indi%,idual's ability to support himself or herself
financlally v ve asses comsidered in making the final selection.
Applicants who w (rc interested hot had low scores were given an
importunity to present additional Information to the committee:
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Table 7:1

ENTWINE!. CRITERIA FOR CLASSROOM TRAINING

election Guidelines

Interests

COPS

CIS/Inteiiiew

Electronic Technology Copt& Objective CAD/CAM

Aptitudes ad Abilities

Dj,4_ Vocatiomi

Test %ile

krk History

Othei

College Placermnt

Reading Grade Level

Math (raw score

Red

Green

1echnici31 skills:75

or

!dew :fled reiged

area high interest

Electrical:75

and/or

6 months related

Oectronexiierierice

8,0+

5+
18 +

Business Sk=75

relatd

area as high. interr6t

NIA

6 _months related

office exptience

Type 25 wprn

8.0+

N/A

+

Technical ikillsi75 and

Art Oi[':-;75

or

idetified related

area as high.iinterest

Mechanical:75

and/or

.!c,r,'Otlit

experience in draft ing

or with blueorints

and

Type 15 Krim

8.0+

N/A



1RAIN114; RESULTS

Sumrtrary

I!; ?fAt:t PartICIPAIltf* training tersus all
rticipant thereary riwr areas in whwh the participant

differyd notably. Although Imly 1+.9 percent of the total
popdlat.:on tt as female. 29.2 1.ii.r-retit of the trainees were females:

fortv.fit e years of ;we and ddyr were nut equitably repre;!4ented
tra!ning prograr,s. 22:3 percent uter tWty-four in the program

F4yrcort train:411r: "Surprisingly. more than twice as
fl f\ r.:1;7if nt!, en, +.'.11 as weir' in the total program.
N 'At*. ;'a t'' eKirniA4"117-jtiOn recipients. as
eotiipar,d wilt: 49:1.t percent in ith:;., total program.

itt l(wktt'Al. At rirt,AAr41 data on traitotvg.dropouts. seeral areas
rui-e concerns. Tia, pez,444,mage of dropouts oa,er the age of forty-fl ke
tt higher. dr1#p,1)uts, 6:6.7 1,reerit were economically

vtrwrea:=,, un/Y .n.4 percent of the originally enrolic.-41
tra:nee, %tyre in FU category. Of the dropouts. 33.3 percent were single
parents. curnpared PDun'i'y 26 percent Cif the total trainee group. Only

1 ;ercent of tilt, dro1,44}tris won:- indkiduals lining on their own.
Aitho.igh the -ativi6.:4,1r.t, fairly limited. financial status and family

may haAt, siutgY boaringnn the pritgram dropout rate.

of ;:oScii9,crillier 14.0;.,3, tit) percent of all program enrollees had
bee!: placid in lolts. Thy aterage wage at placeno nt tvas$7.3'..! per
hour. The prcProyel :ii%cgth wage had been S10,62 Per hour, Although

,,rt age at placement \V a:, only 4;,9 pyrcent or the preprojyrt wage. it
jiltrid 7'ittifavtorY In tiew of the ihhgh unemployment rata in

the art a and tin- rylatite lack of union and other high-paying blia-
rolhir It %::t.1,to cow-Hivrah'iy higher than the wage' at placement
of thusc ndi obials serted under the rETA Title VII program
sqh.r3ted pre % iously Fry the Job's Council: For those individuals, the
aerage age at plaoyment was per hour. This difference may_ be_
at least part attributed to the differing employment backgrounds of
the I l(41

With trainingeompletion o eloseto the end of the project,_ it iS
diffrouli to assy.ss the effect 'N VrIt'SS of training as nwasured by increased
placements. the relatiini f training to pkieernent. and the_ w:4ge at
placement of training ei,mpleters. tit the individuals enr(illed in the
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l!or'cv !?1:00- tr:1,!iihy2 :.; piq't'Vrit hvtN 47, of 30
SeIIII!!;},c!". Thvir plactnnt per hour. This

an per hoar Mort" thar.lih(P7e. YL ho diqi not go
tra:iii.ng It J, wild he ri,e(.4.--say t,iiz, a fir-ir.N -up Naluation to

dterimrr :;1P2g--tCnI: of training on -.N age- ar,d on lung-trm
impiot F'or'th in.t\ .nrolIed ii-11,--cellarivo

trair,ing progratn- -.1:ch the t'N( Ili:L(11,7..1st training,. a
5,t; irecrit ra:A. achtt."scd. Again, most of the trttining
1)nlizr;on- coiv.tilted snorti 1.fi2r the end of tl,. proict, ,o it is

athy t1-141T1- :hi-. information .witiiout doing a

['raining Program.:
vompltr, %ersu", NoneompletrN

lathe 7-2 giNs tit :ailed data for the total program told
participant data for Mill.. idiials who eiitered the three basic

training- pri;gratls, as wel! as for those \N ho dropped out of the tnre
trainirir programs.

Age

A May factor for training iirogram omirltion Data on ages
o program cortipleters l ersu nonompltrs an- reflected in table 7-3:

It -11..;ild iie Niott.d that ti-.- aNrage age of full-time students at
Community College is approxirmitl t.,Nenty-si years old.

Tile ;,11( raf,!:t. ago of stiitlent the three training programs ',vas idmost
thirt).-fiNe,

-.tverage A!..sesstrient Scores of
Completer. versus Noneompleter.

A, ti table 7 ...Nerage reading, grade.leNel of student,
th thr-44. pir.44i.ranis %Nits 111.6. The aNerage reading grade-14.NA.1 for

full time o1,!11.,A. students entering Cherneketa Community College is
eomput:itions were rnade UMW the data in

;,,11,5 row rr.
emerges to itilui..7'ul-h ompletrs from rioncompleter,.
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Table 7-2

CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL DISABLED WORKER PROGRAM
PARTICIPANTS; CLASSROOM=TRAINING PARTICUPANTS,

AND TRAINING DROPO-ITC

Characteristics All
Participants

All Participants
in Classroom

Trainicig

70

29 2

Training
Dropouts3

20

75 0-,c,
2L.0

TOTAL NUMBER

SEX Male
Ferna!e

305

18.9

AGE 16 21 1.8`, 1.5',.:. --
22 -14 753 84.6 75.0"-t.
45 54 17.2 10.8 16.7
55 arc? over 3:1 8:3

EDUCATION Schoo; dropout 13
H S g,ad eqo

no pot-HS 57 0 58.5 50
Post HS attended 29.1 35.4 50:0

PUBLIC ASSIST: Receiving AFDC
ANCE STATUS or 551 2 to 3.0't

ECONOMIC Econornica4
STATUS . D:Jriantaged 45 7'. 41.E 66 7`,;.

FAMILY S.ngie Pa-rent 9 3't 20 0`Ni 33.3'7;
STATUS Parent in 2 parent-

family 59.9 47.7 25:0
Other family mernbrr 19.9 23.0 25.0
Nondeptsndent

indi Vidl1d 10:9 9.3 16.7

RACE. . Wthtt (''Not 1-11panir.) 90 1",-) 95.4)': 100.0%
ETHNIC Minot:ty 9.'9 4.6

V_E TERAN Vete;a-n: total 33 1% 23.0% 33.3%
STATUS Vietnam Era 18.9 15 4 16.7

HANDICAPPED . 3 6'-';1

eFFENDER .

ii...MFLOY_ ?i7 CC.Pir,PE

2 '7.o 4.6%

CLAIMANT . . 96.9% 100%

aEstimated porrentages, all data not available.
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Table 7-3

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON,THE AGE OF
CLASSROOM TRAININfi COMPLETERS AND NONCOMPLETERS

Statistic Completers Nonwmpleters
(n = 50) (n=20)

Range 1952 25 59

Mea .1 32.5 39:5

Median 32 37

Mcce 28 37

; ;( ompletion Rates

Test scores on Rtiley Vocational Test and college placement
battery and le,elo`f interest as expressed in the COPS interest
imctury do not appear to correlate with tne individuals' ability to
complete training: Rathcr; factors that are more subjective and difficult
to predict or measure come into play. Of the seventy individuals
enrolled in the three., major training programs,. twenty dropped out,

a2laerage i:limpletion rate of 711 p.t..rc-nt. Of the twenty
dropouts. si,* left within the first month. two within the second month.
fRe within the third month. six within four-1.h month, and one
within the fifth month. Reasons for dropping out (sec table 7.51 were
tilitaified through a review of the file and a distussion with the resource
coordinator and the instructor.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING IN
DISPLACE!) WORKER PROGRAMS

Itlentifimion of Training Programs

her Of lwrecnt of the participants enrolled in the program
expressed interest in training. A wider variety of ;.raining
options would undoubtedly have resulted in more trainees, (if
particular Interest were numprograms ur mrtgie-coat!' ~!' tra_misvg. two la
six '.treks in length. which would enhance existing skills. The two-week
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Table 74

MEAN ASSESSMENT SAM OF CLASSROOM TRAINING COMPUTERS /

AND NONCOMPLETERS, BY TYPE OF COURSE

Test

Course

CADICAM

ComPleters -NorcomPletris _Compieters_Noncomoletenpleters Nono3mpleten

I nterests COPS .

Businest skilled %ile

Clerical skilled %Ile

Technical skilled %ile 63.0

Art skilled %ile

16.0

57,0 67,9

71.6 1,0

_

nr

68.8 88.1

87.5 61,0

Aptitude and Ability

Daily Vocational

Electrical %ile, 28 66 60 56 75 70

Mehanical %ile 73 60 36 42 60 75,

Scholastic %ile 56 45 48 37 58 65

Reading 'Grade Level 10:6 10 :1 10;8 10;4 166 101

Math (raw scores)

Red 10.4 141

Glee 20.5 14.6

Spelling (raw scores) 11 11

English (raw scores) 19 20

15.1

18.6

12

21

11

16.3

10

18

12.0

20.4

12

19

21.3

14

19



Table 7-5

PERCENTAGE COMPLETING CLASSROOM TRAINING AND
REASONS GIVEN FOR DROPPING OUT, BY TYPE OF COURSE

Course

Electronic
Technoloc

Computer
Operations CAD/CAM

Total

Eni olirnent 26 29 15 70

Completer 18 21 11 50
(Percen:age) (69.2%) (72.4%) (73.3%) (71.4%)

Reasons given for
not cornPleting

Left to take lokri 4 4 11

Left to star-T
ocrt.r. busirr-7.-ss

Family pressure 2 0 2

Health

(e.g., studying
too herd; etc.)

3

2

0

0 3

CNC 1)Nt" program for machinists:and Heavy Alloy Welding program.
for welders are examples of this type of training Close attention to
specific indu:Ary standards and new technological adaptations can
make this a valid means of improving employability

Of primary ir-portancejs the identification of training programs
that will result in placement of completPrs at a wage rate that dues not
substantially diminish their living standard. Former union workers will
not work for per hour at least not while full Jnemployment
benefits are available_to them. Employment opportunities that result
from training should be available in the local labor market. Few
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participants indiCiited the ability or Nvillingness to relocate. At this
time; less than 10 Per&Iit. Of all participants placed had left the area to
obtain employment. Half of th-ose relocated within the state. Home
.ownership. family ties; and spotise -employment prevented many from
considering relocation as an option

A follow-up system is necessary if evaluation is to provide feedback
for program -continuation, direction, and improvement: An active
atiiSOry committee that will conduct regular program audits of
curriedlii._equipment, and quality of instructors, coupled with feedback
from gradthiteS and their_ employers, is essential in order to identify
training needs and meet labor market demands.

Selection of Instructors

: key element to the success of the program was the seleetion of
the instructors. For two of the programs; the instructors were regular
Staff members: one instructor was hired from outside the college.
The Philiisophy of the college involved_ making a commitment to short-
term training and releaSing regular staff without threatening their
positions and tenure. In Oregon. most community --liege staff are

- unionized; so it was neeessary to formalize contr his was not easy;.-
because training programs did not follow the_sa time schedule as
colWe terms, no did theY -observe the same bre k and holiday periods.
The scheduling of facilities and equipment. ordering of books and_
supplies, acceptance by other instructional staff, and conflict resolution
seemed best facilitated by regular staff. Classes ran more smoothly._
with fewer complaints from students and all other college personnell.
When the instructor Was a regular long-term staff member who had
both knowledge if the system and credibility with other faculty and
Staff.

Instructors Who took a personal interest in the students. made use
of outside resi rceti. and Were flexible (yet provided structure thiough
scheduling) had the most- success. All instructors were involved in the
screening and selection of stiident.S. and this process was very valuable
in helping them understand the baCkgroUnd of the_students. Instructors
were then able to adjust their curriculum and teaching methods to meet
student needs better; Instructors who took a personal interest in their
students and were flexible in their approach nad the most success. In
cases where students attended a variety of classes taught by different
instructors, the program was facilitated by an instructor/coordinator:
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Facilities and Equipment

Labs in data processing and electronics were_ initially overloaded
for the regular one- and two-year programs. During ilk: previous spring

iitertit space was so limited that the college had to turn away students.
Students were :,,erved on a first-come; fiNt-serve basis, Department
heads and regular instructional staff were resentful of the fact that
short-term training students would further crowd the facilities. In the
computer operations progt-ani, Scheduling of lab space was an ongoing
problem; and evenings and weekends were used as lab times: The
dedication of facilities and equipment for the short-term program was
facilitated because of the college president's commitment to short-term
training: As all three programs crossed over into the summer months,
lab time became less of a problem.

Registration, Accounting, and Record Keeping

The registrar's office did irot--kuwe-systems in place for enrolling
students in classes that did not fit the quarter system, The business
office had no system in place for billing tuition that did not fit the
quzirter system, The bookstore had a_confusing variety of ways in which
to order and bill for books and supplies. Short-term training programs
did not follow standard college terms. -Thins fact:raised a number of
problems: such as how to register students and how to bill the project
for tuition. books; and supplies for students._ There was a lag in getting
students registered and on, the computer; which caused problems for
three of the students who had applied for financial aid and were not__

allowed to receive their financial aid package until they were formally
registered. Several meetings of college and Job Assistance Network
staff were needed to develop a process that worked for all parties
involved. A written process will be prepared prior to the end of the
project to facilitate future ventures.

Training costs for the three Major training programs were difficult
to estimate, The college originally indicated a total_cost estimate of
$195.439 for the three programs. This estimate_ included costs of
personnel, materials and services:and new capital equipment. Tuition
costs of $180 per term anthall student books and supply costs were
covered by the Job Assistance Network; Estimated revenues from these
sources was 830.000, only about 20 percent of the total program
estimate. Future training programs should have standard planning
guidelines to ensure more accurate budget estimates;
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Participant Backgrounds and Abilities

In comparing network participants to participants served under
regular Jobs Council programs (i.e.. CETA programs), the following
differences are noteworthy:

Network participants; on the avemge, were older and vere
predominantly male

Only half as -ilany network participants were school dropouts
113.9 percent compared to 25.8 percent)

Only 2.0 percent of the network participants were on public
assistance compared to 20.8 percent of those in the regular Jobs
Council programs

Fewer network participants_1k..ed independetitlY (10.9 percent).
compared to the Jobs Council participantS (43.2 percent)

Twice as many network participants were veterans (33.1
percent comnared to 15:8 percent)

Only a third as many network participants were listed as
handicapped or offenders (6.3 percent compared to 22:1 percent)

Five times as many (79.5 percent) were unemployment________
compenszttiiin claimants for the network participants compared
to the Jobs Council programs' participants (16.3 percent)

Experience during orientation and assessment revealed that less
than 5 percent of the participants_experieheed_ difficulty reading the
tests and inventories administered as part of the assessment. Of the
participants; 86.1 percent were at least high school graduates.
Individuals who entered the three training prograMS had an aVerage_
reading grade-level of 10;6; nearly one grade-level higher than the 9.8
grade=leel merage of students entering two-ear programs at the
eollege..This_was also considerably higher than the suggested minimum
reading grade_let.el of 8.0 for college vocational courses; Of the tWent-
studehts_Who dropped out of-training, only three indicated they_ were
leaving for academic reasons. Although our sample size is fairly
limited; a need fin- basic education skills was not evident in this group.
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Other

Close coordination with agencies that collect occupational
information and employment statistics must he achieved in order ter .
enure that training prog.rams meet the wage and location needs of
dislocated workers. Considerable coordination with local state
emPloYment agencies is needed t.0 ensure early identification of
dislocated workers and to faeiliti,c their continuation of unemployment
insurance benefits while in training. Cooperation is also needed to
obtain necessary information on benefit amounts during _training: if_
these dollars are to be used as part of the JT1A-roluircd nonfederal
niatch: It is also essential to have a good understanding of community
resources that are available for individuals who need financial
counseling. child care. health services, and other types of assistance:

Both college staff and project staff kit the project was providing a
%aluable ser% ice to dislocated workers. Duriing the initiabstages of the
program. many systems had to be developed_ tc manage the cooperative
arrangement that existed with the college. Communication among
network and college staff was especially critical during- the early stages
of planning and imp':ernenting the classroom training program. To
identify and to resolve communication issues:Abe college president
organized a management team; composed of Job., Couneiband college
managers. who met weekly to keep the project on target: This planning
and operational team proved invaluable:

Network staff provided services to students and community
members that eased the work load of other departments. Instructors
disco% ered that they had a special group of committed and skilled
students and that they themselves had a unique opportunity to be
challenged. In de%cloping compressed curricula and in working with
just one group of students. individual needs could be addressed.
curricula adjusted. and new teaching styles tried.

IndRiduals in the program were solid citizens in the community.
e in community organizations: and well informed; with a variety of

hobbies and interests: They would participate in a program only as lung
as they felt it was fair: honest: and provided a meaningful service: They
needed to be treated with respect, kept informed: and pL'aced in jobs
that met their skills. interests, and financial needs: They were our best
advocates. recruited other participants. developed good publicity: and
gave us honest feedbw-k on bow well we were doing our jobs.
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Training programs must he p% ablated in terms of their
effectiveness in retiii.ii;:g people to work. Training-n:ated placements
pre - and posttraining wage compzirisons; cost-eff(>t tiveness. and
ereiliblity with employers and with trainees are key factors.

Training people to accept change; to look forward to it, to plati for
it financially and emotionally, and to adapt to changes in life-style and
WOrk em'ironment isa responsibility that educational institutions must
oiiiiiitue to address. Training should he considered as an integral part
of everyone's career.
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CAROL ELIASON

The Dislocated Worker:
A New Challenge for

Two- Year Colleges

Community colleges are rapidly responding to the White House
challenge to form partnerships between the public and private sectors
to provide employment training; The nation's 1;219 community; junior;
and technical colleges represent an in-place delivery system for
retraining massive numbers of the American work force. Recognizing
the central role that community colleges can play in retraining
American workers, a task force of the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC 1982) issued a concept paper
entitled Putting America Hack to Work. In it, a proposal outlined a
"moon-shot" con mitment to foster job training relevant to economic
development.

The resulting Putting America Back to Work project has two major
goals:

To promote national strategies and policies aimed at more
effective human resourrce development as an integral part of
overall economic develiopment strategies.

To foster effective loitral business-education-government-labor
alliances. tying together economic and human resource
development planning and implementation activities

Supporting these goals, project leaders are crisscrossing our nation
in 1983; ineet.,rtg with private and public sector leaders at national,
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state; and local levels. The purpose is to pinpoint wayS by Which
partnerShips involving two=ear colleges can achieve significant
economic development_ gains through skills training and retraining:
This chapter reviews the context whieh these partnerships operate
and examines the primary approaches that two-year postsecondary
institutions are taking;

THE CONTEXT

The Putting America Back to Work project haS been laUnched in
the midst of both a short-term economic crisis and a More fUndamental
economic and political transition. In economic and human terms. the
current crisis _iS .j6. teal. Nearly 10 percent of the work force is
unemployed. State and local governments are being battered as Citizens
expect reduced tax revenues to Cove with extraordinary demands for
welfare and social ser,:ieeS.

The decline of heavy manufacturing (largely in the Northeast and
Midwest) and the growth of high-teehriOlogY industries and the service
sector (largely in the Sun Belt) are changing the economic_ map of the
nation. Man; metropolitan areas whose indiistrieS fueled_ the
tremendous Industrial growth of the nation prier to wood War Hand
whose economic and human resources remain substantial now reel from
loss of populatiOn and_nianufaeturing jobs. They despetitelY search for
strategies to stem decline and rt,!establigh growth: In contrast; Other
communities are_prekeiipied with_ the problems of meeting the
demands of rapid; often unplanned growth.

If such environmental turbulence induces fear. confusion: and even
paralysis. it is also an opportunity to shape hOW diretions. Several_
pieces of employment and training legislation are tieing rewritten and
pro. 1de significant opportunities shape amore coherent national
policy. The recently enacted Job Ttrainitiq Partnership Att_(JTPA)
represents an important step in the right direction, and calls for
stronger business participation through private ifiduAty councils. Yet
even the most casual observer of the human resource deVelOpment
arena in the United States is struck immediately by the following
obstacles:

The tenuous tie between econmnic development stratgies.
programs, and mechanisms at all levels of governMent and the
human resource development programs the presumably
support economic development
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The incredible hodgepodge of legislation. policies, programs;
and administratie inevhanisms that makes up the human
resource development arena

At the federal level, training dollars have basically flowed through
the Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) and vocational
education conduits. with little coerdination betweern the two. At the
local level; a va r iv of providers have delivered traiining with the
financial support of the CETA program. which ha u olved at least a
local planning coy it and private industry council. Vocational
education programs are largely delivered by secondary systems; but
two-year postsecondary institutions provide not only mainstream
vocational-technical training but also specially designed skills training
through a variety of delivery modes; On the private sector side; billions
of dollars are spent annually on directly delivered in-house training.

The Job Training Partnership ket, intended to replace CETA, is
eEpected to have the rollbwing major effects:

A distinct move away from the welfare orientation of CETA.
with the elimination of stipends for trainees and the absence. of
a public service jobs component

A strengthening of the role of the states in human resource
development planning

An upgrading of private sector influence in program panning
and administration. primarily through a stronger private
industry council

AACJC sponsored ten regional seminars in March 1983 to acquaint
member institutions with JTPA's finer points. These sessions also
showcased existing programs that work._Key elements of those
successfui programs are described later in the chapter.

Although there appears to be some_confusion_during the current
transition from CETA to JIM; a Job Training Partnership Act survey
conducted in late July 1983 revealed that 83 percent .of the community
colleges responding had private industry councils (Ms) formed in
their areas. Community colleges nationally already appear to have
increased their PIC participation rate above that under CETA;
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_A ACJCs (19S2) repoi-1; Putto,og Americo Back to IVe.frk enunciates
the following five principles:

Incentives must be designed to promote greater cooperation
i:etween private/governinental_employers and existing
accredited educationakraininginstitutions_for the purpose of
preparing citizens for careers of regional and/or national
priority.

An adniiniStrative structure to allocate federal resources must
be designed in a_ manner that_provides greater state level_
determination of resource and/or _incentive allikatiOn, and
promotes interstate planning for labor market areas that
transcend state boundaries,

Incc`ntive must be designed to encourage citizens to seek
preparation to qualify for occupations of regiord and/or .

national priority, to be mobVe. and to maintain their
employment.

A national policy on employment development and training is
req u i red.

The currently fragmented authority and_accountability_foe the
federal job training programs must be clarified and Unified. It
is particularly important to pinpoint responsibility.

Currer,tly._the AACJC task force is seeking support for a major
rewrite of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 to include an adult
training COMpOnent that will better finante long-term retraining
program:, for displaced workers. The next section looks at some of the
releVant. issues and offers insights into problem solving that affect the
approaches tWO-Year college programs for displaced workers may take.

Definition of Displaced Workers

Displaced (or dislocated) workers are persons in inideart Who. for
one or more reasons; findthat their employment is jeopaecliied or
terminated du+ :. to one of the following reasons: (1) plant closing; (2)
technological change. or (3) the changing structure of the economy.
Workers in economically depressed areas who have been unemployed
roe more than twenty-six weeks are federally classified as dislocated
workers. Under terms of the Job Training Partnership Act
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Each state is authorized to establish procedures to identify
substantial groups of eligible individuals who: (1) have been
terminated or laid-off or who have received a notiee of termination
or layoff from employment, are eligible for or have exhausted
their entitlement to unemployment compensation, and are unlikely
to return to their previous industry or occupation; (2)_have been
terminated or have received a notice of termination of
employment, as a result of any permanent closures of a plant or
facility; or (3) are long-term unemployed and have limited
opportunities for employment or reerm;;:loyment in the same or a
similar occupation in the area in which such individuals reside;
including any older individuals who may have substantial barriers
to employment by reason of age. (Section 302 [a])

What Populations Are in Danger of Becoming
Displaced Workers?

Choate (11)i!;2) suggests the follo, ing about those who are most
likely to become displaced worker ; in America:

Specifically, the portion of the Arno'ican population age 25-55
considered the highly productive core of the work forceis
growing. In 1970. this segment constituted 40 percent of the work
force, in 1980 it constituted 46 percent, by 1990, it will comprise
over 54 percent. In the 1980s and 1_990s the growth of this
population cohort offers substantial potential for increasing
national productivity through improved labor qualitybat only if
these workers can acquire the proper skills in a timely fashion.
tp:

How Big is the Displaced Worker Problem?

If administrators us-i. a single criteriononly workers who are
unemployed due to the continuing decline in a particular smokestack
industry_and who remain unemployed for more than twenty-six
weeks7for determining wha the displaced workers are, the numbers
are relatively small, about one hundred fifty thousand. However, if
multiple criteria are -used, the numbers of displaced workers may reach
2A million. Most of the workers in the first estimate are blue-collar
workers in the Midwest and Northeast. But dal! unemptoyed_workers
in declining geographic areas are also classifiable as displaced, the
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larger projection then includes liliie e iiIIar workers, clerical workers.
ittliflagerS. and salespersons:

What Are the Problems Confronting
ifl Workers When a Plant. Closes"

Age diseriiiiiiiatiOn. When_an industrial plant closes its doors and
its employees begin extended- job_searches, those workers who are forty-
fi% e v trs of age Or Olitier Suffer the longest bouts of unemployment.
This is a finding froth GOrdtis et al. (1981). Their study contains a
comprehensive review of plant eloSing research over the past twenty
years. It points out that the problemS of dislocated worktieS are
isle rcc I ngly those of older workers. because the age of the
disIbiatod worker is quite high. ranging from forty years at one Plant
tii fifty-four years at another.

Age diseriiiiiiiation seems to be a key factor in prolonged
unemployment. Nlan employers perceive increasing age as a signal of
reduced prodbetiVitY and arc unwilling to hire older workers. Older
workers NCO the stigma of being hbeled"untrainable." although
other studies have repeatedly demonstrated older workers' willingness
and ability to succeed iti training Programs. Older workers may also be
perceived as a poor investment by employers because of insurance and
pension eo:q.s. or the perceptiwn that they will not be in the labor force
long onough to justify the costs of retraining.

Seniority lbses. Seniority systems. which were originally designed
to protect workers. can actually work against older workers, When
plants or commercial companies begin layoffs. the younger. less-
experiened workers enter the labor market first. They tend to saturate
the market With their lower salary expectations before the older
workers enter the labiir Market.

Sex and race discrimination. Older workers who are also women
andor rnettubers of minority graupsfaceeven greater problems. At
least one labor market analysis his found that dislocated female
workers tend to be unemployed at rates three times higher than those
Of then in the .:ame Job classification. RaCial discrimination has also had
serious 6insequences in the black and Hispanic communities of
industrial :Americ a. Gordus et al. (1981) note that almost 40 percent of
Blacks at one plant :veto still unemployednineteen months after
clo.-.ing. Compared to 25 percent of white workers:
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Physical and mental health problems. Access to resources to
sustain_ physical and mental health was t'ated as exinmielY OriPorEant
by workers who faced prolonged periods of unemproynient. For workers
who finally accepted employment_ in jobs of less status.
unueremploynient may be more desttuctive than no work at all.

Ignorance of transferable skills. Few dislocated workers are
realistic about their own strengths and NYcaknesscs--. This tunnel vision
of self has deep roots in both the sociodemographics i a-1 culture of their
peers. Thus, any agency i institution hoping to assist displaced
workers needs to be prepared to offer a comprehensive progisant of
counseling. testing. and career exploration. The testing progam should
:data some of the strategies used in the mid-1970s to assist dislocated
homemakers. It is important to build self-confidence and increase
vorkers' awareness of contemporary,- strategies for overcoming

educational deficiencies in math, reading, communication. and decision
making..

What Are the Job Growth Fields for Retraining?

Communim junior. and technical college planners watch carefully
for trend analyses by the US. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) as they
develop worker retraining programs. The Bureau of Labor Statistics
projects that the following occupations will be among those that account
for nearly ',!5 percent of all new jobs generated during the 1980s:
secretaries. who will see an employment growth of 700.000 by 1990:
nurse's aides anclordcrlies,_508,000; truck drivers, 415,000: and general
clerks and office workers; 377.0tTO. The BLS also lists the following
care- rs among the fastest- growing occupations requiring- postsecondary
education but less than haOiclor's degree: paralegal personnel. data
processing niacin!, mechanics; computer operators. and office machine
arid cash register ---2rvicers. 'Firms planning must recus en providing
both service and information in occupatiom0 retraining programs-.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES APPROACHES

ommunity colleges across the United States have discovered the
need for multiple approaches to providing services and retraining for
displaced workers in the 1980s. These responses generally fall into the
following four categories:
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to Community-wide job search and counseling campaigns

Federally funded retraining programs

Private ;:ector/cominunity college projects

Preventive maintenance training

CommunitYiVideIiiii Search an Counseling Campa 6gns

These community projects fcature multiple mediacampaighs.that
both highlight the availability 01,T.,&,' died talent to job clubs and stage__
media events that match job seekrs with potential employer needs. The
Concept behind 'S.he job club is Mt neAr; but its application to the _

diSplaceitworker of the 1980s is. The job dubis_based upon the need
for to find a per support network during periods of prolonged
tnemplOyinent While resharpening job search and job-interviewing
techniques. S-0-711e communities urge persons changing job fields
sustain membership in the club for ninety days after employment to
ensure that they are able to ,TurVive the new environment. Romploy4
members are also invited to return to thi, group to offer ctdtiable
insights to the unemployed members.

Folera!ly Funded It raining Programs

PrftAte industry councils under both CETA and the Job Training
PartnerShip Act include several options for community=baced
contracting to retrain unemployed or uriderernployed workers: Brevard
CommunitY College in Florida entered into such an agreement with the
local private iridUStrY council -to develop resources and retrain local
unemployed person§ *h exhibited a high potential for manual
dexterity; These retrained Workers became precisioh shot metal
workers, with skills needed by area businesses and defen6e installations.

To understand the potential for two-year college participation in
the Job Training Partnership Act it is necessary to summa_riv the
content of tttree of its key title& They ate Title Part A; Title III; and
Title IV.
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Title II, Part AAdult and Youth Programs

A _summary of Title II (Part A) includes (but. is not limited to) the
following activities:

Job search assistance and counseling

Remedial education; basic literacy skills; and bilingual training

Institutional skill training, work experience, and on- the -job.
training

Supportive services, including payments to needy individuals

Preapprenticeship programs

Information dissemination

Development of job openings

On-site industry-specific training

Program coordination with other federal employment-related
activities

In the Job Training Partnership Act survey conducted by AACJC
iii Jtiy 1983, the respondents were_asked to describe the proposed Title
II (Part A) programs they were submitting_ to their private industry.
councils. Some examples include the following:

Community College or Beaver; Pennsylvania; reports a career
services and job club center for job search skills;

Hinds Junior College District, Mississippi, prowoses an "optional
learning center" where workers can be assessed on their basic
skills and can learn preemployment and job interview
techniques, resume writing, work habits, interpersonal
communications. and so forth.

State University of New York and the_Technical College of
Canton, New York, are sponsoring a Machine Operator's
Program.
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liorry-Georgetown Technical College; South Carolina, with
thirty-4x golf courses in its service area; has a Golf Course
Mechanic Program in which students learn to operate high-
techtitilOgy turf equipment, including hydraulics, diesel engines;
and sophisticated electrical systems.

Mission College, California, is training displaced auto workers
/ in computer-aided design/drafting.

Ashland Community College, Kentucky, is training 150,
displaced homemakers in the areas of surgi*technology,
paralegal/secretarial functions; commercial sewing machine
operation, biomedical equipment technology; health care;
hrispitality services, and GED and Civil Service exam
preparation.

Title 111Employment and Training Assistance for Dislocated
Workers

This separate component of the JTPA legislation is designed to
providk training funds for programs that concentrate on displaced,
unemPloyed workers. Characteristics of this program are as follows:

At W.gt 75 percent of the funds are to be allocated to the states
according to the same formula as Title II funds.

The U.S. Secretary Of Labor may reserve 25 percent of the
funds to provide training, retraining, job search assistance,
placement, relocation aSsiStance, and other aid to individuals
affected by mass layoffs. natural disasters, or federal polic'y.

Each state will determine proCedures far expenditures of its
Wilds and may submit t,.,quests to the U.S. Secretary of Labor
for the Secretary's discretionary fund;

The state funds must be matched by nonfederal funds. This
match may include the direct cost of anployment and training
services Under Title III or under other local and state programs;
such as vocational education.

A maximum of 30 percent Of these funds may be used for
supportive services; wages, allowances, stipends, and costs of
administration;
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Title IVOther Federally Administered Programs

Title IV of the Job Ti-aing Partnership Act provides for federally
administered programs that include the following:

Part AEmplOyment and training programs for Native
Americans, migrant workers, and seasonal farm workers

Part BJob Corps

14,- Part CVeterans Employment Programs

Part DNational programs, including maltistate programs,
research and development; pilot projects; evaluation; training;
and technical assistance

Part FNational Commission for Employment Policy

Part GTraining to fulfill affirmative action obligations

The programs under Title IV will be administered by the U.S.
Department of Labor. Their funding levels will be capped at 7 percent
of the grants going to the states under Title II.

Current interpretations of JTPA by the U.S. Department of Labor
regarding client eligibility for trainees are as follows:

Trainees must be economically disadvantaged with family
incomes at or below poverty; or

Trainees must be persons receiving ca'SCi'tvfare payments, food
stamp recipientS, foster children receiving cat support,
handicapped adults; or

Ten percent of the trainees may be persons who do not meet
income eligibility but who encounter other barriers to
employment; such as limited English-speaking proficiency;
dislocated homemakers; school dropouts; older workers;
veterans, offenders, alcoholics, or addicts.

Although local program design under JTPA is in its infancy; some
forecasting is possible. The new job training legislation has a number of
requirements that will greatly change the operation of Local retraining
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programs. The significant change in the coming fiscal year is
likely to be the elimination of allowances. Practitioners will lear:. to
live without allowances." Therefore; free or low-cost support services
will probably be increasingly important under the new legislation;
Without allowances, community colleges will need to assist low-income
participants with such training- related expenses as child care; meals;
transportation; medical expenses, and health care.

Without the availability of these services, m ow-income persons
will find it difficult to participate in the quality skills training
programs being planned: Strategies for helping them participate should
include both financial and nonfinancial ass. istance; for example, finding
part-time jobs, educational grants; and public assistance; if eligible, A
high priority will probably also be placed on a college's abilitwo place
trainees in long-term prite sector employment

Under JTF-A, counseling and screening are likely to be key
program elements. Some tasks require special aptitudes and skills: In
these cases; specific criteria and standardized tests may be needed. In
other cases; motivation will be the key ingredient for success.'Highly
motivated trainees should see skills training as a way to become
productive and self-sufficient.

The National Alliance for Business has urged states to set
minimum standards for intake /assessment; screening; counseling/client
support, and placement in JTPA- supported programs; Among
alternative strategies being suggested by the National Alliance for
Business are the following:

Competency-based open-entry/open-exit courses

More concise; specialized training modules

Reduced-length training designs

Training courses that incorporate work experience and on-the-
job training in their design

Evening and weekend sessions for working participants
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Pritate Sector Community College Projects

Parkland Community College of Champaign; Illinois; proposes to
open a Dislocated Worker Assistance Center: Major components of the
proposed center are as follows:

To assist employers in identifying employees who need and
could benefit from additional training

To improve the perfOrmance of marginal and average_
employees; reviewing past performance and determining
objeeties for improvement and growth

To implement internal procedures for developing individualized
education and employment plans for older unemployed workers

A vital component of the center will be to serve as a clearinghouse;
referral. and testing center. The center will function as an information
broker for individuals, providing vocational counseling needs or social
agency referral while the participant is preparing for or_being placed
in a job setting. Types of counseling and information will include the
following:

Prelayoff assistance or other types of job separation guidance

Work history documentation

Vocational assessment and testing

Transferable skills assessment

An individualized education chart and employability plan

Employment search skillS training

A jeli market search; if the participant has market.able skills

Identification of services available from other agencies

Center professional staff will include already employed personnel;
Consideration is being given to changing roles and developing more
viicompassing assignments for social- service - oriented counselors, job
development counselors, placement coordinators, and special population
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coordinators (e.g., veterans, handicapped_, those eligible for the Work
Incentive Program_ or assistance under JTPAL Provisions for state
employment service personnel to work in the center would be
encouraged.

Business invokement will include the following:

Listing current jobs with the center

Selecting persons best suited for available jobs

Assisting in providing entry-level positions while persons work
_

or tram as their individual career plans indicate

Making a c:ommitment to plan for growth of the employee as
well as growth of the company

Signing agreements for funding; training, or retraining with
the center

Providing on-the-job training. in-plant training; or cooperative=
:.ype work to the unemployed adult

Additional private sector support will include executives-on-loan;
miretired_professionals, and funds for salaries conti-ibuted by

business organizations; local chambers of commerce, or the United
Way.

For the business community; Parkland's center will be able to aid
in making personnel evaluations and in meeting equal opportunity
employment mandates to privatx business. Conversely, the employers
Will be positively involved in hiring and separating staff by_ having the
centers staff serve as the arbitrating, objective representative of the
potential employees.

To date; the most ambitious model developed with private sector
funding has been the Ford motor Company /United Auto Workers
(UAW) negotiated labor contract provision called the National
Vocational Retraining AssistanCe Plan (NVRAP). Tuition assistance is
an imtiortantfeature of NVRAP, and is designed to help laid-off
employees. For certain employees on indefiniW layoff, NVRAP helps
individuals pursue self-selected formal education or retraining to
increase their chances for reemployment and for building future
careers.
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The plan was launched in August 19S2 under the si)onsorship of the
L'AW Ford National Dte lopment and Training Center. It is located on
the campus of Henry Ford Community College in Dearborn. Michigan.
Einc.,loyees on layoff who hate participated thus far in the plan have
slet. .d a wide range of education and retraining options, but they
stroi,-/ly preferred two-year tocational_edueation programs offered by
local community colleges and technical institutes. These employees
tended to select a full-time load of college courses, with the plan paying
fur about 93 percent of tuition and fees.

currently participating in NVRAP hate shown a strong
mutitation to learn. Although this cannot be quantified or measured
with precision. this commitment is evident. both from the number and
type of toational courses selected by the participants and from the
reas4,ns for retraining expressed on their applications for the program.

The_plan is working out well thus far. Many more applications are
expected as employees on layoff become more aware of NVRAP.
including those newly eligible as a result of its recent improvements
and ex:r.nsion of coverage. The governing_body encourages local unions_
and managers to increase their efforts to boost employee awareness and
interest in the plan: Letters from retrained employees indicate that the
plan does provide significant help in addressing their needs

An analysis (Hayes 1983) also resealed the following:

A majority of the employees selected a pu/ ir c mniulnity college
and-

- enrolled in a _t(xational education curriculum involving
either technology (such as electronics or robotics) or a
husiness-related area (such as data processing): and

- sought a two-yea- associate's degree; not jw.a a few courses.

Employees enrolled in one of thirty-five community colleges in
ten states.

More than 5() percent began studies with a relatively heavy
work load. They enrolled for almost a full-time load of courses
in two-year degree programs.
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Most participants' tuition and compUlsory fees were paid for the
first -Lerrn in school; and-

- most received NVRAP assistance for about 95 percent of
such cover t-d expenses;

most received liAtle financial aid from other sources: and

most_had certain types of expenses (such as books. tools;
o. re rut! nnvars,ci

Most had over seven years of company seniority. as of the last
day worked; and thus were potentially eligible for

two years of assistance; and

a total of two thousand dollars for training at an accredited
institution.

Well over half 457 percent) chose electronics; robotics. or other
technology-related curricula.

Almost a third (32 percent) selected data processing or other
business-related curricula.

The remaining II percent chose allied health or other curricula.

Hy comparison; NVRAP payments approved for employees who
selected fini r-yca r degree programs included the following:

Almost a third (32 percent) enrolled in business-related
curricula.

Almost a quarter (24 percent) enrolled in engineering or natural
sciences.

The remaining 44 percent enrolled in a wide variety of other
curricula.

Employees began their college studies with rather heavy work
loadsparticularly noteworthy because most of them were
entering college for the first time.
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t ecl on the number of credit hours

almost half (47 percent) started out 'th a full-time load of
courses (twelve or more credit hours), and

almost a quarter (24 percent) of employees enrolled for six
or fewer credit hours.

The average number of credit hours was eleven, and some
employees enrolled for more than twenty credit hours.

Preventive Maintenance Training

Perhaps the most promising type of new venture is the preventive
maintenance retraining program. One of the most extensive is a
collaborative that involves Westinghouse Defense Systems, Inc., the
International Union of Electricians, the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, and two Maryland_ community colleges (Catonsville
and _Anne Arundel). The prcgram has four basic components worthy of
further discussion, which are as follows:

Union contracts prcvide incentives to existing employees to
retrain at employer expense while continuing to work in the
plant. Employees refusing to retrain know that job advancement
and potential pay increases are thus limited;

Experienced employees participating in retraining are offered a
full-scale profile of their skills, aptitudes, and potential for
advancement.

Employees_accepted to retraining are given assistance in basic
math; reading, and communication skills.

Application5 of new technologies in the fields of
microcomputers, laser manufacturing; anal classifie-d military
advanced technologies are also taught to those who demonstrate
competencies in the basic skills training;

Several other private sector initiative are worthy of note; The
American business community is calling on two-year college systems
with increasing frequency to provide low-cost, high-quality training and
retraining, Here are several notable examples:
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General Motors has contracts with about forty-five community
col:eges to retrain set-% ice technicians for its automobile dealers
across the co- untry lin order to meet immediate skill shortages.
N'ice-president James G. Vorhes says_the corporation expects the
timeges to train about one hundred eighty thousand technicians
a year.

A consortium of telecommunications companies in the San
Francisco area is developing a program to train about two
hundred telecommunications technicians per year to fill jobs
with local companies. More than half of the trainees are
expected to be former displaced workers.

a The Rancho Santiago Community College District in California
and a group of Orange Countycmployers recently opened the
Technology- Exchange Center. The center will coordinate
progams offered by the district's eight colleges and four
occupational centers with the labor needs of local employers.
who are predominantly engaged in electronics and aerospace.
This initiative has given long-term unemployed workers
increa..-ed options for training while seeking employment.

Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland; Ohio; breaks
ground this year for construction of a $9 million skills center on
the college's downtown campus. Backed by state money; the
Cuyahoga skills center will train or retrain up to one thousand
four hundred workers annually. A close working- relationship
between the college and Cleveland's business, iTidustry, and
government sectors will ensure that students get the high-
technology training that local employers need. Du6 to
Cleceland's high unemployment rate. displaced workers are
expeaed to swell the vanks of trainees.

North Carolina's fifty-eight comm. unity and techni:al colleges
and approximately twenty companies launched a campaign for
business-industry-college cooperation; which culminated when
Governor James_B.__Hunt, Jr.. designated 1981 as the "Year of
the Community College System." During the .pecial year;
corporations donated more _than $6 million in computer and
electronic equipment for educational programs, and the
governor announced that the community colleges would be "the
presumptive deliverer of skills training in North Carolina." This
has proven to be an incentive for older companies to explore
eooperative training ventures.
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An informal surrey of more than a dozen job_ skills centers operated
by community and technical colleges indicates a heightened awareness
of the need to reshape existing services to serve the displaced_ worker
population better, Many job skills centers were develoPed under the
Manpower Develop-.ent and Training Act IMDTA); continued under
('ETA, and 1.01: J abtless be continued under JTPA, The skills centers
seek to provide comprehensive employment and training services to the
lull range of individuals seeking employment, with special focus on
adult programs. -Services may include a wide range of components,
from assessment and intake to placement and follow-up. Programs are
designed to provide comprehensive vocational services in one location to
all indivithmis eligible under JTPA.

The goal of skills center programs is to ;Assist trainees in finding
and keeping training-related employment in the private sector. Services
pro% ided in skills centers are designed to be comprehensive and
individualized. Key elements include the following:

Outreach and intake services

Information dissemination to employers and community media

Remedial and basic education services, including-

- literacy training

- GED preparation

- open-entry;open-exit skill training

- combined vocational instruction with on-the-job training
and or internships or cooperative programs

- innovative instructional methods using interactive,
computer-assisted instruction

- vocational instruction in preapprenticeship training

- on-site; industry-specific training and retraining

- training activities for individuals who require upgrading of
exi-ting vocational skills
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- occupa.tiiina.i exploration activities that expand occupational
chokes

Counseling services; including-

- assessment; testing; and curriculum placement

- personal and vocational counsling

job-holding and survival skills

- late skills training

Transition services; including-

- job search assistance

- placement services

- follow-up

_ _The prime goal of job skills centers is to place economically
diSadVantaged _Pei-Sons in unsubsidized employment. Other JTPA
prescribed goals are as follows:

Retention of unsubsidiZed employment

Increased earnings

Reduced welfare dependency

Successful return on investment

013e of the more successful centers, the Maricopa Skills Center in
Phoenix, is an integrated component of the Maricopa Community
College District: In more than a decide of training and retraining, it
has focused on hard-to-place populations, such as Native Americans and
recent immigrar is from Mexico; Central America; and SiiiitheaSt
Its business, and industry advisory committees have given it
excellent policy direction as well as placement resources.
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Customized Skill Training/Retraining

Customiied skill retraining programsanother variety of
preventive maintenance trainingvary dramatically; depending on the
needs of the industry involved in the program. These programs are
designed to assist new industries moving into a state or companies
instituting new technologies that will enhance productivity

New technology applications require different instructional
techniques_ Trainees may be assisted by interactive computer-assisted
instruction or by the development of highly specialized learning options
that include audiovisual instruction or repetitive hands-on experience.

As stated earlier; careful selection of participants for customized
skill train;ng programs is an important element of program success.
Increased utilization of testing and counseling is anticipated.

It is clear that community colleges are preparing to as.- -ime a
major leadership role in "putting America back to work," in
partnership with their local businesses and ir--_iustries; Tre challenge
will be to secure adequate support for financing new equip!:,ient to
serve emerging high-technology industries in a time of shrinking state
budgets.
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Reactor Comments

The two chapters re% iewed here are of very different natures. Both
deal with programs at two-year colleges. However, the similant...e.s stop
there. Miller's deals with a specific project tr. assist displaCed Workers.
Elion's is more of a "handbOok" for two-year colleges involved with
programs to assist displaced workers.

This review is intended to identify the highlights of the preceding
chapters. summarize the strong and weak points; identifyfrom a state
policymaker's viewpo;ritwhat is learned that may facilitate andlor
assist in the administration of displaced worker programs, and
identifyfrom a national_perspectivewhat the chapters say ab-out
imesting resources and efforts in attempts to assist displaced workers.

DEVEWPLNGAND_ IMPLEMENTING
SHORT-TERM TRAINING -

AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Job Assistance Network project reported in Mi;ler's chapter
grew out of a need to assist workers who had permarv.ntly lost their
jobs in the Salem. Oregon, area Although this job loss largely involved
the pulp and paper industry, the reasons for &a1 nti's dislocation of
workers are similar to those existing all around the United States.
Thus. a demonstration pmject of this type appears well placed.
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The degret of coordination and cooperation apparently achieved
;-among all parties working with displaced workers in the Mid-

Willamette Jobs Council area is commendable. Fut , .r, the Job
Assistance _Network

andais

operated in cooperation with_Cnemeketa
Community College nd offers services vital to displaced workers.

Of ?o)o announcements sent to displaced workers, 3O2 displaced
workers enrolled in this program; All enrolling individualS were
oriented to the program, assessed, given twenty hours of employability
Ski HS training, and counseled on further classroom training or referral°
m the Job Resources Center. Seventy of the displaced workers engaged
in more tr=aining in eletironies computer operation; or
computer-a.,sisted drafting. The remaining displaced workers went to
the Job Resources Center for a variety of assistance and support
services that it tt s hoped: would lead to immediate and gainful
employment,

The remainder of the chapter reports on the identific4tion and
implementation of training programs at the community college and
ASSiiciated problems caused by specialized programs for the displaced
worker;. inally data dealing with basic characteristics (i;e;.; age; sex;
marital status) of the training participants are detailed:

The ChaPter does more than_an adequate job in describing the need
for the project; the program designed to assist displaeed workers with
acquiring information and skills to obtain employment, and training
results that Were most interesting. However, it_does not provide
sufficient interpretation to determine the training's real value.

From a policy viewpoint, it is possible to view the project report
from a State objective of facilitating and managing displaCed worker
programs, or from a national objective of gathering information to
make decisions on investing resources and efforts to assist displaced
WitikerS. Unfortunately, the chapter stops short of providing the
information and corresponding interpretation to assist I:whey/decision
makers.

First; the chapter does not clarify what the Job Assistance
Network, including both classroom training and the Job Resource
Center. was intended to demonstrate or accomplish. For one trying to
make decisions on assistance to displaced workers; this frame of
reference would have been most helpful; Otherwise; the conclusions are
that, With some contact, it is possible to get displaced workers (of the



statistical description detailed) into classroom training in Chemeketa
Community College; despite certain administrative problems_ to be
overcome; and that a certain degree of success (in terms of placement)
can be anticipated; as well as a certain percentage of dropouts some
for positive reasons.

A second area of concern from a policy/decision-making view is
that the chapter raises a number of very interesting questions for the
decision maker. Unfortunately, few of them are answered. Some
examples are as follows:

A quick calculation- reveals that only 3 percent of the workers
contacted responded to the invitation to participate. What does
this mean in terms of the program designed for displaced
workers?

How successful was the Job Resource Center; and what have we
learned from this proejct that will assist in placing displaced
workers in -jobs? How many of the 232 entering the center
received jobs?.

o Why were only seventy students targeted for classroom
training?

How did the desires of displaced workers for new skills stack up
with available training options at the community college?

How and why were some of the "in-demand" skills, such as
secretarial, health occupations, general clerks, and industrial
maintenance, excluded as training options?

What have we learned about the flexibility/inflexibility of our
two-year colleges in training displaced workers?

Other questions are raised: This.chapter would be of significantly
more value to the policy/decision maker if it dealt in detail with these
questions:

THE DISPLACED WORKER: A NEW CHALLENGE
FOR TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

This chapter covers seven major areas dealing with displaced
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workers. They are as follows:

The American Association of CommtinitY and Junior Colleges'
paper titled "Putting America Back to Work" and_ its effOrtS to
provide needed training and promote policy aimed at assisting
displaced workers

Changes brought about in training programs by the Job
Training Partnership Act

Where we are. as a nation, in terms of training programs, a
national policy for training, and displaced Workers

A definition of displaced workers and discussion of the
magnitude of the prOblem

Problems facing displaced workers (e.g;; age; sex; and race
discrimination : inental health problems: lack of knowledge of
transferable skills, and so forth)

Descriptions of two-year college responses to the displaced
worker problem under currently available training programs,
with examples of the responses

Job growth occupations for retraining displaced workeit and
examples of two-year colleges working with industry and labbr
to retrain workers for specific jobs

The chapter serves essentially as a "handbook" for those interested
in training for displaced workers. The chapter does a more, than
adequate job of delineating the prOblem, providing background
information; and citing specific examples of successful training
programs; Additionally. from the viewpoint of a state or national
decision maker dealing with the displaced worker problem, this type of
information is most helpful; particularly the exampleS of suteetsful
programs and efforts. These could and should be studied further by
those interested in transferability to other training situations. However,
there is some lack of clarity as txi the author's intent for the use Of the
chapter.

I would cite one Other criticism of this paper in view of our
. conference title, "DiSplaced Workers: Implications for Educational and

Training Institutions." Although Eliation dues an excellent job af



delineating. the dist iced worker problem and providing specific
training examples ti.at could be emulated, she says little(expect by
implication) about specific_ actions and changes a two-year college may
haM to deal with to provide adequate assistance to displaced workers.
For example. the "how to for achieving proper links among_ business.
industry. labor; and government for trainong is not discussed; whether
for providing training in new occupations or job opportunities for
displaced workers:

As a state-level policymaker and administrator of training
programs, I believe that it is critical to bring the implications for
education and training institutions into focus regarding the displaced
worker problem. Numerous implications appear in the chapters just
reviewed. such as problems of inflexibility in our education and
training system, the need to develop specific programs to deal with
displaced workers, the need for coordination and cooperation among
both the private and public sectors to provide successful assistance; and
the decline in revenue available for education and training; These;
however; are only symptoms of the real problem: Until we have a
national policy and national commitment to a cohesive employment and
training system. we will continue in a reactive mode. The greatest need
for our education and training institutions is a concerted effort to bring
a workable national employment and training program into reality.
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10 ARTHUR D. SHY

The Displaced Worker Problem and
Implications for Training and

Education InstitiutionS

MAGNITUDE OF THE UNEMPLOYIIENT CRISIS

During the past two years. economy-wide unempl ment
particularly among industrial workers, remained at Os ighest level
since the Great Depression of the 1930s. During the six months of
1983; unemployment levelS in the United States have exceeded 11
million American workers and over 10 percent of the total work force.
Much of the early 1983 decline in joblessneiS did not result from gains
in employment. but from a drop in the labor force itself.

The economic system of the country has not been working; and
deAtly the old rules are not working. In a number of our states and
cities,-particularly in the nation's industrial belt unemployment is quite
literally at depression levels. Even with a recovery from the 1981 -1982
recession, shifts in the industrial iriziofig market and other factors will
result in substantial and persistent unemployment.

There are approximately 450 thousand autoworkers. including
those in related industries repoesented by the United Auto Workers
(UAW) union, who are unemployed; Many others have been working
part-time. It is estimated by industry, government and labor that about
half of the workers will never return to their former jobs; and will be
classified as displaced workers. In addition to the problem of
unemployment caused by the recession, many other factors have had a
permanent impact on employment in the nation's basic industries.
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These other factors include new technology; robotization, the trend
toward down=sizing of American automobiles, and most importantly;
the fOOthold of imports in the automobile market as well as in those for
most other industrial goods.

Otir industrial base has been dangerously eroded. In recent years,
over 4 million good AS have been destroyed in basic United States
industriessteel; automobile; construction, electronics, apparel, and
others: At the same time the United States is in danger of losing its
eompetitive edge in the high-technology industries that should be the
tvource of new jobs and economic growth in the American economy of
the future.

Over the past two years, blue-collar workers faced an average
Unemployment rate of over 16 percent. This included unemployment
rates of over 23 percent in the automobile industry and over 50 percent
in the basic steel industry. Table 10=1 illustrates what has happened to
our industrial base as a result of imports in varioas sectors of the
economy since 1960.

TABLE 104

IMPORT SHARE OF THE U.S. MARKET
FOR SELECTED INDUSTRIAL GOODS

1960 and 1982

Year
Product 1960 1982

Shoes 2 60
Steel 4 23
Autos 4 28
Apparel 7.5 41
Consumer Electronics 6 95
Machine Tools 6 27

SOURCE: American Federation of Liibor-Congress of
Industrial Organization (AFL-CIO) 1983:
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Every time a car. truck; an engine. or a_transmission is imported
into the United States; there are costs as well as potential benefits to
society. The benefitsprice and engineering; competition; and
consumer choiceare generally recognized; The costs more often
remain hidden, never linked e:plicitly to particular policies. But these
costs are huge, and organized labor believes they overwhelm the
benefits of unrestricted access to the world's largest auto market.

Since 1978, fully 1 million American workers he lost their jobs
due to the auto crisis. nearly 30(1,000 in the auto companies alone.
Meanwhile; the Japanese share of the market has doubled. If nothing is
done: one-half of the jobs involved in making cars and trucks will be
lost to this country; over one-quarter already have been lost.

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that each
percentage point of unemployment costs the federal treasury $2%.
billion. Because the I million jobs lost to the auto crisis raise title overatll
unemployment rate by about one full point; the CBO's figure is it .fair
measure of the federal revenue cost of the 1979-1982 auto slump;

But the impact on the federal budget_ is just the start. One must
alSo consider state and local government losses, the cost of unused skills,
of increased crime, alcoholism, illness, family_breakup,_and premature
death: The auto-dependent Frost Belt's sad plight is sufficient testimony
to the incalculable net cost.

The American auto industry in 1981 employed 78000 people._ and
their suppliers gave jobs to 1;8 million more; for a total of 2.6 million
American jobs directly linked to domestic new car and truck
prOduction. In 1981, some 7.9 million new vehicles were produced here;
and from that we can estimate that each 1 million American-made
motor vehicles means jobs for about 330,000 auto and supplier workers;
In 1982; 2.2 million imported cars and trucks were sold here, and in
1983 the figure will be about 2A million. If nothing is done, the figure
may rise to twice that many by 1986.* costing the United States
another 800.000 jobs. And that does not include the indirect jobs
supported by the incomes of auto-sector workers. which may push the
job loss to more than one million.

Enactment of the pending domestic content law would restore
nearly half of those 1 million jobs, and would halt the loss of a half
million more due to increased oast:snit-mg that would otherwise occur.

'A 3.1 percent import share of a car (plus light truck) market of 13.7 million unit-a.
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Although the auto slump has hurt the whole Americaneoonomy,
and although its redress through a content law would benefit the entire
country; there have been some particularly big losers. In several states
and in over a dozen metropolitan areas; auto production constitutes the
dominant goods-producing activity. Not surprisingly; these areas are
'suffering mash ive unemployment; deep fiscal crisis; and social
breakdown. In some of these communities (e.g.. California; New Jersey;
and Massachusetts. as well as Michigan. Ohio, and Indiana) the 1979-
1982 auto crisis has literally halved the size of the manufacturing
sector.

It is obvious that employment in any other basic industries is
affected by automobile production. The impact is wide when the auto
industry declines. Jobs have been lost in other industries that_supply
materials; produc. and services needed for the production ofcars and
trucks. Special industry employment tables developed by the U.S.
Department of Labor (1982) show how total employment is affected by
slumping car and truck sale& M shown in table 10-2; for every $1
billion reduction in car and truck sales (measured in constant dollars)
15;053 workers will be laid off both in blue-collar and white-collar
occupations in the motor vehicle and equipment industry.

The same $1 billion drop in sales will reverberate through rruny
other industries. Among the manufacturing industries, the heaviest
impact will come in the steel and iron industries hich would 14 off
4.276 workers: Other high-impact areas in manufacturing will be tires
and rubber products, 1.223 layoffs; nonferrous metals and products,
1,038; loud stamping. 1,980; industrial; metalworking; and o',:ier
nonelectrical machinery. 1,890; fabric and textile products; 1231; and
general hardware. screw machine products, and other fabricated metal
products. 1,894.

In the transportation industry, 2,246 workers will be laid off for
every $1 billion drop in auto sales; in wholesale trade. 4,269; in finance,
insurance; and real estate. 1.048; and in business and professional
services. 1;792.

In all; the drop of 15;053 jobs in the motor vehicle and equipment
industry resulting from a $1 billion loss of sales will have an effect on
other industries that could cost an additional 35,553 jobs. In other
words, for every one job lost in auto; another 2.4 jobs are lost in other
industries. The total loss to the economy for every $1 billion loss in car
and truck sales will be 50,606 jobs.
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The U.S. Ikpartment of Commerce (1982; 1983) reports that sales
of domestic cars and trucks ft!! by $25.6 billion in constant dollars
between 1978 and 1982, from $67.1 billion to $41.5 billion: This $25.6
billion decline_ implies a drop, of 385,360 jobs in the auto industry's own
employment since 1978. and a loss for the entire economy of 1,295,510
jobs.

The impact is even more widespread than these figures
when the effect on jobs created through and supported by worker,-i'
spending is also considered: Not reflected in the earlier figures is the
job loss that results when laid-off workers are forced to eut baCk
spending, touching off further losses in other goods- and services-
producing industries.

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY AND ROBOTIZATION

There are, of course; a number of factors affecting the decline of
employment in the automobile industry: Thc impact of new technology
is forecast by many as a cause for the elimination of many jobs.
Company managers 'end to regard new technology and robots as
0.11W/talc solutions to economic problems; whereas workers fear being
displaced by them.

Sothe Of the worker displacement occurs not merely because of new
technology and robotization, but rather because of simple
modernization. An exaMple of the impact of both new technology and
modernization is foreseen in the current construction of a new
automobile assembly plant in the Detroit area This plant when
completed, will be the first new car assembly plant built in Michigan in
over fifty years. The new plant is expected to employ (at full capacity)
approximately six thousand workers; It will have the capacity, however,
to assemble the same number of automobiles and parts as two older
plants that normally employ approximately sixteen thousand workers;

Much of the impact of robotics will depend on how fast and where
The teehnology is implemented. Hunt and Hunt (1983) recently
comPleted a study that forecasts the United States robot population.
Table 10-3 ;:ompares that forecast with estimates of the 1981 population
made by the Robot Institute of America (1983). The figures show that
the robot population will increase from less_than 4200 in 1981 to the
50,000 to 100,000 rtige by 1990; between 25 and 30 percent of these
robots will be installed in the major auto manufacturing companies'
plants.
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TABLE 10.2

NUMBER OF JOBS LOST PER 1 BILLION DOLLAR REDUCTION
IN CAR AND TRUCK SALES, BY SECTOR

Sector Jobi

Manufacturing
Motor vehicles and equipment 15;053
Blast furnaces and basic steel 2;220
lion and steel foundries 2,056
Tires and rubber products i 223
Nonferrous metili and pro-ducts 1,038

507
Plastic products 380
Metal dampIng 1;980
Cutlery, hand tools, and general hardware 690
Screw machine products 550
Other fabricated metal products 654
General industrial ami metalworking machinery 848
Other nonelectrical machinery 1;042
Fabric and textile products 1;231
Electrical industrial apparatus and

lighting and wiring 586
Other electrical machinery and equipment 783

Utilities 425

Finance; Insurance; and Real Estate 1;048

Trinlportation 2a46

Trade (wholesale) 4a69

rvices
Business and prolessional services 1,792
Auto repair 415

445Maintenance and Repair Construction

Other Manufacturing and Nonmanufacturiz!

Total

9,125

50.606

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor (1 2)
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TIRE IN

U.S. ROBOT POPULATION, 1981 AND FORECAST FOR 1

Auto', 1990 All Other Manufacturing, 1990 Total, 1990

Appiiication " . olda,..A.iiimiAmmoi ' ' - Total 1981

Low High Low HO Low High

Welding 3;200 4;100 5,500 10,000 8,700 14.000 1,500

(16,4%) (15i%? (13,3%) (17.4%) (14.1%) (36%)

Aasembly 4,200 5,000. 15,000 9,200 23,800 40

(280%) (35.2%) (14.3%) (20.0%) (18:4%) (23;8%) (1%)

,A Painting 1;800 2,500 ;3;200 5;500 5000 8;000 540

(.4

tiD (12.0%) (10.0%) (9,1%) (7.3%) (10,0%) (8.0%) (13%)

Machine Loading 5,000 8,000 17,500 34,000 22,500 42,000 1;6901

& Unloading (33,3%) (32,0%) (50.0%) (46,0%) (45.0%) (42.0%) (40%)

Other 800 1;640 3,800 10;500 4;600 12,100 400

(10,9%) (14,0%) (9.2%) (12,1%) (10%)

Total 15,500 25,00 35,010 75,000 50,000 100,000 4,170

(166%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

1=0.11A11111011MiiM1004011101111111MMXIMMOMMNOPIPIIIMMINENIMMOMMINIOPMMINOMINIMMIM1111111.1Minilli.11.111101110P

SOURCES: Hunt and Hunt (1983) and Robot Inatitute of Arneriel (1983).

'Combine, foundry and machine loading categories
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Although the _1990 range (50;000 to 100;000) appears wide. it is
actually reasonable to use such a wide band because it allows for
economic uncertainty. The "low" columns in-table J(.3 assume a
Continuation of the post1978 economic climate of high real interest
rates and slow (2 percent) real GNP growth throughout the 1980s,
whereas the "high" columns assume a decline in real interest rates and
a return to a 1970-1978 annual real GNP growth of 3.5 percent.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the forecast is the
importance that robotic assembly will assume_in the auto industry; In
1981, assembly accounted for only 2 percent of all robot applications in
the General_ MOtors Corporation (GM); by 1990; 28 to 35 percent of all
robots will be in assembly; according. to the forecast; The relative
iniportarice of welding applications; on the other hand, will decline: in
1990. only 16 to 21 percent of auto industry robots will do welding,
compared to 1981; when GM had 68 percent of its robots in this area.
This does not mean that the number of welding robots will decline in
fact it will increasvbut that other robot applications will increase
much faster.

To put these robot numbers into perspective; they should be
compared to the American labortorce, which by 1990 is projected to be
just over 120 Million workers. Assuming_an average displacement of
two workers per robot; and the middle of the 50;00 to 100;000 robot
population range (75,000); perhaps 150;000 workers will be displaced.
ThiS, powever, is not the net job loss; Robotics is expected_ to employ
about 75;000 people by 1990; which will reduce the net job toss to
75;000; which will add six one-hundredths of a percentage point WOO
American employment rate. In the auto industry, 20,000 additional
robots may displace 40.000 workers, or nearly 6 percent Of the 1982
American auto work force.

A note, of caution is in order here. Robots are only a small part of
the total automation picture, Flexible automation combines numerically
controlled machine tools and robots with automatic storage and
retrieval systems. Each of these increases productivity by itself; but the
effect is magnified when these systems are interconnected, as is
inereaSinkly the trend. Thus, labor displacement calculations based on
rObOts alone may seriously underestimate the probable labor-sa.ving
effect of flexible automation as a whole.
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WHO ARE THE DISPLACED WORKERS'

Adding the discouraged '.workers and inve,:antary part-timers puts

the current number unempliiYed Or underemployed at 17:9 million-
15.8 percent of the country's Potential civilian labor force; Despite the
midions of unemployed workerS in our iiiitential work force, and:
despite the growing numbers of workerS are biCUP.linv totally
displactqlorunderemployed. their actual numbers are hard to
determine. So little attention has been paid to economic dislocation in
this country that no one knows the exact number of workers
unemployed or undereitiployed as a result of plant closings or indefinite

I,; \offs.

The obstacles to retraining displaced workers include the nation's
inability to count them accurately and, in some cases, to find them. A
Congressional Budget Officie study (19821 p t. the number anywhere
from 10.0o0 to 2 million; depending partly on how they are defined:

We are therefore concerned by a alumbee of studies that appear to

minimize the problem- studies that adopt narrow, restrictivei
definitions of displacement. It is imperative that a OW statistical effort
be made to measiiii.the full extent of the disPliced worker problem.
Among the federal statistical agencies that could undertake such a
project; the Bureau of LabOr Statistics is best suited because of its
technical knowkdge of and extensive experience with labor market
data collection and amalysis.

As for criteria to use in defining displaced workers, the most

obvious one is unemployment. DiStilaCed workers are workers who have

lOst their jobs due to structural changeS in the _economy, such as

increased imports, technological change, or industrial restructuring,
and who are not likely to regain their PreViousjobs. These are workers
Who nave been laid off due to a plant dosing; They also include_workers
Who have been laid off with no recall date (which often means that they

are unlikely to return to their previous jobs): Moreoever; there are long-

term unemployed Who face limited opportunity for reemployment in the

same industry or in a similar occupation:

Although joblessneSS is the most obvious criterion for classification

as a displaced worker; it is not the only one. There are workers who.

after suffering displacement. manage to find work In another industry

or occupation. More often than not, these workers find jobs that pay far
less than did their previous jobs; and are far less F.ecure. It has been
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estimated that the loss of tiathihi6 ih_the first five years following
displacement for a worker in the basic manufacturing industries is
about twice the_average annual prklisplacement earnings. Any
measurement of the e_..;:teii,t of displacement must include those workers
who have only _been able to secure reemployment at a substantially
limier paY_leVel, WhO are working fewer hours than they would like, or
Who have been forced into unstable; dead-end jobs. Much of thisan be
attributed to the workers' lack o: adequate skills and h6hailidanditSr Of
comprehensive training programs.

In addition, there are displaced_ workers Who have dropped out of
the labor market l> cause of poor job_tir-OSOeets. This includes not only
the "discouraged unemployed." but also the involuntary early retirees;
There are numerous cases where; for instance; a long -time worked opts
for retirement because of the near impossibility of obtaining new
employment, even though he or she wants to work and would have
stayed on the joli if it had not been eliminated. Often health status is a_
factor in such cases: the displaced long-time worker may have been able
to perform his or her job perfectly well, but when the job in lost, that

mat be forced into premature disability retirement due to
marginal health status. Such workers also must be i ientified and
counted.

In conjunction with determining the number of displaced workers;
information also should be Collectid on the characteristics of the
displaced unemployed and Underemployed, This should include such
information as ago., education; sex, race; health status, and broad
geOgraphiCal location. Information on the cPeses for displacement is an
essential ingredient to an understanding of the problem. Therefore,
organized labor urges that an effort be made to trace the _regain for the
dislocation, Whther to technological change, international trade
deVelopments; product phaout. shifts in markets, and so forth.

TRAINING PROGRAMS NEGOTIATED THROUGH
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The United Automobile Workers (UAW) has initiated many
programs in its collective bargaining structure that will assist workers
in getting needed education and trainiAg, including prograrrs to both
active and laid-off workers. Ifi negotiations within the auto industry,
there is a commitment by the auto companies to spend over $100
MilliOn a Year for this purpose. In addition to the automobile incluttry,



there are ,1111ilar programs in the agricultural implement industry and
in the aerospace mdkistryisuch as those negotiat.ed with International
Ilarester and Rockwell Ir ternationab. There are numerous other
programs underway: However; this education and training can only
become meaningful when there are decent jobs available for everyone
seeking work: Full employment is a fundamental need; and we need a
national commitment to achieve this goal:

The need today is to analyze the job needs for the future, and to
begin the task of necessary job training and retraining of workers to
meet those job demands: Labor has acted to do something about the
need for job retraining for its members; as the impact of high
technology has adversely affected the job opportunities and security of
its workers. Unions have been experiencing warnings about
eomputerization, robotics, and new/high techno1ogysince the 1950s and
1900s. Un:on contracts with auto, aerospace, agricultural implement,
and hundreds of independent parts and_supplier plants with whom the
UAW bargains include provisions for absorption, job realignment, and
wage and seniority provisions for thousands of new jokbs_and job
processes brought about by automation and high teclinkology.

More recently; in response to the massive layoffs among union
meni6ers: the UAW negotiated both protective job language and job
training and retraining language for its members:

UAW-General Motors Joint Skill
Development and Training Program

The 1982 UAW=GM agreement addresses the problem of retraining
both displaced_ and present workers by providing for the establishment
of a Joint Skill Development and Training Committee. Some of the
major responsibilities of the Joint Skill Development and Training
Committee will be as follows:

Arrange for or provide "training; retraining; and development
assistance for employees displaced by new technologies; new
production techniques, and shifts in customer product
preference." It could also undertake efforts for
"employees displaced as a result of facility closings, or
discontinuance of operations."

As an initial priority, "to review skilled trades employees'
training in new technology, including rouotics."
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To develop and provide "training to enhance skills for present
and anticipated job responsibilities and to meet new
teehnOlOgy."

The new Joint Skill Development and Trainmg Program will be
directed by equal numbers of representatives of the union and the
corporation;

Over $40 million a year has been earmarked for helpthg laid-off
GM workers get back into the work force, through retraining for new
careers or job search assistance and counseling. The funding grew out
Of 1982 labor negotiations with the United Auto-Workers and in
California, is Significantly aided by ex4sting state and federal funds and
staff. The UAW-GM program has concentrated on Los Angeles and the
Safi Franeisco Bay Area because of plant closings at South tiaW and
Fremont. California; although projects are now being initiated in Flint,
Michigan; and other locations.

GM's retraining program illustrates the somewhat limited impact
even the best-designed, fully funded projects may have Taken together,
the General Motors plant closures in Fremont and South Gate in March
1982 constitute the largest single-employer closure in California,
affecting bOr eight thousand workers and hundreds more from feeder
industries. Most of the workers were long4erm, well-paid employees
With nontransferable skills and no place to go. They suffered all the
financial and emotional problems described in journals and articles
written about the plant closure phenomenon.

Before the two phoAs finally closed, there were periodie layoffS;
some layoffs lasted as tong as two years. This history of lakoffs
convinced both workers and potential new employers that there was a
chance that the plants would reopen, causing the workers to hold out
tor that day and employers not to hire. This negative atmosphere and
the sluggish labor market have prolonged reemployment of the
workers.

In NoVember 1981., a Displaced Worker Center was established
Fremont. Later. in March 1982, g center was established in South Gate.
Both centers were designed to provide extraordinary services for laid.:
off GM workers; They have served as a focal point for mobiliting state
and community resources and support for the reemployment project.

In April 1982, a historic collective bargaining agreement became
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effective, forming the General Motors-United Auto Worker, Joint Skill
Development and Training Committee, whose purpose is to promote
training, retraining. and related activities to upgrade the skills of GM
autoworkers nationwide and to assist workers affected by closures;
After negotiation of this agreement, state and local officials and the
Joint Committee met and developed a service and training plan.

In November 1982, individual contracts outlining specific services
to be provided were entered into by the GM-UAW Joint Skill
Development and Training Committee and the following state agencies:

California Employment Development Department

California Department of Transportation

California Department of Mental Health and Department of
Apprenticeship Standards

California Department of Education

Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges

Rancho Santiago Community College District

California State Office of Employment and Training

Under these agreements; a comprehensive project was established
to address the needs of the workers within the context of labor market
demands; that is all services and retraining were structured to respond
to project employer demand for the skills and occupations calling for
workers' skills. The many components of the project, from intake to job

ti search assistance following training, are organized into a coordinated
delivery system, which is flexible enough so that workers can go
through the entire system or only those parts of it required to meet
their needs.

The following components make up the total system:

Registration; Each worker is registered at one of the centers:
Training center staff review the worker's job history and the job
description provided by General Motors to identify each
worker's experience, skills; interest aspirations, and goals.
Based on this information, it is determined whether the worker
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__.
has marketable skills or is in need of retraining in a demand
occupation.

Retraining assessment. All workers interested in retraining
receive a retraining assessment which consists of in-depth
counseling; a test to determine the approximate grade level of
learning ability; and, if appropriate, an aptitude teL No
training is undertaken unless there are estimated to be
sufficient jobs available to secure reemployment

Support services.

Mental health: At the same time that skills and training
needS are being assessed, each worker is also assessed to
determine Whether he or she requires referral to personal or
family counseling (aLso known as stress counseling); or to the
financial counseling that is provided through the community
task forces. If such services are not required at the time of
intake but are needed later in the process, a worker may
return for such referral. SuPport services may include
health and mental health services, family counseling,
'ccational rehabilitation; and alcohol and drug abuse
counseling.

Transportation: The California State Department of
Transp-ortatiOn, in cooperation with the training center;
provides a Variety of services to assist workers with
transportation to training sites. This assistance includes: (I)
ridesharing matchit4 and placement assistance to help
displaced workers organize car, van, and bus pools; (2)
awareness programs to inform displaced workers that
ridesharing is and how it can WO them (3) informational
materials designed specially for UAW-GM workers, as part
of the awareness programs noted earlier; (4) vans and driver
training for newly organized van-pool groups and their
driver§: and (5) tickets for public transit system rides.

The critical elements_ are the van and car pools and the transit
tickets, without which many workers could not afford to attend
retraining classes.

Job search assistance and placement.. Those workers who are
determined to possess marketable skills already or who develop
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such skills through retraining are provided with job search
assistance, which consists of the following:

- Job development: Center staff, union representatives, or
loaned GM or other executives contact employers to solicit
job or=ders in general, or to market the skilLs of an individual
retrained worker.

- Referral and placement A worker who meets the
minimum qualifications established by an -employer is
referred on a job order.

Skills transference'job search workshops: Workers with
marketable skills are taught how to find local job openings.
how_ to solicit job interviews successfully, and how to
perform successfully in the interview process. In the skillS
transference part of the workshop._ the workers are taught
how to analyze their past jobs to identify their skills. They
are also provided with labor market information that
enables them to identify employers who will most likely have
a demand for the skills. The workshop also teaches
workers how to transfer their skills from one job to another-.

Retraining.

Retraining plans: To ensure that workers are eligible for
California Unemployment Insurance Retraining Benefits.
the staff of the Employment Development Department
develops an individualized retraining plan for each worker
requesting retraining; The plans take into account the
worker's existing skills and interests and the condition of the
local labor market; and are used to develop specialized
training courses or to negotiate for openings in existing
training programs.

Employer-based training: The State Department of
Industrial Relations, in conjunction with the :",alifornia
Worksite_Education and Training Office, provides staff to
identify those employers appropriate for participation in the
employer-based_training component -of the project These are
employers who hire the workers and who can provide on-the-
job training;
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Classroom training: The State Department of Education
and the chancellor's office of the California Community
Colleges negotiate with local community colleges and with
regional occupational programs, ce.h.-±rs, and adult
education programs to secure appropriate classes for GM
workers, or to arrange for training slots in already existing
classes and programs.

Trade_ Adjustment Act: The training center; under the
tho--rity-1 he Fe&r--1TrA. AjittnAnt Act, purch,sau _t

training from private nonprofit and proprietary training
providers; as well as public institutions.

Unemployment benefits:Displaced workers who are
enrolled in approved retraining under an approvid
iilidividualized retraining plan are eligible for up to twenty -
ix weeks of additional unemployment insurance benefits.

The Employment Development Department reviews and
monitors retraining benefits.

It is estimated that two hundred workers will need either first-time
or return visits of employment counseling assistance to make vocational
decisions and to obtain support services, training, or employment
during the phaseout period. The objectives of such employment
counseling are to provide vocational assistance that will enable
individuals to become job-ready and to obtain satisfactory employment
This will be accomplished by trained employment counselors using
appropriate assessment skills and inaruments to help workers_
understand themselves and their potential in relation to reemployment
opportunities_

Table lo-4 reflect; the activity in the UAW-GM project through
May 1983.

UAW-Ford Employee Development and Training Program

The jointly administered Employee Development and Training
Program is a key element or the comprehensive, interlocking mutual
growth framework.thattlit. UAW and the Ford Motor Company
created in their 1982 collective bargaining agreement. The agreement
charters the program to "promote training, retraining and development
activities and efforts, and in the process . contribute to the
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TABLE 10-4

UAW-GM DISPLACED WORKER REEMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Activity
Number of Times
Service Provided

Registration 8,341

Entered Employment 1,456
1411-CVMSt

Obtained Employment 792

Job Development Contacts 2,881

Promotional Employer Contacts 17,312

Job Search Training Workih EtS 236

Number of Participants 1,882

ReArred to 'Training 2906
Enrolled in 'Training 271

Referred to Supportive Services 2,227

Employment Counseling Interviews 3,550

Financial Counseling 251

Job Orders Obtained 1,077

Job Referrali 5,287

competitiveness and well-being of the companyaspects which are
essential to the job security; personal growth; and development of Ford
employees."

The program's principal ohjjectives are as follows:

6 Arrange for career counseling, retraining, job search training;
and placement assistance for laid-off employees
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Assist in designing and obtaining appropriate career counseling;
training, retraining, and personal development for active
employees

Support local and national UAW-Ford employee involvement
efforts and other joint activities

Provide opportunities for the exchange of-ideas and innovations
with respect to employee development and training needs

The Employee Development and Training Program focuses on the
employee. Tne thnist is to expand the principles of involvement to those
of caringcaring about careers, personal plans, and human progress;
The program itself is being developed and applied along participative
lines: local committees. employee voluntarism, local program flexibility
and autonomy. and national support. Further, the program extends into
the community, creating working consortiums with educational, socia..
and goi.ernmental bodies.

Program features are coordinated by the UAW Ford National_
Development and Training Center; The center is directed and guidekl
by a joint governing body consisting of an equal number of company
and UAW representatives. Day - to-day operations of the center are
managed by an executive director with a small staff of professional and
administrative support personnel, including four program associates; a
career counseling and guidance associate. and a job development and
placement associate.

The center concentrates on planning, design. and coordination
functions; It provides on-site assistance to local managements and
unions to help them design and implement local program applications.
It principally relies on existing community educational and counseling
resources, and uses their faculties and curricula to provide specific
training and development programs: The center is building a
participative program delivery network linking local managements,_
local unions, and educational and community resources throughout the
country.

Funding totals more than 10 million a year for the program; and
the center and_ its activities are funded under the collective bargaining
agreement at five cents per_hour worked, with expenditures authorized
and approved by the center's joint governin% Body. Like the UAW-GM
program; funding has been supplemented by state and federal training
funds:
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Specific UAW -1:(ro program examples include the following:

National V-Icational Retraining Assistance Plan.

Includes a prepaid tuition assistance plan for certz in laid-off
employees.

Covers tuition and certain fees up to $1.000 per year for up to
four .-ears. depending on seniority, for self-selected education
and training.

Through June 1983. o%,.-r twenty-one hundred course
enrollments have been approved throughout the United States.

Targeted vocational training projects_

Specially design,-d. full-time technical or skills-oriented training
for laid-off emplcyees focuses on areas identified as having job
prospect:: or representing future job growth markets.

The initial project at Henry Ford Community College covered
se%enty-two individuals. including laid-off Ford employees from
fifteen southeastern Michigan locations %t ad eighteen individuals
frornother companies. through joint program and public
funding arrangements. Forty-two participants recently
graduated. and eighteen of them have found new jobs. to date.

Projects have subsequently been initiated at five other locations.
in cooperation with local training providers; which cover nearly
three hundred more laid-off employees.

Career counseling and guidance:

Assists both active and laid-off employees in forming and
achieving their personal and career goals.

Contains tour main_components: self-awareness, career
awareness, career decision making, and career planning.

Six joint local committees have initiated counseling and
guidance for laid-off employees: the national center has assisted
in assessing providers' qualifications and establishing local
programs for nine locations covering more than nine hundred
participants;
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Job search skills training.

Provides laid-off employees with self-directed lob=hunting skills
and professional job search assistance; this supplements basic
staw employment service and employment search orientation
sess ions.

Training includes provision of labor market information and
development of job=seeking support systems, resumes; and
interviewing skills.

Training is conducted by outside providers, generally from the
academic community; varies_from about a week or more; longer
workshops include lob club" techniques a: four locations.

Through June 198:.. special job search skills workshops have _

been (or about tc i.se) established that cover over eight hundred
laid-off employees, as of ;.hat datx;

Special national center assistance for facility closings

On-site consultation and help in liaison with government
agencies and community resources for Sheffield (Alabama
casting plant) and SaN 'use (California assembly plant).

_
Pursuit and pros cement of state and federal funding to
augment program-sponsored employe development training
activities.

Evaluation and assessment of local needs through vocational
interest and related s'irvey services.

Career counseling and flaxidance activities aimed at messing
employees' interests, aptitudes, basic skills and attitudes;
providing career and lalior market information; and enhancing
decision-making skills to ease transition to retraining and/or
other employment.

Basic academic brush-up courses under program sponsorship
offered by local education and training providers.

Formal vocational retraining program- consistent with
employee interest and labor market conditions; under
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sponsorship of the joint program and other funding from
external sources;

Job search skills training supported by the UAW-Ford program
and state funds

Job placement assistance.

Table 10-5 reflects the activity in the UAW-Ford Training Pioject
through June 1983.

TABLE 10-5
UAW-FORD TRAINING PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Activty Number of Tunci Activity Provided

_

Vocational Assistance

Targeted Vocational Training:
Locations
Individuals

2,100

41
330

Vocational Plans and Interest Surveys:
Laation3
Individuals 4i300

Career Counseling:
Likatiorts,
Individugs

9
982

Job Search Skills Training:
Laid-off individuals 800

Assessment

Employment of those in the UAW-rrt,:rdrpr at this time is
inconclusive. However; in both GM and Ford programs; many of the
gains of employment do not appoar to result from retraining; but rather
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from the program's counseling and job search advice. Retraining alone
does not have a significantly greater impact on reemployment rates
than job search assistance.

Admitted's an economy with an unempinyment _rate of more than
10 percent is a poor laboratory for testing the idea of recycling_ blue -
collar workers. There have been enough success stories to provide -some
basis for optimism, and some experts agree that even a handful of
successful cons ersi;ans of ex-industrial workers makes it all worthwhile_
Seat even its ,:ecates acknowb4Oge that retraining has limited

It may be too early in -these programs to say that these are
conclusive results. but training programs must be all-inclusive, with a
great deal of emphasis on counseling and guidance, as well as financial
support systems being made available while in training. And such
support systems are an absolute necessity for adult workers involved in
training programs: Workers who are unemployed and; _inmost cases,
without income of any type need transportation costs; child care; legal
and financial counseling, and subsistence to be able to take full
advantage of training.

LABOR'S VIEW THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT

The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), enacted in th-.7...b5iver
1982; creates a new federalytraining program, This new lion
replaces the Comprehensive Eniployment and Training Act -4CETA),
which for almost a decade was the principal_vehicle for assisting
Americans in need of employment and training services.

The newly created training system differs from CETA; and is
seriously inadequate in a number of aspects: However; the new act
presently is the only means by which federal support for such activities
as training, retraining, and job search assistance is available: One
positive feature of the ziew legislation is a new displaced workers
pros ram that should be of some assistance to laid-off workers, although
it; too. has serious limitations.

Funding for the displaced workers_programcurrent or
proposedfalls .'ar short of meeting existing needs. Initial
appropriations by Congress for the current fiscal year_{ 19834984) are
only "seed" money to begin the program; and proposed funding for
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fiscal 198-1 is expected to reach only a small percentage of the workers
estimated to be displaced among the nation's II million unemployed.
Moreover, the program is encumbered by restrictions that will hamper
the effectiveness with which even these limited funds may he utilized.

There is a need to ir.crease funding vastly for all aspects of 'TPA_
and to provide continued funding to ensure the continuous existence of
the program and allow longer-term planning. Moreover, programs
should be fully federally funded. and the requirements for state
matching funds eliminated. Also; legislation should require advance
notice of major plant shutdowns or mainr may Layoffs_ and should
remove any limitations on the use of federal funds for stipends;
allowances; and support services.

Indeed, Congress should require that stipends and allowances be
provided. Without such incomie maintenance, participation will be
limited and programs will mine toware short-term training, which
often fails to result in skill development leading to good, long-term job
opportunities.

Congress also should reqcire that supportive services be provided;
since they often are &precondition foir the success of training or other
forms of assistance. For many displaced workers; particularly those
who have been unemployed for some length of time; it is impossible to
raise sufficient financial resources to support their family needs and to
pay for transportation to the training site; as well as nave money for
lunches; telephone calls for job search axtivities, and transportation to
job interviews. In some cases, unemployed parents will tx. unehle to
participate in training programs without child care.

lt_is also essential that displaced workers have access to counseling
to deal with family problems -Issociated with unemployment (e.g.,
drinking and m..fital problems) and other- psychological and emotional
difficulties. To avoid the stigma and complexity a exist ..g. social
service agencies and to encourage displaced workers to view themselves
as part 4-4 the total working population; social services (including the
services of a trained social worker) should he available at the training
site or through an information and service center that can Lie available
for referral,. Tied to those nieded services are nesAth care protection
and assistance with mom;..ge and utility payment difficulties.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING AND
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Models are TA,*,dei in job training: Such models exist The job
training programs established by the UAW and Ford; and the progror,..

implemented by the_UAW andGeneral Motors Cr:rporation; as
well as the language establishing such programs in numerous UAW -
company' contract language agreements are a good place lain. For a
company or buSineTsS to attempt to undertake such a concentrated effort
as job training and retraining; there_must be cooperation; there must be
encirdirwinn: there nuist be a mutual working reLitionship been
company and union; and the participants must seek outside help
through edvational institutions to deliver programs.The same ruleS
apply to educational institutions:

For are educational institution to consult only with management in
busitieSs ur idu,Ary alsout the training and job retraining needs of its
worker-S. si:ithit a consulting with the union t 7esenting those
workers. is unthinkable._ LabOr believes that the font- integral parts of
any such job training relationShip are employers, unions, educational
institutions; and government. Unions. for the_most part, rep_r64-ht the
workers for whom the job training program is intended. _Labor
representatives have knowledge and expertise to offer. They their
members. They are closer to them in the communications process than
anyone else. They know their needs-, their cants, their hopes and
aspirations. And they represent the at the wor:kolace and in the
community.

rep:',.-ientatives of business and industry;
go\ernrnenta, ',0atiers. aid union representatives need to do several
things if this effort is to succeed. The first is to have a
blueprint for a orl;,ing AmeriCa.

The ProblefnLack of Industrial Policy

and artificial trade barriers have eroded jobs and
contributed immensely to the decline of the economy and the
dispkerrient of industrial workers: Sohave (and will) techno!ogicid
change and robotics. 'Yet the federal government's industrit. and labor
market policies are practically nonexistent.

No modern developed_country can afford to allow its basic
industries to deteriiirate. And in virtually all the other industrial
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countries except the United States government: business; and 'abbr
hate forged a T-414)11a) industrial policy to help their key industries
modernize and stay competitive in the productive economic-sectors that
generate good jobs and healthy growth; Yet our government has not
only failed to develop a ptsitite plan to help DLIT basic industry, it has
adopted economic programs that have squandered public capital by
giving wasteful tax breaks to the wealthy, and has ,vorsened the world
recession by keeping real interest rate: high and choking off productive
industrial investments.

Americans can no longer sit idly by while our basic industries are
devastated by our own government's disastrous economic policies and
by competition from foreign companies supported by their national
e-ot.ernments. If we allow our industrial jobs base to go down the drain.
we will also soon lose many of the service-sector jobs that depend on the
profits. the payrolls: the tax revenues. and the productivity increases
that are generated by our manufacturing industries. Ensuring a strong.
ditersified industrial base is essential to this country's future
prosperity, to maintaining healthy communities. to achieving full
employment, and to continuing America's leadership_ in world affa"-s.
Reversing the current painful process of deindutrialization will
require a national commitment to a new American industrial policy
designed to rebuild our country's ailing industrial base and to foster
new industries as the foundation of sustained; balanced economic
growth.

Most American industries are now operating at less than 70
percent of capacity and will not be able to invest capital in new plant
expansion or modernization until consumers start buying their
products.. And that cannot happen until more Americans have jobs and
money to spend. Thus, a large-scale public jobs programon the scale
of the recent AFL-CI0 proposalcould not only take millions of
Americans off the unemployment rolls and put them to work, it could
also stimulate growth, intestrnent. and new jobs in America's basic
Ind ustries.

But even if we are successful in pulling the American economy out
Of reees:;ion; we must forge positive tiesv policies to help American
industries and workers rebuild after more than a decade of failed
oeonornio policies; corporate mismanagement; external inflationary
jolts, arms aggressive foreign competition. We must face the fact that
plant !Isings will continue to devastate communities and,workers
unless we pass new laws establish basic corporate responsibility for
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the community impact of Shutdowns. We must establish new forms of
public assistance to lessen the shock of the economic dislocation, retrain
unemployed workers; and bring new jobs into the community.

Any plan to rebuild American industry must also recognize the
new importance of international trade to the American economy.
Twenty oars ago; American companies dominated World markets.
Today, foreign companies of Japan; Western Europe; and new
industrializing countries backed by their governments' industrial
policieshaie taken Over many world markets for manufactured goods,
including a large and growing share of the American market We must
take action to- counter the unfair trade practices of other countries and
to compete effectively for a share -of the markets that are important to a
healthy American economy. The first goal of American trade policy
must be a healthy America/A industrial baSe and the preservation or
creation of American jets:

The real key to a.healthy American industrial base is prOductive
capital investment, that is; to keep our older bask indiiStrieS Modern
and efficient and to make sure that our newer high-tech indtistries stay
on the cutting edge of technological development and applied
production processes. A Tuitional_ industrial development bank would be
one-essential institution that could make and guarantee loans to finance
private and public.capital investment projects.

Rebuilding American industry Will require a new kind of social
contract among business; labor; and government. To qualify for special
treatment targeted to the specific needs of individual industries,
companies will have to commit themselves to a prOductiVe and
responsible use of those resource& Increased investment in new
productive equipment will have to be made in the targeted industries.
rather than in corporate takeovers in other irdustles. Those
investments should be made in this country, not abroad; and in existing
locations. whereVer feaSible. There should also be positive:assistance to
displaced workers and communities when existing facilities have to be
abandoned to cut back.

Reindustrialization programs developer' through this tripartite
process should emphasize a healthy workplace and a clean env_ironment,
nondiscrimination for women and minorityworkers; and development
of rewarding, docent jobs for all workers. Companies receiving targeted
application of public resources for revitalizing their indtiatrieTs must
acknowledge the rights of workers to join unions. GoVernment, bitSineas,
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and labOr must be prepared to contribute fairly to the rebuilding of
American ifidok6.. fly bringing together the niajor parties in economic
decision making Within such a framework, a national industrial policy
could help ensure that coherent, coordinated policies result in achieving
the economy's basic goals: full employment and a standard of
living for Americans.

This nation cannot have a healthy economy without a healthy auto
iiiiinStr. Tit( Ise who suggest we can simply purchase automobiles made
iAerSeas are really advocating that we write off our other basic
industries that depend on American auto production. They also ignore
the fa.e; that Ainerican_auto producers are the major market for the
products of such view high-tech industries as industrial robots and
semiconductors. Does anyone believe that the Japanese will purchase
their robots froin Americanma,nufacturers to build cars or
manufacture steel in Japan?

Organized Labor's Suggested Solutions

America needs a new industrial policy because the old rules no
longer Work._ Years of haphazard planning have put profits before
people and Short-term gains before long-range needs. This has left our
nation With thousands of idle plants and millions of idle people. Now we
need a careful, co-ordinated preirrani to rebuild industry and put people
back to work;

The first thing to do is to set goals for investment. research and
development. trade policies, business growth, and all the other
necessities for industrial rebirth Then we mush ensure that the plans
are financed and carried out. We need to draw on the strengths of our
older, mature industries while developing the potential of emerging
industries in order to create an economy of abundance; By participating
and discussing, coordinating and carrying out; we can bring to birth an
economic renaissance. But it will take careful deliberation in which all
must participate.

Completely flew approaches rr Ast designed and implemented.
Incentives must be designed to pr .i.note a greater cooperation among
labor; private/governmental employers, and education or training
institutions for the purpose of preparing citizens for new careers and
upgrading skills on current jobs.
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There should be a structure to allocate federal resourcls, and it
must be designed in a manner that promotes interstate planning for
Tabor market areas that cross state boundaries. Programs must be
designed to encourage worlvrs to seek preparation to qualify for
emerging occupations, to be mobile and to maintain their employment
as well as seek training while still employed.

The .rrently fragmented authority and accountability for the
federal job training programs must be clarified, unified, and enhanced
with additional funding. These programs must be redesigned to meet
the needs of adur trainees.

Effective research and responsibility are required to preeict
changes in work force needs: In this way; realistic educational
programs reflecting long-range national needs wili be developeci, Skills;
jobs, and industries becoming obsolete must be identified earlier,

Skill development strategies and long-range time frames are
required to sati.:1v the need _for total human development, and specific
occupational training mustbe provided to avoid repetition of
displacement for individual workers.

The rapidly changing state of equipment-intensive _technologies has
outpaced insitutional ability to respond with traditional resources.
Training institutions must have the option to purchse or lease necessary
equipment part of program funding. This should ineude
maintetiance costs.

There must be both short- and long-term related employment
prospects for individuals completing job training programs._ Displaced
workers must be able toobtain meaningful work. Jobs are the basis for
economic recovery and develoomoit,

Education and training institimions must be prepared to depart
from the traditional classroom Setting and move to places of
empbyment or to union hialts; where! the adult worker will be more at
ease.

Community colleges deserve the praise and support of labor.
Hundreds of them have taken up the slack from secondary schmil
systems that failed to prepare young men and women adequately for
the world of work upon graduation from high school. We have come to
rely upon two-year colleges and institutions for supplying the academic
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study course:: and hands-on training for many of our recognized
APO-entice:No programs. We have relied upon two-year colleges ;n the
Oak (and shall_do so again 'n the future) to present the adult working
population of their communities with the kinds of hands-on training
and job updating skills that the workers need to keep abreast of
changing technologies.

However, we need to change the syFtem of secondary vocational
education to produce a closer working relationship between secondary
and postsecondary institutions of learning; And we need a more
effective articulation system between the two-year Community and
junior_ colleges and the four-year colleges and universities: Overall;
there has been a change in educational need= that no longer implies or
suggeStS,_litit mandates that education be a lifelong- learning._
process. We_now realize that many Vi'orkergmay change jobs completely
as many as five or sir tittles over their adult working lives. Each such
change may require a return to the classroom or training site for varied
lengths of time; contingent upon their jOn skills training needs.

Tri.k..w.:rkers in our society should no; 1oaker look upon the
,?...:..aintnent of a high school dip:Ana as a terminal educational
attainment in their lives. We subscribe to the principles Of lifelong
leathihg and continuing adult education as an emerging norm for
worki?rs of eve*; di..scription. We visualize workers becoming equally at
ease the -elatiiorn or the workplace and learning froth both
throughout their work lives and even into retirement

There will continue to be adversarial_ relationships between
business. industry and labor in America. That condition is part of the
balancing process in ourdemoCracy. But that adversarial relationship,
by and large; has worked to the benefit Of our entire society over the
years. We have also proven that unions and management can wor't
together at the workplace; But the challenge_ now exists beyond_tin
workplace. We must reach out to educational and governmental
institutioris to seek help in developing prograrriS that will pro,ide a full
eitiployment economy with a work forTe that meets the needs

of our nation.
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JAMES F. ROSS

Educating for Change:
A Comprehensive Approach to
Assisting Displaced Workers

It became apparent in the early stages of the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation's development of a program to assist displaced workers
that it wk,aid be necessary to establish a series of partnerships involving
industry, educational institutions; government, and business: The
nature of the problem faced 13) displaced workers is such that only P
joint effort on the part of all of these local organizations has any hope of
success. Community economic development is vital, o$ so is the
establishment of linkages with community agencies arid rganizations.

The hope of_those involved in planning the program was that the
establishment of Bethlehem Steel's career continuation te.-aters
economically deprived areas would art as a catalyst, instiilimt a new
spirit in the work force; Bethlehem Steel d!d not see its career
continuation centers as long-term projects; By linking these center
with community-based organizations; the groundwork was laid for
management by local agency personnel.

The goal of having Rethlehern Steel's career continuation centers
act as a catalyst for community-baaed efforts and economic
redevelopment was achieved recently when the establishment of a
Johnstown Area Career Continuation Center announced. The
reemployment Program at the Johnstown center is a collaborative effort
developed and operated by the JolanstOwn Area Regional Industries
(JAM); Bethlehem Steel Corporattion; the Center for Technology,
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Training, and Development of the Southern Alleghenies (CEN A ECH);
and the state and federal governments.

In a speech delivered on August a 1983, the governor of
Pennsylvania; Dick Thornburgh said; The Greater Johnstown Area
Community Reemployment Program represents a unique partnership
among state; federal, and private sector resources to address the
problem of dislocated workers? Governor Thornburgh further stated:

This plan is not some government prOgiam handed down froth
Harrisburg, it was developed from the grass roots up by
Bethlehem Steel, by JAP1. by CENTECHp and by state and local
governments as well. It_ is this un. -pie partnership that will help
Johnstown reassert itself a:, a thriving, developing Pennsylvania

ntrnunity.

In addition to the establishment of a community - bussed program for
Johnstown, Pennsylvania, discussiuns are unaerway wit, officials of the
state of New York regarding the duplication of this unique partnership
concept in Buffalo. Elethlehem Steel's efforts on behalf of its employees
have also earned national recognition.

In a recent full page story, Time (1983) magazine reported:

One major steelmaker (Bethlehem] is trying to help dislocated
employee!, understand that the end of a steelmaking job is not the
end of the road. Bethlehem, where employment has gone from a
peak of 115,000 in 1975 to 48;500 at present; was the first major
U.S. corporation to develop a comprehensive program to ,zleal with
the emotional impact of permanent layoffs. (p. 46)

The community-based partnerships, as well as the recognition by
Time magazine. are the result of two long years spent developing an
effective program to assist displaced_wi.zkers. This program requires a
comprehensive approach, the basis of which is educating for change.
The next .4.,etion prov'cles a review of the problem i nd Bethlehem
Steel's program deveLipment.

IDENTIFYING THE NEED FOR A PROGRAM

Steel production in the United States in 1981 and in the earty
months of 1982 mirrored the general trends of the nation's economy as
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a whole: In the last half of the year; however: the demand for steel
withered as the economy slumped. High interest rates sharply curtailed
the sales of the industry's major customers: Automobile purchases
sagged to modern-day lows, and; at the same time; the machinery;
appliance, capital goods, construction, and equipment industries
weakened.

While this was happ.:7nii g, the domestic steel in& try's sales
problems were compounded by a startling surge in in.ports of carbon
and specialty steel products. Steel imports skyrocketed from a 13.9
percent share of the US. market in the first quarter of 1981 to a 23.7
percent share in the last quarter: In tonnage terms; steel imports were

) 28 percent higher in 1981 than in 1980; despite the sharp drop in
overall steel demand.

he average number of hourly workers engaged in the production
and marketing of steel during 1981 fell to its lowest in fifty years. The
number of employees working during December 1981 was the lowest
one-month total recorded, to date, by the American Iron and Steel
lostitute, and the decline continued in the early months of 1982.

Total steel industry emplo.N:nent, including salaried workers,
averaged just under 391;000 persons for all of 1981; compared to
399.000 in 1980. Total employment continued to decline and at year's
end in 1982, accounted for hess than 289,000 total hourly and salaried
worke rs.

Changes in Corporate Responsibility

In the fall of 1981, it became apparent t9.13ethlehem Steel's
management that; due to reuuced demand for steel as well as a major
restructuring of corporate functions; long-service employees would be
losing their jobs They included clerical; technical, and blue-collar
employees working throughout the country in shipyards; coal mines,
and steel plarts. They worked in some of the most economically
deprived areas of the country such as Buffalo; New York; and
Johnstown. Pennsylvania. aethlehem Steel's management believed that
it had an obligation to help these employees and their families deal with
the trauma of joblot.s.
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Recommended Solutions

A review of the problem of Bethlehem Steel's displaced workerS
revealed that there was no easy solution or quick fix: The company was
faced with several options:

Reta_..1 the services of a placement firm, for which Bethlehem
Steel would pay all fees. The firm would assist workers in
finding new jobs.

have thi affected employees form job flubs and.Self=help
groups._ :fere they would assist each other in learning abiiiit job
openings.

Provide additional economic support to assist the workers
during their periods of unemployment.

o Provide _professional training in job search techniques that
..Otild give employees a competitive edge in a very tight job
:larket.

Each of the options was carefully analyzed and each had some
inadequacies. This confirmed the fact that there is no simple solution to
this very complex problem;

After examining all of these alternatives; tiPo company concluded
that the best approach was to provide professional training in job
Search techniques in order to give its employees a competitive edge;

STRUCTURING OF A PROGRAM TO ASSIST
DISPLACED WORKERS

A Separate Identity

In structuring a company-sponsored program to assist displaced
workers, a prune consideration must be the perceived image of that
program. In order for such a program to be effective; it should avoid
being perceived as an arm of niartagement. The people managing this
effort cannot become the defenders tf the company; This separate
identity involves the staff who nianage the program; as well as the
location of the centers. The location must be on neutral ground; away
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from areas associated with company employment functions. Bethlehem
Steel believes very strongly that the creation of a separate identity for
the career continuation function has contributed significantly to the
success of the program.

The Career Continuation Centel was established in Bethlehem_
Pennsylvania; and regional centers were located where significant force
reductions occurred: All outlying areas were serviced from the regional
centers.

In addition to establishing a separate identity for the career
centers, the company decided that affected employees (i.e., employees
who were scheduled to be terminated in the short_term) should not be
involved in the management or implementation of programs at any of
the centers. In contrast; the centers were to be staffed with trained
professionals retained as consultants for the program; temporary
employees; or a limited number of Bethlehem Steel employees.

It should be emphasized that an essential element in the success of
the program is the use of trained profemionots who have in-depth
e:zpo vetwes in dealing with change. The company recognized that it

nut be enough to give a group of people a week or two of training
on how to handle the trauma of job loss and on the techniques needed to
find a new job. The situati is one of structural unemployment caused
by a reduction in the sizeiWthe_basic steel industry in America._ Hit-_
and-run solutions (typical consulting modes, for examples) are almost
worse than nothing; The company could not put Band-Aids on gaping
wounds: It was time to offer the best assistance available.

Involving Stakeholders

When structuring the program to assist disnlaced workers; major
consideration was also given to the acceptance he program by
various divisions within the corporation. Clerxly, the pr6,;ram had to be
perceived as a corporate effort and therefore all stakeholders
including those divisions and departments who_ would be terminating
employeesmust be involved in the design of the program. The
program's concepts and outlines were revieveed with every department
head to ensure their acceptance. Stakeholders were told how the
program should work and their agreement was sec9red. This process of
reviewing career continuation procedures and with department
heads built credibility for the career continuation tiaff. As a result; the
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staff had _'erect input into force reduction plans. It was agreed by all
concerned that communication_ with the centers would be directly
through company department_heads_and division manageit. And the
specifics of their plans would be confidential. The career continuation
centers; would; in fact; act as their agents.

Initial Program Results

_After the first six months of providing job change workshops, an
analysis WAS carried out to determine the effectiveness of the program.
The company Iiiciked_at one hundred former employees who had_
participated in job change workshops at the Lackawanna,_ New York.
Plant and-home office departments in_Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, to
determine if they had found new employment. These employees were
compared with two hundred other employees who had been terminated
prior to the inception of the program and had not been prOVided with
job change workshops; These _were_former employees from Johnstown;
Pennsylvania, and the Bethlehem plant inBethlehem; Pennsylvania;
These two groups were chosen because of the relative similarity in their
economic conditions.

Group A consisted Of those employees who were provided with job
change workshop techniques,_ and consisted of one hundred former
employees. GrOUP 13 included those employees not set provided
with job change workshops; and contained two hundred farmer
employees;

Results of the analysis showed that; after ;20 days in a job
campaign, approximately 55 percent of the former employees in group
A had found new employment. After the first six months of
unemployment, 10 percent of the former employees in group B were
reemployed. The anlaysis further revealed that the majority of
employeeS in group B had taken pay reeoctions. Most of the employees
in group A had made lateral moves, and about 15 percent had actually
found employment at a higher pay level.

Other factors may have contributed to the differences between
group A a rtd control group B; but a careful analysis showed that the
only difference between the two is that one group was trained in hoW to
find a job and the other group was not. It was also apparent that
employees benefited not only by learning how to find a job; but alio by
helping determine what job was best for them;
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After the initial experience with job change workshops; the
company also found that it was vital to have an orientation prior to
actual enrollment of oandidates in the workshops; The affected
erIptayees wero invited into the workshop to receive a detailed
explanation of exactly how the job mai ket works and what is required
to finda new job.

The review of initial program results also indicated the inadequacy
of simply emphasizing marketing teChniqUes. The company found that
the workshops had to be modified to focus on_perso_nal growth
question such a_s who am I. what is it that I'm selling; what are my _

basic strengths. The workshops were dealing with a very fundamental
question of adult education and the notion of reframing people's views
of themselves: Many'of those who took the early workshops said that it
was absolutely crucial for them to begin to look at themselves in an
entirely new way: They were approaching the job market in their
midlife period. Thor' used to think of themselves as steelworkers; now
they had to create a new framework of identity.

In reviewing the early program results, the reaction was
that the program was effective and should be continued. Attention had
to be paid; however. tolhe people who had not yet found emplo:, merit:
the 15 twrzent of group A and the 90 percent of control group B. These
were peopie who could soon join the class of structurally unemploYed
workers. Faced with additional force reducticits and the need to
improve tl-e eff?ct'veness of the program. it was time for the company
to go back to the drawing board. It was time to find out what was
happening th !leans and minds of the workers, their spouses._ and
their children It was time to develop a comp,,hensi re approach to
assisting displaces: workers.

EVOLUTION OF SE_CONII=GE_NERATION
CAREER CONTINUATION PROGRAM

As the company gained experience with the displaced worker
problem. it became apparent that the comprehensive prograw had to
begin with the f.undamentzl issues: how to notify terminated workers.
and then how to provide ari effective support system of counseling; job
change workshops. forow-tip slapport. and retraining. It waa alsr
apparent that the death of a job is not an individual worker's problem.
The entire family unit trust be involved. Everyone is affected.
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Displaced workers go through all the traditional stages associated
with death and dying: denial; bargaining, hostility and anger
depression, and fifially; acceptance illviseed workers it is crucial
that they experience these stages it'. ,. nt;',77,1 environment with
professional Po.kinsv'i,-.s . The -vork,..:- 'kzn sever the umbilical cord
from their old joi:s. and charin-; ,,ergies into something
productivea r.e;. career.

Bethlehem Stec- omprehensive avproaPh to assistinr displaced
workers has evoked into a five-phase prograry that must be
individually tailored to the specific nee&.cf a -_-4,mmunity. An essential_
element of this program is the presence of a residential counseling staff,
These staff persons move to community: Every day they see (and
are seal by) the dislocated workers who are grappling with change.
'The necessa.-ymomentum for a successful program cannot be created
and imi.emented by part-time professionals:

The following section discusses the components of the five -phase
program.

Phase OnePlan Development

Prior the implementation of 4 career continuation program,it IS
necessary to establish linkages with community leaders and_related
agenc'es. The various state employment services; private industry
councils. and all resources available to displaced workers must become
involved.

Bethlehem Steel's experience has :hown that, in times of :tress;
marq_intlividualS_turn to their churcnc: for help. In the development of
a _workable plan,_it is essential to seek the assistance of the !,val clergy.
The clergy must be trained in the dynamics of job loss arai
of 6e services available to displaced workers in the clicrerl''
cen;-. TS;

Tiie availability of funds for entrepreneurial activities te.g.,
througi ,1 small business investment corporations) has proved to be very
bernefi vial.

Unions too must become involved not only to endorse the activities
of the career continuation center, but also to encourage actively their
membership to participate.
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In order to ensure that displaced workers have a 'clear
understanding of exactly the: have been to.rminated, what is
happcning to them, and zxhat sem .c*i will be available, it is necessary
to train supervisors in eff9ctke %yap.: o'* notifying workers of job
termination. In the Betlic hem program supervisors are introduced to
every level of emotion they may expect to see and are instructed in how
to rleal with them. Supervis e-s and managers are given explicit
in ,tr ictions as to what to s: 3 and what not to say; They are also told of
the eanger of giving emplo3eos false hopes that will have a negative
impact on their ability to sever themselves reentally from the company.

At the conclusion of termination interviews, trained profoolionals
from the career continuation staff are available to meet with the
employees, either in small grotps or individually. The company has
found it beneficial for these meetings to be held before employees notify
their families of the termination. The purpose of-these initial meetingS
is not to explain the mechanics of job search or the activities of the
career continuation centers. The purpose is to begin tit establish rapport
with the clients and to begin giving them a constructive way to channel
their emotions

Phase TwoCounseling Services

The company_staff involved in the displaced worker program
quickly realized that_in order_to deal effectively with the_emotions and
anxieties experienced by displaced workers the program had to do
St .iething new, something unique. As a result, the program-was built
...:round a .vide range of cou seling services:

Crisis intervention. during this segment of the counseling
phase; "emotional first aid" is provided for displaced workers.
This first aid consists of providing twenty-four-hour; seven-day-
a-week hotline that the workers can use to get immediate
4,.,-iis,ance from trained professionals. The number of people
requiring crisis intervention help has varied, depending on the
age of the work force and the type of workers. Program
experiences indicate, however, that traditional white - collar
workers ha be !nom difficulty dealing with the death of their jobs
th:c do their _blue-cAlar counterpartS. In addition. the progrm
fi ,I_ that it is good to expOse_alt workers.to an initial meetiiig
in order to help them understand the emotional aspects of
separation anxiety and to begin talking to them about life after
Bethlehem:"
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short-term counseling. individual, marital, and
family counseling is provided in order to assist the tmtire family
unit to prepare for change: This counseling is hot provided by
the career contincation centers on a long -term basis. Employees
who will require long-term counseling are referred to
Professionals in the community for this help:

Career counseling. A Series of tests (consisting of the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator_and the_StrOng-Campbell Interest
Inventory) and in -depth interviewing are the basic tools of
career counseling: Spouses are involved in this counseling;
Financial and relocation information is also provided. The
program staff have learned that any Of the displaced workers
luave preconceived notions about new careers; based on

titth provided by "others:" It is necessary that the
displat., workers be provided with objective information, based
on test ivsults, ihtOttiOcV information; and_personality
confirmations. It is also necessary for the counselors to guide the
displaced workers and help them internalize their own
decisions: It is wrotik_fOr a career :counselor to suggest a change
in vocation that the displaced Worker has not internalized;

Phase ThreeJob Snarch Training

The job search training phase consists of four half-day workshops,
followed b;. a series of job search action club meetingi. The first two
days of the workShop follow up on informztion provided by the
counseling phase. The final_tWO days of the orkshops address the "how
to's" of marketing yourself in a new job.

The job search training phase begins with an introductory session
designed to orient participants; their,S0atikiS, and their families. This
session is generally held about a week prior to -the actual job search
training. During the introductory session; workshop leade,rs show_ visual
examples of various job markets; explain the purposes of the workshop,
and bR.gin to facilitate a positive attitude toward job search. At the
conclusion of the introductory session; spouses are invited to attend job
search training programs with the displaced workers;

When the four-day program ends, participants and their workshop
leaders meet in a controlled enViroment on a weekly basis to continue
job searzth training. These meetings are held as part of job search
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action clubs. Each member of a club is required to provide a weekly
activity list so that his or her progress can be revF.iewed; There has been
great benefit from continuing the job search training into the job
search action clubs: These clubs, led by t ra i,u d pirgfessiokalS, provide
follow-up support and motivation for rapid success in the job searc:1
process.

Phase FourFollow-up Support in Job Development Services

A weakness of the initial program was that it did not provide a full
range of followup support systems for the displaced workers: All the
career centers now provide faieilities for typing and printing of
resumes, uses of telephones; and a physical environment to conduct a
job campaign. Caret:: centers have full-time job developers who meet
with employers to di,cus, their labor needs and the typ of andidates
available from the career centers. These support services also
helped to establish cooperative liaisions with other area ei .pariles ano
to identify potential job openings.

Some displaced workers arW their families may lot exhibit
emotional difficulties in the initial stages of their trznsition.-. They may;
however; have delayed reactions ,;eral months after termination: By
providing fciiow -up support services and 'having an established network
with spouses and family members. the program staff can identify
diffThulties and provide counseling as necessary.

Phase FiveTraining/Retraining:
An Industry-Education Partnership

In order_to ileal. effectively with the thousands of displaced workers
affertA,.il by the deindustrialization of Arruica and the neel for
retraining the structurally unemployed partnerships among industry;
educational institutions; government; and ousiness must be established;
Phase five of Bethlehem Steel's comprehensive program concentraWs on
these partnerships.

Approximately 70 percent of the displaced IBethlehern Steel
workers who enter the program can be placed in new positions witi(»it
new training. Of the remair'n_ 34) percent, a critical element is the
se!ection of the right retraining program.
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The career continuati,,n Centers do hot themselves provide
retraining iimiortunities i;ey have established linkages with
educational institutions and refer candidates to retraining programs.
An essential elenterit of the comprehensive program IS the t.G-e of
trained profesSibitals, because they are best suited to provide retraining
and are already in Place in educational institutions.

The development of partnerships among industry, business.
educational institutions and government that will act as ;-1 catalySt for
econornii: development is an exciting idea. S i are the prc6pects of a

results=oriented comprehensive program to ag.i8t thousand:: of dispbteed
worker:: and their flianilies; Tho Se ideas are alive and well and working
today in Jithfistown, Nrasylvania. This effort could well function as a
stational model to serve rriunclitties across the country that face the
'harsh realitieS Of structural unemployment. COnsequently._ it is
awiriipriate tii outline briefly the Johnstown prograth. With_ particular
emphasis on tIte industry-educational institutional partnerShip.

The Johnstown Model

Sini-s the year of Its incei3Oration as_a city, Johnstown and its
surrounding areas have been deVastated by three major flckads: Each
time after a tremendous- loss of life and property, and_rieople if
Johnstown cleahed up and rebuilt their community. After the most

recent ilotid in 077, placards were hung in store Windows, banks,

schools; offices and 6aetories with the Words; "We Will Rebuild."
Within a short time. .those placards -;.er-rr overprinted with the words.

We Did Rebuild."

In March or 1983; 1;.,rgely due to e inuring of operat;',:-IS at
Bethlehem's Johnstown Plant (the_arez. %...,;;:st employer) and to high

levels tit unemployment the coal iridusTry, the Johnstown area hid ion

unemployment rate of mer pe- rces.1. In order_ to de0 effect;veiy_with

this problem. eollaborative effort imolving JOhngtOwn area regional
Tlethlehem Steel, and state and federal icro,ei fitments was

established. This i,-ffort represents a publtelprivate sector partnership
dedil-ated to the type ofstt-uctural unemployment now at

depression ,lohnstown. Pennsylvania

Tilt:, community :based program was designed to provide
eomprehensive courtsHing. joh search training, and retraining
opportun: es. as w.el: ti.-developsneraz over a three-year
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first .,s4ar of thc program. fie structurally
U employed -.corkers from the two-county Johnstouti area will ha,e
been ser.iced.

Getting the people of Johnstown back to work will require a
system 'approach that not only aids individuals and_their farniliei but
also concentrates ( n the needed st,7-uctural changes. The goals of the

arc- designed to rellett this- need and to emphasize the c6tic-al
conponent of a putiiicprivate irdiz.stry-education partnership; Busines-s,
ge%ernment. labor. ini:us-ny. and education must ali wor],.: together.

The training and retraining components of trek. Johnstown progi am
art- being offered irt coqaborat.ion with the Center fur Technology,

Development of the Southern Alleghenies. Funds for this
training c!on.;,onent have boen provided by the state of PennsYlvania_
The trawling retraining center is an .indJependent, rcnprofit corpoi-ation
goerneti by a hoard of d:rectors with member;hio drawn from the
follow:ng- institutions:

Greater Johnstown Area Vocational-Technical School

Johnstown Area fgional Industries

So,Itnern Allegheny's Planning and Development Commission

Unil.ersity of at,Johnstown

The retraining center nit been estai!!ished to aid the efforts to
-aii!e the economy of ',e Southern Alleg-h --Iy region by working

with agencies and inst' utions %Alio ;:rovide the following

Training and education des:gned to meet the
immedia!e and riroj-cted need: of aril emerging
businesses and industries

Technical 'consuiting sers,icts to ex kt bwines.ses and
industries assi.ting in tne physical aid blinical development of
emerging cu ,Acial ventures

Researe' abn, understanding f.ii; .lesig,r and manufacturing
needs of leelmoogy industry and to share this information
throirrh trainirig programs and *.-chnical consulting
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Consu:ti the (levy:, 'merit and testing of produc
prior to commerei:.41 manufacture and production

A- reported by Birch (1979), more-than SO percenit of all new jobs
generated between 1969 and 1976 came from small businesses, not from

5( o r companies. order to act as . catalyst ti. promote the
development of new bus:nesses in The Johnstown area: a onall business
in%-:.-sttnent '...wporation hits been fiil---i-rned.: It Etas put togethelr a

efi-;11at fund to aid now, ;riall business development

The Career Continuation Center s currently screering; testing; and
Ca.;:ididateS and then referring them to the (Treater

JohnstoWii Area VOCati,Aal-Technical School,and to the Un.'Nersity of
Pittsburgh at JohtnstoWri fOr retraining__Job citveIoper's to trie

r,:;town area are playing a Crucial role in helping to attract
jpilin..4owm It is important

with
note that these job

diq,elopers work in close cooperation with -educational institutions. They
al ij rake sure that there is a close m?tch bet..een training prograniS
aid CO Iniunity ritc

\A'i.en I iirSt Ve7.-1 Johrntown, I heard about an unbelievable
''.!ehns.OWn as told_that you car sty it you _,can feel and
:Leryo :e touc"-ii,d t)y it. And as I local busimess an,d
commun,iy k. 1";

ill y-:1: be a beLevi,,:r. On 'the
:-Arngth th:L.-t be pr,:gram that wok::d require ill uniq
eUrl-nurr -a comrnilnity-based earePr

f t. all c.f up:oy- in the Johnstown arcA " proliosed.
iii key elei.nent. this program would alsii seek to strfingtheil the area's

v.aS no propo:=7:11.. But thrrA. laiers; ir,alileci with the
lihn.Atdt n 7;pirit, reengr, zed an opporturity to do °7-1

They let' S_Make t!1; ii model for the nation; let's put
n,tow r. on the map."

1-..;;,'h of you is chap Jenged to c;:'!..11 the Johnstr.nn !.pirit!
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12
ROBERT B. MCKERSIE

ton and Management Experiences
and Perspectives on Training

Displaced Workers:
Reactor Comments

The two excellent lip Shy and Ross Illustrate the ley roles
that the principa;s ernplw,ment relationship can play ire meeti,,g
the eritical_needs of r;izpi;ic:cl workers. I_ emphasize the_ord

heeause the emplo:,,rs and the U-rionS are closer to thy_
workers than any of the other labOr market institutions. We often forget
the rather thuvicu.:, fact that the employers and the unions know more
about the cap;:ibilities; expectaticns, and possibilities of workers in a
given employment relationship than anyone who comes from the
outside-

I would 1,iice to "::ix a phraFe to cart7-c opportunity thA the
employers (arv!. iarge e. er.t the unions) face when economic
ttislocatir,1 /lamely, the "employer of last_i-epOse." TFu: tern_
-repose" captures ai important element of what d.,stingu;shes ilisplaxted
workers rm.: ers who are unemploy_ed in th labor markrt7
:sp 'cifically. these until heir displacement, eirjoyed '
well-paid work. and expecd that their piace es emplo:
woilt1 be their niche in the labor market tint retirement; It recause

shatwring of expectations that job bss is so trwimatc; It al30
-Aihy the_discharv-:ng employers have a key role to play; This 's the
v.hijosophicAl basis for why employc in most Li.;ropean countries play
such a. decisive role in helping workers through transition tr; other
employment:

Aside from the knowledge that employers possef,s and acid from
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whatever social obligations may 11 'laid upon them; there is a _Vet";
practical reason for expecting employers to "run interference" in the
labor market; especially_ by identifying and brokering other job
opportunities to which their_diSpLaeed orkers can rnove. In research
(Artinzyin and McKersie 1980) done at Cornell that focused on the
shutdown of Brockway Motors in COrtland. New York, ayery
important reality was noted; which is that displaced workers are
Attioolarizi.d in the local labor market Other emPleYert would Lot touch
the Brockway workers, despite thiir skills and reliability as steady

t kern.

Some_of the retaionS for such reluctance are clear; For example;
these workers had high aspirations for wages-, and _empiloyers were not
interested in entiloying who were looking for jobs that pr:d ten
to twelve dcr ars per hoiii when -the employers could pay only six to
eight oer hour; ProSiA-CtiVe w4'ere also afraid that such
workers, used to wellpaying jobs,_wotild lease as &oon as-they
sortie,thing better: What was not discUSSed as much was the face that
many of the dislocated workers came froiri_Unibriiikt1 Shops' In a
community like Cortland; where many of the eMPlOyerS are nonunion
and_want to remain.that way. they were reluetai. r, 'hire BrOckway
workers for fear of britifzi;7g in the "union virus:"

The-e findings underscore the PrOpkiSition that employers have an
obligation to ielp -their laid-off workers (whom they presumabIT feel
were satisfactory workers for them) find other employment in the lab-or
market. A number of pi.cdle have asked; "Why are we spending so

tirriehelping disl;iiaced workers when some of the jobs that v: e
would lie direzting Them to could be filled by others in_the labor
miurket_espeCialIV_digzid clibtaged workersthose Whii have not -had arty
chaluce for good ;abs ?" This is a valid question; But the extent that
employers do notnot_hire disoAtisi workers breause they thir!i that they
are "high rollers" or "union;Ottitie,"_it: valuable and seasoned human
rtssource being dissipated. Therefore, employers and. unions have a

role, along with other to helt',;:-deoloy this r. -sour re for the
advantagenot ontly of the wor%ec., themselves, but alms for the
prody tivity of tho nation;.; e,zonor:ny.

Onions, too, ha ,e A distinctive role in helping -di )laT...R.I work r-:, <
.1111116

'There Is a r.)rrelatiot% nOween unton and older Var:t.-4, hush i,en4 to t," the nnes

that are being shut ti-n to-o,;,: There does not :appear to he other io.mect.on

hetiAren t.mion,, and plant she.t.downs, except the instt rical turf ,?.e plants new

thirti or forty y -ears old are is anew that Were oritch, Lod bark in the :9:10s send 1944s,
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Typically, oTions in this coantry have not played_a strong role
helping workers mote to other emp'oyment relationships (at least in the
manufacturing se,...tor).. Even to&.y. some unions are reluctant to play
.00 integrin a_ role for fear that they will become as,kciated with plant
shuttiov.s.ns. They also feel that there :re other agencies in :rip labor
market better equipped to deal with ;;:i-e-se prnblenisi. Y xplam
why teelworkers hate not begin very. involved xith :be 9i Iliehem Steel
Corpora:ior in the kind of programs discussed in Ross's chapter.

Net ertheles...:. unions, especially the United Auto Workers
(UAW) anti the Communication _Workers of _A me!... :Li r re seizing_ the
initiatit e 2,11(,) key_roles in helping displaced rkers. This new
posture ! tt y bon_eficial for unions in the future_ To the Extent
that ,t,i.otiid track record during this economic downturn;
they will '6N, crse- it as a basis for organizing workers: In effect;
:hey will 1,0'.abii "Remember that the last time. when there was
t-conomic ce played a very significant role in minimizing
dispL-ernt-nt and in helping workers who were inevitably going to be

'11t=ett their iabor market attachment- if you join a union, you can
this kind of protection and assistance."

An in.4,rti.nt. >stte Is kow to bring atrout more union involvement
if the sort_ that we sie in the experiences of the UAW with Ford end
General Motc.rs In these instances and in others; the unions ielved
-.0e an oi,;iorloni:y to fa lion pi7ograms ard t7ansition arranger, tints
through collectit... bargaining; These unions Lave made job
displacement a ter of collective bargaining; in effect;
tF 0.1: :.r engaging in negyitiating a shift of re.s-ources that a compar
may make atailable for orkerA, away from those who the core
'k ork f r 'up and who hate little danger of being displaced and toward

eN who are ;n

not agrek with Koss that th ?re is one model ror vitt- of aipproadi
dealing 'ith the displaced worker challenge. Table 12-1 illupstrat

si.me of the pissiHlities. The three rows listinguish (1) whether the
programs are in zi'ated solely by employerii (which would be the case in
r absence of a union); 12) tt hether they ap.: joint unior.management
enoivator has we between the UAW an-i Ford/General Motors)i'or
CO whether t lie!; -Iterated so:.,1y.by the untoas. In the last category;
the I! AW airewiy establied a number of excellent assistance
centers that thty hat.' set up on their own in cries where the. has

9-ertair,1 trm iA.rt-!yirk riltais are much inoi( tru,h;i11,,, hot
that !, not \S I.) 4101:14 +.
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bt.-t-n a concentration of displaced workers. For example, in
Be ford. Massachusetts. the UAW established an assistance cemer_
Whem Continental Strew closed down andmoved_it-s operations to the

ThiS center has not only served *1.2 three hundred worke-cs
afft-,:ted by :his shutdown. but also au equal number who have bc,!-ri

displaced b:, other cutbac-ks in the area.

Tab 12-1

WORKER READJUSTMENT PROGRAMS
(EXAMPLES)

Auspices F
Type 5erviclas Provided

Asset:- -dint Training

Employe

Joint Emplb'
Union

Bethlehem Steel's
Career Continuation
Center

C:ilaiiil 'Oh Site
Labeit:Marlageitterit
CortiiiiitTeet

Un7on UAW Assistance
Centers

!nhouse retraining to
facilitate redeployment,

IBfv1

Joint programs in the_
auto industry between
UAW and GM and Ford

May not exist except
for some special pro-
grams run by craft unions

With 4) the types of service-5 --)rovid_e7d, two category -cast

The first one involves counseling, referral, and joo
ii.zy be subsumed under the general title of worker

assistance and rt:',i,si--s.rnent. The second category involves training. I
draw a distinction between thesc, two; because the dollars that ire
involVed arc quite different. Estimates for the first category of 7i tivity
range betwr.en $200 and WO per person. With respect to training. tf:t
funds needed range from $1,000 to $5,000 per person,
dependircr ...itterit and inter,Aity of the training: Given the fazi,
that triining only applies to 20 or 'b percrl)t of any cliient group being
served the total monies sIN?Trit for aSsesstnent and tzaining generaily are
about eqiza:
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The point of the matrix s to show that there are a variety of
approacties that hate de\ eloped around the countryand the challenge
is to determine in what circumstances cne approach wipuld be favored
titer the -tithe...

I-et me make a fete comments about assistance or assessment
what so7--z people call the "soft. side of working with displaced
workers. Conte of this process v:ay intone helping workers haDek off
front their high wage expectations and referring them to other
courselinAr Ryt'niik.,. Much hp rinnp by T164.1" A stacco.;_aul
approach is to select several workers who arty being laid off, put then;
through some train.;ng, and then have them serve as courselors. That
the also may IR' drawing unemployment insurance and so are in the
same position as the i)eop7ie they (-7.-.-nsel creates considerable
re:dibility. I agree with Rix-,,s,_however, that providing skill assessment:

career courk...ling. anu help with ernotioinal problems rt.-quires
professional! to become int oh ed in the deli .ery of services.

An important issue is to define the respective responsibilit6es of the
individuals tiirieltes versus The responsibilities of the institutions that
are performing the assistance function: I t Nla.ssachusetts-; we are
ret.'onimentling. .indi:r Title III of .7TPA. an approach that has been
use-I in Delaware, ,in which clritact with the displaced workers made
son.ewhere between their seventh end tenth weeks of unemployti.,>nt.*
Thk k 7o aro...A' ..torkrs to sort things out ther...elvs.
to -;eke the initiatite, and to vic _the program as supplementaly for
those iwople who hate not beet, able to "land on their own feet."

W hen we com. to the subject of training I wolial like to underscore
a distinction made by Smith, Eulik, and Scromsdorfer in another
chapter about -(hether we are discussing retraining, for the larger labor
market or whti.! r we are referring to retraining that allows workers
to et intin uc a cv with the existing firm; This latter type of
retraining is what is envisiotd in the UAW agreements with Ford rhd
General Motors. Specifically, in the Case of Ford, ;Limey is be rig used
to train craft- personnel in robotic and computers. This type of
training is very signifiCant becatese t enables workers to continue their
careers and to move up the (...areer !adder sing the ;lew skit's and the
tehnolegics that are .nvolved in their of regular employment.

Tnt !,;or, 1.:,k torot I,;, nrung for Tit e Ir! tai .ITPA for 111. state of
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_Employt'es who participate in internal rem-. ming programs are less
Likely to become the displaced. %workers of the future: In this c.ountry;
tie li.bor movement ra.S Onei-ally been suppertive of technologic
Chang ?: The whole question of Change without disa.ster rriepe ie1 on

havii g a work t >rce that is Willing to adapt. willing to improve
productivity, and willing to ernbrace new methods. Labor holds the
delicate balance between the gams and_IOS..-set from economic change:
the extent that mpanies are able to give assurance s about continuity
of provide for the acy.--.;:itiOti Of Skil/S that will enable
peo;.'_it c, c-or.-.inue their employment linkage is established.
On the other flan& to the extent that ,zihanges awen as posing a
displace_mer- threat to cone worker- have Witnessed for
hut' dreds -.'-louSands of Wii6er-, I 14xscorre the ietiins of

,:atione may i.iot r wcial ,lialiunie sheet that fosters
change Lilo adaptation.

I would like to turn now 16 ,thi: =.',-(A.-;" of and the vital link in

work it./ sc ith displaced workerS; deVelopment and the
responsibility for mal..ing sure that tnere_ire iiibetiLigs to which workers
Pan -move. This linkage to economic develovnienti_AS illustrated by Ross

in the Johrd-t::,,vn pie r ience; is very impcitaiii. of the cazes that
we studied (AtiritiOnand Mckersie 1980) waS the ClOsedoWn of GAF in

Ne York -shere the linkagre of economic developrnewt
activities with pri3Oraniz;' to help over one thotilind svo'I erg Who were
surniziarily disrr,i iirvtr d w a key_ part of the program: It to it= out
that disrlar ea v.'orker O not alwais iti6Vit- :directly intotheopenr.ngs
reated by economic develbi_iiient. Indeed, -often the people wtio benefit

from economic deeloprnent are wi-kers and those with skills
most recienitlyacquired through vocatir,,ial ei.liication, the armed
scryices, and the like. However; to the eitetit that jobs are created in
the labor ttarket, opportunities for those who hive been displaced are

Dispiaceii work -i.rs may take a Step itri terms of
occupational sta'u 4rtd litcorne.. but at least they will have found
empioyment. Tilts i in effect, tiy of -positive iitspliiCiAnen,I.:'

Finally. I Watt toss the question of how we_ can
..reoura,ye mom exrb,:oat programs to emergeWhat is needed are
vario is ircentiv6 or i tikaotes that would make it possible for :::iore
union,iinagement grOlipS.>tti take the kinds cif
the chr:ptc.i s by Shy and ROSS. Ota, idea being dicussed is1 use the
unemplivrient. insurar....c (1_11) SyStiitti iii innovative fazhion-.
t'ertar- ti- th extent that readjustment cone into the
pic.0 rin 171 resources would less. PertilPs there could
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be a -hifti-,ii of re sources into company and union programs that are
wan di; laeoi workers. and away from benefits that would

oth be paid to thz 4-. displaced workers

--Anotfier issue i hira to ensure that Title II: rands corning inni the
states at:,:a;:y ha!--e a ch;rice of being used by local empluFer and union
Rroups. I am af -aid tha,. in many eases the money' v.111 go to private
industry (ounc:s and ',nom exist flg skrvice delivery tx-ganizations, and
thus be made to c.rga iizations wanting to perform specific
sere ii c e. for the new :tient group envisi,inet.: in Title III._Cnfortunately.
11..!iere are toc zaa.ny %t.stedinterests and too many agencies that rz..-1 to
raft their s-affs und?rstand tho._nC,ed to build strength
of private industry counLi!s (PR's), but we also need to find ways for
.inuons. community colleges, and other It l in_stitutions to come to a
PI or to a sta!? and sz.y% -:Ve want to perform this kind of service; do
tou ha it some matchinp; fur.d; for the services-in-kind that we will be
contributulg, at trr., local lel.el?" It is important that there be broker-
tc pi.' groups. like the Nat iona: Alliance of Busi less and ti--? Human
Resouri.e D:.ele.)prnent Institthe of the AFL-CIO, that can perform th(l
func jon of helping local union and rp2nag.--ment groups f:nd sources of
support

Another facilitating condi:LT tiv:ie. which mans that we h3ve to
face up to the need to encour4r.k: i.nce r-iotice of plant clo.sings
mass layoffs in order for these programs for displaced workers to
he des:gm-ft an: i launc-ned, Canad.a %ery .!.:ucces-sful model of labor-
roam:gement (-rn:mittees.-. but their successes are in large part due to a
.per, .)d of adlance ritouce that is mandated ty e:aw (McKersie

I9s2i. For the United State:. r-ts-.r.datory notice stay not be
ap.s'xer, but the objective is the -achieve ;.! period of time

such positive and Cot71:5t: t^ progrms as tho'
/,'es,cribed hy Shy. and Ross can be and deli%ertA
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MARC BENDICK, JR.

Distoca ted Workers and Midcareer
Retraining in

Other Industrial Nations

INTRODUCTION

The United States by no means unique among market-oriented
inUuStrial nations experiencing rapid structural change_in ;ts
economy and reem. wment_problems among dislocated_ midcareer
workers. Shipyaid wc:kers in Swede'''. textile workers in France;
steelworkers in Great Britain; coax miners in Germany; and auto
assemblers in Canada have eaeh faced plant closures and employment
reductions paralleling those it similar industries in the United states
McKersie and Sengenbergtr 1983; Organisation far Economic

Cooperation and Dec..lopment 1983). This chapter z-xamines the
experiences of three such nations in addressing this problem, drawing
from them useful le,,sons for American ittiatives The Liree natiorul, in
the order in which they are thscqsaed. are Sweden, Canada, and
France,

THE SWEDISH "ACTIVE LABOR MARKET" APPROAClgi

The Swedish eoltrept of the public role in the tor market is
radically differen: from that in the United State& Their system is a

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: This ;Japer is 1,sked part on research supported by the
German Marshall Fund of the United S :acei. !testi :^e 6. Reit-tens provided insightful
comments on an ear her draft
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g,overnment-centered one; with government given prime or exclusive
responsibility for many activities that in the United States; are left to
free enterprise: For exarrple, with only a few exceptions. private
employment agencies are illegal in Sweden, and Swedish law requires
that all job vacancies he listed with the public labor exchange. At the
same time, the private sector is very active in guiding the work of the
public labor market agency. The so-called "social partners"business
and orizaniz,1 laborsit as the controlling members -of the public labor
market hoards (ANIS) at both the national and local levels. This
tradition of coopera:.ke. tripartite decision making among
representatives of government; business; and labor has deep historical
and social roots in Swetien lilehn 19821: Tentative and neonascent
efforts at detloping such arrangements in the United Statessuch as
the private industry councils (Pit's) under the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA Iare not really comparable in terms of the
centrality of their role in decision making. The two systems also differ,
in that liu,,iness is given the majority voice in American PICS, whereas
organized labor dominates the system in Sweden.

Public sector ,vmployment and training activitiestn_Sweden also_
differ from those in the United States in the sense of being generously
funded. The annual budget of the Swedish Labor Market Board
amounts to about 3 percent of Sweden's gross national product: the
comparable figure in the United States is about one-quarter of I
percent: In 19SI the Board spent about $450 for each member of they
Swedish labor force: The comparable American figure was less than
.;:100

These expenditures in Sweden cover a broad range of activities,
including not tally training (in goernment training centers and on-the-
job within private firms). but also job search assistance, relOcation_
allowances, wage subsidie:-, work_aids to encourage employment of the
handic:tpped, -relief work" on public projects, regional economic
development initiativrs; and even public subsidies to private firms to
retain surplus worker, rather thar laying them off during a recession
(e:g:; by placing them in company-provided training or by producing to
stockpile inventories) (Ginsberg 1983):

Ftir activities as training. counseling, and job placement
as.sista?::T, any -;;:,,vr,lp!oyed ;x,r:-...on (or periz4,17, tvho is. in danger 4;-f
becoming unemployed) is eligible, and the services are utilized by the
majority of Swedes seeking work. in the United States, of course, the
public sector role in the labor market generally focuses on providing
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assistance to special ne-eds groups. such as the hani.fik:t*,116.1 Cur
disadvantaged: this focus is achieved both by fon-me:04,440
man tirogram-, CF:TA ar JTPAI and by the iiMterx qti:klity
of seers ices offered in other cases te.g.. the U.S. EmOlb0;;;'Ia

puLlicly provided s .vices dominate the`
hecau e they are generally universally
eligil lfitr or other categorized restrictionsand beci':Awe,
high quality and recognized value;

( )ne indication of the latter phenomenon at work i;
b the Iisting of job vacancies by employers .with the pubECI.P'6r
exchange. Such listing is mandatory, and about 90 percent.
are estimated to be listed. However, in the period prior to
this legal mandate. some iui percent of vacancie.1 were
listed. largely because employers recognized that the public Palm.
exchange u, as an effective system for finding high-quality

Similar things can be said about occupational skill training
provided by Swedish government training centers. These centers Amc.
staffed by well-paid. high-quality craftspersons and educators: °Ms
depth. long-duration courses providing the same depth of training .4..
pret'aret'r students receive in regular vocational schools; utilize up-to-
date equipmcrt and state -of the -art technology: and attract a broad
:Inge of trainees. mixing disadvantaged" trainees vith -mainstream"

workers and the emple-iyed with the unemployed. Small wonder that. a
training certificate from such institutions is considered an excellent job
credential and carries none of the stigma that participation in
American programs such as CETA) often has.

Gi% en the range and quality of existing public labor market
institutioins just described; special initiatives to serve the vi_ctims_of
economic:and technological change reeaiire only minor modifications to
implement: One typical component of this modification is to move the
intake function for reemployment scrvici x to the plant site itself; so that
enrollment for unemployment benefits. counseling and testing; job
search. and other services can be providedimmediatelyand
conveniently. As part of the Swedish tradition of tripartite cooperation.
employers often provide office space (and sometimes supplementary

f4:,r these eff:Grs. A !-egal requirement of advance notification
for any large layoff or plant closure facilitates beginning the
reemployment process before unemployment actually begins. Although
intake activities are brought to the plant site and adjusted to match the
special circumstance of mass layoffs; workers are rapidly channeled
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through :hese intake pnwesses into the regular stream of services
offvred by the Labor Market Roard. Thus, for example; dislocated
workers undergoing skill retraining will be trained not in a special
program for them but in the regular classrooms of ongoing government
training programs.

A second modification of the Swedish svctem for dislocated workers
is that special legislation for certain industries provides them with
special wage assistance to support their time Spent seeking new
employment. The Swedish shipyard industry: for example, is
undergoing long-term deeline If a shimiard worker Who is not yet laid
off needs time off during the work week to interview for a new job;
then the employer must release that worker for the needed time; and
special government funds will pay the worker the regular wage during
thoseJi,?urs.

Finally; the SwediSh government makes_special economic
de% clopmenz efforts to recycie the plants and equipment of shrinking
firms, with the idea that the new jabs generated will reabsorb.stm-ne of
those losing their employment, In the case of government-owned
shipyards, for example, the government has offered unused factory__
space and eittiipment either free or at highly reduced pi tees to small
enterprises small furniture companies) hieing founded by former
shipyard workers.

However, these special efforts on behalf of those who become
unemployed as part Of a recognizable dislocationsuch as a plant
closureare small compared to the assistance that is available to
dislocated workers simply by being unemployed. Therefore, evaluative
evidence concerning the effectiveness of the assistance offered
specifically to the dislocated is close to nonexistent, and we must rely
instead on examinations of the -active labor market...system more
vnt rally.

On the positive side, it is clear that the o,uality of employment and
training services offered by the public secto: in Sweden is high:
Programs are well _funded. To-work for one of the public employment
and training agencies is c-onsidered an excellent career. Labor;
business, and the voting public are-supportive of the activities. Both for
training and for placement, the puh c system is the mainstream
institution for the nation: The situation seems to be a .elf-reinforcing
one that comparable American institutions may well envy. Excellence
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in service breeds ibiic support. and public supywt provides the
resources and the man ,late provide ,excellent services:

Two cautioriarv- riott..s are necessary, however; to balance
fic.orablt- picture.

First. It is not obvious no.c much greater the total amount of
investment in labor market activ sties is in the Swedish system,,
compared to that of the United States. At least part of the_Swedish
public sector acti\ ity may simply be replacing what would otherwise,
have been purcha.sed by the private sector: either by employers of their
empLoyees by employees themselves: Remember that the, Swedish
public employment and training ystem spends about $450 per year per
member of the work force. :vitereas the American public sector spends
about 1U The American Society for Training and Development
(Carnevale and GoldStein .983) tells us that. the American business
sector spends perhaps $30 billion per sear in training its emp;oyees,
which corresponds_to about $:1(50 peT year for each member of the work
farce: Private employment agencies_ in the _United States enjoy annual
sales of more than $250 million; which adds another few dollars per
worker: Totaling public and private expenditures in the United States;
we get approximately, the same amount per worker a is spent by the
public sector in Sweden. Of course, the level of private sector
expenditure on training in Sweden is not zero: in some i8dustries such
e\penditure may be as high as in the United States, or even higher: But
these comparisons. wit A' hardly definitive, se.rve to remind us that a
larger governmental role by no means guarantees a higher total level cf
aetiV itv.

Of el/zit-se, the z-hifting of responsibility from the private sector to
the public ;,,ector may still.be.mtportant if, within an unchanged total,_
resources. 4.Fe ,!pent on differen'Z' individuals or for different purposes. In
the United StIges, for example; we know tRendick and _Egan 1982) that
the follewing )e.eL.rs in the training activities supported by the private
firms:

I T71p)oyee:.:, of Nrge firms get more training than employees of
small firm.

White.rollar employees get more training than blue-collar
employees.
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The more general edocation and training a worker has, the
rn art' li.key the worker is to receke additional training.

"Disadvantage" workers tend to 1..nderrepresented in the
h.o-ing, and training stream.

Sri the Swedish system. these pattern:.{ are .1%erk.,3me. to some ,exterit.
Extenske counseling efforts ::,re expendoTri to encocrage participation in
training: by less-educated. blue-z7ollar workers. and special pedagogical
tehniqus are used to make training situations more comfortable for
adults tliendicl.-c t. Rut the Swedes are candid in.admitting that
not all such patterns are oercome. e% en in their s-aciaJzod syswm:
Many Of the American dislocated workers experiencing the most
reempl( yment difficulties are precisely those types of inthviditals Who.
even in the Swedish system: hat.e been the most diffictilt to reach
blu-collar maufacturing workers with limited genera: education and
low 19S:ta: Rendick and Devine 19.»1: Tiendic_k and Egan
19S21. Therefore. although many of the specific techniques the Swedes
e_mploy to reach sue.h workers may be usefully emulated an the United
States Mendick 19S-11, we unfortunately cannot find even in the
Swedish experience'. any full answer to the problems of providing
education and training for this diffiruh-to-serve pTaiputatiom

A_second and related cautionary note should be sounded about the
payoffs of the servie!, provided by the Swedish system. parG:ularly for
skill retraining. There is a tendency in the Swedish system_ to place in
occupational training any unemployed worker_ who cannot _be
immediately reemployed. in some cases regardless of whether or not the

skills to be acquired will significantly alter the worker's
prod tietk ity or employability: For example, on a recent visit to Sweden,
1 ol)sewed a large number of workers receiving training as welders.
When I remarked that this i.;urprIsld me because I believed welding to
he an occupation for which demand wa_declininzl was given two
explanations for the activits. First, it was said to be fiiii4e.rable to have
unemployed workers actively receiving training than to have them
sitting idly at home while unemployedeven if the training was not
very useful in the future employment market. :.$,f,?cond, it was said that
if the work force in general possesses many_ diverse skills, then the
structure of occupations will be influenced in the direction_of
maintaining "job quality:" For example; if all_b'aildig maintenan-ce
workers know how to weld; then their jobs will continue to be defined
as jobs requiring this special 'Fheir iobs will not be reduced to
routine activities with lower skill reqcirements; with welding farmed
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wit to a -pec:alist. Th u-. the motikatio:i t4 :rtest in rtrain:ng the
unemployed in S'Avilt.1 !.-cIl!, often 'Jobe -Ficiological or psycnological Ill
:itturt . rather thanevonornic: the goals frequently support the

Sl urk the or to Influence the nature of work. rather than to enhance an
e-rni:loyability 44 productivity.

In sayrw :hat the °Liven% es of such training acti,:ities are
psye hrlogica: .or sociological rather than economic; this does not suggest
that they are less important or less lgitimate. Ilowe%er: much of the
S,Aedish insstment in training and other "micro" labor market policies
Tr;: 4y such ends and should; therefore be examined cautiously a
model for an immediate-payoff reemployment strategy for
American disi,itcated m:yokers.

Mara' }`,',10:9,e: , the Swedish syste M has N114en criticized for
l'Ne'44,-,1%s reliance on 17,..viervievanornie labor rnarket programs to address
uneinp/o: problems.. to the neglect Of macroeNnomic_approaches.

unemployed Work e in tar: ming or in "relief works- the
Sweilkh term for pubdie.Nervite employment or job-oriented public
v.orksi muy reduce the rwaisured, unempknyment rate-. but it does so
largely by disguising turlerriployrnerit rather than actually reducing it:
At least one researener has estimated at Sweden cour,d reduce its
"real- unemployment rate by 4rifting some of its emphasis away from
microecononne policie and to(a:ard macroeconomic initiatiyes
nlohannesson and hcp.±.mn-Tanimura 197S: Johannesson and Schmidt
19S2

"ri 1 E 4..XNA DIA N MANPOWER CONATTATIVE SERVICE

The concern about the. proper balance between macroeconon and
microeconornic initiatives is a central one to American policy ( )ate
about dislocated workvrs The traditional role assigned to government
employment and training' programs in the United; States has been to
promote Y.he labor market opportunities of those who would remain
"structurally unemployed- (or underemployed) een in a
m)nrecessionary national economy. hey questions in discussions aboiit
akjoeatvd %%miors. therefOre, are: Ti what extent will workers
curnmtlY 1.,,n long-term or permanent layoff in the American economy
l.re readily reabsorbed by an economy recuyering from_ n.cession? l_low
many among the million.: of workers lam off from such traditional
manufacturing industries as automobiles.. stkvL rubber; glass; and
textiles are likely to return t o t heir old jobs or to very similar
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manufacturing j1Ji ii requiring major skill retraining or career
transitions to enter!

Opinions vary 111, great deal on this stibleetlAyres and Miller 1983:
pA i9 11,y1dO-k and Devine 19ii1: Bluestone and
liarriSon 19S2; Choate 19e2: Hunt and Hunt lf,48:3; Levin and
RUMberger 191;3: Saw hilt 1983: Sheingold 198 24; and no definitive
wriswer N ikaSSible until such an economic recovery ts actually
experieneed. 116WeVer._even the smallest estimates of the magnitude of
the problem 1983a)_agree with the larger ones in saying that
there is one ii.00! of dislocated workers who will experience significant
reernaloyrnent difficulties even in nonrecessionary times. The are
workers unerriployed, as part of Mass layoffs or plant shutdowns in
Communities already suffering verv--. high levels of general
uhi,n1plorneht or long-term decline. When an auto plat closes in Flint
or Detripit. or a Strvil milt shuts down in Youn,gstown or BUffalo, those
laid:Off employees face s-erious structural reemployment difficulties in
their -communities in crisis."

For a inikielIif how effi.ctive government assistance can be
delivered to such WorkerS and their communities, there is an innovative
programin. Canada Caileil the Canadia-n Manpower Consultative
Service (MC'S): This ageney of the Canadian national government exists
speeifically to deliver tempurary 'wprker adjustment assistance to
i.iinimunities undergoing econninie CriSi.S. The MCS operations may be
described a follows (Barth 19S2: Barth and Reisner 1981: Batt 1983;

19s3a):

When a plant shutdown or mass layoff situation arises, the MCS
invoived immediately and temporarily (e.g.; for a sift:

M6ii_th to tWelVe-month period). Thus, it supplements established
labOr Market institutions at a time of peak demand.

M iiijor kilt; is of coordinating, facilitating, and
encoura\ging the mobilization of local resourees, primarily those
of lix'ai employers and local unitins, into a committee. It brings
in a modest amount of rilatetif'ng funds for adttinistrative
expenses and the serrkes of a ease Officer but local government
and private res4itirces must also be contributed.

Aii workers involved in the job reduction art ciontacteci to sic f

0-1riiployrnenit assistance is desired-. (TypicallY, 70 percent respond
iiffirniatively.) Eitel) person expressing interest is then
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inter\ tewed individually-to determine the most appropriate
form of assistance.

These ,.vo.:-kers who need or desire career counseling. training in
searen skills, retraining. or relocation assistance are

referred_to the Cani:c:ian equivalent of the U.S. Employme:.!
Serb ice for such as.sistance.

The major fore,i of assistance pro% ivied to most workerssome
percent of all casesis direct placement assistance. Here, this

kec rile that the MCS and local committee play is to bring into
the open jobs in the "hidden labor market- fte., those that am
typically filled by word of mout).

A system akin to the MCS in operation in the United States would
copy some aspects of the Canadian approac d modify ethers. For one

k thing._ the U.S. Employment Service is not genera '=equipped to
pro% ide extemqe career counseling or training in jo_ search skill .

Therefore, an MCS-like agency wraild_have to bring in the necessary
skills and resources. Second, an MCS-like intervention would be
triggered not only by a ma&.; layoff or plant closing but also by long-
term regional decline or persistent unemployment: Third; these scan ices
would be open to all persons in the labor force in a locale; not just those
directly affected by a layoff; this is because all job seekers in a labor
market have increased difficulty finding jobs following a layoff due to
the increased competition from those laid off. Along with these
modifications, however, other key aspects of the MCS should be
preserved, melt:ding the role as a supplefhenter of existing services on a
short-term basis; the tailoring of services to_the needs of each individual
worker; the noribureaucratic style of operation; and the emphasis on
mobilizing and enhancing local resources.

In the opetation of Canada's MCS; as in the operation of the
Swedish Labor Market Board: one essential Oement of the
responsiveness of the system to the needs of dislocated workers is a
mandatory advance notice of mass layoffs or plant closures. Such notice
allows the public agency to begin to serve those facing unemployment
prior to their actually being laid off; This early proVision of services
appears to be especially important psychologically, in that it reaches
workers very soon after_the stress of the dismiSmi, providing
eaun:sel:ng, suppart, and -a future orientati,on c.tmtb.st the ini..,er,
frustration; and bitterness that are typical reactions (flendiek 19836.
Contacting workers is also significantly easier before their layoff than
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after. Finally. early intervent:An is particularly important in systems.
such a.-s the MCS. that rely 10;c:it employer6 and unions to provide at
least some of the resources for worker reemployment efforts. At the
ea-rly stages of the process,, companies and unions have both ri-Jre
interest and more resources.

requorments to provide advance layoff notice have been
citensively disc liss-ed in the United States in "plant-clo.sing
p-enit ing in a nurtii;Ter of states and enacted in two states: Such
requ re Merit:: of niitice are sometimes ako included in union collecti e
bargaining agreenientr-; ihtendick BSIbt. The important point in other
nations' With advance notification is that it immediately
trigger, a signifi-ant amount of public activity. To imposed
requirement for notifiCatiiiir without also creating.s,ome system
to respmui to the iav off or CIOSure vvould be to achieve a large

ictor,-. It would also be difficult to achieve politically liecauselhe
tiresen,i.e of governrfic=nt services to aid their workers prow -ideSa partial
quid tir,i iplo to firms for the disadvantages of having to reveal their
business n tent ions.

A fiirther -central aspect the MCS approach is that economic
de%elopment=the promotion of existing local employers or the seeking
of immigrant companies -is a major part of its portfolio of approaches
to aiding That iS. if local circurnstancus dictate. MCS
expertiLse and resources Can be targeted on the creation of Jobs (demand
for workers?. not ju,:t on enhancing :he supply- of workers i through
placement or training?: In the American exoerience, the ei:-OtiOrtiic
development function and the worker development functions are AU WO
often handled by separate state agencies: and typically in L:n
uncoordinated fashion. The MCS pairing of the two approaches to aid
-ciiminunities in crisis is a useful reminder of the :omplententarity of
the two types of activities.

The MrS i:ffers an interc:iting echo of a theme in the Swedish
experienctthat Of Serving the needs of distres-,kd or disadvantaged
individuate theiiiiei the same agency that ;serves the "mainstream"
work fiiree. In the NICS cat. this occurs through a mandate for the
agency to provide its aSSiStance_not only_to communities 4--xperiencing
labor surpluses from mass layiiffsand Plant_ closures. hut also to
communities en;oying economic expansion that haWeri CO be labor-
g-hgg-t, S a dual nmrdate tsefficier! in_ providing for potential
pairing of surplus and shortage areas and in drawing upon similar
agency' -capabilities. It also prevents the MCS frorn becoming
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i.eitig exhiskly with "unate,ractiti
liarii-to-eniploy workers.

Final!y: it he noted tliat in the MCS experience, many
eeriainly it':: -t a majorityibslocateu workiTs are assisted with job
search and p::icerneTit io;sistariee rather than wit:,1 skiffs retraining.

hen the experience both of the Canadian MCS ifor which t-1
pi:Tera of seryice recipients receive only search and placement
assistance) and of such American programs as the Downriver
Community i'linferenee Economic Readjustment Program (where some .1

percent of st n. ic recipients receive only job search as:;istanco: The
reasons for this emphasis are numerous. but may be summarized in the
as-ertion that n1;,st %%(.rkers eventually he reemployed in jobs_

ihring ;t skill le%ol not particularly higher or different from what
they utilized in their precious jobs. This ,will be true both because the

comi:iosition of jlibacancies is moving upward only slowly and
because Many dislocated workers arc_ not ideal candidates for training
iBeridick 19s3c: Bendick and Devine 1,9S1_: Levin and
1;:itiii;erger P.+,' 31. The Canadian experience confirms much of _the
American experience and suggests that reernploying dislocated workers

preifort:inantly a matter of placement rather than of retraining:

THE FRENCH 'OBLIGATION TO SPEND" ON TRAINING

The fact that. for most dislocated worker-s, retraining is not the
path to reemployment should not be interpreted_ to mean that midcareer
retraining is an 11Kit/uirt:int in the labor force of a modern
industrial nation: There is constant and aceleratirg change in the
eorhi,osition of outprtt in the American economy and in the technology
wan which it is produced. TN.st. changes; in turn; dictate that the
occupational mix in the economy change constantly. and also that the

iool (41 within each occupation also change: However: it is
important to n'e"g7n11.,e that these changes ocur gradually; that mosttof
the !few skids requirtd in the ution of joins are acquireit
incrementally. and that most retraining of midcareer workers occurs
amorig ;he employed, not the unemployed.- A high_ level of midcareer
retraining among the employeii is probably one of the best defenses an
eeoniony can erect against the abrupt disliwation of its work force.

arlier in this eluipter. an estimate Of if,30 billion per year was
e (id I lie amount that American pri% ate employers currently expend

Tr:oniti:: their employe.uss,Large as this, number is: there is reason to
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believe that it is still less than the socially optimal level of investment
for the American economy. Due to the presence of what:economists
'refer to as "private market failures." theAmerican private sector
acting alone persistently underinvests in the.skills needed by in own
work force (Bendick 198:3a. 1983e; Bendiek and Egan 1982; Stoikov
1975). These market failures hamiv-r 1.th_in'vestirient by employer=
training- their current employees and employees investment in training
themselves.

In the case of emp?oyers, the dee:. on to invest in worker training.
as with any oti.,r investment decision; depends largely on the expected
return from the investment. When workers are free to move from
cornpo.n to company, it is risky for an employer to spend thousands of
dollars to),.Tivea ww.-ker a skill in great demand. because that firm's
competitor will try to hire that worker away the minute thetraining is
cornplew. When all employers together react to this fact. a situation
arises in which everyone needs a skilled labor pool but nobody will pay
fOr _it.

As for employees; we do see a great deal of self-investment by
,..corkers. When a high s.,,et-i,m1 graduate goes to college; or when an
individual takes job desvite a low wage "because it is good
experience." that is precisely what is occurring. But in an era of rapid
economic and technological change. more and more 'workers arefaced
With the need to make a major investment in their on retraining at
midcareer. Such bouts of midcareer formal training are difficult for
worker to fin:le:ice, First. they require quite a cash flow. both to pay for
the instruction itself and to support the worker and his or her family
while the training is proceeding. This can be a particular problem if
the worker wishes to undertake retraining when unemployed, when
cash flow is tightest, and whenin the current American systemboth
the Job Training Partnership -Act and (in most states) the
unemployment insurance program will not provide income maintenance
during training. Second, because formal midcareer training is very
expensive. individuals may be reluctant to undertake such a sizable
investment when there is no certainty that it will pay off. And finally.
there is a problem of information: Individuals may not be wen enough
informed about trends in the abor market to pick the righ',1 field in
whiCh to be trailied.

The gap between what training the private sector is currently
providing and the ever-increasing training needs of society mt
iwrhaps be effectively addressed in a way modeled on a i aspect of
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French public policy. Since 1971. the French have operated a national
system hit financing worker training that _reates an effective public-
private partnership to address exactly the problems outlined. The key
element of the system is what the French refer to as an "obligation to
spend,- enforced by a payroll tax if that obligation IA tvot met.

The French Further Vocational Training System was establithed
by an agreement between employers' associations and trade unions
concluded in 1970 and reinforced by laws in 1971 and 197-i; k Bendick_
and Egan 1982: Legave and Vignaud 1979): As a central feature of this
system. every employer of ten or more employees must make an annual
contribution to the financing of training courses. Contributions are
calcuiated as a percentage of the firm't; total wage bill, with the
percentage specified annually by the government in its yearly finance
act (currently it is set at 1.1 percent).

Employers may satisfy this contribution:requirement in any of the
several following ways:

Iii financing internal training programs for their own workers,
either conducting the training themselves or paying for the
services of an outside training establishment through a
multiyear agreement.

.

By making a financial contribution to an ind strywide training
insurance fund; established by agreements b teen employers
or employer associations and trade unions. These funds may be
national or local.

By making a financial contribution'to programs for unemployed
persons in training centers approved by the government,

By paying their contribution into the government treasury,

Thus: if the firm chooses to tram_itS own workers and spends at
least the 1.1 _percent minimum; then its obligations are discharged. Or
the firm may meet the requirement by participating in and financially
supp(itting an industrywide training fund that serves its own
employees. But the firm may as well spend on one of these forms of
training._ because if it fails to meet its obligations to spend, then the
unspent balace of the Li percent is due to the government as a payroll
tax. in_practice, the majority of funds are allocated to the first of these
methods. particularly among larro firms: about 8 percent of funds go to
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the second method, primarily among small and medium-sized firms in
industries with strong trade unions: Approximately one hundred twenty
thousand firms and over 10 billion French francs are involved each
year; typicalV one person in eight in the labor force receives some
training during any year; with an average of fifty-five hours of training
per trainee. Revenues may be used to finance trainees' wages during
training as well as the out-of-pocket costs of the training itself.

Workers may take advantage of training opportunities under this
fund for a number of purposes, including "refresher" courses-in their
current occupations and advancement to higher-skill occupations. The
funds may be called upon for "adaptation" courses; in which
unemployed workers switch to new fields of work; or for "preventive"
courses; in which currently employed workers convert to new
occupations created by technological change: Thus; the fund becomes a
valuable ddivice both to workers (in assuring them of continued.
employment despite.ecoriomic change) and to employers (by providing a
trained labor force for emerging labor force

Because the French system provides wage replacement benefits
and tuition payments to workers, it tends to overcome the "cash flow"
and "risk aversion" reasons that may prevent workers from investing in
their own training: By obligating employers to expend at !east a
minimum level of effort on training; it addresses their reluctance to
invest in training for transferable skills ("general human capital ")
whose benefits they may not receive. By increasing the amount of
training provided to workers currently employed, it emphasizes
prevention rather than cure. At the same time, by promoting the
provisian of training to workers by current employers, it reduces the
situation of workers' undergoing training on speculation" in favor of
training for job needs already planned for within a firm; this reduces
the information and decision-making burdens on those workers,
particularly blue-collar workers, who are used to a system of adapting
to employers' needs and who have relatively little facility with career
self-planning: Thus,. such an approach may be seen primarily as
addressing basic "market failures" in the retraining market; rather
than the more ad hoc needs of dislocated workers, per se;

One of the advantages of such an approach is its flexibility and
decentralization of decision makingmuch in the spirit of the Job
Training Partnership Act. Decisions are made by employers (with a
mandatory consultation process with unions, in the case of larger
firms), in light of their firms' own needs. No vast amounts of money
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flow into and out of the public treasury, and no government central
plans or decisiiiiiS what a firm may do; "Yet each firm haS
profit incentive to use its training re purees wisely, and all firms
together are required to maintain a high level of sustained investment
in the French work force.

Tile experience in France with this approach has been highly
favorable in terms of increasing the total volume of_reSources spent on
training within firms; Particularly among firtiiS=th0Se most
subject to the tendency to underinvest (Schiller 1983)the level of
expenditures on training has increased steadily since the start of the
syctern. AMong firms of between ten and nineteen employees= kir
example. training- expend itqres as a proportions f the wage bill went
from 0.47 percent in 1972 ^' 9b percent in 1989. The availability_of an
industrywide training fund hAS been _particularly useful in making
high-quality, professionally organiied training available to firms too
small to run their own in-house training efficiently.

One difficulty frequently observed in the Feeh-ch SS-Stein is that
although 'tilt? total amount of investment in training_ has increased, a
disproportionate amount continues to be spent on_ white-collar,
p_rcifessional. and .managerial employees; rather than on the
Skilled. blti&eollat- wor'kers who, in the United States, experience the
greatest diSltication problems. "Management development seminars" at
pleasant country resorts or English language instruction for upper -duel
managers are typical_ examples of such expenditures. which are off-
target in terms of disl6cation prevention. They are perhaps more
appropriately described as employment perquisites for higher-level
employees than hard-core skill UP-dating. Such difficulties could be
overcome fairly easily in the United States context_ through program
regulations specifying targeting. It apPearS from the French experience
that such controls would be necessary.

With that important modification, if the United States vveee
adopt a similar "employer obligation to spend" approach we would_
move a long:Way toward addressing the midcareer retraining Problems,
of which dislocated workers are the visible and important tip of the
iceberg. Sueh a proposal is by no-means a political absurdity; The
leadership elements of the business community should be as
enthusiastic in the United StateS as they are in France. Most major
American corporations already invest heavily in worker training. Their
obligations under this system would already be discharged by their
current level of activity= whereas their less active competitors (who
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have been stealing their staff) would be forced to carry their fair share.
At the same time, the leaders of labor should be enthusiastic about a
system that ensures_a sustained level of resources to make workers
participants in and beneficiaries of tt Jinological and other economic
change, not victims of it. A higher level of general labor force training
would prevent a good deal_of worker dislocation by providing in4iouse
retraining as a substitute for dislocation; and currently dislocated
workers would benefit from the new entry-level employment slots that
would 1w created as current employees move upward via training:
Taxpayers stand to gain from reduced unemployment insurance and
public assistance claims, and we all stand to gain from enhanced
national productivity and international competitiveness.

Sv.ch sy::tern could_ be adopted in the United_States either directly
or through one of several incremental strategies. -One of the incremental
strategies would involve reprogramming; for training purposes; some of
the payroll tax fund already collected fiir unemployment insurance. The
state of California has taken a step in this direction by reiflucing its
payroll tax for unemployment insurance by one-tenth of 1 percent and
creating a new payroll tax in the same amount for worker retraining
and other adjustment programs. Another incremental approach would
be to impose this obligation to train initially on the defense industry,
where goveroment purchases already create both a prosperous growth
period and a basis for federal intervention. Congressperson St.
Germain. chairperson of the House Banking Committee, recently
introduced legislation to this effect in discussions of the proposed
Defense Industrial Base Revitalization Act.

LESSONS FOR THE AMERICAN EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING SYSTEM

This chapter has provided only a highly selective review of the
dislocated- worker activities of market-oriented industrialized nations
outside the United States. Other nations besides the three examined
here have their own initiatives, and Iltie three nations discussed offer
programs other than those discussed here (Wolfe 1979). Nevertheless.
the three models were selected because they are among the most
provocative for policy discussions in the United States.

Of the various insights suggested by the experiences of Sweden;
Canada. and France. three are of particular interest and potential
utility:
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The experiences of all three nations suggest that it is a mistake
to equate maim reef- retrai ningand dislocated worker
reemployment. Canada correctly emphasizes placement and job
development over training for the dislocated: France correctly
emphasizes training for the employed rather than the
unemployed: and Sweden probably incorrectly overinvests in
retraining the unemployed;

All three nations in various ways deemphasize the uniqueness of
the unployment proble;;(s of dislocated workers and WWI to
address them through labor market institutions serving the labor
fire more generally. This is a different direction from that
symbolized by Title III of the Job Training Partnership Act,_
which defines dislocated workers as a distinct population and
establisheil a separate land stigmatizing) program .s:-or 'them.

Each of the three nations; in a different way; seeks to combine
gorernment; business. and labor resources and roles in
addressing the dislocated worker problem rather than dez.ising a
"(10 rnment-only" approach.

The degree of similarity of social, cultural, and institutional
backgrounds makes Canada's program the most likely base for
transferring a program idea relatively intact to the United States.
France follows somewhat distantly in second place, and Sweden follows
very distantly in third place. Yet, at a more abstract level than the
direct imitation of specific programs, each of the nations has something
to teach us. These three general themes may capture some of those
lessons.
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W. DIAZ

International Experiences:
Reactor Comments

Mare Be_ndick's chapter has provided us with three exemplary
systems for dealing with displaced vorkers: those of Sweden. Canada.
and France;

The Swedish "act; re labor market" model is a large; socialitkL
governmental system, dominated by organized labor; well funded; and
providing a wide range of high-quality services (including training;
relocation allowances. and wage subsidies) as well as universal
eligibility. Services_to dislocated workers are provided within the
government's overall response to unemployment but involve special
modifications:

Ilitake services are moved into the plant.

In certain industries; wage assistance is provided while job
seeking takes place.

Economic development efforts are made to recycle plants in
shrinking industries to create jobs-

ACKNOWLEDGI:MENTS: I wish to thank my colleague Gordon Berlin; -who is
responsible for employment and training issues at tie Ford Foundation. for sharing his
thOughti on the displaced worker problem WUNI with me as I prepared this chapter;
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The Manpi»rcr 'immillatt 0,- &riers (MCS) proVideS fast
relief to communities in crisis; It coordinates and supplements local
services to workers, acts as a referral mechanism to other services; and
also pros ides direct placement services. Further; it has a local economic
ibivelopmcnt function._ As with the Swedish Labor Market Board; it also

mandatory advance notice of imminent plant closing:.

The F rtirch ;wig jun tfr Spe nd:' swat, rn mandates employer
iM.e.i-stment in_%vorker retraining at the level of 1.1 percent. of the firing'
total wage bill. Companies may conduct their own training, contribUte
to an industrywide training insurance fund; contribute tcs proiteaiii for
unemployed persons in government training centers; or pay their share
as a tax into the government treasury; Typically; most use the first
option and provide their own training;

In its review of the systems, the chapter is provocative and
iiitereSting, but it oah b-egins suggest the relevance of these
experiences for the United States,. Two issues are largely unaddressed.
The first is the caniplefity comparability ksue. The displac6 Worker
problem has several dimensions. It has a short-ter vii and_long=terni_
dimension: For example; services need to be m ,.ponsive during a plant
closing; after the closing; and after the exhaustion of tinemploment
insurance benefits; because people have different needs at these
different stages. There is also a contextual element; For example, a
plant closing in_Detroit may engender an emphasis on relocation;
whereas one in Connecticut may lead to an emphasis on job search or

Then, of course, individuals have diverse needs; and any
program or policy mechanism_ designed to meet the displaced worker
Problem should have_thellexibility to respond to such diversity. In
addition, employers. local governments, unions. and programs all have
different roles to play.

The'refore; while the descriptions of policy approaches in other
countries provided in Bendiek's chapter are instructive and intriguing,
it is difficult to offer a prognosis for their effectiveness in the United

without some better understanding of the settings and needs to
which these mechanisms have been applied; As a start to help make
that connection, it would have been helpful had the chapter included a
description of the existing array of services available to displaced
Worki.;rS s.n the_United States, as well as more information on the issues
and probitems faced by this country and the others described.

The second and relatd issue is the question of effectirenem. Though
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their features are described, the chapter Offers little indication (possibly
due to lack of available data) of how well these foreign programs_work.
either in terms of mak iog successful placements or (in the case of
France) preventing .vorker dislocation and enhancing the skills of the
work force.

In this regard; Bendick provides some "cautionary notes" that are
disquieting. In S;cciirn; the system has trouble reaching. the more
difficult-to-serve workers: also; it has a tendency toward "make-work"
training; which may be important psychologically to the worker but
disguise the country's true unemployment situation.

In fs'r ee, a disproportionate amount of money goes to white-collar,
professional employees for management development seminars, or to
other activities thi:t are essentially employment perquisites for higher-
level employees. Bendick suggests that if such a system were used in
the United States. this problem could beovercome easily by regulations
for targeting; but this is more easily said than done; given definitional
problems regarding blue-collar versus white-collar employment; and
other enforcement obstacles; Unions may be more effective at policing
the use of training; should the French system be adopted here. More
generally; I was left wondering how much of the French system
involves "going through the motions" with little in the way of
substanti% e results.

In Bendick's discussion of the Canadian system; there are no
cautionary notes about possible problems; which leaves me wondering;
once again; whether it is too good to be true. With that caveat; the
Canadian experience can be regaMed as relevant and appealing
appealing h#..cause it guarante -s a response to workers in some
coordinated way; In contrast; the American system is rather catch -as-
catch -can; At least in Canada; the MCS approach seems to guarantee
that every worker is contacted about available services; Moreover; it is
a tremendous advantage to have an early warning notification
requirement for plant closings. as in Canada and Sweden. which is
what ought to be required in any humane society, along with an MCS=
like mechanism to step in quickly.

In the Canadian no del, Bendick argues, job seareh_and job
placement are the critical services for those dislocated in communities
in crises. He may well be right. However, it would be worth knowing if
and filow the Canadian system taps into the so-called hidden joDb market;
and how successful they are in doing so;
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It is alki important to bear in mind in Considering the applicability
of the Canadian model to the United States, that structural
unemployment is a relative, catch-all term and that it has a cYclitll
component, WO. In effect, as the economy improves and employerS Move
down the queue of the unemployed in their hiring those who remain
unemployed are most often the minority youths; female heads of
households. and other long:term unemployed individuals traditionally
served by our existing system of programs. The services needed by
these individuals may be different from those needed by the more
employable in the displaced worker Pool, such as job platement. To ehe
degree that the Canadian system has the flexibility to provide and
coordinate a variety of services tailored to individual needs, and does
provide services from the least employable to the most it seems
particularly appealing.

Returning to the Swedish system, the differences in political
culture 'beweeti a etitintry like the United &atm 'which emphasizes the
role of private in the .allocation -of labor, and Sweden; ..vhiith
has a much more socialized scheme, make it difficult to see the
relevance of their system to ours. it would be interesting, however, to
compare the two .systems avai ab a services to determine where there
tire gaps, where there are matches, and where increased linkages could
help the United States to d'evelop a better-articulated_tyttem of service.
For example, the provision of intake services at the plant sate in the
Swedish inedel is appealing, but employer receptivity zo this notion is
questionable in the United States and would also require an advance
notification SytteM. In_ addition,_ the Swedish idea of plant recycling_ it
intriguing. Here may be a way to tie recycling to the American notion
of enterprise zones.

The French idea of it eetiraining account; which has been proposed
periodically in the United. States. ought to be included in American
policies. However; given the eurrent trend in fiscal policy toward tax
reduction and an unburdening of the private sector, it teems clear that
an additional tax on industry or a requirement for training is politically
unlikely. Nevertheless, like the Canadian approseh, the French
approath is flexible and decentralized, an appealing feature for the

. _ .

United States. given the greater dwerszty of need and situation fattors
likely to be found here. Therefore; one is tempted to suggeti,4, as Bendkk
d s, that this ingrowth could be ihtroduced incrementally. as it has

in Cilifoenit. by substituting a tax for worker retraining or
adjustment foe some part of the payroll tax for unemp'oyment
insurance, Given the political mew of the country and its economic
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situation; in all likelihood some quid pro quo waultl, still be required of
workers ia ,c.leh a system; whereby one benefit would be reduced to pay
for another. For example; long-term unemployment benefits might be
reduced as workers draw on their accounts for training.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS

The issue of targeting particular programs to particular classes in
need; such as displaced workers:, versus a general approach to labor
force services; as occurs in Sweelee, is a debate, that arises in the United
States concerning other program areas; each az income maintenance,
Where Aid to Families with Dept:ratite:la Children (AFDCli, for example,
differs from Supplemental Security IneOille iSSI) for the disaMed and
aged. In considering the applicability of the general approach, the
question arises as to whether the inatitations o' mechanisms that have
traditionally served the disadvantaged (e.g., CETA) are the right oines
to meet the needs a displaced workers. It may be that community-
based agencies are better equipped and_iltould cantinue to meet the
needs of the traditioeally disadvantaged; while the II;S. Employment
Service and community colleges are best for aiding displaced waokers;
In principle; we usually draw away from ahe idea of systems segregated
by class; but practical consideration must be given to whether-displaeed
or disadvantaged workera avid gain or lose by being served through the
same agenciett.

Nothing was said in the chapter about relocation or the degree to
which it is utilized in othee foreign experiences; particularly in Sweden
and Csavada. It would be helpful to know what lessons coon be learned
from their experiences; if any, for relocation strategies in the Uniaed
States,

One aspect of thellisplacecl worker problem may be more
important and perplexing than many other aspects of the issue.
Uhaldes chapter refers to _it when it suggests that a significant, portion
of displaced Workers mayelisive to take jobs that pay significantly less
than their previous jata rEconornists refer to this as a reservation or
premium wage problem; but it may be better characterized as a
subsistence or quality-of-life wage problem. Whether it is possible
eventually to restore previous wage levels in real ter; n4 individually or
societally; is a complirawd question; But the problem of Lower wages
foe the displaced in their new employment is likely to create a great_
(teal of pitythological; social, and economic hardship; It would be useful
to know if or how this problem Is handled in programs a.lsewhere.
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The ultimate anslwr tai the displaced worker problem probably lies
inmacrosolutions that foo t n tight monetary polic'. reduce high
interest rates; and deflate an iiVerValtied dollar, so that our goods can be
competitively priced in the international Marketplace. This also means
that employers will have to become better managers and workers more
productive to meet the challenge of international competition}

In the meaty ime. Bendick's chapter does an ekeellea job of
encouraging tis to learn more about different foreigh approaches to the
problems of diSpliteement we face today; Unfortunately; the chapter
does not proVide enough of a map to lead us beyond the current array of
diverse; unrelated American_ policy responses toward the better-
articulated responseS of the French, Swedes, and Canadians;Bendick
does provide several importantpotential additions to the portfolio of
services, such as mandated early warning services on the plant
premises, a special flexible resporiSe team (MCS),_ and a job retraining
account. The difficult tasks remain to determine how these can be used
Within the American system; and somehow to Wed a better linkage of
services.
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Using Unemployment Insurance
Data to Predict Economic

Hardship from Displacement

INTRODUCTION

The urgency of ( eveloping a practical approach for predicting
economic hardship resulting from employment dislocation stems from
requirements in Title III of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
of 1982, which place substantial eligibility determination and service
selection responsibilities on the individual states. This chapter examines
the use of routinely available administrative data collected by state
employment security agencies (SESAs) for Unemployment Insurance
(UI) management purposes in order to predict economic hardship
resulting from employment displacement.

The chapter is Organized in three parts; First; conceptual issues are
explored, focusing on a practical definition of displacement that can be
adopted for administrative purposes; This is followed by an overview of
results achieved in using UI administrative data to estimate models of
economic hardship. Finally, conclusions about the usefulness of UI
administrative data for this purpose are stated, and recommendations
for policy applications are offered. Although the chapter addresses
information needs, it does not attempt to offer new insights about how
to ameliorate economic hardship once it has been reliably predicted to
result from employment displacement.
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CONCEPTUAL ISSUES IN DEFINING
W9RKER DISPLACEMENT

Assessing the actual and potential responsiveness of education and
training institutions to the needs of displaced workers asumes prior
identification of those who have been displaeed. SO, toe. does
determining what kids of information and options are needed to
ameliorate the hardships of employment displacement.

This section of the chapter demonstrates how complex this
identification step is both with respect to its consequences for
subsequent selection of intki-tention approaches and because predicted
hardship is so elusive. The goal is to offer a thorough, yet practical.
guide to questions that must be addreSed to ensure an efficient and
equitable use of resources that are to be devoted to alleviating the
untoward consequences of employment displaeement.

First, a few observations are made about the unevenness of
economic activity, in both cross- sectional and time-series manifestationA.
This is followed by brief reference to different theories about labor
market institutions and human behavior, because the (explicit or
implicit) choice of theory predetermines the range of intervention
options to be considered. Third, some of the practical difficulties
encountered in attempting to state a simple criterion for economic
hardship are explored. And finally,_conclusions are stated about the
immediate applicability of these definitional issues for guiding
administrative action.i.

The Unevenness of Economic Events

There is no need to review here the historical record of reCurring
seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in economic activity; Nor is it
necessary to join the debate about the severity of structural
transformatiOns. which continually recast the structural features of the
nation's economy. What is not as well known is the quite extraordinary
extent of simultaneouS births and deaths of enterprises when considered
at the most detailed levels of geographic and industrial classification.
Subsequent sections of the chapter show that simultaneous births and
deaths of employing organizations raise important questions about the
employee consequences of this characteriStiC Of labor market flows. The
guiding question of that inquiry must be: What cr:teria should be
introduced to define a sufficient degree of mismatch betWeen the
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"qualifications" of those V :htise jobii have been eliminated and the
requirements that are imposed by the newly established unit. so that a
reliable prediction of economic hardship resulting from the
displacement is possible?

Presumably. two characteristics of job elimination must be
cOnSidehA a a basis for external intervention fat least; for JTPA Title
III purposes):

Permaneace of job kIss

Concentration of this occurrence

Unfortunately. those two concepts intrOduce additional
Complexities. According to whom should the "permanence Of job

eliinination" tip, definedthe employing establishment_or the
incumbent Who has been terminated? In addition; to what _should
"concentration_ of the occurrence" be appliedgeographic location.
industrial affiliation. or occupational classification? In other worth:.
amoiiii the important issues that must be resolved to define eligibility
priorities are the following:

IloW does Plant Closure differ from less extreme reductiom in
force; from the perspective of individual terminated employee
distress?

Ilow may permanent job elimination be distinguished from
tioltidic adjustments made on the basis of seasonal cyclical. or
Market-specific fluctuations in enterprise forturieS?

What routinely identifiable attributes of the concentration of job
eliMination should be defined?

What cross-Seetional,factors should be considered in evaluating
the severity of job eliminatiOn?

What time-series forees should he considered in arse sing the
individual hardship that is predicted to accompany pertmanent
job elimination?
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Conceptual Differences in Predicting Hardship

Presumably. concentrated,_ permanent job elimination warrants
extern: intervention on the affected incumbents' behalf because their
probability of returning to productive activity without such assistance
is judged to fall below a socially tolerable threshold; But why is this
belief held"!

One explanation stresses the terminated workers' deficiencies. They
live in the wrong place (i.e., where limited economic opportunity is
found): They embody skills that are obsolete or that offer little basis for
transformation into viable skills. They exhibit insufficient educational
qualifications to pursue a routine path_ to productive renewal. Or they
express an unwillingness to adjust their_prOductive
activity/compensation requirements sufficietiAly to_be absorbed into a
new employment setting. Here; employers are held blameless: the
victims of displacement have_ simply been unlucky. Indeed; they are
frequently charg----1 with having contributed to their own predicament,
through collecthe actions that rendered their former employers
noncompetitive.

A very different explanation focuses on employer actions and
inaction as the rimary (if not sole) determinants of widespread
displacement. In effect, employers fail to foresee the timing and sources
of competitive pressure that have arisen both at home and abroad_ They
make decisions about the location and composition of pricluction that
give insufficient consideration to work force potential. Capital
investment and location incentives are offered to firms without due
regard to the lr-Inan consequences of these actions. Too little attention
is paid to formal and informal barriers to reemployment:. As a result, it
is charged; there is an unfair shifting of the burden of management's
failures onto vulnerable workers.

Uncritical ac..eptance of either of these extreme characterizations
of who is to blame sets in motion mutually exclusive scenarios of
ameliorative actions. (This point is addressed again in the concluding
section.) Regardless of which explanatory approach appeals to the
reader, however, two questions must be answered:

* Who is to be defined as an actual (or potential) victim of
concentrated permanent job elimination?

What remedial promise is foreseen for these unfortunate
casualties of economic events?
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Are all individuals in an isolated "depreSsed" community exposed to
equal hardship because of the elimination of their jabs? No. Are all
incumbents in a declining industry equally vulnerable to job losS?
Obvic,uSly not. For thou who do not have internal transfer rights; is a
comparable competiti% opportunity foreseen? It is unlikely; In the face
of una-cceptali. reemployment prospects without public sector
intervention, i . remedial promise uniform across substate locations? No.

What must be achieved, then, is a practical way to separate the
deserving from the undeserving. What evidence arises when more than
one person's job is eliminated at the Same time and in the same_place
that signals greater ii lividual vulnerability? How large must the
effects he to warrant external attention? How precisely, are the terms
"same time" and "same place" to be defined?

The human capital approach emphasizes differences in individual
adaptability to production requirements: Critics of this approach focus
on historical contradictions to this alleged inflexibility" story. Much of
the continuing debate between the alternative points of view is based on
ambiguities about causal relationships among economic and social
forces. In practical terms. three questions must lse answered:

What ra n _people do (i.e.. what is the range of objective
potentral)?

What frill people do (i.e.. what are the worker-imposed limits on
What can be done that narrow the relevant range of
alternatives)?

What should people be expected to do (i.e., what range of
alternatives is deemed appropriate by a third-party observer)?

The answer to the first questionwhat can people dois subiect to
change overtime, and is also likely to be affected by the nature of the
specific prtiduction setting at any given point in time. Similarly, what
people will do depends at least -in par;., upon their awareness of
alternatives. both now and in the future. Finally; third-party judgments
about what a person should be willing to do may fall within a narrower
or wider range of options than the full band of "acceptable" alternatives
encompassed in what an individual will do. This means that third-party
observers may be either too protective or may consider the person
unworthy of assistance. It is important to recognize that third-party
"protectiveness" may limit an individual's successful adaptation, if the
individual has a "better" understanding of future prospects.
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It should be apparent by now _that decisions_abo-it the
establishment of elig:bility criteria for displace-CI Worker status are
influeneed bi the decision makers' opinions about the causes an(6

consequences of riermanent job

The Eligh4lity Determination Decision

Three criteria for eligibility determination hate been stated in the
preceding section:

a Concentration of the reduction in force

Pernianence of this reduction

Job elimination

Practical oe-titills that are likely to be encountered in applying
these criteria in routine administrative procedures are explored in the
following subsectithiii.

Concentration

Thr re aces at least four important criteria for defining
concentration:

Rtiliret i ng tax unit, firm, establishment within a
multie-stablilThrnent enterprise, product line, or the like.

GeograPhie biitindaries (e.g., political jursidictions. "labor
market area," and so forth)

Timing (i.e.; "one-shot" versus "phased" reductions in force)

Occupational composition

These are obviously not mutually exclusive criteria for deterthining
the relative amount of hardshipasswiatedwith job loss Since relatiVe
hardship is associated with reemployment prospects; it is in
the context of likelihOOd Of reemployment that each of the criteria must
be considered.
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I/ow are necessary data reported; and how does this reporting unit
correspond to relative reemployment prospects? What is important is
whether the data permit separation of th-cte who do 1-; -tve relatively
g;ood prospects from those who do not. Within an orgi; -ation, the key
issue is transferrights. Existing data do not allow a routine
determination of the reemployment probability assi-Jciated with reported
''llictuations in organizational employment-

Immobility and local absorption capacity are the mkor factors that
tra,,A. geographic concentration an important identification criterion.

:eneral ,Ir.etenness of enterprise fortunes introduces a snecial
di; to interpretations of geographic concentrations of reductions
in i It is possible (arid in many cases likely) that the terminees
frot. one organization will be absorbed by another local enterprise.
Generalization is difficult at this point. -Internal labor market"
characteristics that bar lateral mobility between organizations, even

hen the requisite skills are preseat. come into play.

How does a phased reduction in force differ from a one-shot
reduction? In terms of the ultimate number_ of positions affected, thefe
is no difference; if the plan is carried out without modification (which is
frequently not the case). What is likely to differ is the sequence of
termination and the associad hardship that may be expected as a
consequence. Employees who remain to the bitter end" of a phased
reduction may be classified into two quite different groups. On the ene
hand are those who have not yet found an acceptable alternative. But
also included are those incumbents echo have been considered so
important to the organization's production that they have been enticed
to stay until closure.

The practical problem, in all of these cases, is how and whet. :es,
identify a subgroup of termin es as worthy of assistance. The sooner
terminees are identified; the more likely it is that the group will
include individuals who d3 not need assistance_to reestablish
themselves. However; if intervention is delayed to improve the target
efficiency of the identification process including only those_who are
deserving of attention). timely responsiveness to individual hardship
will be compromised_ One important task; then; is to determine whether
correlates of ultimate hardship can be identified early in the
unemployment period by using only routinely avallabli administrative
data. The next section addresses this issue.

Historical occupational attachments describe only what a person
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has done; not necessarily what the person can do. Obviously, what an
individual has done is important information forprospective employers
about the range of positions for which the individual may be
considered; but it is not the only signaL What is important, from a
reemployment prospects standpoint is the transferability of embodied
skills. Again, it is important to remember that internal labor market
features may effectively bar application of skills previously practiced.
That_is why naive exercises in occupational supply and demand
matching may be quite misleading; that is, displaced workers may
know how to perform one or more tasks for which job openings exist;
but may not qualify for hiring because of internal rules about
promotion rights and limitations on external "ports of entry."

The concentration issue -may be summarized by simply noting the_
extraordinary complexity of circumstances that may be a=ciated with
permanent job elimination,

Permanence

Three important aspects of the permanence of layoff are as follow:

The level of reduction

The composition of the reduction

The individuals affected

Permanence of the teml of a reduction in force is inextricably_
linked to the choice of a unit of analysis- as previously described, The
permanent elimination of a product line within a conglomerate
organization may be accompanied by total absorption of all terminated
employees vithin other units of the enterprise. Similarly; permanent
plant closure in a given geographic area may be accompanied by total
absorption in other enterprises within the same region, What should be
added is an explicit recognition that reemployment prospectsand
therefore the propriety of intervening on an individual's behalf
require a careful distinction between employment level pulsations (i.e.,
alternating decreases and increases in the level of employment) and
"permanent" declines:

Permanence of the composition of a reduction in force is important,
from the standpoint of reemployment prospects; because elimination of
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a product tine may render a long list of occupationa21 skills obsolete;
even if the eliminated jobs are balanced by position growth:

Permanence of iiidic.,daai severance is important because an
employment pulsation may not affect a particular terminee's
reemployment prospects. E cept. perhaps, in the indirect sense (i2 if
other people are hired. terminee faces less competition for jobs
elsewhere).

Job Elimination Consequences

There are three major categories into which job elimination issues
should be grouped for eligibility determination purpreses:

Productivity consequences

Compensation consequences

Reemployment cons-equences

The productivity.ivi.y eonsicgaotires may be further separated into four
ingx.irtant subgroups:

JO b- or firm-specific human capital loss

Nto:ivational deterioration

"Team" productivity interruption

Educational obsolescence vis-a-vis renew-al of human capital

Together, these aspects of prOductivity effects which may be
expected to accompany permanent job elimination; offer important
insights about the reemployment prospects of displaced workers: (They
also permit inferences to be drawn about the remedial promise that
exists in specific circumstancesan issue discussed in the concluding
section:)

The corn piptxtrt ion consequences of permanent job elimination may
also be separated into four categories:

Futikewageinonwage opportunities,
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St! erance pay

l'estIrig of pension rights

Unemployment compensation and other transfer payment
eligibility

Ricsiipb)yinunt opport unity is treated as a separate subcategory to
pwrinit distinctions to be drawn among the following situalions:

Actual productivity loss-

- temporarry, but reversible

- permanent

Illusory -productivity" loss-

- racial; sex; age (etc.) discrimination

- internal labor market barriers to entry

All of these concepts focus attention on the key issue of what
routinely available identifiers may be reliably used to predict which
%_ictims_ of displacement will have the greatest difficulty reestablishing
themselves in productive employment.

Summary of Conceptual Issues

Voicing executive or legislative concern for displaced workers is
easy. Designing an equitable and efficient way to respond to this
expres-,sion of concern is difficult The purpose of this conceptual
exploration has been to sensitize the reader to the complexities
encountered in spelling out a practical administrative procedure to
identify and serve only deserving persons.

First, it is necessary to decide what eligibility criteria are to be
adopted. Signals that offi'r reliable evidence of permanence of job
separation must be identified _if displacement is tot* interpreted as
synonymous with permanent job elimination.

Second, having defined the universe of eligibles; it is necessary to
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create priorities for al.oeating limited available funds. Here. it Is
important to recognize that differences of opinion exist aix.ut what
'matters" in determining individual reemployment prospects. Thes
differences of opinion influence recommended intervention strategies
for two reasons: (1) because the range of employment opportunities is
lewed differently and (2) beCause individual incentives to take

athantage of particular opportunities are subject to dispute.

The next section shows that available data fall far short of what is
desired for exploring th,se issues:

ESTIALkTING THE IMPACTS OF WORKER DISPLACEMENT

.Measures of Economic Hardship

Three indices of economic hardship are examined in this section.
All three of these measures are indirect proxies for economic distress.
The first measure is postdisplacement earnings and provides an index
of absolute purhasing power (independent of other sour- -s of income
and inkind benefiW; without regard to previous earnings flow profiles.
The second measure of hardship is the proportion of UI benefits
eligibility that is actually used (i.e., the "utilization rate "). Obviously,
this index represents the net influence of multiple forces, so that a high
utilization rate is not an unambiguous index of difficult} in finding a
new job. Finally, a third measure of economic distress, which is closely
related to the utilization rate, is the duration Of compensated
unemployment (i.e.. the number of weeks of unemployment during
which UI benefits have been drawn).

Each of the measures that has been chosen for exai,..ination is
available as a byproduct of the routine administrative reporting
practices required by many state employment security agencies
(SESAs), although the rt.re not nece&mrily the only (or even the best)
possible indices of economic hardship.

A Model of Postdisplacement Earnings

Thefollowing model of pceitdisplacernent earnings has Wen
specified:
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PDE = a b(D) c(PRE) cliCI ea)

where. PDE = postdisplacement earnings;
D = a measure of displacement;

PRE = predisplacement earnings
C = economic and personal characteristics; and
I = work-incentive factors.

In other words; post-unemployment earnings are specified to be a
linear function of the permanence of job elimination, pretermination
earnings, local economic forces; personal characteristics, and "puih"
factors associated with a new to renew an earnines flow.

Here, displacement is in-directly measured by two variables

Exhaustion of UI benefits eligibility

Declining employment in the claimant's previous irvIustry
affiliation

The personal characteristics utiliiecl are age, education. sex, and
ethnicity. The indices of work incentive used are U) presence of a
working spouse and (2) the UI benefit amount as a proportion of
previous earnings (i.e., the replacement ratio).

A M&Iel of the UI Benefit Eligibility Utilization Rate

This second measure of economic hardship is specified to be a
function of the same vectors of causal forces, except that exhaustion of
UI benefits is dropped from the displacement vector because of
definitional collinearity with the new depericlent variable.

A Model of Compensated Weeks of Unemployment

This third measure of economic hardship is specified to be a
function of the same basic force& Here; though; in addition to
definitional collinearity between the dependent variable and exhaustion
of UI benefits eligibility, there is a need to control for the maximum
eligibility period, which is not constant across claimants. This control is
accomplished by adding an individual-specific measure of maximum UI
benefits eligibility.
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It is important to understand the distinction among compensated
weeks of unernploment. the total uninterrupted duration of a given
unemployment spell, and the combined duration of multiple spells of
unemployment observed during a specified period a claimant's
benefit year). This chapter investigates the compensated duration
question. which may equal (but cannot exceed) the other measures
(ignoring the "waiting week" issue).

The Data Source Utilized to Estimate These Three Models

Continuous Wage and Benefit History (CWBH) data for calendar
years 1979 in Missouri) and 1980 (in Nevada) were complemented by
information L'..rawn from the states' ES-202 reports in order to calculate
tWO--digit SIC industry employment changes during the respective
reference periods Ody cLiimants_who established a new benefit year
di:ring the one-year reference pericd were selected. A 50percent
random sample of CWBH master claimant records was chosen. These
.records were then merged with quarterly covered -earnings information
fur the.-se claimants for the period 1977 through,1982 (in Missouri) and
1978 through 1982 (in Nevada): Average quarterly pre- and post-
benefit-year earnings calculations were derived;

The resulting sample sizes were 2,722 (Missouri) and 3.466
(Nevada). These sample sizes permitted separate estimates to be
derived for both of Nevada's SMSAs (Las Vegas and Reno) and for two
of Missouri's six SMSAs (Kansas_City and St. Louis), as well as for the
balance-of-state for both Missouri and Nevada. (This balance-otstate
!HOS] for Missouri is not synonymous with the CETA BOS
jurisdiction;)

!Results

Using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression techniques, the
following estimates were derived (see table 15-1):

L'I benefits exhaustees from`a two-digit SIC previous affiliation
that exhibited no general employment decline in the geographic
jurisdiction of interest earned between $300 and $400 per
quarter less, during the reference period following the pertinent
benefit year, than did a compariwon group of nonexhaustees
with similar previous industrial affiliations.
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TABLE 15=1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES IN POSTWAGE EQUATION
(EXCLUDING INDUSTRY VARIABLES)

VARIABLE

STATEWIDE SIMS A'S

NEVADA MISSOURI ''LAS VEGAS RENO ST -LOUIS KS CITY

PR EWAGE .74 .72 .82 .45 .78 66
EXH NO DE 404 -614 458 NS -627 438
EXH SM DE -761 -768 __NS -709 .1084 548
EXH LG DE -706 -1833 -1271 -854 2269 -707
NONEX SM -233 NS NS NS NS NS
NONEX LG NS -564 -793 NS -1072 NS-
WG RPLC - 3 NS NS 5 NS NS

SEX 112 165 NS 255 253 NS
ETHNIC NS NS NS -422 NS -302
AGE 25-44 NS NS NS NS NS NS
AGE 45 54 NS _r_!S NS NS NS NS
AG' 55-67 NS -291 NS NS -472 NS

SPOUSE WK 160 NS 304
EDUC COL 194 NS NS

EDUC DEG 826 . 1124 NS

ADJ R SCA .38 .43 .43 .26 .43 .56
DEP MEAN S2,718 $2291 . S2,825 52,515 $2,400 52,422

VARIABLE BOS NEVADA BOS MISSOURI

P3EWAGE .6 .60
SEX 365 NS
EXH NO DECL NS 651
EXH SM DECL NS -620
EXH LG DECL NS NS
W_G RPLCMT NS -4.63
ETHNIC NS 294
EDUC COL = 369
EDUC DEG NS
SPOUSE WK NS

ADJ R SOR 30 _ _.37

DEP MEAN $2,544 $1,871

NOTE: Significant level for inclusion is .10. NS indicates not significant. BOS indicates balance
Of State (non SWISA): A - indicates variable not available in tnis state or area.
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UI benefits exhaustees from two-digit SICs that experienced
less than a 5 percent decline in employment during the
reference period reported covered earnings of between $500 and
$1,000 per quarter less than comparison group members.

UI benefits exhaustees from a two-digit SIC that exhibited a 5
percent or greater decline in employment, received quarterly
wages of between $1,700 and $2,200 less than comparison group
claimants.

Ulbonefits exhaustion and two-digit SIC employment decline are
both important predictors of differential earnings flows during the
quarters immediately following the reference benefit year. An
interaction variable, which is intended to represent the additional
influence of the combined presence of these two forces, improves the
estimates derived and is statistically significant.

The administrative importance of these estimates is that declining
employment trends at the local two-digit SIC level of detail are
detectible within six months of the time that quarterly reports are
submitted in compliance with a state's UI statute; However; exhaustion
Of UI benefits eligibility occurs later than one may want to wait to
intervene on an individual claimant's behalf. It is important to
determine, then, whether exhaustion of UI benefits eligibility itself can
be predicted with sufficient reliability for earlier intervention to be
exercised; (An attempt to model the probability of UI benefits
exnaustion is reported in a later subsection of this chapter.)

The results suggest that knowing the dynamics of industry
employment decline at the local level, using routinely available
administrative data, does offer valuable insights about UI claimants'
subsequent earnings prospects. However, caution is urged, because
mixed results are obtained when the same model is estimated for each
of the eight substate areas mentioned earlier (i.e., the stability of the
estimates is uneven across substate areas).

Among the most interesting differences among the coefficient
estimates for the four SMSAs (i.e., Las Vegas, Reno, Kansas City, and
St Louis) are the following:

The average prebenefit year earnings coefficient ranges from a
high value of 0.82 for Las Vegas to a low value of 045 for Reno.
Apparently, the discontinuity in earnings opportunity was much
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more severe in Reno, RS the arm employment growth exhibited
in Reno over the study peria,' (1979-1980) was lower than that
for any other area included tc the analysis.

The interaction of UI benefits exhaustion and industry
employment decline produced mixed estimates for the four
SMSAs. An significant coefficients (seven out of twelve) exhibit
a negative sign, as expected. However, only the St Louis
estimates conform to a monotonic and significant decline in
post-benefit-year earnings associated with the more severe
indices of displacement.

It is concluded that exhaustion of Ul benefitS eligibility, combined
with prior affiliation with a declining industry, offers a reliable signal
of relative earnings deficiency thereafter.

There has b&en less success in achieving reliable estimates of
important correlates of variations in compensated duration of
unemployment, or of variation in the UI benefits entitlement utilization
rate. This suggests that it is easier when using available administrative
data to predict post-benefit-year earnings level variations than it is to
acount for the length of time it takes to become reemployed. Given the
disappointing results achieved in trying to model the compensated
duration and benefits utilization rate issues, it is necessary to draw
back to a less ambitious attempt and merely predict who the
individuals are who are likely to exhaust their UI benefit§ entitlement,
again using available administrative information to make the
predictions. The results of this effort are briefly described in the next
subsection.

A Model of UI Benefits Exhaustion Probability

The model of UI benefits exhaustion probability, which has been
estimated using three different statistical techniques, includes three
demographic characteristics (i.e., sex, ethnicity, and age), three UI
program measures (i.e., maximum benefit duration, weeks of benefit
ent4lemerat left and the wage replacement ratio), and three labor
ma-ket features (i.e., average previous earnings, prior industry
affiliation, and the industry decline measure mentioned earlier).

Since the dependent variable in this analysis is dichotomousa
claimant either exhausts or does not exhaust eligibilityspecial
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Summary of Results

Using the CWBH data source, supplemented by other available
information, a consistent and important relationship is demonstrate!!
between industry decline and UI benefita exhaustion, on the one hand,
and subsequent earnings level, on the other hand. Ignoring, for a
moment, what happens (luring a spell of unemployment, it is possible to
draw upon available information to identify useful predictors of
selected measures of economic distress;

The results. to date, do not support one theory of labor market
forces over another model. The empirical proxy for concentrated
permanent job elimination is relatively weak. Almost nothing is known
about the obsolescence of embodied human capital that may accompany
the loss of a jab. Little more is known about occupational transitions,
which may offer insights abbut the "attachment" concepts discussed
earlier, from both supply- and demand-side perspectives. However,
routinely available administrative data: do offer a largely untapped
source of potential insight about important labor market dynamics.
Suggestions; for future action in this regard are offered in the
concluding section.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter has offered an extended discussion of practical
definitional issues_that must be confronted in carrying out the
requirements of JTPA Title III. It has also reported the results of
statistical inquiries undertaken in an attempt to identify reliable
predictors of economic hardship resulting from prior displacement. As
stated at the outset, the purpose has not been amelioration; the
recommendations therefore focus on information development matters
only.

First, it is clear that the search for uniformities in the
circumstamces, characteristics, and behavior of unemployed peop't has
produced rather limited results, to date, in terms of predicting
exhaustion of benefits or duration of unemployment. An important
consequence of this meager understanding is that the promotion of
target efficiency (ie., serving only those who are deserving) is also
drastically weakened. it is recommended, therefore, that model
specification precede data collection in selected future efforts, which
should enhance the prospects for identifying reliable predictors of
economic hardship;
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A more extensive and coordinated effort should be made to develop
state and local staff expertise in utilizing available administrative data
sources to further management objectives. At the same time that
duplication of effort has become a major concern because of the
decentralized structure of the JTPA system; it is apparent that sins of
omission occur in the form of failuri.. to utilize readily available
resources effectively. The analyses reported in this chapter have
demonstrated the usefulness of these administrative data in identifying
potential participants for displaced worker training programs.

Substantially greater attention should be given to the varied
circumstances of those who will not return to their former jobs. The
discussion earlier in this chapter clarified the complexities of ferreting
out those who need help. It is important to remember, in this regard;
that local remedial promise is not independent of the causal forces that
led to the displacement event in the first place;

Advantage should be taken of administrative data sources to trace
the mobility paths followed by graduates of designated training
activities (i.e., public-secondary, and postsecondary, proprietary, and
on-the-job). These mobility paths should include geographic and
industrial movement, as well as earnings profiles. Not all states are in a
position to undertake this type of analysis, but enough are to, make the
recommendation of national importance. Indeed, successful use of the
available data for such purposes could enhance the prospect of securing
comparable data for other states.
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INTRODUCTION: RECENT EMPLOYMENT POLICY AND TIIE.
PROBLEM OF DISPLACED WORKERS

An especially visible and serious component of the unemployment
problem in the United States is that of displaced workers, individuals
who have been unemployed due to structural changes in the economy.
These changes shift the long-term demand for workers with partictdar
skills or alter the overall demand for labor services in specific
geographic areas. In either case; the transition to new employment may
be costly in terms of lost earnings and may require retraining in new
skills or r,,,.ocation to a different labor market or industry;

It is difficult to pinpoint the size of the displaced worker problems
in the United States. A Congressional Budget Office (1982) study
estimates that there were between 100,000 and 2.1 million' displaced
N%orkers in the economy as of January 198:3, depending upon the
definition used.* This implies that between 1 percent and 20 percent of
all the unemployd are displaced workers. Although these figures
partly reflect the currently high cyclical unemployment, most observers
agree that there is a problem of displaced workers that will persist
after the economic recovery, They point to two secular changes in the
structure of the U.S; economy: the growing interdependence of our
economy with that of the rest of the world and the modernization of
many older industries via labor-saving technology;
'See table 2 in Congressional Budget Office 11982).
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The centerpiece of federill policy to alleviate long-term
unemployment is Title III of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA).
Title III establishesstate-admimstered programs of employment and
training assistance for displaced workers, to be funded with federal
matching grants allocated on the basis of unemployment conditions.
Title III authorizes states to use a varit iy of employment and training
activities in their programs; including job search assistance; job
training, relocation assistance; and employment counseling:

Among the questions facing policymakers involved in planning
these programs for displaced workers are the following:

What percentage of workers made eligible for a displaced
workers' reemployment program could be expected to
participate?

What effects do the amount and duration of income support
have on workers' decisions to participate in these programs?

Can such programs be expected to have an effect on
participants' reemployment, including the duration of
unemployment and reemployment wages?

If there are beneficial effects, can they be traced to particular
program services? Which aspectS of these services appear to
contribute to program success?

Can programs for displaced workers be cost-effective?

In anticipation of these issues; the U ;S; Department of Labor in
1980 began to fund pilot projects that offer promising strategies for
reemploying displaced workers. The first of these programs to be
implemented, the Downriver Community Conference Economic
Readjustment activity (Downriver ERa) program, is analyzed in this
chapter.

The following section describes significant aspects of the Downriver
ERa program, reviews the evaluation design and sampling plan, and
characterizes the analysis sample for this study. The section thereafter
discusses the determinants of program participation. The final section
provides an assessment of the DOwnriver ERa program's effect on
participants' reemployment rates.
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THE DOWNR1VER COMMUNITY CONFERENCE
ECONOMIC READJUSTMENT ACTIVITY PROGRAM

The Downriver ERa program* began operation in July 1980, and
since that time has enrolled over two thousand workers from five
plants. The overriding program objective is reemp'lyment. Participants
requiring medical help or social services are referred to an appropriate
community agency for assistance: these needs are not addressed directly
by the Downriver ERa program.

The first step in the reemployment process involves careful
screening of applicants to determine (1)_which participants possess
currently marketable skills and are likely to require only job placement
assistance from the program and (2) which participants lack skills in
demand and could benefit from classroom or on-the-job training; All
participants are required to complete basic aptitude testing and a four-
day job-seeking skills workshop as part of this assessment process.
Participants not completing these requirements (unless waived by
program staff) are not formally enrolled in the Downriver ERa
program and are not allowed to receive additional services.

The purpose of these mandatory activities is twofold: (1) to give
Downriver ERa program staff some early practical knowledge of
participants' interests, abilities, and reemployment prospects and (2) to
make clear to participants that their active involvement_ in the_program
is necessary for it to have beneficial effects. Once participants have
completed the testing and workshops. a team of program staff
comprised of job developers; workshop leaders; and counselors meets to
review the case files of those participarlis expressing an interest in

'A more detailed description _of _the implementation and operation of the Downriver FR*
program is found in Kulik (1982).

"Tests include the Test of_Adult_Basic Education (TAKE). the Differential Aptitude Test
(spatial. abstract, and mechanical reaso:Ang and clerical ability); and the Wide Range
Interesii. and Opinion Test. The workshops include skills identification, resume
development. mock interviews, and identification of potential employers. Many workshop
strategies were tested by program staff before imple nenting the irrent format. In
particular. a "job club" model, including classroom ii itruction in jab search methods
followed by active job_ search; was_tested and abandoned because participants became
overly dependent on the process. The current workshbo, supplemented by use Of a job
search resource center: has been designed to emphasise participants' initiative and
motivation in the job search process.
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retraining. A _determination is then made regarding the participant's
ability to benefit from either classroom or on-the-job training, based on
the participant's test scores, previous work history, and performance in
the workshop. The entire screening and assessment procedure is
completed during the first two weeks of program participation.

Downriver ERa program staff implement market relevant
procedures for developing classroom and on- the -job retraining
opportunities. First. local and out-of-area employers are canvassed to
identify growth occupations where it should be feasible to develop a
classroom or on-the-job program. Such occupations include those with a
`'reasonably healthy" employment outlook for entry-level positions. By
and large. local publicly supported community colleges and vocational
schools are selected to provide this training, although some training is
provided through proprietary schools or through employers directly.
Employers are also involved in reviewing provider capabilities and in
ensuring that the curriculum meets actual occupational requirements.

Emphasis is placed on short-term (for approximately eight months)
intensive classroom programs: Class-size training programs; designed
exclusively for program participants using employer-modified
curricula, have been developed to fill high-technology and machine
trades occupations. Existing courses at local institutions (which are
attended by other students in addition to participants) are also made
available through the program. if the employer review process indicates
officient demand for the occupation and if the participant's training
needs enonot be met by one of the class-size programs. On-the-job
trainir lots are developed for workers who could benefit from
trair out who seem more likely to succeed in a work site training
sett The program pays 50 percent of participants starting wages
durtr.g the length of time it takes to train for the occupation;

Active employer involvement in identification of demand
occupations and design of curricula is a step forward in developing
training programs that are more directly linked to occupational
requirements and. consequently.- o employment. Yet Downriver ERa
staff point out that the process of implementing these training
programs has not been entirely smooth. It has been necessary to
overcome training providers' initial skepticism regarding the feasibility

Initially. all participant case files were reviewed at the end of the workshops. This
proed to -be inefficient and extremely time consuming. Now only the files of participants
interested in retraining are reviewed to ensure a careful selection of those both most
qualified and most able to benefit.
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of developing short-term, intensive programs. There has been a
problem in meshing participants' interests and_abilities with viable
course offerings; Last; there is the vexing problem of the worsening
economy; which prompts many employers to require increased
experience or education even for entry-level jobs;

The Downriver ERa program has been funded in two phases; the
first phase operating between July 1980 and September 1981; and the
second phase operating between November 1981 and December 1983;
This analysis focuses on the performance of the first phase of the
program; developed when the BASF Corporation (a chemical producer
and supplier to the automotive industry) and the DANA Corporation (a
manufacturer of truck frames) closed permanently in the summer of
1980; Of the estimated fifteen hundred workers laid Off by these
closuresall of whom were eligible for the Downriver ERa program
nearly seven hundred successfully completed the initial assessment
process and were enrolled in the Downriver ERa program; In contrast
to previous government-funded programs; stipends were not routinely
paid to participants, though workers who had exhausted their
unemployment compensation and who were enrolled in classrooin
retraining could be paid the minimum wage for each hour they were in
ClaSS.

Over half of the program participants during this first Phase
received some form of retraining; either in a classroon or an on-the-job
setting; Class-size training programs were developed specifically for
Participants in high-technology (e ;g ;; electronics; numerical control
machine operation) and other manufacturing (e.g., pipe welding;
machine operation, screw machine operation) or service (e.g., heating
and cooling, energy audit) occupations. Existing training courses at
local community colleges and on-the-job training positions were also
made available to participants.

The Evaluation Design and Analysis Sample

As noted; workers from the BASF and DANA automotive supply
plants were made eligible to receive program services during the first
phase of operations; In evaluating this first phase of the program, two
comparison plants were selected to provide a reference group for
measurement of program effects; These plants; the Lear-Siegler
Corporation and the Chrysler Huber Avenue Foundry; are located_
within the same labor market as the DANA and BASF plants and are
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otherwise very similar (eaxcept that they were not offered eligibility for
Downriver ERa services). All four plants closed permanently during
the summer of 1980 and had comparable layoff histories prior to
closure (see table 16-1). All four plants were suppliers to the automotive
industry and had similar work force sizes affected by the shutdown.
Finally. workers from these plants were, with one exception,* eligible
for the same iu,eome support benefits programs.

To provide data for this evaluation, a sample of one thousand laid-
off workers, evenly divided among the four plants, was selected and
interviewed. The samp7; was selected randomly from the plants' layoff
rosters; except that workers who retired or who had been on disability
for a year or moreprior to plant closure were excluded from the
sampling frame. Workers were intervie wed in the summer of 1982, an
average of two years after layoff; Most of the sampled workers (94
percent) were laid off between June 1979 and December 1980; Finally;
for those BASF' or DANA workers participating in the first phase of
the Downriver ERa program, information on program enrollment and
services received was gathered from the program's management
information system to supplement the survey data.

Although the literature on displaced workers indicates that
separate analyses of the reemployment process by sex is required, the
sample contained few females, Accordingly, a subsample of 769 white
and black males, who were laid off between June 1979 and December

178-0 and who had not moved from the Detroit area; was selected as the
primary analysis group (see table 16-2); The analysis sample had the
following general characteristics:

These displaced workers are, on average, forty years old;
Approximately 30 percent are black, and 60 percent have at
least a high school diploma or its equivalent.

'The Chrysler Foundry plant was eligible for Trade Readjustment Assistance (TRA), in
addition to the Supplemental Unemployment &nefiti and Unemployment Insurance (CI)
for which workers from the other plants were eligible. TRA regulations in force during
the time of the study provided for replacement of recipients' after-tax average weekly
earnings on the layoff job at a much higher rate -than the other programs; They also
permitted receipt of benefits for a bilk _period of fifty-two wixks, twice as long as the
base UI benefits period. In addition. IRA also offered subsidized training; primarily
through the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA). to these Chrysler
workers and allowed twenty-six additional weeks of benefits for those enrolling in
training. For these reasons; the analysis that follows was conducted with and without the
Chrysier Foundry included as a comparison plant.
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Table 161

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAM AND COMPARISON PLANTS

4111014.1r01101010111111101m1E1101MINMNIMNIIIIIMOINMII-0,

Characteristic

hogram Plants Comparison Plants

DANA BASF LeatSiegler
eftit"swassr. =ionommanirmwiliownIA=rofteg Onm*ftimmalevimanionionrmrsornmerm.

lAyoff Hi&tnry

Chrysler Foundry

Pievioin liyoffi in Nn previous layoff!. Previous layoff No preyious layoffs.

1978. Approximately histm. Approx.
450 laid off 11./79 irnately 300 laid

Remainder laid off off 8/79,
at closure.

Final Closure Date 6/80 6180 7180 7/80

Number Laid Off 1;106 716 677 585

Product Truck frames Auto.related Auto parts Auto kundry

Chemicals

Benefits

0

Number Interviewed

Unimplyment Unemployment Unemployment Unemployment

insurance (UI); Insurance ('it) Insurance; Insurance, Sup.

Swplementil Supplemental plementil Unem.

Unemployment Unemployment ployinent Beeefits;

Benefits (SUB) Benefits Trade Readjustment

Alliance (TRA)

310 199 271 222

ftwrommosprommiligaiiimuipmeolorrimpoiromismilinommorrom
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Chirscterktki

Tab 11184

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANALYSIS SAMPLE,

BY tRaGRAIRLIGIBLE AND COMMON GROUP STATUS

Co

ElIbk Group

Workers Workers

A

Cheractirktice

hogegm ComPulson

DOA Group

Workers Workers

Percent with Ail:

Lem thin 15

35.44

4544

VI end over

Percent Muried

Percent with Children

Percent Black

Percent with Years of Education:

Lets than 12

11

More than 12

3.2 45,6

23:6 25:3

20.0 15.6

24.2 13,5

68.0 55,0

52.0 52.4

30.9 48.2

For the yoff Job:

Mein hourly wage ate

Metn yew of experience

with the company

Ao.

Percent. with Occupation:

Criftsworkers

Operatives

Service workers/

lAórers

Whitet óar workenb

Percent with layoff dates:

41,0 45,6 1/79 throu0 12/79

40:0 38:5 1/80 through 3/80

18.9 15.8 4/80 Omagh 6/80

7/80 through 12/80

Percent with Yew of Wort(

Ezprrience:

Less thin 16 32.2 44;3

16 f030 32:0 35:6

More thin 30 35,8 10.1

$ 9.29 $ 8.74

14:3 9:5

27.5 35.4

50.5 50.3

4.9 10:7

8.0 3.6

29.1

5,4

49,6

15.9

28,6

19.8

13,8

37.8

Mein Unemployment *ifiti
Replacement Ritql (%) 50,0 76,0

temple Site 385 384

NOTE: The sample ii restricted to black and white male workers, laid oft from 6179 through 12/80, who completed the

_profrun's ipb seeking workiho_p,

Rumba. of yew working it tent ix months or mon ince age 16

ts Includes profecsionil and technical workers, managers, Wee and elided worken,

Slum of eitimitid unem_Ooyment compensation, supplernontory imemployment, Ind TRA biota* rived per

week divided by after.tu weekly euninp on the Wort jot' ,(times 100),
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These are experienced workers with an average of twenty-five
years of general work experience since age sixteen, and an
average of fourteen years with the company that laid them off.
They are mostly operatives and craftsworkers who earned over
nine dollars per hour on their layoff job. This $otnpares with a
1980 average manufacturing hourly wage rate 44 about seven
dollars.

The estimated unemployment benefits replacement rate (the
percent of after-tax earnings on the layoff job "replaced" by
unemployment compensation; supplementary unemployment
benefits; and TRA benefits) averaged 50 percent for program-
eligible workers, and 75 percent for comparison workers; This
difference is primarily due to the higher benefits paid to
Chrysler workers under the TRA program.-

PARTICIPATION IN THE DOWNRIVER ERA PROGRAM

A major issue/acing planners of displaced worker programs under
Title III of the JTPA is the proportion of eligible workers expected to
participate; A related issue is the number of participants expected to
require retraining to become reemployed; In examining participation of
eligible DANA and BASF workers during the first phase of program
operations, the following results stand out (see table 16-3):

During the first phase of the Downriver ERa program, demand
for reemployment services was high. Approximately 49 percent
of eligible workers actually participated. This high participation
rate may have been imiluenced by the involvement of plant
manpzement and union representatives in program outreach.

Former BASF employees were more likely to participate than
workers from the DANA plant. Younger workers, better
educated workers, and workers with less than thirty years of
employment experience also participated at higher rates than
their counterparts; Workers laid off before the Downriver ERa
program became operAtional were significantly less likely to
participate than those laid off after program start-up. White-
collar workers were much less likely to participate than
operatives, craftsworkers, or laborers;
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Table 16-3

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION RATES
BY PLANT AND WORKER CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic
PartIcipation

Rate Characteristic
Participation

Rate

All Workers 48.8 By Years of Work Experience:

By Plant: Utat than 16 59.7
16-30 52.0

BASF 58.0 30 and more 36.2
DANA 43.0

By Occupation of Layoff Job:
By Years of Age:

Craftsworkers 45.3
Less than 35 58.9 Operatives 52.8
35-14 51.7 Service workers/laborers 47.4
45-54 55-8 White-collar workers 30.0
55 and over 26.9

By Layoff Date:
By Race:

6/79 through 12179 42.9
Black 50.4 1/80 through 3/80 52.4
White 48.1 4/80 through 6/80 53.9

7/80 through 12/80 42.6
By Years of Education:

By Unemployment Benefits
Less than 12 43-0 Replacement Rate:
12 52.6
12 and over 53.4 33% - 43% (UI only) 51.0

44% - 53% (UI & SUB) 474

NOTE: The program participation rate is the number of participants (defined as cora-
pikihg the job-seeking skills workshop) in each group divided by the number
of program-eligible workers in the group (x 100). The sample is restricted to
program=iligible workers in the ti.nalys sample; N-385.

Of thoSe participants laid off after the program operations, most
enrolled betWeen thirteen and twenty:six weeks after layoff.
Average "waiting time between layoff and enrollment was
approximately four months. This suggests that the program
may have drawn in laid-off workers whose initial job search
efforts were unsuccessful.
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Fifty -seven percent of all participants received some form of
retraining (see table 164). Of those receiving training,
approximately a third _were enrolled in class -size programs
developed specifically by the_gownriver ERA_ program. Training
courses averaged eight months in length; -with the high -
technology programs running somewhat longer. Fifty percent of
those trained were enrolled in programs offered by local
educational institutions but not designed specifically for
participants, and the remaining one-fifth of the trainees
participated in on-the-job training programs.

Younger. better-educated workers and workers with fewer than
fifteen years' work experience were more apt to be trained than
their counterparts. Craftsworkers, presumably because they
already possessed skills in demand, were least likely to be
retrained.

PROGRAM EFFECTS ONTHE,REEMPLOYMECT OF
PARTICIPANTS IN THE DOWNRIVER ERA

This section presents estimates of the effects of the Downriver ERA
program on the reemployment of participating workers. First, the
measures used to characterize the reemployment process are described;
The approach used to estimating program effects follows; along with
the central- findings on the reemployment rate. Also discussed is how
program effects vary with the type of services received by participants;
(-using on the marginal impact of training over and above the impact

of job placement assistance. Finally, estimates of the program effects on
the employment rate from layoff to the survey interview are presented.

Describing the Reemployment Process

The primary objective of the Downriver ERa program is to
facilitate the transition of permanently laid-off workers from their old
jobs to new ones in an occupation, industry, or geographic area with a
more promising employment outlook. Table 16-5 presents
characteristics of this reemployment process for program-eligible and
comparison workers in the analysis sample.

Given that sampled workers were observed for a limited time after
layoff., the first and most important question to ask about this process is
how many workers have found another job during the observation
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Table 16-4

PROGRAM SERVICES RECEIVED---
-AND THE DURATION OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

Type of Service'

Percent of
Participants
Receiving

Avenge Wee as
Enrolled in the

Program

Average Weeks
Enrolled in

Program Training

All Seryices 100% 38.7

Job Search Services Only 43.4 33.1

Any Training 56.6 43M 32.5

High-technology
class-size programs b 5.9 54.5 47.8

Other class-size programs < 12.4 45.6 28.0

Existing programs
offered through
local educationil
institutions d 28.6 40.5 29.9

On-the-job
train;ng 9.7 40.0 36.6

NOTE: The sample is restricted to program participants: N-185.

As recorded in the program management information system.

bIncludes electronics technician anc numerical control operator courses
developed specifically for program participants.

e Includes pipe welder, machine operator, energy auditor, heating and cooling
operator. and screw machine operator courses developed specifically for
program participants.

dExisting programs that were not designed specifically for program
participants , but that were attended by participants and paid for by Down
river ERa program funds.

period. The first row of table 16-5 shows this reemployment rate, the
pe cent of workers in the sample ever reemployed from layoff to
interview date.
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Table 164

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REEMPLOYMENT
PROCESS FOR PROGRAMELIGIBLE AND COMPARISON WORKERS

Characteristic

Program-
_digavk
Workess

Comparison
Workati

Reemployment Ratea 64.2% 49.2%

Mean Employment Rate from Layoff
to Interview Date (%)b 32.4% 22.1%

Occupation o f t he First PostlayoffJoL

White-collar worker 15.3% 12.0%
Craftsworkers 27.7 38.0
Operative 34.3 26.1
Service worker/laborer 22.7 23.9

5The reemployment rate is the percent of workers ever employed &Om layoff to
interview date. The sample died to calculate the reemployment rate, the employ-
ment rate; and average weekly earnings from layoff to interview includes 385
program-eligible and 384 comparison workers.

bThe employment rate equals weeks employed from layoff to interview (including
zero for workers never reemployed) divided by total weeks in the period.

Although an average of two years elapsed between the layoff and
interview dates .during_ the summer of 1982, only half of the workers
from the comparison _plants had found another job during this peribd.
This result is particularly striking; given the demographic and labor
market characteristics of the analysis sample. Middle-age males with
families and a long history of work experience usually have strong
attachments to the labor force; ruling out labor force withdrawal as the
primary explanation for this low reemployment rate; Note also that
program-eligible workers have a significantly higher reemployment
rate of 64 percent. This is initial. but weak evidence of a program
impact on reemployment; weak because no adjustments have been made
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for other factors (such as age differences_between the two groups) that
could be confounded v.-ith the program effect.

-The employment rate from layoff to interview; which equals the
percent of weeks employed during the postlayoff period; is a more
comprehensive measure of time spent at work: In addition to reflecting
the reemployment rate, it also depi:!nds on the time it takes reemployed
workers to find their first postlayoff job and on the stability of
employment from that point -to the interview date. Because half of the
eligible and comparison workers in the sample never find a job during
the observation period, employment rates are low. As with the
reemployment rate there is initial evidence of a positive program effect.

As would be expected with structural unemployment, there is a
substantial change_in the occupational distribution from the layoff to
the reemployment jobs. On the layoff job, about 60 percent of

theworkers in the sample_were em_ployed as operatives. Among the
reemployed workers; the size of the operatives category drops to_30
percent, There is a corresponding increase in the percent of workers
reemployed in the white-collar and service worker/laborer occupations.
The percent of cmiftsworkers stays approximately constant through the
transition from layoff to reemployment.,

Measuring Program Effects on Reemployment Rates

The central problem in measuring the effects of a particular
program on the behavior of participants is the choice of a comparison
group. The comparison group provides an estimate of the behavior of
participants in the absence of the program. Therefore, the comparison
group should be; on average; like the participants in all respects except
that the comparison group members did not participate in the program.
In a study without random assignment, sv'h as the one reported here;
differences between the participant and coidparison groups that are
unrelated to the program treatment (but that affect the outcome
variables) must be controlled for in measuring program effects:

The differences between participant and comparison groups,
however, may not be measurable. For example, suppose that
participants in the Downriver ERa program are more eager to find
another job, on average, than nonparticipants from the program =
eligible plants.lin fact, this is one reason why they may paticipate in
the program.) This different motivation will affect a worker's
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probability of reemployment through more extensive job search and
extra effort devoted to the training programs: If in controlling for
measurable differences between the participants and comparison group
members, the study does not also capture the difference in motivation,
then estimates of the program's effect on reemployment will be biased
upwards.

Ur.measurable differences between participant and comparison
groups may also caused bY the process used to assign participants to
7)rogram services. If the most effective services are reserved for the
"be4" participants, such as those who are the most motivated in the job
search workshops, estimates of treatment effects will again be biased
upwards: Although statistical methods are available for modelling these
unmeasured differences, the results obtained are generally sensitive to
the assumptions used in constructing the models.*

This study takes an indirect approach to controlling for
unmeasured differences between participants and comparison group
member:, in as-sessing.program effects on the various outcome
measures. The reemployment rate may serve as an example; Using
various methods (described later) to control for measured differences,
the study compared the reemployment rate for program-eligible and
comparison group members. This provides an estimate of the average
program effect on program-eligible workers. Assuming tita.t the
program had no effect on eiigible workers who did not participate in
the program, the program eftect on all eligible workers equals the
program effect on participants times the participation rate. This result
has a simple interpretation. It states that the impact of a program on
the population eligible to receive its services is a function of the number
of eligible persons who decide U3 participate and the average impact of
the program on those ra7ticiriants, Given this relationship; the effect of
the Downriver ERa program on the reemployment rate of its
participants may be obtained by dividing the effect on eligible workers
by the participation rate."

Farkas and Stromsdorfer 11980) offer a gooc_collection of recent articles dealing with
the statistical problems of unmeasured Niartables In a variety of policy. areas.

"If 7. represents the program effect aryl the subscript.s p. np, and e represent the
participants. nonparticipant.. and eligiL;_e::_ respectively. then the program effect on

w..orkers is a weighted aserage of the effect on part;cipants and nonparticipantsi.
2

e
I_-2_p P+2 1P)

N here P is the pri,Kram participation rate. Assuming that there is no effect on
nonparticipants, the program effect, on partiCipViCit is 2p 7../P
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Note that this approach avoids the problem of unmeasured
differences between rtiri ispa pan. and ecthraton groups. The program
effect estimate is obtained by comparing program-eligible and
comparison workers. Both groups have members who either
participates; or would have if given the opportunity. They liko ttntaitl
Workers who thwe not to participate or would not have participa.ed if
they had been eligible.

The assumptiOn of a zero program effect for nonparticipants is not
an innocuous one, but it seems reasonable for this application. First; the
Downriver ERA program WAS small, relative to the size of the labor
market in which it operated. The Detroit labor market, w-hith contains
the Downriver area; had an average of 1.7 -million workers on payrolls
in 1980. The first phase of the Downriver ERA program was made
available to approximately 1500 laid-off workers diking its operating
period. Even in the loose labor market that characteiiied Deetroit in
1980, the Downriver participant group was probiblY small in
comparison to job vacancies in the area Second; a program may affect
nonparticipants if participants monopolize the wring subaidized
employment servicessvch as training opportunitim in the local sea.
But the Downriver ERa program_paid for the training of prograth
participants out of its dernotiStration funds, rather than placing
participants into its existing CETA Pre-grains. Therefore, the
Downriver ERa program most likely increased the amount of training
in the area, leaving the subsidiied opportunities for nonparticipants
unchanged.

In estimating the prograin'S effect on the reemployment rate of
program-eligible workers; it is important, of course, to control for
variables that affect the probibilitY of reemployment and that differ
between the program-eligible and comparison groups. Job search
theory suggests a possible list of these variables. The theory riostulates
that unempleyed workers set a reservation wage and -search until they
find a Wage Offer that exceeds the reservation wage. The reSerVitiati
wake is set by comparing the marginal gains from additional Search,

Unemployment rates for the Detroit labor market averaged 13.1 percent in 1980: 1 .9

percent in 1981. and 15.7 percent in the firsthalf of 1982: This compares with national
unemployment rates of 7.1. 7.6. and 9:1 percent. respectively.

*Many IYownrii3Or ERs participants may indeed have been ineligible for CETA iferVitet

bittaue of that program's restrictions on earned income and 'stem

There points also argue against the possibility of Progrsm effects on members of the
comparison group.
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the probal-ility of getting a yet higher wage offer times the increase in
earnings, with the costs of additional search; including out-of-pocket
costs and foregone earnings. Although an explicit model of the job
search process cannot be estimated here. included as control variables
are worker characteristics that are thought to determine the
reservation wage and the offer wage. In particular, age, marital status,
the presence of chit lren at home, and the unemployment benefits
replacement rate are included in the reemployment model as
determinants of an individual's reservation wage. The first three factors
will affect the utility of foregone earnings: the final factor will affect
the net size of those earning& As determinants of the potential wage
offer, general work experience; years of formal edtiCaticm; tr-ITUrc 01-1 the
layoff job, and a dichotomous sariable for bEing black are included.*
The are key variables in a human capital explanation of wage rates;

In addition to variables suggested by search theory. the study
included the numb- -r of ,A,-ef Is from layoff to interview as an
es: planatory variable in th? reemployment model. Reemployment rates
after a layoff are a functit,n of time in general, the longer an
individual's labor market lit'havior titter layoff is observed. the more
likely It is that he or she will agair. employed. Workers in the sample
were laid off front the summer of through the end of 1980; but
they were all interviewed within a twci-month )7.,eriod during the
summer of 1982; Thus, the study observed workers for different periods
of time after layoff and as required to control for this factor in a
model of reemployment rtes"

There is one further consideration in specifying the model used to
estimate program effects on the reemployment rate. The Chrysler
Foundry comparison plant is unlike any of the other plants in the study
because its workers were eligibie for Trade Readjustment Assistance
upon layoff. As has been shown, one of the effects of TRA eligibility is
to increase the unemployment benefits replacement rate substantially
for Chrysler Foundry workers. Differences in the replacement rate

The W Wk. rate on the- layoff job is also a candidate for predicting an individual's
potential wage offer. When included with the other variables in the reemployment model.
its sign w ss positive. as expected; but never statistically significant.

"There are two alternative approaches. The study could have trutie.ated the observation
oleriod at the minim-urn for the sample, but that would have thrown away up to a year's
worth of labor market history. A better approach, to be pursued in future research, is to
estimate a waiting time niidel of the reemployment process. Such a model would
explicitly recognize the time dependence of the reemployment rates and; therefore _could
be used to show the program effects on reemployment at different times after layoff.
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alone are not sufficient to questior: the inclusion of Chrysler as a
comparison plant_because the replacement raw is included in the
model. But these TRA recipients were able to collect benefits for a
minimum of fifty-two weekstwice as long as the b Ise unemployment
insurance benefits periodand were aLso given the opportunity to enroll
in subsidized training programs. for which they could receive an
additional twenty-six weeks of benefits. For this reason most moc_elS in
this chapter are estimated with and without the Chrysler Foundry
plant in the sample. Finally. a constant and a dichotomous variable
;equal to one if a worker was from a program-eligible plant and equal
to zero otherwise) were added to the list of control variables, and the

their, estirr_nt.A. CoeffipiAntc anti tstatictipc annpar
in table Al of the appendix.* The appendix table reports estimates
including and excluding the Chrysler Foundry plant from the
comparison sample.

How may we be sure that all the appropriate control 1.ariables have
been included in the model so that the coefficient of the program7
eligible variable r.,:-.preserrs an unbiasel e:timate of the prpgram's
effec..1 on reemployment? There is no direct Lest of this hypothesis, but
an indirect cheek was performed, The same model was estimated with
a different dependent variable; reemployed f om layoff to the date of
program start-up or not; results are shown in table A2 in the appendix;
Aside f7oni potential announcement effects, it is unlikely that the
program affected reemployment rates before it began opera/it:4n. A
properly specified model should, therefore, show no difference between
the reemployment rates of program-eligible anc: comparison workers
during the preprogram pericid. Using both comparison pla-ts, the study
found a small difference in reemploym..nt rates that is ne* ,ignif:cantly
different from zero:
*Given the large difference it unemployment hit-nit-fits available to Chry_sler workers iivie
cornpared_witt: the rest of the sample, ere results could be sensitive to the specification of
the benefi v.,riable. To test this; the study reestirnated the reemployment rate.
employment rate, and average earnings m6dels. subStituting prelzyoff earnings and the
level of benef.....s Iiieljutied for the tax effect) for the replacement rate. It also _substituted
plant dummy variables for the constant and problem-eligible variable. allbwing a
separate intercept for each plant. In general, tt.e estimated effects with Chrysler in the
sample were sensitive to these changes. The est:mated effects using Lear7Slegler as the '
comp_ar'son were nt,t rensitive. Because there are no theoretical grounds to prefer one
specification over the other. the form reported here gives the median estimate for the two-
plant comparison group.

Because the dependent variable, employed from Isy_oft to interview or not. is
dich-otomous. the model was estimated by maximum likelihood whniques. Probit
coefficients are; however; difficult _to interpret directly, fix4 the coefficients from the
comparable linear probahility rziodel 1OLS) have also been prev.nted.
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Additional confidence in the reemployment model may be deriV.-ed
from the fact that most of the estimated coefficients are
precisely and have the signs found in previous reduced-form models of
the job search process (e.g.. see Cm-son and Nicholson 1981; Neumann
1978). The signs also have plausible job search theory interpretations;
ar!though the interpretations may not be unique.' For example, being
Married or having children at home should increise the "costs" of being
unernplcij;ed. reduce the reservation wage, and increase the probability
of remploynient. aS the study found. A higher unemployment benefits
replacement rate. on the other hand. reduces the foregone earnings of
being- unemploye,i. and therefore; the probability of reemplOyMent. A
10 pereentze tvzint increase in the unemployment liTnefits replacement
rate is estimated to reduce the reemployment rate by approiimately 3
percentage points. all other factors held constant"

Age. years of general work experience; and years on the layliff job.
although highly correlated. are each estimated precim.iy. Older workerS

less likely to be svemployed. Other results not prese-i,:ted in the
appendix suggest that this may primarily be tfue to the retirement of

owr_age fifty-five. General work experience increases the
probability of reemployment. which is consistent with the expectation
that experience raises the potential offer wage rate. Tenure on the
layoff job; however. is negatively related to reemployment. A pee-tentia:
explanation here is That; 'holding constant_ total work experiene. a
greater number of yez, ri With the layoff firm indicate.; a higho-
proport ion of firm specific human capital and therefore, a ii;M:0"

wage offer from at firm;

The coefficients on the racial and education variables alSo have a
plausible wage offer interpretation; IL controlling for other factors;
blacks receive lower wage offers. as is consistent with the literature on
discrimination, they should experience lower reemployment rates.
Blacks are estimated to be less likely to find employment after being
laid Off. but the size of the effect, about 20 percent, suggests that more
than Wiq.--re raw discrimination is at work. Finally. years of education;

should increase the potential wave offer. increa. se the probability
of reemployment.
'Some %..r:a!)les in the reemployment rnialel..such as race. may affed. kith the
reser%ati. A ,Lge and the wage Offee. If the ilructoral coefficients relating rare to the

v -age offer and reser% at ion %age arc of op_ixjsite signs. the coefficient on race in the
reduced-form n. del earalot he determined from theory.

"See liamermesh (19. I fur a survt.y discussion of the effect?, of CI ori the duration iif
u nemido% merit
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Table 16-6 presents the estimated program effects on the
reemployment rates of program-eligible and participating workers. The
line for program-eligible workers in the first panel; Where the -
comparion group includes both Unr-Siegler and the Chrysler Foundry
plants. shows that the actual reemployment rate is just the sample
mean, .A.2 percent as shown in table 16-5. The estimated
reemployment rate lithe absence of the program. 57.4 r*rcent; is a
predicuon generated from the reemployment model, using the average
characteristics of program-eligible workers as values for the control
variables and setting the_program-eligible variable to zero.* In essence,
the study took the reemployment rate for the comparison group.

it tt refleet the differences in Observed charatteristies between
comparison and program-eligible workers; and used the result as the
estimated reemployment rate for program-eligible workers in the
absence of the program: The program effect; percentage points; is
the difference between the actual and estimated rates It is Fignificantly
different from zero at the 10 percent level flir a two-tailed test.

As previously noted, the program effect ,on eligible Workers is
assumed to_ be a function of the program participation rate and the
program effect on participants. Thus, the average- program effect on
participants; 13,9 percentage points, equals the effect on program=
eligibles divided by the program participation rate. 0.488. The
estimated program effect is larger when the comparison is made with
only the Lear-Siegler plant; the second panel of table 16-6 f...hov.-5 an
estimated program effect of 21.5 percentage points; making this
comparison. Using both comparison groups, then, the study shows that
the Dorriver ERa program has had a relatively large effect on the
reemployment rate of program participants, raising the rate from an
estimated level of 50 to 60 percent in the absence of the program to 72
percent with the program.

Effects on Reemploymeni .-fates oy Type of Program Service

As previiosly described; all participants in the Downriver ERa
program enrolled in a short job-seeking skills workshop and could
subsequently make use of the placement services offered by the
program. In-addition, approximately half of the program participants
also enrolled in classroom or on-the-job training. It is therefore

Itocause probit models are nonlinear; an estimated reembloyment prckbabiii4e in the
absenor of the program was generated for each priAerant-eligibki worker, and the
prohabilitie3 A ere averaged across the sample.
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Tib le 16-

PROGRAM EFFECTS ON REEMPLOYMENT RATES

Entininteti
Reemployment

Actual Rate in the
Type of At Wyk-a Reemployment Allietn:* of Program

Rate the Program Effect

Using Ley-Siegler and
Chrysler Foundry as
Comparison Plants:

Program-eligible workers 64 2 57:4 6;8

Program participants 72:1 58:2 13.9

Using Lear-&egier 8,21
the Coinparison it

Program-eligible workers 64.2 53.7 10,5

Program participants 72.1 50.6 21.5

NOTE: A probit model of reemployment was estimated with program-eligible/
companion swiss and worker chararterntacs as righl-handside variable,.
Coefficients and_tatatistics are reported in table A 1 of the appendix: The
program effect for eligible workers la the difference bltween the average
predicted probability of reeenglovment; ituumbi pr Gums- eat 151 t and
comparison statoses, using the thicarteristies of participants to make
the prediction. The peograrn effect r n VarticipanU equa i the program effect
on eligible wcIkers divi6ed by the program participation rate.

sAsteriska incite' ate that the program effect is statistically significant at th4 5 percent
( ) or 10 percent () levels (two-tailed test):
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important to estimate the marginal effects of training over and aboVe
job search for at least two reasons. First; training has been a common
preseription for reducing 4*._-:tural unemployment for over two
decade S. But the effectivenes.s of training in increasing employment has
been shown in the_literatiire to vary widely, dep-endingupom the type of
training offered, the characteristics of the trainees. and the structure
and management of the training program. The question is whether
training works in the particular context Of the Downriver situation.
Second; training is substantially more expensive to provide than job
search and placement a_ssistance. During the first phase of DOwnriver
ERa operations, average training costs per trainee_ (,L7(X)) were more
than twice the average costs of job search assistance ($628). Training
should. therefore. produce benefits such that the rate of return to
training is equal to or greater than that of job search aistance or
other program strategies if it is to be a viable alternative to aid
displaced wo, Aers.

Tne first question to ask in on,jdering the impact of Downriver
ERa proA,rrarri training is whether participants as a group received
more training than they would have without the program. if retraining
has any beneficial effects on the reemPlaYihent of displaced workers,
the Dowr.rhr ERs. program could have had an effect simply by
increasing afTess to valuable training opportunities..

Table 16-7. which displays the percent of participants; program-
eugible workers. and -cOMParisSiiiii workers enrolled in training or
ed uca Pon pri4;Tarri:.; after layoff. helps to answer this question. The last
row of the table shows enrollment rates of 28 percent for program-
eligible workers and 24 percent for the comparison group. This 4-
percentage -point gross program effect on the enrollment of program
eligible workers increases to between 10 and 12 percentage points when
controlled for differences between program-eligible and comparison
workers in demographic an labor market Characteristics.° Most of the
increase results from controll ng for the effeCt Of TRA in the Chrysler
Fiat:ndry plant, as this program offeredand actively encouraged-7-

*Thr ,!'t probit model', of traini,ntenrollment after layoff, using the
folio% ing right handside age: tnartal status: presence of

h: education: work i-xpi.rience; layoff joh tenure; unempioyment benefits
fvplacerrierit rate: and I,eupat bon Of the layoff job. Widelsi were estimated waith and

the I 'hslcr 1.hori, plant it the comparison group. The estimated coefficients
re rciioned in table A3 of the appendix.
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Table 16-7

ENROLLMENT IN TRAINING AND
GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS AFTER LAYOFF

BY TYPE OF PROGRAM

Type of Program
Procram

Participants

xn
Pitigraiii=0411)1e

Workers
Com_parison

Workers

Percent Enroll.s-d in:

OJT programs 4.3 3.0 1.8

Vocatio:ae.1/xechnical
program;

25.0 13.0 7.8

Business school 1.0 0.4 0L5

High school; GED;
education

1.1 1.0 6;8

Community or junior
college 14.9 8.0 6.5

College or graduate/
professional schoel 1.6 1.0 0;8

Other 2.6 2.0 0.8

Percent Enrolled in Any
Training/Education Programa 47.9 28.0 23.9

NOTE: Enrollment is self-reported from the interview;

1_1This is_le_ss than Me sum of the percentages by category >re:cause of !II ultip;,,,2 enrollments
for individual workers.
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subsidiied_training.. When the effect on the training enrollment of
program-eligible Workers is converted to a participant effect by
dividing by the participation rki.tk. participants are found to be
approximately 20 percentage points more likely to enroll in training
than they would have been in the absence of the_progt.a.M. Therefore,_it

do appear that the Downriver ERa program significantly increased
participants' access to training;

There are also differences between participants, program-eligible
workers as a group; and comparison workers in the type of- training
pursued. Downriver ERa training programs were mostly classroom
program., in specific vocational programsor technical areasand_these prograS

primarily run by -local community colleges. This is the_ reason for
the large proportions of program participants who indicated enrollment
in eithei. community college or vocational/technical programs; the
Downriver ERa program was not listed as type-of-training option in the
survey instrument_In_contrast, a relatively large fraction of comparison
workers were enrolled in general education programs, such as adult
education or high sehOol degree equivalency programs. Thus, the
Downrir ERa program not only trained more participants than

have occurred in the absenee of tlit program, but -this training
was also more likely to be in vocational/technical areas. The remainder
of this section provides a preliminary assessment of the perforthante of
these first-phase training programs in reemploying participants.

When comparing the relative impacts of training and job search
as-sistane on reemployment rates, it is important to keep in mind the
time frame for Whidi reemployment rates are calculated: Cons:der the
reemployment rates for participants at different points after the date
they enroll in the program. Initially, the_reempluyttient rates for
participants engaged in training should be lower than these of
participants who are exclusiVelY involved in job search, because
trainees spend their time studying; not However, after the
training period, th2 reemployment rates of trainees should begin to rise

Under Trade Readjuitnient Act regulations in force during the study period, workers
not immediately able to obtain -Suitable employment and whose reemployment could be
improve -d thereby, might be selectki or referred co training by the state employment
service ii..44ohi'6re for disbursing TRA_poments._ Training could Include either on.the-

job or vocatiotmLtraining, with the prekrrkl mining offered without cost

through the [;ETA program. If suitable training could be provided in this manner.
the employment service was authorized to reimburse the agency or prime sponsor
identjfied to provide thii training, so long as the -training was approved by the state

Viicatiu(W education agency as meeting the standards of adequacy required by the

applicable law.
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if the training i. effective, Obviously; it_would not be appropriate to
evaluate the relative effect of training during the period in which
participants are still involved with their studies; as some time mu_st be
allowed to determine whether trainees can; in fact; find jobs. At the
same time, it is important to recognize that training does impose a time
cost on participants that may be measured by their foregone earnings
and included in any cost benefit caleula;ion:

Table 16.8 illustrates the time pattern of these reemployment rates.
Reemployment rates have been calculated by the number of months
from program enrollment. separatelly for participants enrolled in
training and those on receiving job search assistance_ firm the
program:* Reemployment rates for participants in training are lower
than those for job-search-only participants through the first six months
of program enrollment; which it roughly consistent with the fact that
pownriver ERa training programs average eight months in length.
After that period, the reemployment rates for trainees are higher;
er'img with a 9 percent difference in the twelfth month after program
ernollICTIt. The differences are suggestive only. Because of the sample
sizes, the standard errors are too large to draw statistically significant
conclusions.

Moreover; these results have not been adjusted for the confounding
effects of differences in average characteristics between the
participants receiving training services and those receiving only job
search assistance. It is likely that these two groups will have different
characteristics because, as noted earlier, the operators of the Downriver
ERa program s,,,lectedparticipants for training according t, some
relatively well-defined guidelines. In particular, participants were
selected for training if the_ program_operators decided that they Both
needed the training to find a new job and that they had the abilities
required to benefit from the training.

'These data are time censored: that k ;i&Irt itipants are observed for less than
tweIN r months after program enollint and, a. ;hat time; :;,-,re still not employed.
Remo tng these observations from the. woulld_bias the reemployment rates
upward: but, at the same time, an o,ervation camot provide any information about
reemploy wnt rates beyond the points of rensoringf;To deal_with this problem, the
reemployment rates are computed in w 'fr;:unework. For case*, period, the number
of workers a: risk of being unemployed.z.::_ficliermined and into the number of
workers finding employment in the period. This is an estimate of the probability of
reemployment in that period. given that a person has not yet found employment. ht. The
reemploymPnt rate through period T is calculated as s

1 t
t = 1
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Table 16.8

REEMPLOYMENT RATES BY MONTHS
FROM PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

Participants
Enrolled in

Months from Classroom
Program Enrollment Training

Participants
Enrolled in
Job Search

Only

Difference
. in Reemplyay.

rnent Rates

4.5 6.1 -1.6
(2.5) a (2.9)

7.5 12.1 -4;6
(3.2) GS 9;

3 13.4 19.7 43.3
(4.0) (4.7)

20.9 24.2 -3:3
(4.7) (5.1)

31.3 28.8 2.5
(5.:;; (5.4)

33::' -0.5
(5.7)

40.3 37:9 2.4
(5.6) (5.8)

P 49.3 42.4 6:9
(5.6) (5.9)

9 52.2 47:0 5.2
(5.9) (5.9)

10 53.6 48.5 5.1
(5.8) (6.1)

11 56.5 50.0 6.
(5:7) (6.1)

12 59.3 50;0 9.3
(5.6) (6.2)

NOTE: The sam_ple includee pnograrn_participanti, enrolled in job 'search only or
classroom training; who were not reemployed before program enrnilinent.
There are sixty-six job searchand sixty-seven classroom training observations.
To adjust for the censoring of the observation- period; -these reemploymealL
rates are estimated from the period-b_r-period conditional probabilities of
reerApiriiymi-ii in a life table framework:

Standard ers9rs tne reemployment rate are in parentheses.
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Table 16-9 summarizes the findings about the marginal effectS of
training I m reemployment rates. The_first column shows actual
reemployment rates for participants by the type of progry service
received; The second column displays the difference between
reemployment rates for trainees and participants who only received job
search and placement assistance; this is the unadjusted marginal effect
of training on reemployment rates, Note that the reemployment rates in
table 16-9 are higher than those in table 164. This is because the rates
in table 16-9 are measured over the entire period from layoff to
interview, which makes them comparable to the rates in table 16-6,
rather than only until twelve months after program enroilmert. But the
results about the marginal impact of training in l)oth tables are the
same -trainees are 9 percent more likely to be reemp)oyed than job-
seareh-only participants.

The marginal effect of training is cut in half when the data are
adjusted for differmees atneing the participants: These results are
displayed in the du/1i column of table 16-9: To obtain these adjus.i.,,d
results, the sturdy estimated a reemployment model for the parti-
only. Right-hand-side variables included all the control. variable...:_:
earlier, dichotornc, iiriables indicating enrollment in the various
types of training, and variables representing the occupation of,the
layoff job. Title occupation variables were added to control further for
the effects of differences in marketable skills between those
participants who did_and did not receive training. For this reason, the
variables were specified at a detailed level; distinguishing assemblers
from machine operators; for example; in the general class of operatives.
As there are no good measures of ability to benefit from training; it is
not possible to assert that this model adequately controls for bias
introduced by the assignment of treatments: Furthermore; there may
be unmeasured characteristics of the participants that differ between
training and nontraining groups, such as motivIttion.* Because of these
cav(ats, the adjusted estimates of marginal qfects on
recmployment must be treated as prdiminary and interpreted with
caution.

'The study estitt:_ated several instrumental variables models treating the training
ariables as endogenous; and the resulting estimates of themargi al training effects were
coy unstable. This is not surprising. `1...scause it is very difficult to define instruments that
are correlattd with the propensity tc train but not with the probability_of reemployment.
This iLfficultv is compounded by the propensity of Downriver ERa staff to assign
participants to program services bard on their relative employability: in addition;
because of the uniquenesn of the unemploym4.::. voblem being. audited. a fixed-effects
approach to dealing %. ith unmea.sured heter,-c -:ivity is not feasible.
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Table 16-9

REEMPLOYMENT RATES OF PARTICIPANTS,
131' TYPE OF PROGRAM SERVICE

Program Service

Marginal Effect of Training
on Reemployment Rates:

Actual
Reem_ployment

Rate Unadjusted Adjusted b

Job Search and Placement
Assistance Only 67.1

Any Training Program 73.9 9.0 43

Iligh -technology
class-site programs 50.0 -17.1 -18.9

Ocher class-size
programs 80.0 12.9 11.0

Existing programs
offered through
local educational
institutions 73.9 6.8 7.2

On-the-job
training r 81.3 26.7 1 :9

This is the difference between training and jobsearch-orily reemployment rates:

bA_PrObit model of reemployment with variables indicating the type of servi,
received was estimated for participants only Reemployment rates by service
predicted; using the average characteristics of participants.

'On-the-job rrainin,g recipients are reemployed if they held a job lifter exit from the
program;

Na only is the size of the- marginal training effect reduced; but the
effect is not statistically significant in the adjusted results; This may be
a problem resulting frOM the small !ample size; only 165 participants
were available to estimate the reemployment model. There are
however, some interesting differences in the estimated effects by type of

training. The high-technology class-size programs in nurr control

machine operation and electronics; for example, appear to be less
effective than job search assistance only. This result may reflect
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operational problems encountered with one of these courses; which was
run by a proprietary institution under contract to the Doriver t.Ra
program. Other class-size programs designed specifically for the
program seem to have worked better; Participants enrolled in existing
training programs at local edicational institutions also had higher
reemployment rates than job-search-orny participants. Finally, the
reemployment rate for Participants in on-the-job training (OJT),
measured by only counting as reemployed those individuals who_were
emplyed -after their OJT contracts had ended, is_not significantly
different from the job-search-only group in the_adjusted results. This is
consistent with anecdotal evidence that on-the-job training was reserved
for participants who hau neither marketable skills nor an ability to
benefit from classroom training programs.

in summary; although the Downriver ERa program had a large
and istically significant effect in increasing the amount of trainin.g
recei-,,J by participants. trainees as a group were not reemployed at a
significantly higher rate than those participants who jtr.;,,'_ received job
search and placement assistance. This finding does not necessarily
imply that training is not a cost-effective option for assisting the
reemployment of displaced workers served by this program. Such a
finding may-be due to several measurement problems. Fiat; and most
importanti if the most "needy" participants were assigned to training
but the study has not completely controlled for this factor; the
estimated training tffect c i be :.onfounded with a worker'Li potential
labor market success in the absence of the proram: Second; though
statistically insignificant in this small sample, the size of the estimated
marginal effects of some training programs suggest that they may have
been effective.

Third. the study may he_understating the ultimate effect of
training if trainees are not observed for a sufficient length of time after
they complete their courses. Trainees have to search for a job that uses
their new skills. At first glance; it does not seem that this is a serious
problem for this study. Most participants enrolled in the Dowririver
program during the third quarter of 1989; and trainees spent an
average of eight months in training: Sind the partic pants were
interviewed during the summer of 1982; this gives at. average of twelve
months to obwre trainees after they exit their programs. However, the
labor market in the Detroit -area was one of the most depreswd in the
nation during this period and, therefore, job finding may have been
difficult, -Narticlarly for entry-level positions. In addition, Evownrivt
program staff believe they have been "ahead of the market" in
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deVeliiiiiiig_some of their_ classroom programs; although demand for
certain Skills was in evidence, the volume of this demand developed
more slowly than anticipated. Ft ittno- work on the patterns of
reemplunient rates over time (or trainees and nontrainees may
determine whether the relative reernployment rates for trainees had
tat,ilinfti at the interview or were still growing.

Program Effects on the Emillii,vment Rate
from Layoff to Interview

Program effects on reemployment rates; though important, do not
completely describe the impact of the Downriver ERa program on the_
labor market success of participants. The employment rate from layoff
to interviewweeks employed divided by weeks in the p:.:riodis a
more compreheri:t;:ve measure of time at work. In addition to reflecting
whether an individual was reemployed, the employment rate varies
with the number of weeks from layoff to the flea postlayoff job and
with the stability of _postlayoff employment_ through the interview date.
For example, even though the program had a positive effect on
reemployment h..tes, it could have no effect on_the employment rate
from layoff to interview if participants took a long time to find that
firSt postlayoff job and, having found it, stayed on that job for only a
few weekS.

The approach used for measuring program effects on the
employment rate is similar to that used in measuring the reemployment
rate effects. First, models were fitted to obtain the program effects on
eligible workers; holding constant WOekee characteristics.* Then;
program effects onparticipants were calculated by dividing the
program effect on eligibles the program participation raw.

Using either comparison group, as shown in table 16-10; the

Downriver program is estimated to Piave had a statistically
significant (11 percentage point) effect. Ir. this ease, the coefficient on
the program-eligible variable in the regression model measures both
the program effect and the effect of differences in unmeasured

'10 addition to the variables in the reemployment rate model. the study included
dichotomous variables for the layoff occupations of craftsworker white-collar worker. and

service Workerilaborer._Although these yariable: *ere not significant in the
reemployment rate rnOdel,theStLtly did fine that holding constant the other included
Worker characteristics. craftsworkers have a higher employment rate front layoff to
interview than operatives (the retidial tttetory)-. All models were estimated by oroinary
leait squares. with and without the Chrysler Foundry plant in the sample.
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Table 1640

PROGRAM EFFECTS ON_TRE EMPLOYMENT RATE
FROM LAYOFF TO INTERVIEW

Type of Analysis

Actual Mean
Employment

Rite (90

-EdiflUted Mean
Em_ployment Rate

in the Absence
of the Program

Program
Effect

Using Lear-Siegler and
Chrysler Foundry as
Co..,parison Plants:

Program-eigible workers 32.4 27.1 5.3
Program participants 32.9 22;1 10.6'

Nonparticipating
eligible workers 32.0

Using Lear-Siegler as_
rho Comparison Nant:

Program-eligible workers 32.4 26.7 5.7'

Program participants 32.9 21.3 11.6'

Nonparticipating
eligible workers 32.0 32-.0

NOTE: The employment rate equals weeks employed from layoff to interview
divided by total weeks in the period.

aRegression models were used to estimate program effects on eligible workers. Co-
efficients and t-statistics are reported la_ table A4 of the appendix. AssumingLao
program effkt on nonparticipating, OlgilAe wcwkers, the program effect on partici-
pants equals the program effect on eligibles divided by the program participation rate.
luteris- indicate that the program effect is statistically significant at the 5 percent
) or 10 percent () ',vela (two-Wed Oat).

characteristics on the outcome variable. Therefore. the results in this
section must be interpreted with cautiom
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has presented strong evidence that the first phase of
the Downriver ERa program had a relatively large effect on the
reemployment rate of participating displaced workers. The study
attempted to determine the relative effects of retraining and job search
,ssistance on reemployment; but small sample siz_rs and specification
prcblerns preclude firm conclusions in this area. Turning to other
measures of labor market activity; large positive program effects were
found on the employment rate from layoff to interview;

Finally. it is important to place the results in their larger
context. The conclusions drawn here apply only to the Downriver ERa
program. Generalizations from these specific findings to new_directions
in public policy must_be made with care. All the results are dependent
in some measure on the environment in which the program operated
and the way in which it was managed.
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Table Al

MODELS OF REEMPLOYMENT FROM
LAYOFF TO INTERVIEW

Variable

Using LeavSiegler and
Chrysler Foundry as

arition Punta:
Using Lear-SieglAr u

Ithe Comparison Plant

OLS Probit OLS Probit

CV r-Stant

Program Eligible

1.03
(5.36)a

.069

1.97
(3.06)

:222

_.942
(4

1.67
(2;36)

.336
(1.Att) (1.89) (1.89) (2.49)

Age in Wars -.025 _-.092 _-.025 -.087
(5.83) (5.67) (5:02) (4.83)

Black r7 i;.2:i4 _-: 700 -. 205 -. 623

(657) (6.19) (5:00) (4.82)

Not Married -.111 -.095 -.296
(2.56) (2.42) (1:86) (1.77)

lids Children .008 :010 .006 -.002
(.208) (.074) (:138) (.012)

_ _ _

Years of Work .022 .082 .02Q .074

Experience (5.06) (5.01) (4:14) (4.05)

Years on Layoff -.008 -.028 ,.007 -.025

Job (3.20) (3.24) (2.48) (2.60)

Years of Education .037 .115 .031 .096
(4.86) (4.80) (3:62) (3.55)

Weeks from Layoff .0002 -:0001 -.001 .003

to Interview (.171) (.048) (1:19) (.947)

Unemployment Benefit -.267 -.856 _!.303 -1.00

Replacement Rate (4.24) (4.191 (2:30) (2.39)

Sample size 706 706 536 536

NOTE: The !Ample includes all prograrn-eligible and comparison workers in the analysis
sanipie with complete data for the explanatory variables.

it-statistics are in puentheses.
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Table A2

PROBIT MODELS OF REEMPLOYMENT FROM LAYOFF
TO FROnRAM START-UP

Variable

Using Lem-Siegler and
Chrysler Foundry as

Comparison Plants:
Using Lnar-Siegler an

the Comparison Plant:

Conitart

Program Eligible

-.353
(.460)

-.088

-.620
(.760)

1.443) (1 24)

Age in Years -.062 -.067)
(2.65) (2.67)

Black -.417 -.371
(2.41) (2.04)

Not Married -.536
(2.44) (2.48)

Has Children -.200 -.253
(1.06) (1.2o)

Years of Work .057 061
Experience (2.51) (2.64)

Years on Layol f -.028 -.025
Job (1.95) (1.74)

Years of F.luct. non .D68 :082
1 (2.051

Weeks from Layoff :032 :034
to P. 'grim Start (2 41) (2.35)

Weeks from T--Av.: ff to -.002 -.014
Program Star , fiqusred
(x100)

(.101) (.523)

Umemploym.ent &nefits :.250
Fteplacerriont Rate (2.32) (.434)

Sample Size 710 539

NOTE: The sample includes all prograna-eligible r.nd comparison workers t the
analysis sample with complete data for the explanatory variables. '

tatatimics are in pairentheses.
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Table A3

PROBIT MODELS OF POSTLAYOFF
ENROLLMENT IN TRAINING OR Er-TIN PROGRAMS

Variable Conn- *Mk'.
1,1Si

Companion Mant:

Constant

Program eligible

Agt in years

30
k3.G0)8

--.370

(.089)

-1.36
(2.14)

_.4_56
(3.06)

-:001
(:080)

Black .294 :164
(2.44) (1.17)

Not jltIi -.038 .060
(.266) (.346)

lia_i Children ;036 .102
(:267) (.633)

Years of work experienC -.014
(2.05) (.828)

Years on layoff job -.G02 .009
(.214) (.815)

Years of education .088 .073
(2.98) (2.13)

Occupation of layoff job:

Whit-. CO/I worker -;229_ -.327
(.822) (1.04)

Cr 4 f ts worker -.140
(1.05) (31;

Service twDrkerflaborer .062 -.371
(.296) (1.08)

Unemployment benefits .503
replacement rate (2.34)

.110

Sample size 621 526
07.1.1..114

NOTE: The Sample includes all program-eligible Jact_compluiiion workers in tho
rumble sample with COMplete data for the explanatory vitriables.

,statistics are In parentheses.
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Tale A4
OLS MODELS OF EMPLOYMENT

FROM LAYOFF TO VIERVIEW DATE
101101

Us lisg Leer-Sines: sadChrysler,Foundr, PA
Comparison Plants WA

Employtnent Rate "Tom
VarUible Layoff to Interview '

Constant

Program Eligible

Ungl..w-Sisgler_as_the

ge ii Years

Black

Not Merried

Ku Children

Years of Work
Experience

Years on Layoff Job

Years of Education

Unemployment 11,--
Replacement Rate

Occupation of Layoff Job :e
White collard

Craftsworker

Service worker/
laborer

Employment Rate from
Layoff to Intuit" sew

-.375 -.404
(3.89)b (3,:,44)

.053 .057
(2.12) (1.91)

-.013 -.014
(4.50) (4:00)

.144 _-.I41
(5:93) (4:81)

-.106 -.122
(3.65) (3.39)

.082 -.021
(.303) (.636)

.012 .013
(4.32) (3.78)

007 -.007
(4.09) (3:37)

(4 IT (4 M
---.002 -:002
(3.59) (1.89)

.019 .019
(.349) (.286)

.064 .348
(2.42) (1.49)

_-.015_
(.364) (.223)

NOTE: The wimple incle.des all program-eligible and comparison workers in the
analysis sampl.: with complete ds:a for the explanatory variables.

L4fired as the number of weeks employed b4,tween layoff and the interview date,
divided by the total number of weeks ;a the period.
t-sta'istics are in parentheser

triale category is operative,
Intludes professional; techiWcal; managerial; and clerical workers.
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17 BURT S. BARN° W

The Downriver
Community Conference

Economic Readjustment
Activity Program:

Reactor Comments*

The chapter by Smith:Ku lik, and Stromsdorfer on the Do::nrivt.
Economic Readjustment program (Downriver ERa) presents tie ,first
major impact evaluation study of a program ror displaced orkers in
recent years. A moor strength of the chapter is that it recogniz.'s the
sQlection bias problems that frequertly plaguP evaluations of
nonexperimental programs. To resolve this p,oblem, the study
compared_all those eligible for the program with workers from other
;Ala.:its and used the estimates to compute the effects on participants.
Th ti ;ipp)ach_.., a good method of dealing with the problem of self-
selct,on inti. the program.

There are three areas of concern, however, with She technical
approach of the paper: 1I) the choice of outcome variables studied. (2)
the time period covered by the ealuation, and (3) the choice of
ompari!qin plants After discussing_ these three issues. the policy
implications of the study will be addressed.

A fundamental issue in all evaluations is the choice of outcome
Thiere are many criteria upon which the Downriver program

may be judged, but the chanter focuses almost entirely on the
reemployment ratetne percentage of people Who-ever worked at all
after Ewing laid off. Although this is an outcome of interest, it

Thr rtVAMents are tt- se of the author alone arid oo not necessarily represent the
se.11:,n Dev,artmnt of Labor.
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unfortunately reseals ery little about :the project's worth. The
reomployr.erit rate counts a Nvorker who holds a t.?mporary three-week
job durtn: the to-year postlayoff period exactly as it counts someone
who t.vorks six months, one year_ or the entire two-year period.
Although the extremel low reemployment rates for both eligible and
cornparl.son workers te!I much about the labor market situation in
the Detroit areaabout one-half of the comparison plant workers and
one-) hird 1-,f the program-eligi4,1e workers never worked at all during
tie pefiodtr'lis outcome. variable provide-s_no infortnat to help
decide how s,,:hstantial tore the benefit.s of the Downriv.ei program.

The study al o uses the employment rate as a second outcome
rr.easure. The employment rate is defin,A as the percentage of time
employed from layoff to the interview: Alth3ugh this meure is more
useful than the reemployment rate, it fail tf:. capture any information
about the quality of jobs_ people hold. Two workers who have much
differem '.:ages but work the same amount of tin...e are considered equal
by the s'taly.

Earnings comprise a more useful outcome measure '-ecause they
incude both the quantity of employment and the quality- r 7 the job as
measurf-d by the wage. Earnings gains are the preferre.-3 measure
because they also permit a direct compar'son of the benefits of the
program to the costs. Of course, earnings should not he the sole outcome
examined. for it is useful to see whcher earnings gains result from
increases in employment wage rates. or both,

In an earlier paper. Smith, .Kulik. and Strontsdorfer did estimate
the impact of the program on earnings and vi-age rates. Among
participants who worked_in the postlayoff perio(: mean wage was
$8:2)) per hour (compared to a mean wage of :'nAir on the
preh*off job); with art estimated progrram impact! -en $1.35 and
$2.5)) per hour. The estimated impact on earnings 701.- A iarticipants,
whether they worked after being laid off or not ra.rt ..; from $64 0 $9
per week. Thine estimates are higher than one might expect and it
would ha.e been useful for the eAimates to be include -I in the chapter.

A second area of concerrvis the time period covered by the
e,aluation. 1-ly conducting the an...lysis from the time of layoff to a point
in time approxitc;ately two '..e.ars later, three distinet_periocls for the
participants are cotrIlined: ( 'Jae til ie between layoff and enrollment
in the program; (2) ' he shell pIrticipants were enrolled in
the Downriver program; and (3/ the postro °gram perio-cl. The period
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be. ween enroll:Ia-it should excluded from t ev2luatiom,
if possible. ht labor market expo:-ienc:s during car.not
br attribut d to the program. It is useful to study the in-program
exper:ences of participants, but for evaluation purposes it is nreferable
to consiir the in-program_ and nostprogram poL :Ods separatiely__By
s...-tarrcing the 4.- perods, the study- could examine the benefits of the

zrarn in the po,tprogram period as well as the opportunity costs, of
the 1,rcgrarn dur ng, the in-program perioth

It should be noted that there is no easy way to divide the time of
the comparison plant members into the etl, iivalent of preprogram. in-
program, and pip-tprygratr, peritkif-. Because- there was a great deal of
variation ;.: th three periods for the treatment group, it would
neee-,ary to simulate the length of time in each status for members of

crimpzir:son_gruup. It mst. be_ useful for the researchers to ti such
:ill:1110fts in future 'irk on this pr,ject.

The third are t%1 of cort,o,,rn is the seiection of comparison plants:
orkrs ;vithin each riant should be assigned randomly to

eatment_ or control group status, but the Downriver design precluded
,iclacal experimental design. The researchers had to rely on finding

comparisr,n piant.s that matched those in the program as closely as
EN .en if the observed cha,..icteristics of workers in the two

appeared to the ii ill skills o^.4..orkers in one set dr
Tnay nae been niort' marketable in the _Detroit area, leading the

study anily,is to fir.: a biased estitnate tre impact.

There we-e. how e.,,er; some sigoificant differences between wirkers
frilly, the two :Troup,. Unless the stad;,-'s mode, Li :-,4)ectfied;
tit: st differ, -.ces may bias the an vsis. 17.'or example; I+07eci compared
to I progra.:1 '' vorkers, ei,;r.parison group vroi..:,rs were older.
nore often married. more to be black. t;.1'0 likely to be
r:tftsworker:-._and pad ,vag,esj.ayoff-, for the comparison group

i;rred significantiy later reran for the program-eligqie workers, so
v. i re not tracked as .long. :-ouN easil_cal: 2 ,erio'is problems

in e-stini,..Ati ;, he pr(gram'- impact. even though the study did use one
simple method to attempt to correct tois problem.

Inally; chapter poir's out; the comparison pla-at '.corkers
differed ',et"; greatly in the earnings replacer:ten,: :ate of their
unemployment benefits: A drat the two e-omparison plants. the

nt rat*, was abuit 50 ,:rent. which a.:; the replacement rate
for the program-ellgible '%t the other plant, howover, the
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earnings replacement raw was aPProxi p?reent because of
Trade Adjustment Assistancet TAA) Ja3 r, nt Oh-iot: Ay, workers at
that plant had a much different inceny.:--,_to searca for work. In
retroSit., it would elearl; eehave bnbetter pick comparison plants'
with t,...rnings replacement rates more like those of the program-eligible
worser ;. -tAen if it were necessary to vary some of the other
char.- wrist irs a ba more.

WerkerS are_currently a major concern of It 5se i-. the
empl9yn,n-it- ?.nd trair .yot field. and Title In o_ the Joie fraining
i'art nets' :n Act !. fF -authorizes progr:t.ros to .,erie st.-A workers. As
the fi rna]or evaluation effort in Lois p-.-mt. theDOWneP-.er ERa

viewed widely as an exampe of what may -be eitiected
from ::uch prograrnt.-. in spiteof the evaluation study's careful -caVeats.

tnere 1A a danger tha. some may read too much into the
firaiiiings. is therefore worth calling attention to some of the reascinS
why it is tinW to generaiize too much from the Down.ri%er evaluation.

rtasons are aS

Vrogrirrmiatie ilifferenees. In the Downriver ogram:
(Itts,rotm. :raining P-i--ticipar.ts receive stipends, but in JTPA
participnts ai-. to receii.e stipends, Phis' is likely to
;y,ffe,. rat,- .1 JTPA programF, as -.'ell as their

'--.10..iInniPntal s a ia,..,;;e_urbab area
::,s:treryik-' high 4,'7 y ate. It would be dangerOuii to

extra plate 016 Dow: findings to area,, With
Alifk:ent ,.c:onoil

Snioll problems. Regardless of how "typical" any single
demorhitratiOil is. it s always unwise to expect r*ypJcations to

rocithre the same result

Toehnical probiemA. Ab noted e..r i.Hi, some of the tech!.ical
;-yobleiroz in the evaluation rnay haw' led to biai etitnat:es of
tilt' program's impact-.

Siliqqiiirt -A problems: ,rilt! Downriver prograth SzUiff
Made Cot: .:tYrted efforts to assiiyi individuals to zreatments they
felt eft-, rnuAt. appropriate. Thus, alithe evAll !ti.ln study
istre:-,S-6, one sh-:add not conclude that training is le:: ..ffeetive
than job search assistance.
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."'a importa!it on,-; from the Dow nr.xer ERR
mon stration program_and :Ls aluation study_deai fit' :ath the

spi-eific Impacts found than %...;:th the potential of ti-,e programs_ 7he
-nov., that it is possible to run programs for displaced_ ;.corkers

a-nd that a significant proportion of those eligible will participate. It
a. -ii that triere is a %k ide r: rite of possible activities that can be
offer- f-oiti simple job search assistarxe to long-,a-.:ni classroom ant':

traire.r.g. Finally. the study shows that it :s passibl for tr.e
oc-Itofits ,r procrams to exceed their costs
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18 KENNETH MCLENA AN

Policy Options t Facilitate the
Reemployment of Displaced Workers

. Structural economic change resulting_from improved productivity
growth; increased international trade, and the movement of capital and
labor to those industries in which he United States a corparative
advantage is essential to raising the nation's staridar Wing; In the
long t-un, continuous changes in the distribution of reYout-ces; within
and among itdus+ries, are crucual to the expansion of employment
(11,porcunitiei. for current and future generations of workers, as welfl as
to jncreases ire their real earnings. The benefits of moving labor ants
cL:pital resources to their mf ', productive use are greatest for

mers_and for the workers who move quickly to expanding job
v,por...4n 'ties in either the:, own firm or_ industry nr in a different
industrs, or occupa:Aori. Vorsome_firms, however, structural change_
results im lower jobs or the_loss of all_jobs. This means permanent job
displacew,ent for some workers and the prospect of long-term
TilnernrlayrnenL

Since soc:.;.ty receives "external benefits" from structural chunitY, it
hair, trong been reeogni,:led thai, has an important ruff- In

ACK NOW1..; iiGEMENTS: The innlgsta and views exprisid in this parer halve
**shred fern discusaoons with the Committee for Economic Development tt::LB9 trusts
anij adviso,n4 oring on l7ELvs fo77...Scorrisng policy statement on Srrob!,. U.S.

Curnpfi the specific 'ews arid tecarnmer,0 ,
the author and do not_nervzsarily repqesent those of individual CEll trustees, or_ :net::
organizations. The aAtho-r wish-es to ....Ink Lorraine Brooker end ea:Sifts Buoi.','.(1: for
ii,i,tist,siner, in pretusiriz this chapter.
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facilitating the ability of the' labor force to adjust to.change. The
justification for some form of public policy intervention in labor and
ediication markets is not in dispute._ The rr.ajor issues are what level of
intrvention i.; necessary, what kinds of polici;es. Lre most likely to
iiiiPrOV: the operation of these mark_ ets. and how the costs associated
with the inetitzble rt.-.adiustznelt of permanently displaced workers
should be shared among differe:e. gr-oup:i or_workei.11. btiSitieses, and
various levels of go ;ernment. This chapter discusses the _pcitentiat
mtgrutude of the displacement problem and presents federal policy
options for assisting tnoso workei ad affected by structural
change in thi, economy.

DEFINING THE "1..iCE)1) WORKER POPULATION

Most wortiers who ;).\\per t nc.:e wnemployment are not permanently
displaced: Iit fai the larosl g-Tc. up of workers_laid off during aov
fiei.iod of time az-e unemployed because of cyclical. not structural,
-changes in labor dernand. For example; most of the increase it
unemployment since the 1978 peak of the business cycle., When
unemployment wiL4 close tr. t126 percent level generally believed to
represtut full employment. 'IL due to layoffs during the eyJelical
downturn. which_oottorned out ;n 1981, with unemployment rising to
10.8 percent 1,y_Lcerntjer 1982. The proportion of those unemployed
hivause of hiiyoffs rase from 32 percent in 1978 to 59 percent in 1982
i ; le It( ttf 19 63). Tho remaining uni.jnilloYed
wc: %ens in each year were either volunts.ry quits or new enttrants and
reentrant; to the labor fiirce who were unable to find jobs. Some of
these gr._-,,ups were uncmployed bed?_use of supply-side sfetiettihtl_labor
market problems, in.:Iv:ling, insufficient skills, lack Of lab-cit market
experience. an ot:ner ourriers to their emplop..bIlity. For policy
i2evelornfmt purpcyse:. heva:irer, these.: Eabor force participants are not

ricloide3 the 'isplaced worker population.*

Irn 19:i%. the di:slocated w'.rker population was a relatively small
sotHeTof the 59 percent of thy' unemployed who were laid off in thit

Aft'r the recession, !nos: of these workers will return to work
With theit employers; although on average they will have
iffre-c1 some seventevn unempleymenL

ion of di ,pi'aced7, or kyrs ncriased siiliantia.ily if the effec_t ttrwetural
chair; *0 or tp-cc fnt.r.nt f--...ent..a.nr:. is used az, a criterion for defin,rig th

fi aevii ro/pulal A' I_ For '..nesc groups, ha.-At edoc4tion, school-to-ivock trioniitom Itbor
Standards Iegalat ,n, an cria-r;geg in v,ue taxes its a sout,:e neing governm!nt
pnvrams !w -carne iroportan. issues. See Mctrrtnit. (19S2).



if length of time is used as the criterion for defining displacid
ork..--rs. the population of labor force workers who have experienced

1,t has been extremely-small. If declining
eiriplOyn.,-nt by industry is used as a proxy for structural change in

aboill 0.5 percent of the lai-or force had been laid off from such
t ries .and ii.td suffered unemployment for r, --re than eight weeks

ornirision un Employrmnt Policy 19S2). than OA
p,reent of the labv, force was unemployed from the-2,e indistries and
t perienced twec...e-six week, of iii.employment. Indeed. if the industry
ftim expe-.rien.eS an 4's ute ocular

lee in et.4.1,:iymerit. one research_ study iBendick 19S3l_es-:mates the
permanent y i:.splaced worker population to be about one hundred
thou,and pt. r

The a.ssurnption that worker t .-1. be laid (sff from an industry lin
h it" h ;1)1(,,.nirnt is deelii.tr4Tot,,,-,,ii:f,ty before they are cwisidered.

structurally unemployed is a rii-thee .severe constraint re-suiting
re Ltiely low estimate of tl%ie .:te problem. For sornP
influtris that are ,:laracteriaid by a few employers with a dominant
share of tile narket and_!:hat produce a homogeneous product in a few
nnior locations. a fl absolute decline in industry employment may be a
reasonalile assumption for estimating the number of structurally
unemployed workers in the intiustry. But. in many industries a decline
iii emplo ment by firm ori-.-Jy ei4liblishment may be the relevant unit
tc ith ii-h to meas,.irt -dermanenz displar...-ement. Workers who are laid
off by the closing or a squall branch of thecompany may be
permanently (lisp:awl bcause the only other company facility is
perbsi:ps in another region of the country.

Employment frequently declines in a local labor market because
mire jobs are lost through establiShme_nt closings than am gained
through new plant formations. On the basis of net establishment
formatiol, the job lo's. as a proportior of the_labor force, was about 5_
percent per yea- tht., :ate 1970s, 1snd considerably higher in the early
1980s as the NI,- (Harris 1983") Since net
establishment is related to the business cycle; most of these

,sht hat iarw,r, rIzvria that comtone clechntng ernploymrnt with
of lira 11{,Iv. mho!. 6'., in and Donl ilt+S:O.

"An tete -ring feat.irt Harr,. r 19s3) ex_eelient review of plant closing Miidics is that
the ra;.e of irlant elo,-;ing is higher iii 4rt un of empleryment grow th simply b-e;eause more
liuiness formation It-ads to rx.ktn' ial for plant closings. Consequently; the rate -of
plant ca,ing. under this er;;.t non structural change is currently. greatest in the South
and Pacific regi,,ro ;I,i: tqiiwr Midwest and Northeast:
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WOrke=S will be reemployed durtng the economic recovery or will find
jobs in firms that continue to hire during the recession: This concept
leads to a much broader definition of structural unemployment and
includes many workers who a,-e cyclically unemployed.

The stereotype of the permanently displaced worker is someone
who is laid off from a firm in basic manufactur. rig. In reality,
eoniderable permanent uisplacement occursin nonmanufacturing
industries: Altheugh the estimate of one hundred thousand permanently
cirspliteed workers per year may be tan conservative, the Layoff of
workers due to establishment or branch closings with no account taken
cif the leogth of unemployment is tcw) high an estimate; A criterion that
C,iii,iiinei;iiiitilUntary layoff and a length of unemployment is a more
accurate t it tt of What is meant by displacement; Tr` a dynamic labor
market. our 6)1i:ern is not only with actual displacement. but also with
reasons Tor hoifer).eth displacement.

In a comprehensive overview of research on the economic costs of
dislocation ((;ilman i 979); tstimates of permanent diSPIACernent_were
made for several years by using layoff anri recall data. This analYSiS
sttotc that the proportion of the unemployed Who ei.e aCtiiallY laid Off
with rio recall curled from a inw of ::bout 12 percent in 1978 to a high
of aboilit 21 percent in the severe recession of 1975;

In 1981. mere ire about'?.? 0) loser : :. of vhom about
600,000 421 percent) experienced twenty-seven more weeks of
unemployment. Since most of these workers were laid off because of
plant closings or permanent reductions in the 4-Ork force, w'h no
indication that they would be recalled, 600.000 represents an
approximate estimate of the structural component Of those who were
unemployed during the yeaF, ''.1 1982, almost_4.2 million workers lost
heir jobs without recall and :)gilt 1 million (23.6 percent) experienced
ses,enteen weeks or more of une,:aloyment;

The fact that a larger7sPropOrtion of workers experience) long-term
unemployment in 1;982 than in 1981 suggests that there is still a :Atriall
cyclical component within these estimates of the magnitude of the
annual stenizural unemployment problem. Studies Of pre' -pus

tpublislied from ( ,.arrnt rputition Sur.ey lL't,ra Kleir. U.S.
Department of Labor, iiiptau titatitics. A <tnali proportion of these $.1.-orke-ris_
ttiA lief i been laid off fur tviNderneanors, etc. On the other h.aod. some of th4.4 laid jiff

r war.: not in the :LS moron job loser.. cokild tiecurne peI,inanentiy.
plahrj, ir:or a profile of job lost. s in see

,
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reces.Aolis h tst shoa !I that ex- en in a year of sex ere re(esz...-.ion, tW

p-ercent of these can expect to return_exeritti.Ally to their same
eintilt;ye-r (Gilman 1979y. If it is as.-suTned that thai 19SI-19s2 receSS...Ori

had a lz.r.ge'' structural cori.,ponerit than in previous re7es.sions. and that

pink 7i) Or-cent of job losers can expect to return exentual2y

preious ri Ii,:oymient Inc t-stitT,L;te is in the 600.400 to 1 milEion range
for tile annual nonnber of those stru:,.tii.rally unernpIoyet; daring, an

extr .mely se_re

In 19.Ki1 of permar.:ert n:splacement
high concentration in r.-...?.r.ufacturing err.ploytrit!,tia,

ti as found that. :n in sex erely' elepress-,.= `.-,:por markets. norttal
attritt6n rat:es (thy .i.ghcoluntary ii'.ernate joos,

ret.rerrl' force w ithdraw!..tk fAtti"irieraly urge to
offset ; at the aggregau, 1,,.xe:s. In :lily tither

inarket, .-ern rat resulting in lot: .nent will ordy
einp:oynit rit declines:Lie alp, well as relatie13-

lar,,ze iorniia-ed to the oxerail attritior., labor rmarket.

At the disaggregated lAustry level. howex-er-, st smai amount of
disp:;:re,iient did occur in se feral industries. hi addiiti,on.. ikii,nted out

by -,1actibson the ,.v al labor niarkets .104i.re studit.-._ during a
period of general economic prosperity (19f0-197(04. ConsequentlY, if tr.'e.

19;70)s sir,.;' ce lie a less p[rospt-..,us period. th,:!rQ he' a greatr
hwal labor n..ariia-ts.

or market res:ar.,It dearl'y show, that in the past. th;-_at.::ual
ait,.Lii.t aing-tern, displacerneri, of workers hs been small. ',alter
r;arkt art tlyr.amic and ad!u:-,trnents occur rap. ''1y. exen when there
is no got r71:7)k-rti; inte-rtent;(in Research also ):,.)weVer; that

among the smail proportion of the labor for that t, permanently
many \i-orker. will experiem:e permarient earnings losses as

the y,. are tor.-ed to reloc..te tic ,ibs_witn low ...r wage rooips. This
true for aft-v.., c sph.lired from some manufacturing i- dustries.

if the past the hater An "cern- ei( cnt" t.'-.rOugh In "licit %i

ik,a. their ccage tbot.t. the a, g.. rr,te icr wori-,ors w.ith

sinilla.r ski!! and produt weis.

pol:e point of a ;., the mairniti de. er'f. the problem, ,s sucl
that. with th.. , trrrct in,trurrient.,. shwilci ht (w;cssiLt to t:i.cii:tatv th,
readjuqrnen 6f Close displ:Lcetl. A large proportwin of those workers

art. likely ,- ilecotrated ;a Industrie!' litLA lost tl,hetr

entur: raii ,..ivaNtage. both because they art' loemted in nigh-(!ost
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proi_luction area, of the 17r6ited anc thcre- has been a
large increase in the '...orluv,de capacity to supply the world rnarr.:et

..oau.:ts of particular industrier,. This is currently a long-terrri
pro:,:em facing some American basic rrr.k.,.ufa-:.turing industries, such as

and so7-oe indt-rstrties within the r;fx-ti:e sector. Althugh the
problem- of wor',,..ers iri thc:_clinda;t:1#s are highly visible, a significant
amount of ii...;A:-.-.-cerrient also licrois in the norirnz,eqfacturing sector,
and -houhi -,.n facilitating the readjustmeiut of

,n 7 industries.

EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING_, AND EDUCATION
POLICY TRENDS AND DISPLACED WORKERS

The phenorr non of v-or kor displacement is not new Indeed, the
cr,rrer,t annual amount uf dispLcement is probably lei than the
Inagnitude of displacem,-nt that occurred in agricultural employment
throughout the 1!'450s ants 1960s. Over the past t.W0 decades, maay
attempts have been made to develop "positive- lahor market policies to
deal with the problem of worker displacement.* Inevi:ably. the 'led for
labor market policies to adapt to changing economic a.ild p,)1,;:cal
piriorltiies among differer:t labor tom groups re:suli,:.-fd ;n an ad hoc
approach to the problem of worker displacement.

Shifting Priorities of Labor Market Poiiries

(her 07,..1)ast two decade:,: tile goals of and training
policies hate chsrig-oNi according tzi perceived Tla Lure of the
unemployment pro-I)tern. In the _early 1960s, the role of erripioyment
policy %as subot :nate to monetary and fiscal policies :-verP the
primary irli,trurnen.:.,s for reducing eyri ;rat unelnplor,..ety_ mployment
-i*olicy was aimed at equipping laid-off workers with ,.;e6 that
would be in demand during the st bscquent economic ,y.r.wth_or
de%e;oranit of new industries. Th _pol!cy represemr..-:,,;-,..:.'f-)rt to
reduce N: /40 0( M pit qiniCIlit, the emphasis or Ai k;, ring
culminatt-JI in the passage of the Manpower Deveiopment
Act i MDTA 1 of 1962,
'The ..v.n4'1.1-: po,ti.,%e un,p(i,s n nt 1;0,1.nies hs. tx-en anplemente,i in a nu-t oe; of

,1,1ritg the Fl.!. years. Mese h aeh A017111 also
t nom illt.yrner t, at 'Att'lltloi to am.oit wor 'hen t4 a4:13.. ._:111.iire tabor

Organisatio6 roe Ecnnomic Cooperation and :le%e1415tr,Prkt. tOI.i)) yn ibariA
Eurep.,,u, --xpt,r;ence. For a brief ski Inman see Dpnone! (198IJ: A Isn:

the cone pt "{s,,Ailis.re in the United *.retry: dates Iiiack to th e imetnning Of
trainir4. St IiA 119631:
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Employment !abbey in the 1960s also continued to focus on a:--k..-z.istir.g
workers who experienced unemploymettt during periods of
temponar. layoffs in all ph.a.ses :if the litLsiness cycle: !..:abe-r market
information was ,,-.,pposk-d to be provided to %v-orkers ho wt firmly
att.ache: to the labo for but lc ho were se-Aing alto :-nativ? :sources of

ent. ner4ployrnent In,urance I Uil was sti o Provided to asist
those no experiencing- this s?-,ort-terrn unemplr,,,:yn:ent. This form
of itict:711 iT1LI:titenanc for :peneced workers was ,(,Iestglneki to
co7.itri'nun.. to the_ overall oa, of preventing the cau.,e uE t...%te temporary
LiV;fr :tm deel-oping into a more permanent form of setere economic
dis14,eation. During this period. however. employment and training
policies more than ever before .attempted to reduce the Ntr:4turoi

caul ,-..-d by unusual changes in the demand for labo r
Brought about by 4, moiogical change, chznges in trade i.tterns. arid
tn:erruption of cruc...al material suppEes.

In the latter part of the theunemploymen7 rate was !ow. In
,;f levels of overall unemployment, however. the

inen.ployment rate among some groupsyouths, women. and
minoritie-;remained relati,-ly high. Consequently. in the late 11;tlOs
:old early 1970s. polJQ concerns shifted to disadv_antaged groups
because it became apparent that these low-skilled workers experierec6
hiring di fficuitie:,:. r !1:t labor market: The high incidenc,e of
unenip!ay7-ient among any labor force group-. whether women: youths,
or blaks, gradually gave .hales to a now of :triirtin-til
etre Ate, lei, /,tie 7clirrespondj /,g to nigh unemployment arriora.,, s{cio,/ drag, e 12"1"OUP:-,.

11 gle uneimployrnm: among these demographic groups is c:early
s'.-InPtem i,f a Inc.It:faceted problem reflected in Lack of skil:
instiott lona; arrN.n trntr that result in wage levJs a'}ove_the

itt level of these -,voirl;-e-s, and labi.r yet discriminat ion.
respor1:4, was to ;o:r antiii:.scr.tnination policies and train

the eco-notnicalls; disadvantage:1 tit.ro:101 a ,e ries c.f cati,gorical
prow.r.nis fnqueatly tadoieo to the grottos wit' the hight.t.st rates of

ref7.-.r,1; ess of the cause 'if Fie rn plOY t;

After a IN rind af lack .,f :success in t-duing highunerriployment
rate - am,-,rig specific dernographi coupled tc ith logher (Nei
rates 6,1 Jnentloyrncrit in the e,oriorw, . employment policy in the e.bti
j 97: k - hilted to and 'direct johcreat,,,n as a wa of reducing_botht
high it..,-idenc of II new ploymen! arlory specifle gn)ups, as Wv.11 as _Of
reel; icn v. cyclical onemploymer,t. creation in the fotrn of
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public employment was reoriented toward the economically and socially
di:sativantaged, Increased attention was also devoted to testing attempts
to reduce unemployment through subsidizing the employment of
eet3nomically didvantaged grow_ ; in -he private Isei-tor te,g:
sui ;siuirs to employers!.

After two decades of experimenting with_va, ious approaches, we
now know that It can be misleading to treat the high unemployment of
a single demographic group as a uniform problem for an_entire group.
We now know_ fog- example. that much_ of the high rate of
unemployment among youth is di:e.,to frictional unemployment.
However, a small proportion of :iouths are economically and_socially
disadvantaged: Thee young pc'-plc have a serious supply-side
structural unemployment prpLiem that is quite different fro-n the
frictional problem faced by most young people in the labor market

Concurrently, with the shift of training policy toward targeting
assistance to a variety of disadvantaged groups, the federal government
embarked on a series, of ad hoc adjustment assistance programs far
narrowly defined groups of experienced workers who were laid off
beew_.se of changes in public poTicy. During the late 1960s and early
1970s: the LS, Department of Defense expanded its_Economic
Adjustment Program to assist workers and communities when defense
policy changes resulted in base e.osure, or wilen there were major_
cutbacks in contracts with organizations in a community that
was dependent upon defens expenditures as a major source of
employn._ it.

Adjustment assistance was also provided to federal career
ernp4y ees who lost their iobs_bc.stause of defense poiic:es. The assistance
included job transfers (with the g.;vernmert paying all relocation costs)
and priority hiring for other fedel-al jibs (with_salary retention for
years if the other job is lower ,A1 the federal salary scheduei.
eivi;ian federal empi lyees affic A by defeaise policies are,_ of course,
also protected by the rather generous benefits and.protectwn provisions
0 ...,entipany any redaction in the size of the federa work force.

H some cases. the workers affected by changes in regulations and
other goernment policies were singledout for special adjustme
ti.sistance. For example. under the Airline Deregulation Act of i978;
airline 014. could claim assistance it they_et bid off because of
deregulation. Some public policies included emp'eyment protm.ion
pro-- o,ions. These relatively generous worker prot%:-.2,ion arrangements



were frequently gained through the political power of some public
employee unions.*

Many of these well-intentioned legislated adjustment programs
discouraged adjustment; even though retraining and relwation
provisions were included in the program& Discouragement of
adjustment was inevitable when the program included overly generous
benefit levels in relation to the wages that workers would earn while
employed.**

The Trade Act of 197.4 introduced the most extensive labor market
adjustment program; Several research studies (see Gilman 1979) have
shown that the effect of this program turned out to be the opposite of
what was intended; The program goal was to encourage labor mobility
of workers who were permanently displaced because of increased
imports of foreign-made goods.

The 'costs of the program rose from about $34 million in fiscal year
1975 to over $2.5 billion in 1981. Under the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981: budget outlays have been sharply reduced
and the number of participants reduced from a high of one hundred
seventy-five thousand to some eight thousand workers by late 1982; In
addition; the government is currently attempting to shift the program
more toward retraining and job search assistance and away from
income maintenance;

The Trtde Adjustment Assistance program illustrates how

'The following legislation includes public sector worker protection provisions: the
Juenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974; the Special Health Revenue
Sharing Act of 19Th. and the De%elopmental Disabilities Services and Facilities
Construction Act of 1975.

_The potential effect of high benefit levels on the rate of adjustment is illustrated by
policies aeopted when the decision was made to expand the Redwood National Park. The
expansion resulted in the layoff of workers who relied on forestry activities that were
curtailed cnce the land area of the park was expanded. In response to this problem. the
Ftedwciid National Park Act was amended in 1978 to assist the one thousand to two
thousand affected workers by providing them with extremely generous iLdjustinent
benefits. All covered employees laid off in a three-year period ending in October 1980
were made eligible for the assistance regardless of the reason for the layoff. The benefits
for those with more than five years on the job included (1) supplemental payments for
each week of total or partial layoff at workers' highest rate of_pay. and (21 maintenance of
all fringe benefits. These benefits were payable for a period of six years. Those with less
than five years' service could receive a maximum severance pay of seventy-two weeks of
pay if the worker engaged in retraining. Such workers also received job search and
relocation allowances.
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government assistance to permanently displaced workers can. in fact.
reduce labor flexibilier.* Experience both he and abeciad has shown
that well-intentioned public policies often increase; rather than reduce,
labor market restrictions. Adjustment resources frequently end up
protecting jobs and relative income levels during periods of temporary
unemployment. This croatpc. inequities among different groups of
workers and shifts the burden of unemployment to younger and less-
experienced workers. Although lack of adjustment may. in the short
run, protect the income of some groups (y)f workers, failure of resources
to move to their most productive use results in no net gain to society. **

Experience shows that 'fine tuning" of employment policies as a
response to structural employment is extremely difficult Indeed;
targeting assistance to experienced displaced workers may be
counterprciductive. In part, this is because there is frequently an
overlap between the adjustment program and other labor market
policies; such as Unemployment Insurance, and programs provided
through collective 1 argaining. Eligibility requirements for targeted
adjustment programs are rarely scaled back when a worker becomes
eligible for other forms of assistance. This reduces the incentive for
workers to seek reemployment; at least in the short run.

In _the early 1980s, the federal overnment attempted to reduce
expenditures on several adjustment programs; and it now taxes part of
unemployment benefits. Economic growth now appears to be the major
policy instrument for assisting displaced workers, although several
"demonstration" projects have been funded and proposals have been
made to reform the UI system to make it more effective for retraining
displaced workers.

The Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) does provide state and
local areas with some resources that can be_used to assist experienced
laid-off workers. In fiscal year 1983; Title !not this act will provide

M ore than 70 percent of the laid-off workers_who received Trade Adjustment Assistant*
(TAM returned _to their previous employer& This is a higher rate of return than for most
other groups of laid-off workers. Only 1:2 percent of TAA _workers completed training
under the program and only 1E3 percent took advantage of relocation allowances. Man)
program participants received high wage replwernent rates because of simultaneous
eligibility for other income maintenance_ programs and because TAA benefits were not
taxed. Consequently, TAA was essentially an income maintenance program for relatively
high-paid workers.

Many European gw.ernments are beginning to question tile_rifect of their adjustment
programs; which many believe have contributed to labor market rigidities and to rising
rates of unemployment.
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1.15 million for this purpose. with any adjuAment program_ clearly a
local responsibility timcluding incentives for some state and local

In 11483. a major increase in federal expenditures for public
infrastructure policyrnak6-s deseribe this as a
prow: am to assist displaces workers: The main thrust of the program
will arerok-4 certainly benefit those who are cyclically unemployed and
will have little effect on those who are per atanERliy displaced.

Over the past two decades; success in designing employment
programs to assist displaced workers has proved rillusive. At the same
time, an enormous amount of labor market_ adjustment has occurred.
Labor markets. on their own, do provide adjustment incentives, and the
federal governint spends censiderabl-e resources on labor market
intervention. The challenge fbr employment policy is to use these
resources to improve the operation of these markets and to help those
who are most seriously disadvantaged by economic change become
more mobile. occupationally; industrially; and geographically;

Educational Policy and Displaced Workers

Traditionally, educational policy at the federal level has never been
designed to assist displaced workers." Sonio businesses_use part of their
training expenditures to contract with educational institutions for
training workers who are permanently displaCed. Such an involvement
in assisting displaced workers is quite unusual; although anecdotal
evidence suggests that employers and unions in a few local areas
experiencing severe structural unemployment are actively cooperating
with the local vocational educational system in the labor market
readjustment process; More frequently; the educational system plays a
role prior to displacement; when the local employer contracts with the
local edurational institution to retrain groups of employees in the use of
new production processes that will be introduced in the future.

'Even theconcept underlying the experience with the fa bill_cannot be strictly
consider's' an educational policy. although many recipients of this program successfully
used the bill a.s a form of educational voucher: The educational and training benefits
for ex-4.n ireperionis are primarily designed as an incentive to encourage recruitment in
the military. Simdarly.. education provided while in the service lily not given to help
military personnel readjust to employment in the civilian sector. .en though the__
education; and training they receive are frequently transferable. See Cooper and ifuerta
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The Role of Educational Policy Prior to Job Displacement

Educational policy, through i stimulation of investment in human
capital can increase the contribution of labor resources to economic
growth: in the long run, ijt also contributes to productivity
improvement. In addition, a highly educated labor force is likely to be
more adaptable to dynamic economic change, including readjustment to
permanent job

The United States has an extremely high level of investment in
formal edtocation. The proportion of the college-age population enrolled
in coliege peaked in 1976 at 26.7 percent and declined Slightly until
1980 when there was a slight rise to 25.7 percent. Terse rates of
participation were the culmination of rising levels of high Scheal
graduates and college entrants since World War II. All ethnic groups
participated in greater investment in education. although the
participation rates of those of Hispanic origin are lower than the rates
of other groups.

Investment in education does not guarantee that workers will avoid
permanent displacement during their working_earters. Labor mobility
studies do, however; suggest that a higher level of educational
attainment facilitates adjustment to changing labor market conditions.
Perhaps more important is the quality Of education. If_diSPlaCed
workers have strong basic skills in mathematics. English, and analytic
capability, the transition to a different type of jOb is likely to be more
rapid.

The benefits of investment in human capital through education are
lath public and private in nature. Society benefits from this form of
investment because education improves; the productivity of the labor
force and ink!reases.the possibility of a_hischer overall standard of
living;* IndiViduals benefit from a higher $*o,el of education in two
ways: first, tho process of :education is regat4oid as a desirable form of
personal consumption; second. individuzals aehkot a higher labor
productivity potential. which is likely to result in intreaSed
compensaoion; producing a positive rate of return front the investment
of college -age individuals,

om the 7 percent of GNY_that is spent annually on education, over kie percent is publicly
funded through Federal: sulk.; and local govengnents. In 1980, puLlic expenditure
accounted for tea pre :4 r11 til4 .,frittrAts.r}: an1._Anc.Dery eve! foi

Per-cent of all higher educaticti expenditures tite U.S. Department e Commerce 1981. P.

1:14E
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RetIrgnizing that real resiturees, including students" tinee.are_
expended in "'producing" education,_investment in education should only
Continue to the !, Yount where the combined private and public return is
at least :es high as the next best alternative investment Examples of
alternative investments for individuals include choosing to enter the
work force rather than to illotend college. and for the federal
government: spending funds on highways rather than on schools.

it is uncertain what the current level is of the rate of return to
investment in loGsts# orMilfiltry education; and whether the rate is rising or

ladividuals face higher cost s for a college Mutation in terms of
the percent of direct charge to the student. and also in terms of higher
-opportunity costs" in the form of loss of potential earnings while the
student vont i noes in sic hool. Society also i ncurs_ inc teased costs, as more
resources are diverted to highor education. and in the short run there is
a cost of few cr workers contributing to the growth of output in other
sectors of the economy. The rapid increase in black participation rates
in iostsecondary educatiOn may largely be explained by their higher
rates of return from such an investment The slight decline ih the
overall rates since 1976 may be due to declining rates of return,
llowe%er. whether the current level of investment in a college educatiem
leads to a positive rate of return is uncertain (Smith and Welsh 19781.

Federal aid to entourage participation in postsecondary education
has grown rapidly since 1976, even though elgibility requimments were
tightenkl in 1982 in both the Pell_Grant and Guaranteed Student Lcian
itil.) programs in response tort-local evaluations_of the design and the
administration of these programs. In terms of total dollars of aid
actually available to studenits, a4 billion was available in 1976,
compared with $11$ billion in 1981. The largest program increases
were recorded in the Guaranteed Student Dian program; for which
available loan funds grew from $12 billion to $78 billion (the number
of recipients grew from about 1.0 million to 3.5 million over the same
period). and in the Pell Grant Program, which increased fret!) $1.4
balion in 1971 to $2.3 billion in 1981 (with 1.9 million and 2.7 million
recipients, respeetkely)._ Much of the increase in these programs
resulted in increased aid to students in middle- and upper-income
families. Alske all other student assistance programs increased during
this period.

Although trait ll federal budget appropriations increased by 102
percent from 1976 to 1981; median family income grew by only 50
percent. College casts grew at about the same rate as family income;
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although in the 19Sos. there appears to have been a rapid acceleration
in college costs'

The increase in f,deral assistance to students in postsecondary
education is especially sigr.ificant. since total enrollment of eighteen- to
twerity-four-ye-ar-olds was arrriosi tote --tite in 1981 as in 197-6.
Demog.raphic projections sugi.-restthat...even with arri increase in
participation among older students, the number or postsecondary
participants is likel_;;.!:deeline or remain relative4 stable.

investment in tb.f,a.ata,-/ era r1 sor...louga r rd Aeration, has traditiorailly
had. very hig.fh rates c i return. The_ goal of havirtg a literate_population
is unioersally revognized as des:It-able,. and in an law/teasingly technical
,environment, basic er.gripewncy ?NA hemattical. scientific; and
communications 'skills is necessary for the econornit well-being laf .brash
society awl the individual. 'The 'fedora! government as vradEtionalty
played an extremely limited role EA this segment of the exAncation
industry. In a teelloologically advanced satiety, however, the qua.lity'of
output from lbotii general and vocational progra.ms will Way trwcial
role in ,leterni, ining the ability of future genera'_ions of workers tfliadapt
U economic change. Most would argue that the federal gowetriment is
not in a position to mandate the type and qtvality of outpa fur
elementary and secondary education levels. It may. however. be able to
play an indirect role through evaluative research and putilication.af
c/miparaiive performance on the basis of standards of ach:ievernent.

Investment by industry in training and on-the-job exuperience is a
form of human capital investment that is generally considered
separately from educational policy: Yet its relevance to worker
displacement is much more direct than other types of educational and
training investments. If a business has a well-developed training
program for its employees, me worker displacement may be arvoided
if the firm expands employment in some activities while it reduces or
phases out :other activities,

'Warren II atnriari of the t'.t; tiffie*. of Management and Budget supplied data for 157e-
lust on the baois of analysis of the U.S. tiwiget: In the FY 14 tiresidenttat budget
rnessAg,_ tfrfe isoitninistration made a number of peoptssals that most, federal policy toward
a soniekthat tosi.er future level of federal expenditures for IsIsCsterondary education and a
rediict ion in Ithe numtser of categorical progmms. These inelude ensuring that.a higher
proportion of funds fir Pell Grants are used by stu(ktnts frion Vow-Income Writhes, and a
reduct in in cx-penditures far (51 programs.. The tiSL programs are entitlements-. but
with lower irdercrst rates and the stricter eligitoility standards of 19412. expenditures are
expected to deelin0., See Evans
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There i t,(+1 3Vurati estimate of the annual expenditure on training
Icy busine-s-,s. Estimates range from about $17 billion to nearly $100
billion per year. Expenditures probably range from $20 to $.',10 billion.
with a little leers than half of the training given at some form of

ura t iormA institution. -rho twenty -five to forty-four-year age group, is
overrepreserited among Irainees, as are better educated vr.orkers.
Training by industry isconcentratid on hite-collar workcrs, especially
training for professional. technic-al. and managerial workers.* About 30
percent of courses are in the -business" area. As a result, theie teems
iw :in important -consumption" comtionent in investment in training by
industry: These estimates of the nature of training given by ir.dustry
sugirest that industry's current training activities are not likely to assist
the type of corkers being displaced.

The Role of Educational Policy after the Worker Is Displaced

The role of educational institutions in assisting displaced workers is
constrained by the; likely characteristics of the displaced workers_
thernsek es. Sine,/ many displaced workers are in the middle- and
upper-ag,e groups, the raw of return from this form_of investment will
be quite_ low. and perhaps even negative. The rate of return from
geogr=nhie relocation cr.,- employment in another job, even at a lower
salary. may produce- a higtier return than additional training and
education. Nevertheless. if educational institutions cam offer relatively
short courses in job-related skills that are in demand in the local labor
market. they can assist in the reemployment of displaced workers, The
socational education system appears to be capable of supplying this
type of trairing.

In 19S1, 17 percent of those employed and 11 percent of those
unAomployed were enrolled in some form of adult education. Almost all
were in part-time pmgrans. Had on data for 1975. about one-half
were enrolled in courses that were related to some form of occupational
training iGrant and Eiden 1982).

The federal government plays a limited role in financing_and in
influencing the curricula of the vocational education system; In 1981;
federal expenditures for vocational education were approximately $85:1
million of the $7;5 billion in public expenditures; In real terms; this

V.,r a cornpronen,i.t. re% wIA of training and edtleation In busont,s, see arne.ate and
G1(1,tein
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re present's. a slight decline in federal expenditures since 19702'

During the first half of the 1970s, the share of total expenditure
state and local governments increased; while the federal government
shirr remained relatively stable_ In real terms stay,. and local
expenditures peaked in 1978-1979 as enrollment started to decline;

Since funding of the vocational education system is predominantly
from state and local Icources, the federal policy goal is dominated by
state and local policy. Federal policy appears to be geared toward
encouraging states to develop their own evaluation capabilities and
contributing to selected federal policy goals, such as overcoming sex
stereotyping. improving the -link with- local -labor market information,
and encouraging the education of the handitap_Ped and persons with
limited English_proficiency. Beeause the reauthorization and possible
amendment of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 is expected in 1983
or 1984; there are numerous proposals for federal policy goals to
include the training for specific groups of workers or training for
specific skillshortage& There is every reason to believe that local
vocational education systems will respondon their ownto the needs
of displaced workers since these persons offer local schools and colleges
a new market, It may -be possible for the-federal government to provide
displaced workers with easier access to the system by changing some of
cue eligibility criteria for student loan applicants who attend short-
term. job-related vocational education programs.

AN OVERVIEW OF SPECIFIC POLICY OPTIONS
FOR ASSISTING DISPLACED WORKERS

The major conclusion to be drawn from the review of the trends in
labor market and educational policies is that a wide variety of policies
have an indirect effect on both the rate of jib displacement anti how
workers' readjust in the labor market. Despite the fact that only a
relatively_small amount of resources are avelable to assist displaced
workers directly, modification of these indirect policies (which involve
much larger resources) appears to be a more effective strategy than one
Oita propose s to target new programs to help displaced workers. The
hillOwing discussion briefly reviews posf;ible policy options.

In 1983. budget appropriationN were $732 million. In its FY 1984 budget, thir
administrsaion pcop(Aed 8500 million. This reduction would affect program activities in
th-e I9S-1-1911:1 school year. A part of its 19*3 request for its recisions of budget authority,
the administration is proposing to end all federal financing of cooperative education. see
Irvin II9S:11.
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Moderating the Pace of and Planning for Structural Change

Glt is widely _recognized that it takes time for firms; and their
empiloyees. to adjust when they are adversely affeeted by structural
Change. The fffqueritt-c ma-de by thrrse affeewd is that the
industry should receive some form of temporary protection from
market forces so that the adjustment proc...-s-s is more gradual. This is a
typical response when structural change results from lass of

icompetitiveness in American industriesleading to increar;ed import
penetration of the American market. Frequent recommendations
include temporary protection through policies for import quotas. 'tariffS,
negotiated orderly market arrangements. or domestic content
requirements on imports to the United States.

The advantage of such temporary protection is that the pace of
structural change is decreased, providing the industry with the
opportunity to improve its zompcitive position-. This is the intent of the
voluntary quota on Japanese auto imports; for example, which is due to
expire in 198-4] The effect of the voluntary quota on import penetration
is uncertain, however, as the sales of both foreign and domestic auto
manufnctivers declined in 1981-1982. U.S. auto manufacturers have
made significant capital investments in an attempt_ to lower unit costs
of production; but despite the protection, some worker displacement
from the industry has occurred -arid Japanese competition has increased
in the higher-priced segment of the market.

The disadvantage of temporary protection is that over a period of
several years it does not generate any net groWth in jobs: 'even though
in the short run some jobs in the protected industry are obviously saved:
If the temporary protection becomes relatively permanent; as in the
cake of the Multifibre Orderly Marketing Agreement, it eventually
reduces overall economic growth and slows future employment growth.

Increased trade is now extremely importivnt to American
employment growth. In the period between 1977-1980,_the growth of
manufactured exports accounted for :11) percent of_total employment
growth. Any attettpt to prevenejob displacement in our basic
industries through protection will simply result in failure to expand
employment in other industriesusually in the so-called high-
technology industries producing for 'rapidly expanding world markets
(McLennan 1983a).*

A I*0 Net. 1)211. 119ri:0 and ) Iiium t al. (195:1).
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There are many-1 egislative proposals for a federal policy_ mandating
that firms plan _for the fiects of displacement due to_plant ehming and
that they provide employees with early notification of the intended
elimination of jobs. The goal is to provide employees and local
effirriol:--rnent im,ons with informAtion and time to plan an orderly
mijustment to structural change; Mn inclitrial countries have
enaewe such laws, and illustrations of successful readjustment under
these laws can be cited (e.g.., see Batt 1983). There are also success
stories of management voluntarily adopting its own plant-closing policy,
including significant readjustment programs for the workers adversely
of te.g... McKersie and McKersie 1982).

Voluntary plant closings and early notification policies are
desirable, provided they lead to more rapid readjustment by workers,
The pri:ylern with mandating these policies if,- that it is impc6sible to
design plans that are feasible for all industries.. For example, the loss of
a bid ford major contract, especially a defense contract, can mean
rapid cutbacks by the prime contractor, as well as by a network of
subcontractors. Also. mandatory plant - closing legislation would -be
impoLssible to apply to the large number of failures among small
ti Jtiinesses that, as discussed earlier. represent a significant portian of
the source of worker displacement.

In Canada plant-closing legislation that requires employers to
given some prenotification permits employers and unions to request
assistance roliodorily from the Manpower Consultative Services branch
of Employment and Immigration Canada. Typically; the Consultative
Services staff attempts to assist management and the employees
affected by a prospective plant closing to work out a joint approach to
assist in the reemployment of displaced workers. Such an_approach
may -work in the United States. in some cases. Unfortunattly. for most
employers and employees. the U.S. Employment Service is not
regarded as an effective institution for reemployment assistance. Most
employers who develop plant-closing_ procedures feel they can
implement the process more successfully Ofi their own,

Finally. as part of the concept to plan for structural change. it has
been proposed that the federal government require all employers to set
up an hod; r,id Nal Tris iNing Aertholi (ITA) for each of its employees.
Over a period of several years, employers would contribute three
thousan4 ,4Alars to each employee's accottri& with each worker
contributing an additional three thousand doilars. Displaced workers
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could ilmw upon the !TA. using the funds for retraining.*

This is- zn zttractive concept since it makes.- employers and workers
joihtly plan for the possibility that some workers may need to be
retrained for different occupations. The plan; however. has a serious
drawback. It would substantially increase the cost of hiring_ lab-or over
the next several years; precisely at the time when there will be :a
significant increase in wage taxes to finance th4;., Social Secur-ty trust_
fund and alt state Unemployment Insurance trust funds. If enaxted; the
!Jolley would certainly inhibit the growth of employment. especially
among new entrants and reentrants to the labOr market.

Manipulating Local Labor Market Demand

Employment in some local labor markets is heavily dependent on
several inajor employers. The loss of a major source of employment
through plant closing makes it difficult, if not impossible. for those
dispiati to find reemplloyment in other local industries. In additi_or.
many workers who wish to move to another lalkor market will resist
geographic- mobility if it means selling aleir homes at depresSed prices

titirchaz:;ing new ones at a much higher interest rate; even if
employment is expanding in other labiar markets.

Ohe 0-(i..sible Solution is to target government assistance to these
depressed labor markets by encouraging, new Inusiness to move into the
vi, u. If successful; this approach would reduce the costs associated with
the underutilization of existing public and private capital that _typically
occurs when the employment base of a local area starts to erode.

nothe.r advantage of manipulating the local demand__Thir_labar is
that there are_ eeierently substantial federal resources avallable_kolOCal
communities to assist them in attracting_ new industry, Uriderfrdervil
preoiiitY itoo tit wifiliitnix._ I ncluding U.S. Department of Defense
proeurerneht. labor surplus areas are supposed to be.given preference
in t1i distribution of government contracts. UnforturiPly; in a severe
receSsiim a very _large number of local labor markets tritoughout the
eouritr can qualify for such preferential assistance: In addition,
increased expenditures in defense are frequently for the pro-duction of
sophisticated weapons syslems.-. which tend to favor production in :Use
!-tates where high-technology firms are currently located. Many states
currently experiencing the most severe effects of structural change dC,

*ha dutails ut thy choate I IM.421.
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not have the_facilities or the labor force necessary to be prime
contractors for Such Jefense contracts. At best; they can hope to develop
some subcontracting capability.

In 1983: legislation (Emergency Jobs Appropriations) was enacted
to iftrimse juderoi expenditure -on they public infrastrueture (e.g.,_ bridges,
roads, and the like). It was claimed; _by the administration and by most
senators and congre&ipersons, that this was an employment-generating
measure. Assuming that the states and local areas do not reduce their
OWn budgets for public infrastructure (which is unlikely). some
emplOyment still be generated, but not necessarily in labor markets
With a high concentration of displacedworkers. This is clearly an
ineffiCient policy instrument for stimulating employment opportunities
for displaced workers.*

The federal government has several expenditure and kiaii_progeakits
that are available to assist local areas attract -new business. These
inekde Urban Development Action Grants. the Economic DevelopPlCnt
AiliniPktratioin's Business Development Assistance Program_the Small
Bui-iihe:;:; Administration's Business Loan Program, and the Farmers
Home_AdMinistration's_Business Loan and Industrial Loan Program; It
is diffieUlt to estimate the net effect of these programs on the
reemPlOyMent Of displaced workers. In the past, there appears to have
been an unintentional bias against assistance_ for manufacturing and in
favor of cotnmei;Cial activities, especially in The central business
districts of metropolitan areas. Consequently, there appears to be a
need to reduce the overlap among these programs. Perhaps these
separate efforts to assist business at the local level-could be- merged into

single program. Also because it is difficult for the federal
g,overnment to select which industries should be developed in particular
hical ai-Cai-.;, any federal assistance should be as neutral as possible in its
Support of industries and geographic regions The decision as to which
induStry should receive an _incentive to locate in a local labor market
should be made at the local level.

Federal assistance to local areas is also available through the tax
code, which_ permits laical jurisdictions to issue bonds whose interest is
exempt from taxation. Some of the bonds issued by public authorities

'WeiiiSe the eat teiiiiittire t$5 to $i; billion for public capital over a period of several
Nears). is apparently not being offset by similar reductions in expenditures on public
consumption priigrims_tStchas entitlements) the effect of the increase in federal
infrastructure expenditures could be_ counterproductive. This will occur if the program
increases budget deficits and makes it more dirficult tai reduce interest rates; which have

a major infliiehiqe dft.private capttai fOrmation.
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are designed to improve the public infrastructure of local labor
markets. Such capital investment may provide an indirect incentive for
new business to locate in those areas.

The tax code also permits states and local authorities or private
institutions to issue bonds that are designed for private purposes. In
1975: these private activity issues accounted for 20 percent of all tax
exempt issues; they now account for more than one-half of the $85
billion issued annually.

Two major disadvantages stem from the rapid growth of tax-
exempt issues: First, the recent overall growth from $30 billion in 1975
to $85 billion in 1981 is of concern, because it distorts the flow of
investible funds away from investment in new plants and equipment,
which do not receive such favorable tax treatment. The annual volume
of investment may have reached the point where it is crowding out
some private sector investment essential to future employment growth.*
The large revenue loss to _the U.S-Treasury increases the difficulty of
reducing federal budget deficits. This prevents the interest rate from
declining and inhibits private sector investment.

A second problem is the growing importance of private activity
issues within the total amount of annual issues. Although public bond
issues to improve the infrastructure can contribute to a region's
economic development, the same argument does not apply to private
activity issues by nonprofit institutions for hospitals, schools, housing,
and other favored business i_nyestments under the Small Issue
Industrial Revenue Bond (SIRS) program. For example, SIRBs, which
have expanded tenfold since 1975 to a current annual rate of $13.7
billion. have grown more rapidly than other types of bonds (Joint
Committee on Taxation 1983); Evaluations of the benefits from this
substantial annual revenue loss to the federal government ($2-3 billion
annually) conclude that these bonds make little difference to industrial
location decisions, and at best make only a marginal contribution to
local employment growth. In some states, the bonds favor investment in
retailing and service over manufacturing.

The tax-exempt preferences given the private purpose bonds

*The concern that some private investment is being crowded oat is based on the growth of
tax-exempt issues as a proportion of personal savings. In 1975. tax-exempt issues were
equivalent to 32 percent of personal savings. but by 1981 the proportion had risen to 65
percent. Some of the increase in tax-exempt issues did subsidize business investment for
such activities as pollution control, which at least pa.rtially offsets the "crowding-our
effect.
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distorts the allocation of capital within local areas. From the point of
view of economic development, there is no reason why those issuing the
bonds for private purposes (e.g., housing, hospitals, and schools) should
not compete in capital markets on the same basis as those wishing to
bring other types of plants and equipment to local areas.

If we wish to improve productivity growth, increase the
competitiveness of American industry, and improve employment
opportunities for displaced workers, we must reduce the annual-level of
private activity tax-exempt bond issues. If the current growth of these
bonds continues, it will simply increase the cost of business expansion
that does not have access to favorable tax treatment.

In the final analysis; if local labor markets are to attract new
business, public and private institutions in the local economy must
make the difficult decisions required to lower the cost of doipkv business
in the specific area. There is no justification for the feral g-o-g rnment
to subsidize some type of private activity, if this makes it more costly
for other private sector activities to bring new plants and equipment to
local areas whose economy is depressed. Although the taxpayers who
hold the tax-exempt private issue bonds and the nonprofit institutions
who issue them benefit from the expanded use of this tax subsidy, it is
not an effitcient policy ,instrument with which to assist displaced
workers.

Supply-Side Incentives to Employers

Currently, there is considerable interest in a proposal to provide
employers with a tax credit for an incremental increase in an
employer's investment in retraining the existing work force. It is
argued that, as the pace of structural change increases, employers will
have to respond by retraining a substantial portion of their own work
force so that their workers have the skills to adapt to changing
technology and the firms may avoid critical skill shortages.

The analytic justification for this proposal is partially based on the
claim that, over the next decade or so, 10-15 million manufacturing
workers and a similar number of employees in the service sector will be
displaced by structural change (Choate 1982). It is also claimed that
more investment is needed because of projected skill shortages in a
number of critical occupations,.
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The future pare of structural change may be more rapid than in
the past; leading to higher rates of displacement There is little
evidence; however; from either official occupational projections or
empirical studies of new technologies to support the claim that we are
entering a new era of such rapid skill obsolescence (Personick 1981).
Nor is there much support for the forecast of growing skill shortages in
specific occupations and the increasing inability of workers to adapt to
new skills demanded in the workplace (Rosenthal 1982).

The case for providing employers_with_an incremental tax credit
for retraining their employees is also based on preliminary research
that claims there is a growing mismatch between the skills of the labor
force and the qualifications demanded in the labor market* The
indicators used to measure this alleged skill imbalance (i;e; help-
wanted index; discharge rates; and number of lines in print discussing
skill shortages) are not however, reliable indicators of the skill
imbalance variable. It h claimed that employers have not_responded Lo

the imbalance by retraining their employees. but have bid up wages in
the external labor market. The conclusion, described as inflationary, is
incorrect. Hiring. in the external labor market changes the r!uthre
price of labor, but does not raise the general price level. Changes in
relative wages are part of the normal functioning of the labor market
and are incentives for workers (and employers) to invest more in
developing the skills in demand.**

Apart_from the difficulty of defining what retraining is eligible for
a tax credit. the case_ for the_new tax preference for employers is weak
whenoneeonsiders that_ under the tax code; employers can now write
off all training costs in _the year they are_incuried. Buildings used for
training are written off much as plants that are used in the production
process; This is much more liberal than the tax treatment afforded to
investments in plants and equipment; Public policy should not attempt
to distort the flow of investments; to different types of inputs in the
production process. Such distortion will not produce the most efficient
allocation of resources. Failure to approximate neutrality in the tax

Sibveral unpubliShed papers of James L. Mkioff_report some of the innovative work hi is
conducting at the National Bureau of Economic Research:

"Estimates of the level of employer investment vary widely. but all agree that the annual
investment is substantial. The preliminary papers_of James Medoff do suggest that the
growth of training investment has leveled off. Failure to increase the level of investment
in training may be a rational decision for employers. For example: the amount of formal
education and training of the labor force is higher than ever in our history. Also as the
rate of capital investment remains low: there is less need to retrain workers:
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treatment of returns from different types of investment will adversely
affect productivity grow th.* Corporate tax policy should try to be
neutral about investments in labor, plants, and equipment.

Investment in human capital by employers already_receives
preferential treatment compared to investment_ in physical capital.
Indeed, any tax policy change should move_in the direction of
permitting physical capital investments to be written off in the year
they are incurred; provided most so-called tax expenditures available to
business are gradually eliminated to make the change neutral in its
effect on federal revenues;

At a time when there is substantial support for tax simplification
and a reduction in federal budget deficits, any proposal to provide
business with an additional tax preference contradicts the much more
important goal of stronger fiscal policies to reduce interest ratesa
reduction essential to future employment growth. -In the long run-, a
substantial elimination of the enormous growth of preferential tax
arrangements in both _the personal and corporate tax code will do much
mare for business; and for any ?mployee who may risk job
displacement, than proposals that result in further erosion of the tax
base.

The use of a reemployment oueher by displaced workers has been
proposed as an incentive to employers for hiring the long-term
unemployed, including displaced workers. As originally proposed, the
cost of hiring a permanently dislocated worker (and other long-term
unemployed workers) would be reduced by permitting the workers to
convert extended UI benefits (the federal allocation paid after the
regular twenty-six-week program) into a "reemployment voucher" to be
paid to the new employers (McLennan I983b).

The value of the voucher would equal 75 percent of the value of the
thirteen weeks under the federal extended program or any remaining
weeks for which workers would be eligible if they remained
unemployed during the entire extended period (i.e.. currently thirteen
weeks). This voucher could be offered to employers who provide the
workers with jobs that represent an incremental increase in the
employer's work force. The employers would receive the value of the
reemployment voucher in quarterly payments from the State UI system.

"In addition. current tax law seriously distorts the flow of capital investment to different
types of capital assets by taxing income from various industries at different effective tax
rates. In the interest of productivity growsiL such distortion should be corrected. See
Committee for Economic aevelopmeid (1983).



The incremental wage subsidy through the reemployment voucher
would end after about a year. Otherwise, the program would eventually
be paying employers to hire workers -they would have hired anyway;
Also. employers should not be subsidized for hiring during the later
stages of an economic recovery.

The value of the vouchers presented to employers by most workers
receiving extended benefits would average about $1,125, at 75 percent
of the average value of extended benefit& For many employers, this
would be a significant incentive to hire workers who have experienced
long-term unemployment.* At the present time Delaware has taken the
initiative by establishing an experimental proram using_ a forrii of
reemployment voucher that includes training and relocation services.

More flexible use of UI benefits to assist the long-term unemployed
and those dislocated by structural change_ it of growing interest to
policymakers at all levels of government. Senator Quayle. in his
Economic Opportunity Act of 1983 (S. 2421. prcipeiSed reemployment
vouchers based or extended UI benefits. The administration supported
the concept and would have permitted 100 percent of extended benefits
to be used as vouchers. The administration's approach would have
administered the Program through the Internal Revenue Service rather
than through a state's UI system;

The concept of the reemployment voucher failed to get sufficient
support in Congress; partly because it was opposed by the major
interest groups representing labor and business. The mar
didvantage of the proposal is that the prokram must be initiatedelose
to the bottom of any recession and it must end in about one year. The
federal government would end up subsidizing employers_to hire
workers they would normally hire without the subsidy. The advantages
of the coneept are that (1) it begins to give preference to those who have
Suffered from an especially long spell of unemployment (2) it permits
the long-term unemployed to renew their work skills through on-the-job
experience; and (3) more important it represents a shift of UI policy
toward the goal of reemployment and not simply to a program that
provides ine-mie maintenance.

1982. the Ciiit of the tederal extended program was $1.8 billion. If the cost was the,
same for 1983. the reemployment voucher would only result in a net increase in
expenditure once 1.66 million workers become eligible for extended benefits
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Supply-Side Incentives and Assistance to Individuals

Most of the proposals to prevent worker displacement or to assist
those who become displaced focus on the individual workers; As lin
alternative to giving employers the incentive to retraining workers ir
response to potential structural change, it may be preferable p) give
individuals the incentive to invest in their own human capital.

The internal revenue code currently_ permitS several tax allowances
to encourage individuals to invest in their own human capital. The most
relevant allowance is that expenses are deductible for education that
maintains or improves skills needed for one's present employment;
trade. or business.* However; the tax code is interpreted to mean that a
taxpayer cannot deduct expanses for education or training for a
(I lift mot occupation.

Extending the education expense deduction to a different
occupation_appears to be_a relatir.,,ely simple change in the tax code;
which would help a displaced worker prepareAr adifferentjob. The
revenue loss to the U.S. Treasury would be relatively small. However,
most displaced workers will have low taxable incomes and the rate of
return to experienced workers may be very low.

If this change in tax policy is applied to all workers, it will not only
increase the revenue loss substantially; but it will also raise a number
of difficult administrative and equity problems; Almost any education
or training can be claimed as legitimate preparation for different
employment. trade. or business. If it is applied to all workers, will full-
time students who have any earnings during the year be eligible to
deduct education expenses! Why should there be a tax deduction!
Perhaps it would t more equitable if the incentive took the form of a
tax credit or _a tax deferral. It is quite clear that what appears to be a
simple modification to the tax code, at best, does little for workers who
are actually displaCed, Indeed, there is a high probability that if public
policy moves in this direction the major beneficiaries of the program
will be those with the least potential for experiencing future job
displacement. Such a policy change will further reduces the tax base.

'The other allowances_ are ID taxpayers -may claim a dependent's exemption if they
contribute more than half th-e sapp-ort of a student dependent. even if such would
otherwise not be allowed on the basis of the student's income or age; 12 taxpayers need
not report as taxable income amounts th-ey received as scholarships or fellowship grantig
131 taxpayers need not report Ls taxable amounts paid by their employers for_their_
educational expenses under a qualified education assistance program. &e0 LYke (1983):
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complicate the tax code, and do_little to assist displaced workers or
those most likely to be displaced.

Several proposals attempt to improve the connection betuven the
resourecs 01.0110de under unemphugnient insurance (Lri) programs ti of
/Hi rticipatilm in cdrainin(l and education pi ogranus

Many state laws do not permit UI beneficiaries to engage in
training programs while receiving UI benefits." This "economy" is
altogether counterproductive. The Job Training Partnei'Aip Act
recognizes this problem and Title III of the act encourages_ a link
between Ul and retraining programs. It permits up to 11.a1 of a 50
percent state-match requirement of state UI payments to eligible
participants. Senator Quayle has proPoSed that the link be extended to
student loans and Basic Education Opportunity Grants;

Under the original Quayle proposal, displaced workers would not
have their principal residences counted_ in the asset tests for a student
grant or loan. In addition, the displaced workers' UI benefits would mot
be included as_income in meeting the existing income test in qualifying
for educational assistance.

The incentive for displaced workers to consider education and
retraining at an early stage of permanent layoff seems highly desirable.
The easier access to student aid should provide schools and colleges,
especially those in the vocational education system, with an additional
incentive to offer programs to this market. Another advantageof this
approach is that it will require little, if any, increase in federal
expenses and will not worsen the budget deficit. It avoids anew
categorical program by increasing the opportunity for displaced
workers to participate in general student aid programs.

Displaced- workers are more likely to need short-term courses and
some may prefer to receive education and training on a part-time basis;
It iria appropriatepriate to extend the Quayle concept by modifying the

'State el systems should be encouraged to experiment with integrating retraining with
the UI system. Some countries L'ow unemployed persons who take training counts w
continue receiving UI. Canada. far example. allows trainees to continue receiving UI for
tne_duration of the training course. even if entitlement would no-rtti11,p lapse in this time.
and theti provides a furth-er shiirt extension (up to six weeks) to cover a perm of active
job search upon completion of the course. However, thee* can he other uses. The
Netherlands strews unemployed persona beinggiven on-the-job training by s_finn to
continue reeeiving benefits. See Organisation for Economic Cciogirition and Development
(1982i.
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-current "full -time student" regulation to allow displaced workers tki
eligible for student aid even though theyare only enrolled part-time in
a training course. This modification could be important in those states
Whose UI programs_permit workers to earn some income and still be
eligible tot-

A more basie reform of the UI program involves restructuring to
nclude an intiiieiliiiil iwutiustment account _within the existing

This could be achieved by including an individual account as a second
tier within the current system. Tier I would be a modified version of
the present system; with more effective experience rating and a longer
waiting. veriod. The individual account proposed as an addition would
be financed i)y_ a portion (perhaps 10 percent) of the employer tax. Each
aectitiiit_ghould be fully funded. Interest should accrue to the funds
credited to it.

The eligibility conditions under which a worker could draw upon
the account may include (1) permanent displacement, with employers
certifying that the workers will not be eehired because of the
permanent elimination of the previously held job: (2) continuous labor
force experience of five years prior to permanent layoff; and (3)
unemployment for perhaps fourteen weeks.*

It is important to permit workers to have control over the way the
funds in their individual accounts are utilited once they are eligible to
draw on the accounts. The amount of withdrawal and whether it is
taken in the form of income maintenance, retraining, or relocation
should be the workers' decision; Only the individual workers can
properly decide which types of investment in their on human capital
are likely to lead to successful labor market adjustment.

Workers should have the maximum incentive to readjust quickly
after permanent displacement. Accordingly; it is probably desirable for
'Because a majority of job-lo-sers can expect to rciurnto work With their previous
employett. it is important to require that they be unemployed_ for a minimum period
before they are eligible to draw on their individual account If there is no minimum
unemployment period in a severe recesa:nn. such as that ,41'T 1982; perhaps most _of the 4
million job-losers would be eligible for participation_ in the individual account. With a
fourteen week minimum period, the maximum number of job-losera whocl 4 draw on
their amount would be about _L8 million. The disadvantagf, of the minimum
unempkiyrnent period is that it may discourage some of th-otTe w-orkers, OW Will never be
rehired by their previous employer; from making efforts to relebrame quickly. On the other
hand. if workers can draw on their individual account withioTut experiencing it minimum
number of weeks of unemployment it may encourage unnecesaary relocation if their
employer begins to hire during the economic recovery.
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a Anall portimil of the accrued balance in their accounts, plus interest,
to go to them lipori retirement

If the two -tieed UI structure is to be successful, it must be_
implemented in such a way that it does not raise hiring costs: otherwise
it will have the same weakness as the individual training account
proposal discussed earlier. Consequently, an equally important feature
of the two-tiered approach_ as the need to reduce the cost of other parts
of the UI program. The following reforms are likely to achieve the
greatest cost savings; improve the operation of labor markets; and avoid
some of the well-documented overuse of the UI system by some
employees and employers: (I reinstate a two-week waiting period
before the twenty-six weeks of the basic UI program begins; (2) reform
UI tax structure by widening the-differential between the minimum
and maNimum tax rates: and require job search counseling during the
two-w,. waiting period.*

During the next five years. UI taxes will have to be increased to
restore the solvency of most state UI trust funds. These iinerease& along
with the scheduled increases in Social Security taxes; will] raise the cost
of hiring. For this reason; any new approaches to increasing the access
of displaced workers to resources in the UI or educational systems must
be achieved by reallocating existing resources: This involves some
difficult political choices for all proponents of policies to assist displaced
workers.

CONCLUSIONS

There are disagreements about the current magnitude of the
displaced worker population. but most agree that it is a relatively small
proportion of the labor force. No one can be certain about the future
magnitude of the problem. Since all proponents of policies for displaced
workers are searching for general solutions to assist in the
reemployment of all displaced workers; perhaps this uncertainty o%er
predicting the future is not a significant handicap to policy
development: Targeted programs for specific groups of workers have
been largely discredited by research. This is why the tax ccale. the UI
system, or federal assistance t3 education are correctly viewed as
potential vehicles for the appropriate policy strategy.

'For discussion of these proposals. see McLitrian 11983bl. For a discussion of the
'Thportance of providing unemp'iOyed workers with job search assistance. see Blaustein
J 9S 1
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Tlias analysis of the policy options strongly implies that new
initiati'es should be implemented with existing resources, It is
inconsistent to propose solutions that require new expenditure
peograms, loan subsidies, tax preferences, or wage tax increases, and at
te same time complain about the effects of high_interest rates, and
increased import penetration on unemployment. In the longer run, the
solution must avoid making the displacement problem worse or
reducing future employment growth.

This analysis recognizes that the United States already has a highly
mobile labor force; with about one-half of :hose who are laid off or who
leave their jobs moving to different occupations within one year after
they leave their previous employers. Public policy should attempt to
increase the ability of workers to move to expanding jobs in other
occupations, industries, or geographic locations. This leads to the
eonclusion that reform of the fifty-year-old UI system should be a major
component of any policy strategy for linking displaced workers with
retraining, education, and relocation, It may also mean that the way we
encourage income security for the eklerly through specific types of
employer pensions will have to be reexamined. Similaay, the recent
displacement of workers with generous health care benefits suggests
that if labor mobility increases, our policy approach to providing health
care protection may require modification,

Employers can do much to reduce the rate of displacement by
improving their competitiveness; by planning for worker adjustment;
and by retraining their work force: Additional federal subsidies for
employers to retrain their workers are; however rejected. Current tax
policies that provide incentives to retrain or reeducate employees are
already sufficient. and the external labor market itself provides the
appropriate signal for employers to make their decisions on how much
to invest in retraining.

There is no simple solut.on to the problem of reemployment for
displaced workers. For_some of those workers and their families. the
cost of displacement is high. Public policy changes to assist those
adversely affected will be difficult to implement, But the challenge
provides the opportunity to make basic reforms to some of our labor
market and educational policies. In meeting this challenge we can
reduce the cost to displaced workers and; at the same time; permit
society to receive the benefits of structural economic change.

"Based on data for the period 1977-1981; supplfg tits the U.S. Departs it of Labor;
Bureau of Lab-or Statistics.

3 J. 0
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19 ROBERT M. GUTTMAN

Policy Options for Displaced Workers:
Reactor Comments

DIFFICULTIES OF LEGISLATING

The McLennan chapter, as well as other chapters in these
proceedings, demonstrates clearly that we do not know how many
dislocated workers we have now or are likely to have in the fiitare.
When estimates of the number of dislocated workerS range from
100,000 to over 2 million, we essentially have no estimates at all The
Uhalde chapter makes a_heroic attempt to narrow that range; but even
it kives a range of from 200000 to 750,000, Those are shifting sands on
Which to build a solid legislative structure;

The difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that en,. ignorance of the
dimensions of the problem is compounded by our ignorance of the
characteristics of the dislocated workers. Their ages, sex, eduattiori-ill
achievements, and the like are essentially unknown. We tend -to assume
that the typical dislocated worker is a middle-aged white male with a
high school (Or less) education, but the data_do not support that
assumption or for that matter, any other. Nor is the industrial plant
closing the Only form of dislocation, as a number of the chapters make
dear. ThUS, Generic legislation built on questionable assumptions is not
likely to prove effective;

Perhaps the fundamental difficulty in devising a policy solution is
that we do not have a clear definition of what we are discussing.
Gordon claims that the range of estimates is due to inadequate data
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She believes that we really do know who the dislocated workers a.re, but
that we are forced to estimate from unsatisfa:.-tory proxies. She says we
could all agree that a dislocated worker is one whose job has been
abolished and who has a hard time getting another one. I suspect that
that is part of the definition, but not all of it. It includes many who
could be classified as disadvantaged rather than dislocatedassuming
that these two categories are at least conceptually separate.

The category of dislocated worker does not seem to fit the
minimum wage worker whose employer goes out of businesses or the
seasonal worker who cannot find other employment in the off season, or
the welfare mother who loses her job as a domestic. Yet they all fall
within Gordon's definition.

Implicit in the concept of dislocation is the loss of a job that has
some attractive features and that involves some level of skill on the part
of the worker. We speak of retraining rather than training. However,
the limitations on the definition have no specificity and only contribute
to the uncertainty of both the dimensions and the nature of the
displaced worker problem.

There seems to be only one area of unanimity in all the chapters
herea unanimity that is not unusual to find in such discussions. The
consensus is that we need more research. I find myself in agreemeT.t
with that conclusion, because we need better agreement on the extent
and nature of the dislocated worker problem, both as it exists today and
its future projection, before we will have a solid basis for making public
policy.

TYPES OF LEGISLATION

The McLennan chapter summarizes and comments on some twenty
or more policy approaches that have been suggested for dealing with
the dislocated worker problem. There is probably another dozen in the
other chapterssuggesting that the problem for policymakers is not
that of finding a solution but rather that of finding the right solution.
McLennan's summary of the pros and cons of the different approaches
is fundamentally sound, and it is not prminctive to repeat them here
with minor caveats or recommendations. Instead, a categorization is
presented of the types of approaches that have been suggested, along
with comments on the pros and cons of these types.
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Entitlement or Discretionary Policies

The basic concept of entitlement legislation is that everyone who
fits a defined category is given specified benefits. Its basic appeal is
that of justice: that is everybody in the same position is given the same
advantage. The GI bill is, of course, the best-known example of the
entitlement a,pproach to training and education legislation. Among the
current propo,:als that use this approach are the Individual Training
Account idea, the two-track unemployment proposal; and tax credit
approaches.

Discretionary programs; on the other hand; provide no rights, nor
do they guarantee equality of treatment; They provide a limit (which
may be quite vague) on those eligible for benefits, but leave the
determination of those who will actually receive the benefits as well as
the kind, amount, and duration of those benefitsto some kind of
administrative discretion. This is the approach followkl in all of the
basic modern training legislation, from MDTA clo JTPA.

In the abstract, the arguments for entitlement always appear
persuasive: "Render equal unto equals" is as attractive a concept now as
it was when it was coined almost twenty-five hundred years ago; But
from a practical and legislative view; there are a number of necessry
preconditions for choosing the entitlement approach, and it is my
contention that these are not met by the dislocated worker issueat
least not at the present time and with the present state of knowledge.
These necessary preconditions are as follows: (1) we must be able to
define precisely the eligible population, meaning we must have a
definition that both includes all dislocatkl workers and dws not include
anyone else; (2) we must know what the appropriate benefit is to give to
each member of that definkl population; and (3), in order to make cost
estimates; we must know the number of the beneficiaries and the cost of
the benefit;

None of these conditions is pre ntly met. We do not have
consensus definition of who the dislocated worker is nor, as many of the
chapters demonstrate, is there consensus that they should all receive the
same treatment. For instance, the relative importance of job search and
retraining is by no means clear, and the costs of entitling to retraining
those who only need job search could be staggering, Aristotle
also said that justice consists of rendering unequal to unequals.
Dislocated workers (at least those includcd in any broad definition
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based------ on job loss and prior work historyt may ha .'.'e sufficiently
different neecls that prescribing an equal remedy for all of them may
be neither just nor effective.

However. the overriding argument against the entitlement
approach is budgetary. Entitlements are uncontrollable; Congress
relinquishes control over the costs until it amends the law and is
therefore reluctant to enact them without confidence in the cost
estimates. Enough has been said to make clear v:hy any cost estimate
for such a program would have to be taken with a large dose of salt.
With the current and foreseen federal budgetary deficits, the argument
for a new, uncontrollable. and largely unpredictable program will faCe
an uphill battle.

On the other hand; a discretionary program; such as that under
Title 111 of 3TPA. may be expanded at a rate determined by Congress.
and treatments may be varied until we have the body of knowledge that
experience under a variety of approaches will give us.

Government or Private Policies

The chapters reveal a very general consensus that much can (and
indeed_ must) be achieved through labor-management cooperation.
Many impressive examples of company and union initiatives in dealing
with the displaced worker problem have been presented; and surely we
all hope that such constructive efforts will multiply; There is also;
think; a consensus that the private sector cannot bear the entire
responsibility and that the government must contribute its part. The
question is not whether there should be governmental action, but rather
what kind of governmental action.

Essentially, the government can operate (or provide for the
operation of) a program, or it can require nongovernmental parties to
take certain actions. The government can induce action by giving away
money to those who meet its conditions; or it can coerce those who do
not act as it requires. Proposals for_ governmentally funded training
programs (whether entitlement or discretionary) fall into the first
category; proposals to require advance notice of plant closings fall into
the second. The issue with the second type of proposal is not whether
the proposed action is desirable; it is whether what leis to good
results, when done on a voluntary basil will also lead to gtxxl results
when undertaken to comply with governmental mandate. One must at
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least face that question before concluding that, beea.use certain
voluntary procedures work well; such procedures should be required of
those who do not wish to follow them.

Systemic or Incremental Policies

Perhaps the most interestingand certainly the most important=
issue is whether we should deal with the dislocated worker problem
thrnugh systemic or incremental reform. This is necessarily a question
of degree as well as of kind. but the question can lie_PoSed_in broadest -

_generality as follows: ITo we scrap whit we hive and nrovide a new and
total solution; or do we tinker around the edges of the existing system?
This issue is not a new one; in fact it was at the heart of the five-year
debate over, welfare reform;

The basic systemic reforms that are being advocated are the
individual training account and the_two-track unemployment
compensation system. In essence, advocates of the7e proposals argue
that they will deal with the overall dislocated worker problem;
advocates of incremental reform argue that a variety of different
measures_ will alleviate the problem. though none of them will provide
an overall solution.

From the point of view of a policymak,_., systemic reform has
major advantage& However; in the case of the dislocated worker issue; I
would suggest that these advantages are more than counterbalanced by
the disadvantages. The basic advantage of systemic reform is that, if it
works, that is all you need. But it has all the well-krown disadvantages
of putting all your eggs in one basket Systemic reform isirreat if you
know what you are doing (i.e., if the knowledge base is sufficient). but I
do not think that is the case at the present time.

The incremental approach is better suited to the recognition of a
degree of uncertainty. By making modest reforms on a piecemeal basis.
the costs of errors are decreased and the oppo-tunities for midcourse
corrections are improved.

My preference. and the preference of my subcommittee chairman,
is at the present time, the incremental approach. We support expansion
Of the Title III program, consistent with the administrative capacity of
the system, and have propOSal a variety of other measures that will
assist in dealing with the displaced worker problem. For example, we
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have eased the access of the long-term unemployed to training-without
loss of unemployment benefits; both by the provisions of Title III of _

JTPA and by amending the Federal Supplemental Compensation (FSC)
program to make it easier for beneficiaries of the program to
participate in retraining without losing benefits. In addition. we have
proposed and reported. out of committee, (1) amendments to the Pell
grants and guaranteed_ student loan programs to ea a access of
dislocated workers to those programs; (2) amendnh its to permit such
workers to withdraw from their Individual Retirement Accounts
without tax penalty: and (3) amendments to improve procurement
targeting to improve employment opportunities in areas with high
concentrations of disla6tied workers. We will Ai:ear propose
amendments to concentrate more vocational education funds on this
problem;

None of thew approaches is a magic solution. Each is designed to
deal with a part of the problem. If any one of these proposals works
badly, it can be repealed or amended without too much troubleand
each one of them has a reasonable chance of moving from proposal to
enactment during this Congress. Systemic reform has two major
disadvantage (1) it is difficult to enact (e.g., in welfare reform, in
which two Administrations made major investinents of political
capital); and (2) it is difficult to correct if it does not turn out as
expected; To coin a phrase; many half-loaves in the hind may be better
than a full one in the bush;
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